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Apocalypse of the Alien God
Introduction

The terms “Christianity” and “Judaism” are difficult for students of these ancient religions. Church historians remain unable to pinpoint once and for all the emergence of “Christianity” from “Judaism”; scholars of Judaic studies debate when Judaism was “invented.”1 “Christianity” and “Judaism” can feel like vacuous terms that house a great diversity of groups, practices, and ideas whose differences seem to outweigh their resemblances. Consequently, some scholars feel more comfortable discussing Christianities and Judaisms, and nobody is comfortable with the term used for groups that exist on the borderlines between them: “Jewish-Christian”(!).2 Even more problematic is the term “paganism,” which is essentially a wastebasket for the religious life of every ancient person who did not identify with a cult of the God of Abraham. Yet we persist in using these terms, despite our misgivings, and not just as a heuristic sleight-of-hand. Sometimes there are significant differences between various groups and their ideas, differences that do correspond somewhat to the way that we moderns might use the terms “Jewish” or “Christian” or “Hellenic” (“pagan” I renounce in this book).3 These differences did not fall from the sky. They were manufactured, in words, art, and ritual, by cultural warriors who believed that such differences mattered and used them to legitimate their own interests.

This book is about some of those real differences and the development of the ideologies that crafted them—in this case, the competing worldviews of “Christian” and “Hellenic” (i.e., Greek) philosophers. It argues that one can identify when and where these worldviews
split for good: in the 260s CE, in Rome, in the reading group of the
great Neoplatonic philosopher Plotinus. The master had a falling out
with some of the Christian interlocutors of the group, sparked by the
texts they read. After this controversy at the onset of late antiquity,
it becomes very difficult to find academic, Hellenic philosophers with
cordial relationships with their Christian counterparts. Instead, they
regularly wrote polemical treatises denouncing each other’s philosop-
hy (even while still exchanging ideas). Here it becomes meaningful to
talk of a Christian philosophy distinct from Hellenic philosophy—as
a matter of cultural identity as well as intellectual enterprise—and a
closed Platonic tradition, unfriendly to Jewish and Christian sources.

Unfortunately, this story gets (very) complicated when we try to
learn about the Christian interlocutors of Plotinus and their contro-
versial texts, and it is largely occupied—as is the bulk of this book,
really—with what we know about them and, in turn, what these
details tell us about the situation in Plotinus’s circle. Fortunately,
these details are not uninteresting: in fact, they furnish valuable evi-
dence for deepening our understanding of an obscure Judeo-Chris-
tian literary tradition, Sethianism (so called due to its focus on the
figure of Adam and Eve’s third son, Seth, as savior and revealer). This
book explains the contribution of Sethianism to Greek philosophy,
and the reasons for its subsequent exile from the Hellenic schools;
its relationship to Judaism, Christianity, and the “Jewish-Christian”
groups that existed in the cracks between them; and the develop-
ment of Jewish mystical traditions we know from the apocalypses
and Qumran. This same tradition provides the most valuable evi-
dence modern scholars possess for understanding the thought, back-
ground, and historical importance of any group of Gnostics—early
Christians who were associated by their opponents with a myth of
the creation of the world by a demiurge (“craftsman”) of ambivalent
ability and mores. It appears that these sects referred to themselves
as γνωστικοί ("knowers").

Plotinus’s student Porphyry provides our only record of a personal
encounter with ancient Gnostics that does not come from one of their
bitter opponents among the church fathers:

There were in his (Plotinus’s) time many others, Christians, in par-
cular heretics who had set out: from the ancient philosophy, men
belonging to the schools of Adelphius and Aeculius—who possessed
many texts of Alexander the Libyan and Philoconus and Demo-
stratus of Lydia, and who produced revelations of Zoroaster and

Zostrianos and Nicotheus and Allogenae and Messes and others of
this sort who deceived many, just as they had been deceived, actually
alleging that Plato really had not penetrated to the depth of intelli-
gible substance. Wherefore, Plotinus often attacked their position in
his seminars, and wrote the book which we have entitled "Against the
Gnostics." He left it to us to judge what he had passed over. Amelius
went up to forty volumes, writing against the book of Zostrianos,
and I, Porphyry, wrote a considerable number of arguments against
the book of Zoroaster, showing the book to be entirely spurious and
contemporary, contrived by the founders of the heresy to fabricate the
idea that the doctrines which they had chosen to honor were in fact
those of the ancient Zoroaster.†

The translation of this passage will be discussed in detail below, but it
is immediately clear that Porphyry gives as evidence more specific and
reliable than what we have about any other Gnostics. First, he says
that, in Plotinus’s time, there were Christian heretics, Plotinus’s refuta-
tion of whom he entitled Against the Gnostics; therefore, “Gnostics”
were present in Rome and known to Plotinus and his group. Second,
Plotinus discussed philosophical questions with these Gnostics, which
means that they were sufficiently educated to participate in a sort of
ancient postgraduate seminar. Third, these discussions led to disag-
reement, much of whose substance is extant in Plotinus’s treatise Against
the Gnostics. Finally, Porphyry mentions the books the Gnostics con-
sidered authoritative: “revelations” (αποκαλύψεις, i.e., “apocalypses”).

Luckily for us, titles identical to several of the apocalypses men-
tioned by Porphyry were unearthed at Nag Hammadi (Upper Egypt)
in 1945.† Thus the especial importance of Porphyry’s evidence; when
read in concert with Porphyry and Plotinus, these apocalypses, and
other texts (mostly apocalypses as well) from Nag Hammadi that
belong to the same literary tradition, enable us to pose and answer
significant questions about the social background, literary prefer-
ences, theological proclivities, and ritual life of a particular group
of Gnostics, who came into serious conflict with the great Platonic
academics of their time. One of these titles, Allogenae, means “for-
egnuer,” or “alien.” As we will see, the concept of alienation figures
strongly in the Sethian apocalypses, texts that describe a god so
utterly transcendent and divorced from creation that he can only
be revealed by an avatar who bridges a chasm between human and
divine, descending from heaven to preach to the elect, who reside
as “aliens” on this strange planet. Conversely, to Plotinus, every-
thing about this message—from its vigorous use of Judeo-Christian
language and literary traditions to its treatment of specific philosophical problems (such as divine providence or the afterlife of the soul)—seemed wrong, wrongheaded, and decidedly foreign: that is, alien. For both parties, albeit in entirely different senses, the Sethian literature offered a revelation (apocalypse) of the alien god to his alien worshippers.

One might then ask how it is that the Sethian literature and its Christian Gnostic readers wound up in Plotinus’s circle in the first place. The Nag Hammadi discovery answers this question: some of the now extant Sethian literature—in particular, a group known as the “Platonizing” texts (Zostrianos [NHC VIII,1], Allogenes [NHC XI,3], Marsanes [NHC X,1] and the Three Steles of Seth [NHC VII,3])—appears to have been deeply conversant with advanced Platonic metaphysics and does not mention the figure of Jesus. The question of dating the copies that were known to Plotinus and others, and thus the possibility of mutual philosophical influence between them, remains controversial; however, there is a scholarly consensus that some version of this literature was present at a crucial period in the development of Platonic metaphysics, and may have even contributed to the thought of Plotinus himself.

Yet the importance of the Sethian literature is not limited to our understanding of the history of later Greek philosophy or even Gnosticism. Its indebtedness to the literary traditions and genre of Jewish and Christian apocalyptic literature merits its inclusion in the study of Jewish and Christian pseudepigrapha of the second and third centuries, a period for which our evidence is otherwise scarce. Some of these traditions deal with themes of self-transformation that we know not just from these apocalypses but from the Dead Sea Scrolls, again, furnishing valuable evidence for an obscure field of study—the development of Jewish mysticism between Qumran and the late antique ascent literature known as the “Hechalot” (“palaces”) corpus, a field the great scholar of Kabbalah, Gershom Scholem, termed “Jewish Gnosticism.” Finally, these texts also occupy a liminal position along the notoriously permeable boundaries of Judaism and Christianity, and some of their doctrines are most recognizable in the context of the Syrian groups scholars label “Jewish-Christian,” particularly the Elkasaites. The Sethian evidence from Nag Hammadi is thus indispensable for scholars trying to understand the negotiation and mutual permeation of the boundaries between emerging Christianity and Judaism.

The evidence for these conclusions is set out in the first six chapters of this book. Chapter 1 addresses an overlooked but significant implication of Porphyry’s evidence: the physical presence of these Gnostics in the social context of a philosophical study group. The chapter thus explores the context of such groups in the Hellenic culture wars of the second and third centuries CE, where the Second Sophistic movement developed a Hellenophile ideology permeating educational life and was countered by a spike of interest in “Oriental” sages like those invoked by Plotinus’s Christian Gnostic opponents.

Chapter 2 takes a close look at Plotinus’s own writing about these opponents, who, he says, were once his “friends.” He viciously attacks their cosmology, anthropology, and soteriology, accusing them of developing a kind of deviant Platonism. His criticisms apply not only to the apocalypses his Gnostics read but also to contemporary Christian Platonism in general, serving as evidence of the Christian background of the group and the more generally Judeo-Christian valence of their texts.

Chapters 3 through 6 introduce and discuss the Sethian Gnostic apocalypses themselves, alongside evidence from Plotinus that has been hitherto read in isolation from them. Chapter 3 examines the genre of the texts, grounding their rhetoric, motifs, and especially claims to authority in contemporary Jewish and Christian apocalyptic literature. Their approach to myth and revelation is sharply contrasted with contemporary Platonic models, which employed allegory to interpret myths; thus, to Plotinus, they appeared to be “another,” alien “way of writing.” Chapter 4 discusses the apocalypses’ attitudes toward soteriology, focusing on the identity of the Sethian savior (a cosmic Seth who descends to earth throughout history to intervene on behalf of the elect), the ethnic valence of their soteriological language, and Plotinus’s complaints about these conceptions with respect to his philosophy of divine providence. Chapter 5 looks at Sethian eschatology, both personal (handling the postmortem fate of the soul) and cosmic (handling the fate of the cosmos). In both of these chapters, it is clear that the apocalypses’ stances, from a philosophical perspective, resemble Christian Platonism, not its Hellenic counterpart. Chapter 6 studies the strategies for divinization in these Gnostic texts. A review of these practices shows that they drew not from Platonic but from Jewish and Christian sources, particularly those associated with ancient Jewish mysticism, as preserved in the Dead Sea Scrolls, apocalypses, and Hechalot literature. Moreover, recalling
scholarly debate about vision and experience in Jewish literature helps us resolve obscurities in Sethian rituals themselves and theorize for what they could have been used in an ancient context.

Chapter 7 summarizes the aforementioned conclusions, offering a clearer picture of the function of the Sethian apocalypses, the lives of their authors, and their relationship to the Gnostics in Plotinus’s circle. Moreover, the chapter discusses the texts’ relationship with Judaism, Manichaeism, and Christianity (or “Jewish Christianity”), emphasizing the important role that Jewish literature plays in understanding Sethianism, the ways that Sethian literature helps elucidate the thorny problem of “Jewish Gnosticism,” and the significance of the Sethian literature for the history of Jewish mysticism. Similarly, significant parallels to Manichaeism emerge that invite a reevaluation of exactly what kind of baptismal groups Sethianism grew out of, and where they might have been.

Finally, this book will defend a Judeo-Christian authorship of the Sethian treatises—even the “Platonizing” texts that do not mention Jesus Christ or Scripture!—thus rejecting the scholarly consensus that the texts represent a non-Christian or pagan development of Sethianism, or evidence of an outreach to paganism. Some have recognized already that “a lack of Christian features” does not necessarily indicate Jewish or pagan provenance. Yet the boundary between Judaism and Christianity seems impossible to divine in much of the Sethian literature, particularly the Platonizing texts, which are laden with Neoplatonic jargon instead of biblical references. Perhaps this is no accident, because many of their Jewish and Christian features are associated specifically with groups that flourished precisely along these borderlines, groups (such as the Elchasaites, Ebionites, and author[s] of the Pseudo-Clementine literature) that have duly been named “Jewish-Christian” by modern scholars. As I will argue in the concluding chapter, it is likely that Sethian traditions developed in a Jewish-Christian environment like that which produced Mani, who also drew widely on Jewish apocryphal traditions in formulating a religion that honored Jesus of Nazareth as one of many descending savior-revealers—important, but not the object of every prayer or treatise.

The apocalypses brandished in Plotinus’s seminar were thus the products of intellectuals from a community that, like Manichaeans or the Elchasaites, dwelt on the boundaries of Judaism and Christianity. Drawing from the literary traditions of the Jewish pseudepigrapha, they wrote their apocalypses as manuals for eliciting an experience of visionary ascent, using Platonic metaphysics as a meditative tool. While such practices are best understood in the context of contemporary Jewish mysticism, the Platonism that informs them also permeated the cosmological and soteriological thought of their authors, producing a Platonism that was at the forefront of Christian theology—hence their appeal to the Christian “heretics” mentioned by Porphyry. He and Plotinus recognized the Christian valence of this Platonism, and here drew a line in the sand between the Platonism of their Christian Gnostic interlocutors and their own thought. Hellenic Platonism thus began to be seen not just as a school interpreting Plato but a Hellenic philosophy distinct from and actively opposed to Jewish and Christian traditions, which the Platonists hoped to exile from their schools once and for all.
names like “Zoroaster and Zostrianos and Nicotheus and Allo- 
genesis and Messos.”

What did it mean to challenge the authority of Plato with the 
invocation of alien authorities? Was “Oriental” wisdom prized or 
depised among ancient philosophers? What kind of people did one 
meet in these circles anyway? Where did they come from, and how 
did they feel about the ruling powers—the non-alien authorities 
of Hellenism and Rome? Answering these questions requires us to step 
back momentarily and ascertain the social environment in which the 
appeals to these foreign authorities took place. As we will see, an-
alysis of contemporary Christian and Hellenic philosophical circles 
themselves sheds scarce light on the problem. Study groups in the sec-
ond and third centuries were small, ad hoc affairs, about which it is 
difficult to generalize—except that their participants all came out of 
a deeply ideological rhetorical environment known today as the “Sec-
ond Sophistic.” Modern research into this wider educational envi-
ronment has blossomed, yielding important data for a “thick descrip-
tion” of members of a group like that of Plotinus—and the Christian 
Gnostics who belonged to it as well, thus providing the most ex-
tensive sociological information on the background of any known Gnos-
tic group.

PHILOSOPHY CLUBS

Gnostic literature itself says virtually nothing about the relationship 
of Gnosticism to contemporary philosophical circles, much less the 
culture informing them. References to philosophy in the Nag Ham-
madi corpus indicate that the Gnostics adopted stances about phil-
osophical issues but excoriated contemporary philosophers, striv-
ing (like Tertullian), to distinguish themselves from contemporary 
Greek education. Such anti-philosophical polemic is striking. While 
recorded Gnostic groups did not proclaim adherence to any particu-
ar philosophical sect, the high philosophical import of their texts 
demonstrates that they must have spent quite a bit of time among the 
philosophical sects, particularly the Platonists. Irenaeus referred to a 
school (διδασκαλίας) of Valentinus.

Recalling the Judeo-Christian background of Gnosticism, one 
can turn to Jewish and Christian texts in hopes of finding something 
like a school in which Gnostics could learn philosophy. One looks in 
vain. Rabbinic sources are silent about the interaction between Jews
and the Greek philosophical schools.\textsuperscript{13} We are left with Philo, whose account of the Therapeutae contrasts the sages' allegorizing of scripture with the oratorical display of the sophists.\textsuperscript{14} Elsewhere, he refers to his own education as propaedeutic.\textsuperscript{15} Philo's status as a Jewish Platonist is obviously not comparable to that of the Sethian traditions and thus provides no social context for them. His testimony indicates nothing more than small schools of exegesis of the Septuagint. Here he is very much in agreement with the greater movement in Hellenistic Judaism, as seen in the \textit{Letter of Aristeas}, to defend the faith with the idiom of Greek philosophy without becoming a partisan of it.\textsuperscript{16}

Christian literature offers more information. There certainly was a need for education in the instruction of catechumens, but anything resembling formal schooling in theology seems unknown prior to Pantaeanus's "catechetical school" in Alexandria in the mid-second century CE.\textsuperscript{17} The school's representatives, Clement and Origen, give us examples of exegetical education in their day (like Philo), but not of how or where they taught Platonism.\textsuperscript{18} Origen's own homilies and commentaries never refer to Greek philosophical sources, and explicitly discourage instruction in rhetoric.\textsuperscript{19} Other sources give a different picture: Porphyry, not the most impartial of witnesses, says that the textbooks used in Origen of Alexandria's school were essentially the same as those in Plotinus's, which would mean Middle Platonic commentaries, chiefly those of Numenius, and a good dose of Stoics and Peripatetics.\textsuperscript{20} Eusebius describes a wide curriculum ranging from the basic to advanced study, where Origen was so overwhelmed by classes that he assigned his student Heraclas to teach the "preliminaries."\textsuperscript{21} Yet there is no conclusive evidence that the "school" was formal, was officially affiliated with the (proto-)orthodox community, or had a steady succession of teachers; rather, we see that a range of instruction, including both elementary education and introduction to philosophy, was available in a Christian context in the third century CE.\textsuperscript{22} However, this education was largely propaedeutic and in the service of ethical, hermeneutical, and apologetic concerns.\textsuperscript{23} It is hard to imagine Parmenides commentaries or the \textit{Chaldean Oracles} being read or composed there. If Plotinus's opponents were educated in a Jewish or Christian milieu like that of Philo or the Alexandrian "catechetical school," their texts do not show it. If we are to understand the background and significance of Plotinus's Christian opponents and their claims to foreign authorities, we must look at the culture of the Greek schools themselves.\textsuperscript{24}

It is no comfort that our knowledge of the social makeup of philosophical circles in the Roman Empire is also limited.\textsuperscript{25} However, the modus operandi of philosophical discourse at least appears to be clear: Platonists of the first two centuries CE seem to have preferred a medium akin to the modern reading group or philosophy club. The character of each group seems to have been dependent on that of each particular teacher, as well as attendant circumstances.\textsuperscript{26} For instance, Ammonius taught at what looked like his home.\textsuperscript{27} (The same has been suggested of Philo, Justin Martyr, and Origen.)\textsuperscript{28} Plutarch organized a group (σοφολη) in which he lectured and texts were read and debated.\textsuperscript{29} Like Apuleius of Madaura,\textsuperscript{30} Aulus Gellius attended a formal but improvised classroom—his instructor, Calvus Taurus Gellius, would have students over for dinner and even supervise outings.\textsuperscript{31} Similarly, Iamblichos had his own school in Syria, where he set up a curriculum, lectured, and supervised journeys, in addition to taking his students to local festivals.\textsuperscript{32} Very little is known of Porphyry's school, if he founded one at all.\textsuperscript{33} If it existed, it could have been funded, like Plotinus's school, by a wealthy patron.\textsuperscript{34}

Plotinus's career in Rome may give us a good idea of how philosophers set up shop—it was ad hoc.\textsuperscript{35} When he arrived in Italy, he held his salons in the homes of his wealthy patrons.\textsuperscript{36} Everybody there was considered to be comrades, from the serious students, like Amelius, to the wealthy patrons dropping in and out, like Marcellus Orontius or even the emperor himself.\textsuperscript{37} In their seminars, they debated and conducted exegesis on difficult passages in his favorite treatises.\textsuperscript{38} Fellow teachers engaged the group by epistle and the occasional visit.\textsuperscript{39}

We see, then, that the philosophical reading groups were private, even if ostensibly open to anybody, which usually amounted to the philosophers' patron(s), advanced students, and young nobles getting their feet wet or completing their educations.\textsuperscript{40} This distinction was fluid: a patron or noble could abandon politics for philosophy.\textsuperscript{41} The bulk of serious students are said to have started their careers by studying in several groups before settling on a particular mentor within a particular school (αποστολή).\textsuperscript{42} The most earnest students would formally declare their devotion to the study of philosophy.\textsuperscript{43} Once ensconced within the school atmosphere, the students formed extremely close, even devotional, relationships with their masters.\textsuperscript{44} While these groups were clearly small (perhaps up to a dozen people at a time, allowing for a revolving door of veterans and new arrivals) and ad hoc, they still followed the schedule of the ancient school.
year. Relatively formal (if equally small) rival institutes of advanced study do not appear in Athens and Alexandria until the later fourth century CE.

This brief survey of the evidence underscores how important Porphyry’s evidence is among the ancient philosophical sources but tells us little about what the Gnostics known to Plotinus were like. As scholars like Arthur Darby Nock have suggested, sophistic literature offers us great evidence for fleshing out a picture of the social context of ancient philosophy. The logic of the move is simple: philosophers (or at least Platonists) were, presumably, educated individuals; education in the Roman world began with grammar school and led to rhetoric; rhetoric was taught by sophists. Philosophers, then, came from similar backgrounds to those of sophists and spent a good deal of their formative years, if not their entire lives, around them. Indeed, many philosophers began as professional rhetoricians before moving to philosophy. An analysis of the culture motivating rhetorical education in the Roman Empire might answer our questions about Plotinus’s Gnostic opponents and their interest in “foreign” authorities. Even Gnostics had to go to school, especially if they wanted to join the philosophy club.

GOING TO SCHOOL

Philostratus (early to mid-third century CE) understood himself to be part of a revival of the art of rhetoric traced back to the legacy of the classical sophist Aeschines, and distinguished from its more ancient counterpart today by the name “Second Sophistic.” The term describes the rhetorical culture spanning the years 50-250 CE, with roots in the mid-first century and ebbing away in the Rome of Plotinus and the rhetor Longinus. This culture was no mere linguistic development in the history of rhetoric but a social movement that produced a concrete ideology. This culture was shared with contemporary philosophers, through their common experience in basic schooling, rhetorical training, and religious life—and it strongly contrasts with Gnostic thought.

The close association of sophism and philosophy is indicated foremost by the terminology used by the ancients themselves. Philostratus says he is writing about both sophists and philosophers, and that his circle, whose patron was “the philosophical Julia,” included sophists, philosophers, and astrologers (γεωμετριαῖ) in the 190s CE. While

many intellectuals themselves sharply distinguished sophists and philosophers (“the lady doth protest too much”), the professions were also occasionally confused. Such confusion is not surprising, given that philosophical and sophistic texts often circulated in the same schools. Philosophy was part of the sophistic education, if only as one of many branches of study; the Platonic corpus itself loomed large in rhetorical study. Moreover, sophists were interested in all the various philosophical sects, at times eschewing adherence to any particular one. Finally, sophists and philosophers were bound in the legal sphere, occasionally sharing the privilege of exemption from taxation. Such comparable civic status was to be expected, given the similarity of their civic roles.

These roles were deeply politicized. Some have emphasized that Greek philosophers under the empire were quietists, bystanders to the civic turmoil of their age. The “crises” of the imperial period, especially the third century, have been repeatedly invoked in explaining not only the origins of Gnostic “anti-cosmism” but the pronounced turn to mysticism that seems to occur with Plotinus. This approach is unsound for several reasons. The concept of a general political crisis is far too general as a singular, blanket explanation for particular anecdotes (such as Aristides’ hypochondria). Gnosticism, supposedly a symptom of decline, is traceable to that “happiest of reigns,” Hadrian. Finally, while the mid-third century CE did see a great deal of political instability, it did not necessarily affect the empire’s entire population, for whom localized breakdowns of military power were more tangible than political machinations in Rome. Yet even without recourse to the clichés of dualism and anxiety, some persist in distorting the period’s philosophy from social life and politics, and the Gnostic literature is no exception.

The concerns of contemporary politics were never far from the Platonists, for three reasons. First, basic training in rhetoric, a sine qua non of philosophical education, necessarily entailed the discussion and internalization of political topics. Second, the literature of the Second Sophistic reveals a clear awareness of and engagement with Roman politics; the classmates of the philosophers—and the Gnostics—were hardly quietists. Third, the socioeconomic background of the sophists as well as the philosophers was one of wealth and, often, political connections. As we will see, the deeply political background of philosophy in the second and third centuries CE is the proper frame for much of Plotinus’s anti-Gnostic rhetoric.
In antiquity, the rhetorical arts—and the education system which rested on them—were developed for political purposes. The study of basic rhetorical exercises (progymnasmata) involved various exercises designed to prepare the student for advanced work in mock-deliberative and legal speech and eventually the use of oratory in public life. This training was steeped in the classical texts of Greek history and epic poetry. Stock themes rehearsed for use in oratory included invented narratives (παράστασις) and Greek political history, but especially Homer, the unifying reference for exercises ranging from learning the alphabet to composing a prose declamation. In other words, much like an undergraduate humanities course today, students would have probably read about Achilles and Peleus before getting to Plato, much less Parmenides commentaries. The education shared by philosophers and sophists readied them for public life and enabled them to speak the universal language of Hellenism.

Deep involvement in the civic sphere did not necessarily entail fondness of the Romans. Generally, the sophistic texts do not reject Roman rule, which seems to be tolerated as a fact of life. Plutarch writes approvingly of it, and disparagingly of Greece’s infighting and decline. The sophist Aelius Aristides, too, contrasts the Hellenic and Roman attempts at self-rule. Philosopher and master rhetorician Dio Chrysostom insists that the present age is not evil and never speaks out against the greater regime. The same is true of the historian Pausanias, and the famous doctor Galen. Engagement with Roman politics was a marked improvement for the relationship between Greek thinkers and autocrats—the emperors Vespasian and Domitian appear to have despised philosophers, and “talking back” to a ruler is a cliché in Greek philosophy. The Romans were hardly considered to be Hellenes themselves; rather, they are like barbarians who occasionally imbibe the draught of Hellenic education (μαθηματικόν). This is particularly evident in Plutarch’s Lives, where his Roman subjects rarely behave like sophisticates, and Political Advice, where Roman rule is tolerated only on the grounds of Greece’s own factionalism. Yet even if the Romans themselves were considered uncultured, Rome was the best place to acquire—and demonstrate—one’s education.

The ambivalent attitude of Hellenophone intellectuals toward the government is in part explained by their privileged socioeconomic backgrounds and high standing in their communities. The sophists came from wealthy and often politically influential families. They had friends in high places, commonly serving as intermediaries between their towns and the emperor himself. Some sophists, like Polemo and Herodes, were personally beloved by the emperors. Thanks to the crowds they could draw, crowds that included emperors, towns invited sophists to open shop in hope of stimulating the local economy. There even was a tertiary pilgrimage effect whereby great sophists traveled to meet other great sophists, of course with their entourage in tow. Aside from simply teaching and speaking, sophists built monuments, alleviated local factional politics, officiated over civic cults and festivals, served as administrators and military leaders, and were general public benefactors.

This evidence coheres well with what we know of the social environment of the Platonists from the first to third centuries CE, which was also elite, public, and male. Our information about the lives of the Middle Platonists is admittedly scarce, but Dio Chrysostom, Plutarch, and Apuleius all assume that the philosopher has the ways and means to be active in public life, and expect him to do so. Inscriptional evidence also testifies to the stature of philosophers in the public sphere. The word “philosopher” (φιλόσοφος) is also used in honorary inscriptions to designate morality and wisdom in public life; philosophy was thus considered an appropriate reference for a public life well lived.

The Neoplatonists mingled with politicians constantly and extolled political activity. Plotinus’s benefactrix has already been mentioned; his circle included senators and politicians. Although he discouraged some of his students from pursuing politics further, he also intervened in political disputes, joined the entourage of Emperor Gordian, befriended Emperor Gallienus, and attempted to found a Platonic city-state (“Platonopolis”). Porphyry came from a wealthy, noble Syrian family—his name at Tyre was “Malkhus” (from the Phoenician/Punic for “king”), so Amelius nicknamed him “Basileus,” while Longinus dubbed him “Porphyrios” (“royal purple”). While he, Plotinus, and Iamblichus certainly subordinated the political virtues to the contemplative, they nonetheless counted them as virtues, early but necessary steps for the embodied soul on the road to contemplation, not to be disparged. Similarly, Porphyry has only kind words for one of Plotinus’s politically ambitious students, Castricius Firmus. Iamblichus too came from a royal family in Syria (and was named accordingly), whither he returned after completing his study in the West. His school’s legacy was carried on by his patron, Sopater, who met an unfortunate end in court intrigue.
The Athenian academy of Proclus was funded by wealthy benefactors whose families remained involved with the school across generations. Proclus himself participated in local politics. Even in the dark, final days of the school, Damascius too advocated the philosophers' political activism.

One can also observe significant differences between the public lives of sophists and philosophers. For instance, in the confines of imperial quarters, it was the duty of the sophist to flatter, as distinct from philosophical frankness (παρθένες). Although philosophers served in the public sphere, the bulk of their "performances"—lectures, debates, writing, philosophizing—was generally in-house, although public debates did happen. Rivalry between sophists was normal, at times puerile, and occasionally applauded and enjoyed by high society, and even the participants. Meanwhile, philosophers had rivalries, but this never bloomed into humiliation or, significantly, authoritarianism. Such differences notwithstanding, most philosophers tended to be influential citizens, pundits, public intellectuals, or beneficiaries of wealth. At the same time, in all of these spheres, sophists, philosophers, and their coteries saw themselves working not on behalf of the Romans but the Greeks.

GOING TO SACRIFICE

The noun Ἐλληνομάς—an "imitator of the Greeks, Greek-ifier"—is first used in 2 Macabees 4:13, but in the Second Sophistic the term becomes associated with a kind of pan-Hellenism, articulated under the aegis of παρθένες ("education," or "culture"). Moreover, it came to indicate adherence to the civic cults associated with the Greek and Roman pantheon, as in the literature of the emperor Julian the Apostate (mid-fourth century CE). Thus the term "Hellen" is preferable to "pagan" to describe the Hellenophone intellectuals of late antiquity. These Hellenes we see portrayed in the literature of the Second Sophistic associated popular Greek religion and civic cult, a cultic conservatism that is also shared with the Neoplatonists. Like the political activism that philosophers took for granted, this cultic conservatism was also a crucial issue for Plotinus in his battle with the Gnostics.

The urban centers of the Second Sophistic were Athens, Smyrna, and Ephesus, yet for Philostratus, Hellas no longer had a strictly geographical sense but instead had a cultural one. To the subject of his biography of Apollonius of Tyana (first century CE), he gives the line, "a wise man finds Hellas everywhere and a sage will not regard or consider any place to be a desert or barbarous." His hometown is "a Greek city nestled among the Cappadocians," and Gadria (modern Cadiz) is praised as a highly religious and "Hellenic" place. According to Philostratus's Lives of the Sophists, Timocrates came "from the Pontus and his birthplace was Heraclea, whose citizens admire Greek culture." Herodes addresses his students and admirers simply as "Hellenes." Hadrian (the sophist) is "escorted by those who loved Hellenic culture, from all parts of the world." The extrageographical and ethnic definition of Hellas is paralleled by Dio Chrysostom's account of the Borysthenians, who worship Achilles, wear beards, and are so "truly Greek in character" that a whole town turns out to meet the visiting sophist.

Reflecting the period's turn toward Articism, the Greek language itself takes on an almost magical quality in Philostratus's books. Favorinus's Greek was so good that "even those in the audience who did not understand the Greek language shared in the pleasure of his voice; for he fascinated even them by the tones of his voice, his expressive glance and the rhythm of his speech." Apollonius is portrayed as having spoken perfect Attic despite his Cappadocian rearing, speaking nothing else when traveling—which is easy, because everyone he meets who knows something of "philosophy" happens to speak Greek too.

Thus Hellenism in the Antonine and Severan periods was defined by possession of the lore of Hellas, and, for those not born with Apollonius's supernatural mastery of the Pythagorean tradition, this was acquired through education. Yet the term παρθένες itself also came to mean "elite Greek culture" as much as simply "education." In second-century legal texts, the educated (τεκατευματος) encompass grammarians, rhetors, and doctors, that is, the class of learned elites. The literature of the period also associates elite, culturally Hellenic identity with the status provided by education: Dio Chrysostom often contrasts common education with philosophy, the true παρθένες, emphasizing its practical (i.e., political) side. The uniquely Hellenic background of παρθένες is paramount for Plutarch even at the lowest stages of education, as it is for Lucian. Galen, too, valorizes education when describing how he earned fame among the elite at Rome.
The Hellenic valorization of παντεία was publicly articulated not just in the sphere of rhetorical demonstration but in civic ritual as well, and the two often coincided, as at festivals. The cultic sense of Hellenism is embodied in Philestratus's portrayal of Apollonius, who spends time making sure that local priests are running the local cults in a sufficiently Hellenic fashion, rebuking the sacrifices of Babylon, discovering Indian sages who worship Greek gods, and correcting the Egyptian rites. He is typical of the flowering of participation in traditional Greek religion and popular civic cult that forms the ritual background of the Second Sophistic. Plutarch served as a priest of Delphi, leading a public ritual life that should not be subsumed under his critiques of superstition. The same Delphic Apollo exhorted Dio Chrysostom to launch his peregrinations and thus his career as a Cynic. Like Plutarch, Lucian praised local civic cults, despite reservations about superstition. Aelius Aristides devoted much of his life and writing to the service of Asclepius, as related in his Sacred Tales. The historian Cassius Dio practiced incubation and pilgrimage to temples across Asia and Greece, both in dreams and waking life.

This background of Pan-Hellenic culture in the spheres of education and religion is crucial for the social context of the development of Platonism, including its Gnostic variety. The philosophers continued to enshrine παντεία, but internalized it as cultivation of the soul. Possession of it defines the virtuous life, as in sophistic literature: Porphyry quips that "lack of education (ἀνεξέλπιος) is the mother of all evils." In the fourth century CE, Sallustius would assert that "in the educated (ἐπεξερεύνης) all virtues may be seen, while among the uneducated (ἀνεξέλπιος) one is brave and unjust." At the same time, the Neoplatonists absorbed culture into the greater philosophical enterprise, despite remaining informed by it. Plutarch says that it is "necessary to make philosophy the center of education." Two centuries later, in Plotinus's thought, παντεία is much more: the positive development of the soul itself. No wonder, then, that he chides the Gnostics for speaking in a way that does not befit the πεπαντευμένος. In his Protrepticus, Iamblichus likens the acquisition of παντεία to the blind man finding eyes to see.

Cultic conservatism was also shared by sophists and Platonists. Adherence to the traditional cult is central to the proper (and legal) spiritual life as portrayed by Celsus (second century CE), writing an anti-Christian polemic. Plotinus rejects the efficacy of astrology, but not magic per se, and never discourages participation in civic religious life. Porphyry's On Abstinence, meanwhile, esteems vegetarianism and so attacks sacrificial institutions, a position difficult to harmonize with the rest of his corpus. Yet even when he is dismissive of a superstitious approach to cult, he takes care to add that he does not oppose civic law regarding sacrifice, and sometimes discusses ritual with enthusiasm.

For this is the principal fruit of piety: to honor the divine in the traditional (i.e. Hellenic) ways (τῇ θεοῦ καθαρᾷ τῷ νόμῳ), not because (God) needs it, but because He summons us by this venerable and blessed dignity to worship him. God's altars, if they are consecrated, do not harm us; if they are neglected, they do not help us. . . It is not by doing certain things or forming certain opinions about God that we worship Him properly. Tears and supplications do not move God; "sacrifices do not honor God; numerous votive offerings do not adorn God. Rather Intellect filled with God, firmly established, is united to God, for like must gravitate to like." . . . But as for yourself, as has already been said, "let the intellect within you be a temple of God."

Iamblichus proclaimed ritual the crown jewel of the philosophical life; one of his ancient admirers addressed him in a letter as "savior of the whole Hellenic world," and Julian the Apostle based the theological content of his religious reforms on the philosopher's work. Iamblichus would probably not have minded, for he also supported the contemporary Hellenic cult. He is pictured by Eunapius as performing miracles for his disciples on the way home from a civic festival, his participation in which would be consonant with his defense of animal sacrifice in the cultic treatise De mysteriis. In the early fifth century, Macrobius insisted that the gods preferred to be worshipped by means of traditional, civic cultic imagery, despite its disparity with their transcendental essence. As for Proclus, the title of his treatise on theurgic practice says it all: On the Hieratic Art of the Hellenes (περὶ τῆς καθ' Ἀλληνας ἱερατικῆς τέχνης).

Even in the second century, then, a social group of philosophers, rhetoricians, and teachers began to identify themselves as "Hellenes," not by birth but by education, with παντεία as their byword. To be sure, more specific self-identifications were negotiated by more specific markers; moreover, alignment with Hellenism was compatible with the layering of other local and ethnic identities, and being a Hellene meant different things in different parts of the empire. What all these accounts have in common, however, is a manufactured
heritage of Hellenic πανέλεικα with the shared ritual background of traditional Greek religion and civic cult. This is the heritage prized by Plotinus and Porphyry, and which their Christian Gnostic interlocutors challenged. However, a more specific heritage was also prized in the circles of philosophers—the pedigree of classical Greek philosophy. Plotinus’s group went so far as to celebrate the birthdays of Plato and Socrates.¹⁵¹ Philosophers expressed their Hellenic heritage with the tone and idiom of the Second Sophistic, but identified it foremost with the Platonic “golden chain” reaching back to Plato and Pythagoras, and, through them, to the Orient of hoary antiquity.

BARBARIAN WISDOM, ALIEN WISDOM

The rise of pan-Hellenic nationalism in educated circles coincides—paradoxically, it seems at first—with a surge of interest in the East as a source of primordial wisdom.¹⁵² Thanks in part to its nod to Judaism and its reception among the church fathers,¹⁵³ Numenius’s fragment from his dialogue On the Good remains the most memorable example: “With respect to this, the one speaking and providing an interpretation about something will go beyond the Platonic tradition and fuse it (ἀναχωρήσασθαι καὶ συνθέσασθαι) with the sayings of Pythagoras. Then, he must appeal to the justifiably famous nations, addressing their rituals, doctrines, and accomplishments, insofar as Brahmins, Jews, Magi, and Egyptians are in accord with one another, but only to the extent that they agree with Plato (συντελούμενα Πλάτωνοι ὁμολογούμενοι ὁπόσα ἰδρυμάτικα καὶ Ίουδαϊοι καὶ Μάγοι καὶ Ἀγάπτους διάθεντο).”¹⁵⁴ This passage has often been invoked in the context of Gnosticism, a movement that seeks to meld some kind of Greek philosophical learning with Oriental revelation (to say nothing of dualism). The relevance of this problem for the social context of the Platonizing Sethian literature is obvious: the Sethian apocalypses bear the names of ancient Eastern sages. They discuss Greek metaphysics, but cite no Greeks, notably omitting Plato, to whom their debt is clear. Modern interpreters have therefore explained the Gnostic reliance on extra-Platonic sources, as reported in Neoplatonic testimonia, with recourse to the Antonine Severan philosophical appeal to alien wisdom made famous here by Numenius.¹⁵⁵ Conversely, some argue that Numenius himself was in the thrall of “la gnose orientale.”¹⁵⁶

Alien wisdom was an issue, but not as formulated by Numenius. First, in much of the literature of the Second Sophistic and second-to-fourth-century Platonism, alien (or barbarian) wisdom is invoked in order to be subjugated by Hellenic πανέλεικα.¹⁵² Second, the period also witnesses the rise of what I will refer to as “auto-Orientalizing” texts that contain Platonic teaching under the guise of an Eastern provenance. Together with a more general fetishization of Eastern wisdom that we find in Plato and Plutarch, we thus glimpse a diversity of “Platonic Orientalisms,” which evoke, distance, and assimilate a manufactured image of Eastern learning in order to stake out a position on the Hellenic identity that was so important for the context of philosophizing in the Roman Empire.

This turn to the East as a source of wisdom in Greek philosophy is commonly chalked up by historians of Roman religion to the infusion of new Oriental cults (of Serapis, Isis, Attis, and Cybele, etc.) into Roman religion;¹⁵⁸ the result, a quasi-philosophical cultic “syncretism.”¹⁵⁹ However, while these cults certainly were of great interest to those in educated circles and provided new points of reference in religious life, the Oriental cults are a red herring in the search for the significance of alien wisdom.¹⁶⁰ Rather, the reach to the Eastern civilizations as a source of wisdom is as old as Greek literature itself. By the first century CE, the idea of “the ancients” became bound to the idea that the Stoic λόγος (rational principle), and all the knowledge concomitant with it, is to some extent incarnate in all things.¹⁶¹ Plutarch fully articulated this view (regarding divine providence): “Wherefore this very ancient opinion (παλαιότατος) comes down from writers on religion and from lawyers to poets and philosophers; it can be traced to no source, but it carried a strong and almost indelible conviction, and is in circulation in many places among barbarians and Greeks alike, not only in story and tradition, but also in rites and sacrifices.”¹⁶² Beyond the ethnographer’s natural interest in the exotic, these texts display an appreciation for the pedigree of Eastern civilizations; by virtue of their age, they must know something.¹⁶³ Moreover, this single knowledge is consonant with that of the Greeks but expressed in variable myths and rites, humanity’s understanding of which is fading.¹⁶⁴

With the turn of the second century, however, one begins to glimpse the subordination of this discourse about alien wisdom to the primacy of Plato and Pythagoras.¹⁶⁵ At first glance, this subordination is masked by interest in discussing barbarian wisdom. The
trophe of scholarly pilgrimages to the Orient to obtain scientific and ritual knowledge is a fixture of the period’s literature. Diogenes Laertius relates that Thales spent time in Egypt with the priests and measured the pyramids.166 Pythagoras reportedly studied with “Zaratass” (Zoroaster),167 explored Egypt,168 and is assigned many travels by Apuleius.169 Porphyry has him study with the Phoenicians and Hebrews.170 Plato himself reportedly traveled to Egypt and wished to visit Persia and India.171 In Philostratus, the Theban Dionysius travels to India, and Protagoras is said to have studied with the Persian magi during Xerxes’ invasion of Greece.172 A great deal of the Life of Apollonius is occupied with philosophical pilgrimages to Babylon, India, and Egypt.173 Finally, Plotinus, too, tried to go to India—the only evidence of his interest in learning east of Egypt, hardly indicative of a debt to Indian thought.174

The study-sabbatical abroad was recommended by Hellenists in the early empire for two reasons.175 One is the presumption, based on Posidonius’s logos theology, that there exists a universal religion whose origin is prior to all contemporary civilization and whose evidence can be found among other, elder cultures.176 For Dio Chrysostom, as for Plutarch, God’s existence and benign rule is “a conception of him common to the whole human race, to the Greeks and to the barbarians alike, a conception that is inevitable and innate in every creature endowed with reason.”177 Lucian agrees that worship of the gods is universal, but adds that it originated among the Egyptians.178 We see a somewhat different principle, however, in Pseudo-Apollonius and Philostratus. Hellenism is necessarily cosmopolitan and therefore often found outside the geographical confines of Hellas itself, sometimes in a purer state.179 The question, then, is whether the universal religion is identical with Hellenism (as in Philostratus) or beyond it (with Plutarch et al.)

At the same time, second-century CE Greek philosophical literature remains deeply ambivalent about its relationship with Eastern teaching. In his Borysthenica, Dio Chrysostom details a myth composed by Zoroaster and preserved by the Magi both in song and “secret rites” (ἐν ἄρτοις τελειωτίς), but also distances himself from the tale, on ethnic grounds;180 presumably, he relates the story to tantalize the barbarian (yet Hellenophile) Borysthenians.181 Meanwhile, Diogenes Laertius introduces his doxography by rejecting barbarian claims to archaic wisdom, even asserting that the first civilization was Greek civilization.182 While the Chaldeans, druids, Indians, and Persians were all innovators in astronomy, allegory, and ritual worship, he says, the first to actually worship the gods were primordial Greek ancestors, Musaeus and Linus. Philosophy began with Anaximander and Pythagoras; “thus it was from the Greeks that philosophy took its rise; its very name refused to be translated into barbarian speech.”183

Similar ambivalence is found in second-century Platonists—even Numenius, who as quoted above (fragment 1a) asserts that the wisdom of the barbarian nations is consonant with that of the Greeks.184 Some have asked if he particularly esteemed Judaism, or was even a Jew;185 after all, Numenius knew some Hebrew scripture, and probably read Philo.186 Yet only a superficial knowledge of Judaism is evident here. His supposed quotation of Ex 3:14—that God is ὁ μετὰ γὰρ ὄν (“he who is”)—has been widely taken as evidence of deep interest in Judaism, but is textually problematic.187 However, Numenius elsewhere identifies Moses with “Musaeus,” Orpheus’s heir and founder of the Greek religion itself.188 Fragment 1a (quoted at the beginning of this section), meanwhile, emphasizes that the nations should only be consulted after the Platonists and Pythagoreans, and then only insofar as they agree with Plato.189 Most of Numenius’s extant fragments explicitly cite Hellenic authorities: Homer, Hesiod, the Orphic texts, Phercydes, Parmenides, and the Eleusinian mysteries, and it is by the standard of these authorities that he judges other sources of wisdom.190

Celsus, too, invokes “an ancient doctrine which has existed from the beginning” among the barbarians but not the Jews.191 Yet Celsus does not explicitly set the philosophy of the Greeks over that of the alien nations, instead excluding Christianity and Judaism from “barbarian philosophy.” It is worth noting, however, that Celsus compares Christian faith to the credulity of charlatans from the Orient, and that when he refers to “ancient traditions” (παλαιοὶ δεδομένα) as the foundation of his teaching, he provides a summary of Plato.192

A similar range of views are in third-century sophist and Platonic texts. Philostratus leaves open the possibility that Greeks can learn from other peoples, but never is Greek wisdom upstaged or altered, while the scope of interests of comparison remains firmly in the realm of Hellenic thought.193 Pythagoras and the Egyptians obtained the doctrine of the transmigration of souls from India,194 Egypt, India, and Pythagoras are all in agreement in the polemic against blood
sacrifice.\textsuperscript{195} Notably, Palestine is mentioned only to be disparaged.\textsuperscript{196} Philostratus also makes explicitly negative references to barbarian wise men, mentioning Egyptian and Chaldean frauds who took advantage of the need for religious comfort after earthquakes west of the Hellespont.\textsuperscript{197} With his subject charged with being a sorcerer (μάγος) on account of the pilgrimages to Persian and Egyptian magi (μάγοι), Philostratus claims, as did Diogenes Laertius, that Empedocles, Pythagoras, and Plato all learned from the Orientals without becoming μάγοι themselves.\textsuperscript{198}

Porphyry’s position on the Greek tradition in the context of ancient wisdom (παλαιός σοφία) is complex and at times appears contradictory. Some scholars focus on his derogatory comments about the Greeks as a relatively young and ineffectual culture in the face of ancient wisdom.\textsuperscript{199} In On the Cave of the Nymphs, he traces the use of caves as the first temples back to the consecration of Zoroaster, recalls Numenius’ citation of Gen 11.2, and discusses Egyptian symbolism.\textsuperscript{200} Just as Porphyry sometimes refers to Jesus positively as one of many representatives of the “ancient wisdom,” he includes the Jews in the ranks of barbarian races that have tapped into universal truths.\textsuperscript{201} Indeed, he appears to have sought a via universalis.\textsuperscript{202} At other times, however, he suggests that the philosopher (assuming already the adoption of vegetarianism) ought to adhere to the cultic path of his or her native land,\textsuperscript{203} thus emphasizing the distinctive character of his own background—Greek thought.\textsuperscript{204} His Life of Plotinus provides a clue as to how to resolve these attitudes: the student Eustochius is said to have acquired “the character of a true philosopher by his exclusive adherence to the school of Plotinus.”\textsuperscript{205} Throughout his career, Porphyry is adamant about asserting the authority of the Platonic-Pythagorean tradition, particularly as manifest in the teaching of Plotinus. Like Numenius, he esteems barbarian wisdom but subjugates it, in the service of his own Greek tradition.

Iamblichus’ attitude toward barbarian wisdom is more ambivalent. In On the Pythagorean Life, he asserts that Pythagoras obtained knowledge of geometry and astrology from Egypt, numbers from Phoenicia, and astrology from Chaldea, yet the sage’s trademark numerical theology is Orphic.\textsuperscript{206} Iamblichus demarcates Greek and barbarian in the same breath as humans and animals, philosophers and the common rabble.\textsuperscript{207} Disagreeing with Porphyry in his Timaeus commentary, he accuses his doctrines of being “alien to the spirit of Plato” or simply “barbarous.”\textsuperscript{208} On the other hand, in his commentary on Aristotle’s De anima, he repeatedly sets the opinion of “all the ancients” (ἀρχαίοι πάντες) against Pythagoras, Plato, and Aristotle, or simply “Platonists and Pythagoreans.” Sometimes they agree, sometimes not, as when the “ancients” affirm that the souls of the pure are spared judgment, because they are pure already, while “the Platonists and Pythagoreans do not agree with the ancients on this matter, but subject all souls to judgment.”\textsuperscript{209} Writing in De mysteriis under the guise of an Egyptian priest, “Abammon,” he prioritizes “Assyria” and ancient Egyptian wisdom as the sources of Pythagoras and Plato.\textsuperscript{210} In the same work, he invokes the Dekadenztheorie that we have already observed in Plutarch: primordial wisdom is being forgotten, and who better to remind the Hellenes of its contents than an Egyptian priest?\textsuperscript{211} Yet one can also read this fetishization of Oriental wisdom as typical Hellenism, rather than a departure from Hellenism.\textsuperscript{212}

The incongruency between these attitudes, noted but not resolved by commentators, is difficult to explain.\textsuperscript{213} Iamblichus could have simply changed his mind over the course of his life, affirming Hellenism at some times more strongly than others. Unverifiable, this thesis also suffers from the impossibility of determining a chronology of his corpus.\textsuperscript{214} Second, he may have chosen his rhetoric according to polemical context; if the Vita of Pythagoras is an anti-Christian work, as some have suggested, perhaps Iamblichus amplified the Hellenic tone accordingly.\textsuperscript{215} With Porphyry, on the other hand, he would have required a different approach: to assume the pose of an Egyptian priest (Mysteriēs or τάρ αὐτοῦ οππότων) and his opponent with the brush of barbarism (Timaeus Commentary). Third, like many innovators, Iamblichus commonly delights in “condemning his predecessors”; his identification with the “ancients” of the East may be less ideological than simply rhetorical convenience.\textsuperscript{216}

After a review of this evidence, it seems clear that, under the early Roman Empire, classical clichés about universal learning and cultic practices of haery, Eastern provenance underwent a dual change: intensification (hence increased frequency in the sources) but also reconsideration. With “ancient wisdom” universally present and accessible, the Greeks—identified with Plato, and especially his Pythagorean and Orphic sources—became, for some, first among equals. Dio Chrysostom’s cry invocation of the “barbarous” Zoroastrian myth to communicate typical Stoic cosmology anticipates this development, and Diogenes defends the Greek origins of learning more zealously
than any other pre-Julianic thinker. Yet the most consistent approach, mediating the doctrine of alien wisdom and the Greek tradition as the best manifestation of it, is somewhat later and mostly Platonic: Numenius, Philostratus, and Porphyry.

This shift away from the classical universalism of Plutarch (and Plato) coincides, not surprisingly, with the Second Sophistic and its celebration of Hellenic identity in παθησια and civic cult. A second context, crucial for the more philosophically inclined sources discussed here, is the rapid growth of the Neopythagorean movement and the identification of Platonists with it.217 "Plato pythagorizes" became a new cliche.218 Numenius argues that Plato and Socrates were both actually Pythagoreans.219 Pythagoras became a Hellenic culture hero by which the Greeks both engaged and subdued barbarian wisdom.220 Third, the period witnesses the adoption of Orpheus, a barbarian by virtue of his Thracian heritage, as a Greek.221 In earlier catalogues of sages, he is simply one of the ancient theologians of the barbarians,222 but Diogenes claims Orpheus for the Greeks, Plotinus begins his anti-Gnostic work, the so-called Grofschrift, with an allegorical reading of an Orphic cosmogony, Porphyry identifies Greek learning with Orphic hymns, and Iamblichus simply sets Pythagoras in the Orphic tradition.223 By the time we arrive at Proclus, a Thracian is the Greek theologian par excellence.224

**ALIEN PLATONISTS (AUTO-ORIENTALISM)**

Other Platonists rallied instead to the Chaldeans and Egyptians: Julianus the Theurgist and Hermes Trismegistus. The Middle Platonic, Greek hexameters known as the Chaldean Oracles were reportedly produced by one "Julian the Chaldean" or his son, "Julian the theurgist," or both. Next to nothing else is known about them, and, despite, their association with the East, there is nothing in the Oracles that need be identified outside the realm of imperial Platonism.225 Its doctrines of a transcendent first principle, a feminine World-Soul, ascetic ethic, and emphasis on soteriology and ritual are all at home in Middle Platonism, probably belonging to the second century CE.226 Only Greco-Roman deities such as Zeus or Hecate are mentioned in the text, and the collection did not become known by its modern title—"Chaldaean Oracles of Zoroaster"—until the fourteenth century.227 The "Chaldaean" origin of these verses is a facade used to layer an exotic veneer over Greek philosophy in Greek verse, but its Oriental pose was precious to its readers—the Neoplatonists, beginning with Porphyry—and, clearly, its author(s).

The Corpus Hermeticum, a collection of Greek dialogues belonging to the larger body of philosophical dialogues ("Hermetica") starring the ancient demigod Hermes Trismegistus, presents a more complicated case, due to disputed provenance and the internal diversity (and thus dogmatic inconsistency) of its contents.228 Accordingly, the Hermetica present dissontant views on Hellenism and alien philosophy, sometimes seeing learning and language as universal,229 but also belittling the wisdom of the Hellenes and their puny attempts to render Egyptian wisdom in the Greek tongue.230 As with the Oracles, however, the setting of the texts themselves—conversations between a decidedly Egyptian sage and other demigods—demonstrates that the texts seek to set themselves apart from contemporary Hellenophilia, even as they discuss Hellenic ideas. The pose was a success, and the Hermetica received a warm welcome among both Hellenic Platonists and Christian theologians.231

It is no surprise, then, that the "Orientomaniac" pseudopigraphy, as I shall call it, of the Chaldean Oracles and the Corpus Hermeticum has been contextualized in the Numenian milieu of Middle Platonism that reaches to the Orient for authority.232 Yet, as discussed above, Numenius and others actually cite alien authorities in order to subordinate them to the Platonic and Pythagorean traditions. Still other thinkers, like Plutarch, instead saw ancient wisdom as manifest in the teaching and ritual of all nations.233 The Oracles and Hermetic literature represent a third approach, which capitalizes on the prestige of ancient Oriental teaching to authorize a discourse composed in the Greek language about contemporary Greek metaphysics, by simply ignoring Hellas's claim to authority.234 Some treaties among the Hermetica go further, and seem to actively rebel against Hellenic predominance by proclaiming the antiquity and superiority of alien speech and alien wisdom.

Each of these ways of negotiating the relationship between Greek philosophy and the traditions of older, Eastern cultures is a form of what James Walbridge calls "Platonic Orientalism," the respect of Platonists for the authority of the wisdom of the East.235 The term retains much of the sense of Edward Said's concept of "Orientalism," as an idea that does the work of defining the self (i.e., "the West") through the creation of and reflection on an "other," here a distillation of the
manifold civilizations east of Greece and Rome (Numenius’s “justifiably famous nations”) to a set of teachings and rites whose actual relationship to any “Orient” is negligible. As argued above, the interest in the Orient as a primeval source of wisdom was nothing new in the second to fourth centuries CE. “Platonic Orientalism” simply describes the popularity of this interest among the Platonic thinkers of the time in conducting what Chapter 4 terms “ethnic reasoning,” the negotiation of their identities in decidedly ethnic terms, here in the context of Greek higher education.

Weighing their knowledge of the Orient against this Platonic tradition, thinkers reached diverse conclusions about which authorities to prize, and articulated their choice in the language of Hellenic identity developed during the Second Sophistic. Plutarch, on the cusp of this movement, eschews the language of παράδεια when talking about Egyptian mythology; Dio Chrysostom and Celsus engage the “barbarian wisdom” of the Orient while distancing themselves from it; Numenius, Diogenes Laertius, Philostratus, and Porphyry, all deeply invested in the language of Hellenism, take care to defend the priority of its canon over the Orient. “Julianus” and “Hermes,” finally, ignore the Greeks altogether, attempting to validate themselves by auto-Orientalizing. A champion of both the Oracles and Hermetic, Lamblichus auto-Orientalized within the context of discussing Greek philosophy, identifying his views on psychology and the afterlife as those of “the ancients” (as in De anima), or posing as an Egyptian ritual expert (in De mysteriis) with the same authority as the masters of Plato and Pythagoras. We might, then, ask which of this diversity of positions on the relationship between Oriental and Hellenic wisdom we see articulated by Plotinus—and which by his Gnostics.

CONCLUSION: A “THICK DESCRIPTION” OF PLOTINUS’S Gnostics and their texts

The first of the “revelations” Porphyry mentions as read by the Christian Gnostics was purportedly authored by the famous Persian sage Zoroaster. We cannot know the contents of his “apocalypse,” but the pseudoeigraphic currency of the name “Zoroaster” was strong indeed, even in Jewish and Christian circles. The founder of the Persian cult was at times equated with Nimrod, apocalyptic seers such as Baruch, Jeremias, and Balaam, and even Seth himself. Porphyry’s remarks—this Zoroaster was “spurious and contemporary”—show that the pseudoeigraphic identification of authority with sources both remote and antique was, to Plotinus’s group, offensive, deceptive, and futile.

The other four figures are associated with extant Sethian apocalypses from Nag Hammadi, and with the world of intertestamental Judaism. “Zostrianos” was known to the Greeks as the grandfather of Zoroaster. While the narrative pericope of the Nag Hammadi text Zostrianos (NHC VIII.1) seems to describe the eponymous sage as growing up in a community of Greeks and renouncing his paternity for another race—the “seed of Seth”—he must have been associated, by virtue of his famous grandson, with Armenia and Persia. An Apocryphal of Nicotheus per se is not extant, but the name of the eponymous prophet is associated in the Untitled Treatise found in the Bruce Codex with the name Marsanes, which does adorn a Sethian apocalypse extant in Coptic (NHC X.1). Whether this treatise was present at Plotinus’s circle is uncertain, although the copy we know from Nag Hammadi shows signs of thought from the fourth century CE. The characters of both Nicotheus and Marsanes are present in the Untitled Treatise, exhibiting “powers” through which they achieve visions of the “only-begotten Son” of the Father that impress even the local angelic beings in heaven. The figure of Nicotheus possessed considerable pedigree in the world of the Jewish apocalypses; according to Mani, he was in the same league as S(h)em, Enosh, and Enoch. “Hidden” and “unable to be found,” he was also associated by the fourth-century alchemist Zosimos of Panopolis with Zoroaster, Hermes, and others, as a mediator of knowledge about the celestial Adam. “Marsanios” (certainly another form of the name “Marsanes”) was known to Epiphanius as an Archontic (Gnostic) prophet who was “snatched up into heaven for three days.” Unlike that of Nicotheus, it is possible that his name is Semitic. Both figures thus recall contemporary Jewish traditions of rapt antediluvian seers.

A Jewish background is also indicated for the treatises assigned to Allogenés and Messos. “Allogenés” is a common Hellenistic Jewish word for a “stranger” or “alien or foreigner,” for Seth, and apparently a common title for texts circulated by the fourth-century Gnostics known as the Archontics. As Epiphanius writes, “(the Archontics) have also portrayed certain books, some written in the name of Seth and others written in the name of Seth and his seven sons, as having been given by him. For they say that he bore seven <sons>, called ‘foreigners’—as we
noted in the case of other schools of thought, viz. gnostics and Sethians. It is impossible to say whether the treatises he mentioned are related to the *Apocalypse of Allogenes* known to Porphyry.

"Messos" is a name extant elsewhere only in the Sethian apocalypse from Nag Hammadi entitled *Allogenes* (NHG XI,3), appearing when the eponymous protagonist addresses the reader as "Messos, my son." There is no extant work entitled "Messos," but the possibility of an existence of one in Plotinus's circle cannot be ruled out.

For Porphyry, then, the source of the controversy between Plotinus and the local Christian "Gnostics" was the problem of how to weigh the authority of Plato against those of Jewish antediluvian sages and the apocalypses that bore their names. On the one hand, the adherents of Aculinus and others were educated interpreters of Plato. On the other hand, they thought that Plato was simply one of many teachers, some of whom were more ancient, geographically remote (i.e., Oriental), and hence more authoritative. Each of these teachers was associated with Judaism and Christianity, and, in several cases—Zos-trianos, Allogenes, and Nicotheus—with extant, Platonizing Sethian apocalypses from Nag Hammadi.

What this data shows is that the invocation of foreign, alien revelations in a group like Plotinus's was sure to raise a few eyebrows, if not start a firestorm. Philosophers and sophists of the period, and it appears Gnostic thinkers as well, were male elites from wealthy backgrounds deeply invested in the prevailing socio-economic order. Public participation in political affairs and observance of the civic cult were expected. Yet the framing, common to scholarship, of Gnostic mythos as inspired by (usually Jewish) revolt against the Romans clashes with the privileged social context that highly educated Gnostics moved in. Rather, Gnostic myth recognizes and inverts the hierarchy that nurtured such privileged groups; this inversion took place alongside the parallel development, within Sophistic and Platonic circles, of different ways of conceiving the Orient as a source of primordial wisdom—Platonic Orientalism. Many Orientalizing authors simultaneously fetishize and subordinate the status of Eastern sources to the authority of Plato and Pythagoras. Yet select groups, including Gnostics, preferred to "auto-Orientalize," conjuring a visage of the East around their thought in order to differentiate themselves from, and even polemicize and rebel against, the Hellenophile environment of the Second Sophistic. The Gnostics with their apocalypses voiced this
Plotinus Against His Gnostic Friends

The testimony of Porphyry about the heretics known to him and Plotinus is a fascinating and rich account of their encounter with living, breathing readers of Sethian apocalypses. He says that this literature circulated among Christian Platonists, who invoked alien, non-Hellenic authorities popular in Jewish lore (like “Allogenes”—“the stranger-foreigner”) and challenged the authority of Plato and, by extension, the vigorous Hellenic cult(ure) of paideia. Both he and Amelius wrote treatises attacking these apocalypses. Plotinus wrote his own work responding to the heretics. Porphyry, editing his master’s work following his death, entitled it Against the Gnostics; hence we consider these heretics to have been Gnostics themselves—certainly they were understood as such by Porphyry, and as will become clear, they subscribed to the myth of the fall of Sophia and her production of a faulty creator-god, to whom we can assign responsibility for the ills of the world we inhabit. He thus also assigned the work the alternative title, Against Those Who Say That the Universe and Its Maker Are Evil.1 When we recall data culled from philosophical and sophistic sources about the sociopolitical environment of elite education, Porphyry’s remarks thus allow the closest look we can get at a particular group of Gnostics, and the sort of cultural seas they must have navigated in order to arrive at a circle like that of Plotinus. Yet while Porphyry’s testimony tells us a great deal about their background and the radical nature of their invocation of alien, oriental authorities in the context of Hellenism, it tells us little about the other doctrines to which these Gnostics—and their apocalypses—subscribed. Indeed, Porphyry says nothing about the content of the Sethian works other than their pseudepigraphic claims to ancient, alien authority.

Here we must turn to Plotinus and the Sethian texts themselves. It is worth pausing to review Plotinus’s polemic before proceeding to read it against the Sethian literature and other contemporary Platonic literature. The treatise—his thirty-third composition and the ninth tractate in the second partition of his collected works, arranged by Porphyry as six groups of nine (hence their title: the Enneads, Gk. “nines”)—is famously technical and difficult, and comprehensive scholarly treatments of it are specialized and uncommon. Yet it is also difficult to read in isolation, being the last segment of the so-called Großschrift, a hypothetical “long treatise” cut into four pieces by Porphyry to fit his enneadic schema of Plotinus’s corpus.2 Even beyond the Großschrift, the entire Plotinian corpus could be seen as a witness to Plotinus’s encounter with Gnosticism, and some have thus cast his thought in toto along the lines of their interpretation of this encounter.3 In the interests of practicality, this chapter will focus only on Ennead 2.9 in particular as Plotinus’s singular address to his Gnostic interlocutors, while referring when necessary to the rest of the Enneads and especially the Großschrift. Even this relatively restricted analysis, however, shows that he was not only concerned with his opponents’ constructions of cultic identity and revelatory authority but also with very specific ideas they had about cosmology, soteriology, and eschatology. In each case, he holds, their philosophy breaks up the unity of the cosmos, introducing separation and alienation where he sees only continuity, a practice culminating, appropriately, in their own alienation from their fellow humanity and the (Hellenic) traditions that inspire them.

Against the Gnostic Cosmos

Unfortunately, Plotinus’s discussion of Gnostic thought often seems to hide more than it reveals. He usually states a conclusion his opponents have reached and his (angry) response to it, without stating what arguments motivate both sides; the reader, hoping for a more full picture, must then sketch in various complex philosophical arguments between the lines. Nowhere is this more so than in the first ten chapters of Ennead 2.9, which plunge the reader into the middle of a series of polemics on seemingly unrelated topics: the number...
of divine intellects, the eternity of produced matter, the decline of the (World)-Soul, and the story of the Soul's creation of the cosmos. However, each of these issues circulates around the problem of the creative activity of the undescended Soul—the entity mediating the divine Intellect and the physical cosmos, of which the individual soul, mediating a person's intellect and physical body, is a microcosm—with respect to time and narrative, the eternity of the world, and the character of its author.

This is not easy to see, because when Plotinus talks about the problem of creation, he phrases it in his own characteristic terms as the problem of the Soul's ability to create a good world, which for him is intrinsically bound with its character as an inhabitant of heaven along with divine Intellect. The Gnostics, he says, describe a "Soul" whose creation is bad because of a "descent" into matter, thus tainting its creative activity. Yet it is difficult to tell which characters in the Gnostic cosmogonic drama he is speaking about. Sometimes, he specifies arguments commonly made by Hellenistic thinkers to criticize the anthropomorphism of the demiurge's portrait in Plato's Timaeus, so he has none other in mind than the ambivalent, faulty demiurge of Gnostic myth, who crafts a deficient, even evil cosmos. Yet at other times he refers to the "decline" of the Gnostic "Soul," apparently meaning the story of the fall of Sophia, the mother of the demiurge. As we will see, he even (quite possibly in bad faith) accuses his opponents of conflating these characters in just this confusing way.

It is worth pausing here to briefly recount a classic variant of this story, presented in a particularly famous (and Sethianized) text known as the Apocryphon of John. The story begins with a description of the transcendent first principle, the "Father," or "Invisible Spirit." Gazing into himself in the primordial water, his thought produces a divine Mother, the "Barbelo," the second, generative principle from which the rest of reality is born. With the "consent" of the Father, the Barbelo produces two quintets of aeons (Gk. "eternities"). (Here, as often in Gnostic literature, the divisions of salvation history into periods, or "aeons," is reflected in the atemporal celestial topography, where aeons seem to be beings or places that emanate from God as the eternal paradigm of the drama that plays out on earth as its reflection.) Finally, the Father and Barbelo produce another principle, their Son, the Autogenes ("self-begotten"), an image of its parent. The Invisible Spirit anoints him and grants him authority. The Autogenes produces the Four Luminaries common to Sethian lore (Harmozel, Oroiael, Davithai, and Eleleth), who in turn produce twelve aeons, one of which is Sophia ("wisdom").

Sophia desires to imitate the beings from which she has sprung—she desires to produce—but, unlike the Barbelo, does so without the "consent" of the Father. Her creation is thus the misshapen blind god Yaldabaoth, who with his angels creates the material universe and then mankind, beginning with Adam and Eve. Poor Sophia, meanwhile, repents. In order to recover the creative power that Yaldabaoth has stolen from her, she is able with the help of the superior powers to trick her son into passing this power into Adam. This spark of divinity is passed on to Adam and Eve's third son, Seth, from whom Gnostic humanity is descended—aliens to the world of Yaldabaoth, but akin to their Father, the Invisible Spirit, itself alien to the planet they inhabit. Yet the elect have forgotten their divine identity because of Yaldabaoth's minions, who torment them, exploiting the weakness and ignorance that accompany corporeal existence. Thankfully, a savior descends to humanity to preach the origins of man and the cosmos, expose Yaldabaoth and his powers as false gods, and thereby lend human beings knowledge of its source, the hitherto unknown, alien God. This knowledge is tantamount to salvation.

At first sight, it is then puzzling that Plotinus begins his response to this myth (and those who adhere to it) by ridiculing the doctrine of dual intellects (one unparticipatory, one participatory), one of Numenius's odder ideas, not extant in any Gnostic text. His reason can only be that he wishes to emphasize the coherence of the three hypostases of his metaphysical system: One, Intellect, and Soul. For Plotinus, the cosmic Soul, as a direct image of the Intellect, has direct access to it and dwells with it in the heavens; in turn, the various human, animal, and vegetative souls here on earth (which together compose the hypostasis of cosmic Soul) are in direct touch with their intellects (which together compose the hypostasis of celestial Intellect). He sees the possibility of there being two or more intellects in the metaphysical world as an unnecessary introduction of intermediaries between members of this triad of hypostases, which will lead to an infinite and absurd production of intelligible entities, or worse a decline of one of the hypostases. Thus, the proliferation of a multitude of divine entities (familiar to even the casual reader of Gnostic texts) disturbs
the hierarchy of intelligible beings and could even lead to the mistaken notion that the soul descends.

His same concern with the maintenance of the intelligible hierarchy and the undescended Soul motivates his next topic, the eternity of illuminated matter. In an especially dense passage, he argues that:

If anyone says that it will be dissolved into matter, why should not also say that matter will be dissolved? But if he is going to say that, what necessity was there, shall we reply, for it to come into being? But if they are going to assert that it was necessary for it to come into being as a consequence of the existence of higher principles, the necessity is there now as well. But if matter is going to remain alone, the divine principles will not be everywhere but in a particular limited place; they will be, so to speak, walled off from matter; but if this is impossible, matter will be illuminated by them.\(^{11}\)

The context of this somewhat oblique argument is the proper order of derivation of the various strata of existence, and their eternity. The position that Plotinus defends at the end of the passage is the eternal generation, existence, and illumination (by Soul) of matter and its eternal, unchanging illumination by Soul.\(^{12}\)

Like the discussion of dual intellect, the insertion of this difficult problem seems tangential but is in fact relevant, because it addresses the eternal creative activity of Soul and thus the production of a good, eternal world. For Plotinus, the nature of Soul is to create,\(^{13}\) so it eternally generates and illuminates matter; yet matter is an absence of being and thus of goodness and reality.\(^{14}\) Why would Soul (or, by extension, a demiurge), which is good, produce and illuminate something that is bad? The Gnostics argue, he says, that the badness of the created object must imply some lapse of judgment on the part of the creator. Plotinus proposes instead that the Soul's production of something unequivocally bad nonetheless must have been in this case a positive thing; because the Soul, undescended, eternally illuminates matter and thus bestows good on it without being part of it, Plotinus can assert the positive nature of the inhabited world and the eternal nature of this goodness while acknowledging the badness of matter, instead of ascribing badness to both its creator and what is created from it.\(^ {15}\)

Keeping in mind Plotinus's attention to preserving the undescended nature of the Soul in these opening chapters, his turn in chapter 4 to the topic of the Soul, its fall, and its demiurgic function is not so much jarring as it is tardy.\(^{16}\) "If," he asks, "they (I.e., my Gnostic opponents) are going to say that it (the Soul) simply failed (σφαλέσαν), let them tell us the cause of the failure (οφάλματος... την αιτίαν)."\(^ {17}\) Plotinus is determined to show that the creation and its creator are good, not an error or "failure" or fall from heaven; or in his parlance that "Soul is not a declension (υκένων), but rather a non-declension."\(^ {18}\) He thus sets up a series of reductions ad absurdum: a decline took place either in time or outside time; neither is possible.\(^ {19}\) If Soul declined, it must have forgotten the intelligibles; but then it wouldn't be a demiurge anymore, since Plato says in his Timaeus the demiurge creates with reference to the intelligible forms.\(^ {20}\) If it does remember, then it does not decline. (See Figure 1 for a visual illustration of these ideas.)

Plotinus shifts gears, beginning to mock his opponents' anthropomorphic view of the creator, assuring that the demiurge did not create "in order to be honored" (τα μετρητο).\(^ {21}\) More specifically, the demiurge did not create "through discursive (i.e., temporal, language-based) reasoning (διανοα)." He continues, asking, "when is he (the creator) going to destroy it (the cosmos)? For if he was sorry he had made it, what is he waiting for?"\(^ {22}\) As is well known, Plotinus here attacks his opponents along established lines of later Platonic defense of the Timaeus from Epicurean and Skeptic critics, who mocked the dialogue's account on the grounds of its crude anthropomorphism.\(^ {23}\) Middle Platonists responded by simply ceasing to read it literally.\(^ {24}\) Plotinus goes farther in arguing that creative activity
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Figure 1. Plotinus on Neoplatonic and Gnostic Creation
Plotinus Against His Gnostic Friends

But again they say that very being for the sake of which these souls came down did not come down itself, did not decline, so to put it, but only illuminated the darkness, and so a reflection (eidoiak) from it came into existence in matter. Then they fabricate an image of the image (eidoiak eidoiak plasmen) somewhere here below, through matter or materiality or whatever they like to call it—they use now one name and now another, and say many other names just to make their meaning obscure—and produce what they call the Maker, and make him revolt from his mother and drag the universe which proceeds from him down to the ultimate limit of reflections (en epheta eidoiak). The man who wrote this just meant to be blasphemous!

Plotinus counters both versions. With reference to the first, he simply disagrees that the Soul descended; instead, it stays above. Without a descent, then, Soul creates the world, and, with souls, enters it. This entrance is described variously in the Enneads; in one early treatise, it is a “self-willed gliding downward” that is freely made but also necessary, since the world’s body must be inhabited by a soul (Plat. Tim. 44b8). But, he emphasizes, this is not a “descent to the below and away from contemplation,” although it does have a sense of “audacity” (topia). The second version—that Soul did not decline but illuminated the darkness—is actually largely in agreement with Plotinus. Consequently, he does not have much of an answer for it, instead (somewhat unfairly) conflating the two myths, and moving on to a critique of the demiurge himself: the craftsman of the Gnostic narrative is not much of a craftsman at all. It works with reference to a mere “image of an image” of reality, hardly a fitting blueprint for the world. Again, the temporality of the events in the myth is an issue: why would a demiurge wait to produce with images? How would it know an image by memory if it has only just been born, an ontological level below the image?

Plotinus’s disagreement with the Gnostics in these chapters clearly stems from a disagreement about the composition of the World—Soul, its relationship to time and to matter, and the logistics of its creative activity. Plotinus’s position is unsatisfying to readers ancient and modern, but the issue strikes at the heart of his thought. For Plotinus, as for Aristotle, philosophy begins with the individual soul’s wonder about the origin of the world, leading to questions about its creation that blaze the path into Intellect and ascent to its ultimate source, the One. Thus, the problem of the world’s creation must be treated respectfully and produce an answer worthy of the dignity of the life of the mind.
Plotinus never explicitly attacks Gnostic aetiology and eschatology, but many of his jabs clearly show that he recognizes, and disapproves of, the idea that the world has a beginning and an end. Second, like Porphyry after him, Plotinus invokes the language of literary criticism to tar the Gnostic account of creation with the lowest possible philosophical categories used for production, imitation, and image. Philosophically speaking, the central debate of the first ten chapters of Enneads 2.9 concerns the Soul; however, the argument is consistently framed with reference to creation, temporality, and narrative imagery.

AGAINST THE GNOSTIC SAVIOR

The makeup of the Soul and its relationship to creative activity and time is inextricable from matters of physics and practical philosophy. Most immediate is the issue of theodicy. Plotinus accuses his opponents of wishing the world to be not just an image of the intelligible but the intelligible itself; this is impossible, since the One must extend itself as far as possible, even, via the Soul, into an image of itself in the spatiotemporal realm. Thus, we live in the best possible world, an “image (εἰκών)” of reality without an evil origin, despite the “many unpleasant things in it.” Such Panglossian indifference to inequality and human suffering, emphasized by his opponents, has surprised scholars by its “pitilessness.” But, for Plotinus, one must not “despise (καταρρηψώντα) the universe” but look to the whole order of beings, and, in this greater order, there is the greater good. Later in the treatise, the same argument will be deployed to defend the traditional civic cult: despising the universe is tantamount to despising the gods in it, and that is just what makes someone bad (κακός).

References to this “order in succession” (τάξις τῶν ἑκατέρων) contrasted with the break in the cosmos described in the classic Gnostic myth of the fall of Sophia, litter the Enneads. As Plotinus notes in his discussion of matter, “of necessity, then, all things must exist forever in ordered dependence on one another,” and this includes the “unpleasantantries.” More contested and central to the administration of the cosmos than the banal injustices of daily life are the stars, whose goodness Plotinus expends considerable energy defending.

While his opponents esteem themselves superior to the planetary deities, he proclaims that the celestial bodies are good gods, have virtue, and are irrefutable evidence of a beautiful divine order that is not to be feared but imitated. “They are essential to the completeness of the All and are important parts of the All,” Plotinus argues. What he means is that the stars order the cosmos; more specifically, while they do not determine our fates, they transmit providential care to the subintelligible: “Every soul is a child of That Father. And there are souls in the (heavenly) bodies too, and intelligent and good ones, much more closely in touch with the beings of the higher world than our souls are. How could this universe exist if it was cut off from that other world? How could the gods be in it? But we spoke of this before, too: our point is now that because they despise (καταρρηψώντες) the kindred of those higher realities, also, they do not know the higher beings either but only talk as if they did.” Several arguments are embedded in this transitional passage. First, the heavenly beings ontologically link the subintelligible to the supramundane. Consequently, knowledge of the heavens is transmitted through them. Thus, by rejecting the stellar deities, the Gnostics have no knowledge of what lies beyond them.

Plotinus’s opposition to Gnostic violation of the cosmic hierarchy, both with respect to theodicy and the administration of providence, is directly incumbent on the issue of soteriology, to which he immediately turns: “Then, another point, what piety is there in denying that providence extends to this world and to anything and everything? And how are they consistent with themselves in this denial? For they say that God does care providentially for them, and them alone.” For Plotinus, this view is philosophically unpalatable because it violates the modulated hierarchy of beings: the Gnostics do not know their place. They exalt themselves, set themselves separately above Intellect, claim to be “sons of God”—but on the contrary, providence extends not to separate parts (individual, special humans) but unified wholes (all of humanity). Second, this leads them to reject “the beings received from tradition (εἰς πατέρων).” For Plotinus, Hellenic tradition emphasizes the unity of the cosmos with all of humanity; he wishes to defend the traditional, civic Greek cult, which is precluded by these exclusive claims to salvation. Third, such claims presume an incoherent psychology, making an unsupported distinction between “true,” elect souls and false, “reflections” (ἐδώδαλα) of souls, the non-elect. In contrast, Plotinian salvation is universally accessible to all those who imbibe Hellenic learning (παθελα). As noted by Arthur Hilary Armstrong, Plotinus’s criticism may have particular Gnostics in mind, but it extends to “all those who make the characteristic claim of Abrahamic religion to be the elect, the people
of God, with a particular and exclusive revelation from him which causes them to reject the traditional pieties.70

Finally, Plotinus moves from physics to ethics. At first glance, it is tempting to differentiate the Gnostics of 2.9 [33] from (proto-)orthodox Christians on the basis of Plotinus’s accusations of moral libertinism and general lack of interest in ethical philosophy.71 However, his account of Gnostic libertinism is no more valid than the lurid descriptions, probably false, of a Clement or Epiphanius.72 Rather, his opponents’ rejection of the civic cult is tantamount in his mind to atheism. Together with the doctrine of elect soteriology (mutually exclusive with his view on providence), it thus merits a tarring with the brush of Epicureanism.73 Moreover, he says that they do not compose treatises on virtue. This indifference to ethical matters puts them out of order with the hierarchy yet again, this time not with the hierarchy of the cosmos but with a philosophical approach to it: virtue precedes and even reveals God, not the other way around.74

Much as the debate over the composition of the World-Soul and its demiurgic activity presumed a rejection of Gnostic temporality and narrative imagery, these arguments over theodicy, soteriology, and ethics presume that the Gnostics failed to ascertain the proper location of divinity, its transmission, and how people show evidence of interaction with it. Multiplying needless intermediary entities, the Gnostics reject the entities that are actually necessary for the dissemination of providence (the stars), asserting that they have a special access to God via theophanies that exist outside the proper order of the universe. The ramifications of this axiom of divine theophany extend to a criminal soteriology, empty ethics, and, ultimately, pedagogy antithetical to the philosophical enterprise and its Hellenic heritage.

AGAINST THE Gnostic TRADITION

The beginning and end of Ennead 2.9, [33] 6 is worthy of special attention, because Plotinus embeds his discussion of the Gnostic World-Soul in various criticisms of the relationship between the Gnostics and Hellenic philosophical tradition. Scholars generally agree he is concerned with maintaining the integrity of Hellenic pedagogy against oriental “alien balderdash.”75 However unfairly, Plotinus here attempts to characterize the Gnostics as thinkers who initiate, not teach, and for him, this is not philosophy, but dangerous authoritarianism.

At the beginning of the chapter, he deplores the introduction of the subintelligible aeons of the Sojourn, Repentance, and Aeonic Copies (discussed in extant passages of Zostriamos and the Untitled Treatise).76 These are “the terms of people inventing a new jargon to recommend their own school (τὰς σέστοις τῆς ἱδιαίς αἰρέσεως). They contrive this meretricious language as if they had no connection with the ancient Hellenic school (τῆς ἀρχαίας Ἑλληνικῆς), though the Hellenes knew all this and knew it clearly, and spoke without delusive pomposity (ἀτύφως) of ascents (ἀναβάσεως) from the cave and advancing gradually closer and closer to a truer vision (τὴν θεῶν ἀνθρώπων).”77 He continues: some of their ideas “have been taken from Plato but others, all the new ideas they have brought in to establish a philosophy of their own, are things they found outside the truth. For the judgments (δικά)78 too, and the rivers in Hades and the reincarnations come from Plato. And the making a plurality in the intelligible world, Being, and Intellect, and the Maker different, and Soul, is taken from the words in the Timaeus (39e) . . . They themselves have received what is good in what they say (about) the immortality of the soul, the intelligible universe, the first god, the necessity for the soul to shun fellowship with the body, the separation from the body, the escape from becoming to being, for these doctrines are there in Plato.”79 The Platonic background of the Gnostics is not in question for Plotinus; nonetheless, they have founded their own school (ἀιρετικόν) by coining their own terminology to supplement the venerable teaching of Plato. What they add, however, sullies this teaching: useless subintelligible hypostases, and an incoherent doctrine of the World-Soul and the Demiurge. Moreover, much of what they take from Plato they misuse, especially with respect to the human soul’s fallen nature and the worth of the body.80 Finally, they justify the deviations from Plato by claiming that he and the “blessed philosophers” had no real knowledge of the intelligible nature (τὴν θεοῦν φωτινήν), “ridiculing and insulting the Greeks . . . and saying that they are better than them,” and “hunting fame by censuring men who have been judged good from ancient times by men of worth.”81

Plotinus defends not only the philosophers’ teaching on the composition of the intelligible world but also their mode of speech and pedagogy. The ancient Hellenes speak in a way “appropriate for the educated (παιδαθεμένοις).”82 By contrast, the Gnostics need to learn to discourse courteously and philosophically (ἀρετικά καὶ φιλοσοφώς) and fairly (δικαιοκράτεις), to learn with good will (σωσικύρως).83 Bestowing membership
in the elect, they say their “gnosis” is "cultured (πεπαιδυμένης) and harmonious," that they alone are capable of contemplation (while deviating from Plotinus’s sense of the term) and “worthy of honor” on the basis of their souls. Instead, they’re stupid (ἀνόητοι), speaking provincially (ἀγροκοσμόμενοι). With audacity (αὐθάδεα), they make “arrogant assertions” without proofs (αποδεικτες). Twice, he says that since they do not argue like philosophers, “another way of writing” (ἄλλου ὅνος τρόπου) would be more appropriate to respond to them, and that he will quit describing their doctrines; and, twice he breaks his resolve by denigrating them anew.

CONCLUSION: WITH “FRIENDS" LIKE THAT . . . (A THICKER DESCRIPTION)

Aside from the two versions of the Sophia myth and his paraphrases of positions on cosmology, theodicy, and other philosophical topics, Plotinus tells the reader little about what his opponents actually think or believe. He does not give any references to their extra-Hellenic sources. He does not explain who his opponents say they are or where they came from. Nonetheless, the contours of Ennead 2.9 tell us a bit about his opponents, and this is firmly in agreement with Porphyry’s evidence: they are steeped in Greek thought, and even identify with it, while deviating from it in significant ways. The most significant departure concerns the World-Soul and its demiurgic function, from which follow a number of un-Hellenic doctrines, including a cosmos created by an evil demiurge who wishes to destroy it, and which is engineered by malevolent stellar deities. Its illogical providential model transmits salvation to an elect few, who have a concept of salvation that is not earned as much as bestowed by an authority that rejects the cultic and intellectual traditions of Hellenism. It is a disordered universe, dreamt by bordered men who feel alien to it. Plotinus’s critique is that of a conservative.

Reading Plotinus’s works in conjunction with Porphyry’s evidence, scholars have hypothesized numerous sectarian identities for the Gnostics of Ennead 2.9. Valentinians have been contenders for several reasons: the prominence of the school in Rome, the similarity of Plotinus’s account of the fall of Sophia to that given by Valentinians, and perhaps most importantly the relative plenitude of evidence about Valentinians prior to the Nag Hammadi discovery. The surfacing of Sethian rather than Valentinian texts with the titles of treatises mentioned by Porphyry has mitigated this hypothesis. Other groups associated with Sethian tradition have also been suggested, such as the Barbelo-Gnostics known to Irenaeus or the Archontics. Earlier scholarship suggested a pagan Gnostic group, reading Porphyry’s evidence as referring to “Christians and others (belonging to non-Christian groups).” Other contenders include the followers of one Alcibiades, who brought an “Apocalypse of Elchasai” from Syrian baptismal groups to Rome in the early third century CE, inspired by Pope Calistus I’s support for second baptism for the remission of new sins—a thesis that is revisited in the conclusion.

Based on the reading of evidence presented in this chapter, it is impossible to distinguish whether these Gnostics were Valentinians, Sethians, Barbelo-Gnostics, or Elchasaites, but it would be unlikely that they were Hellenes. An objection to this view is that if Plotinus’s opponents were Christians, why did not he simply say so, as Celsus and Porphyry did in their polemical works? Yet it is not clear that Plotinus would have been able to recognize a Christian. As a long-time resident of Alexandria, he must have been familiar with Christian intellectuals like the Valentinians or the catechetical school of Clement and Origen. As a long-time Platonist, he could have been familiar with Celsus’s critique of Christianity or with Neminus’s quip about the “Attic Moses.” Despite all this, there is no explicit evidence in his corpus of any knowledge of Christianity, and therefore such knowledge cannot be assumed.

Another factor is the question of how well Plotinus knew his opponents. In this context, it is worthwhile recalling the following passage from Against the Gnostics: “We feel a certain regard for some of our friends (φίλοι) [italics mine] who happened upon this way of thinking before they became our friends, and, though I do not know how they manage it, continue in it . . . But we have addressed what we have said so far to our own intimate pupils, not to them (for we could make no further progress towards convincing them), so that they might not be troubled by these latter, who do not bring forward proofs—how could they?—but make arbitrary, arrogant assertions. Another way of writing would be appropriate to repel (them).” Did Plotinus have Christian “friends”? Apparently so, and he considered them to be “votaries of Plato”? The problem is that they were also votaries of much else. If the evidence from Porphyry’s Vita Plotini chapter 16 about Aculinus can be squared with Eunapius, Mark J. Edwards is
most likely correct that Plotinus here attacks the Platonism of Gnostic colleagues from the circle of his old teacher in Alexandria, Ammonius Saccas. These colleagues were with him in Rome around the same time as Porphyry (ca. 265 CE), at a time when the group focused on discussing the makeup of the Soul and the intelligible world, just the topics that occupy the bulk of Against the Gnostics. Therefore, the gulf between the Gnostic and Hellenic parties extended far beyond the single issue of authority, which then turned on the Christian invocation of Jewish seers against the speculations of the divine Plato.

His polemic also allows us to “thicken” the description determined in Chapter 1 of his Christian “friends.” Plotinus sharply criticizes them for “despising” the world instead of engaging it politically, which in turn leads them to reject the civic cult and festivities, worship of “the beings received from the tradition of our fathers.” Considering the close proximity of philosophers and sophists to political power (as discussed in Chapter 1), his claim that the Gnostics thumbed their noses at current events is striking. Moreover, despite their claim that their teaching is philosophical (παιδευμένος), Plotinus says they are stupid (ἄγνωστος) and that they speak like bumpkins (ἄρρωστοι), that is, not like Hellenes. What Plotinus means is not that they are incapable of engaging technical metaphysics (the evidence from Nag Hammadi, as we will see, demonstrates otherwise); rather, they eschew the contemporary culture of philosophy, a way of life that goes back to ancients like Pythagoras and that encourages civic and popular cultic activity.

The situation was exacerbated by the pseudepigraphic appeal to the authority of Judeo-Christian antediluvian sages in their apocalypses. Plotinus’s Gnostics seem to have adopted the auto-Orientalizing approach of the Hermetica and the Chaldean Oracles, entirely rejecting Hellenic claims to primeval wisdom. Like Porphyry, Plotinus recognizes that their effort to alienate themselves from Hellenic authorities is a direct attack on the culture of Hellenic education out of which they came. Moreover, the very way in which they present their wisdom is alien to the spirit of Hellenic investigative philosophy: speaking “without proofs” (ἀποδείκτης), the Gnostics have, in his eyes, earned the appellation “rustic, bumpkin” (ἄρρωστος); Celsus, Porphyry, and Julian all use the same term for Christians in their own polemics. Another way of writing” would be more appropriate to refute them.

To summarize our evidence about Plotinus’s Christian friends, the Gnostic heretics also known to Porphyry, we can say that:

1. Unlike most sophists and philosophers in their day, they did not participate in public life.
2. They did not identify as “Hellenes” consciously eschewing the culture of contemporary Hellenophone intellectual life.
3. Their texts were revelatory—they did not present arguments so much as statements validated by their ancient, Oriental, authority.
4. Despite all this, they did claim a philosophical ἀφετος, but, like other “auto-Orientalizers,” they said it had priority over the Greek schools.

This last feature is striking, because, as we saw at the beginning of Chapter 1, Philo, Tertullian, and several Gnostic authors entirely reject the language of ἀφετος. Instead, identification of Christianity as a ἀφετος is a staple of Christian apologetics, exemplified in Justin Martyr. This also explains why the Gnostics claimed their teaching was “cultured”—that is, consonant with πανελληνια—why Plotinus was eager to dispel this claim. What was at stake in the Plotinus-Gnostic controversy was the definition of philosophy itself: its relationship to public life, civic cult, Hellenic nationalism, and the provenance of the Greek intellectual tradition. Plotinus emphasizes consonance with each of these pockets of life; his opponents emphasize alienation from them. His old friends had become the most bitter of enemies, and as we turn to the Sethian literature that they read, it will not be difficult to see why.
Plotinus claims that the Gnostics do not write in a philosophical style, and so “another way of writing” would be necessary to refute them. Porphyry, meanwhile, denigrates the Sethian apocalypses as “forgen-eries” (πλάσματα), and it seems this formed the basis of his critique of the Apocalypse of Zoroaster. Porphyry’s use of the word “apocalypse” or “revelation” (ἀποκάλυψις) for these documents is tantalizing, and at first sight straightforward: These texts were apocalypses, “revelations” of some sort, stories dealing with whatever kinds of ideas that “revelations” traffic in. Yet the apocalyptic background of the texts has not been studied with respect to the Platonic tradition, much less Plotinus’s criticism. In fact, there are few studies of Gnostic apocalypses at all. This chapter will therefore unpack the technical language of Plotinus and Porphyry’s criticisms about “fiction,” “forgery,” and “myth,” while introducing the Platonizing Sethian literature itself, which is deeply embedded in the literary culture of the apocalypses.

Indeed, three (of the four) Platonizing Sethian treatises—Marsanes, Allogenès, and Zostrianos—are apocalypses. Analysis of their genre and their pseudepigraphic appeal to authority reveals that numerous key motifs of the texts, particularly in their frame narratives, are common stock in contemporary Jewish and Christian apocalyptic storytelling. Their cultivation of authority using these motifs challenges the culture of ταύτες explored in Chapter 1, instead employing images and authoritative figures with currency in Judeo-Christian circles, alien to Hellenism. Finally, the Sethian texts do not reject Platonic terminology about imagery, but employ it to articulate contemplative technique and authorize the concept of revelation as a perfect “image” of reality transmitted by the unknown, alien God to the seer. Such revelations, other ways of writing, thus demand to be read literally, not allegorically—another way of reading than we find prized by the Neoplatonists, who did not write stories as much as allegorically interpret the ones they deemed to be good. All of this points to the need for a reevaluation of the provenance and target audience of the Platonizing Sethian literature and the evidence of Plotinus and Porphyry.

Another Kind of Story—The Sethian Apocalypses

As noted earlier in this book, Coptic treatises bearing the titles of several of the apocalypses mentioned by Porphyry in Vita Plotini 16 were discovered among the Nag Hammadi hoard in Upper Egypt in 1945. These treatises appear to belong to a Gnostic literary tradition that spans a wider group of Nag Hammadi texts, first identified and dubbed “Sethian” by Hans-Martin Schenke. The study of these Sethian treatises in the greater project of understanding the relationship between Plotinus and his Gnostic friends thus brings one to the study of Sethian tradition, and how it may have affected the particular issues that were contested by these thinkers. “Sethianism” describes a literary tradition defined by a family resemblance of various shared features, but chiefly the veneration of Seth, the third child of Adam and Eve, as revealer and even savior in the context of the “classic” Gnostic myth recounted at the beginning of Chapter One and criticized by Plotinus. The tradition encompasses, if not a system of thought, a school of thought, which thus presupposes some kind of belief in the Gnostic myth. Despite occasional criticism, the category of “Sethianism” enjoys widespread scholarly acceptance, even from those who dub it instead “Classic Gnosticism” or even eschew the term “Gnosticism” itself (thus speaking of “Sethian Christianity”). It is worth pausing to discuss this tradition here, since recent work brings into sharp relief the fact that nearly every Sethian treatise, even when they are Platonizing, is an apocalypse; therefore, the treatises criticized by Plotinus and Porphyry possess a very specific literary background that deserves to be explored in full.

One scholar of Gnosticism, John D. Turner, drew up a hypothetical but widely followed “literary history” of the movement that may
have produced the Sethian literature.\textsuperscript{10} This history is based on a perceived tension between three subgroups within the Sethian corpus identified by Schenkel: midrashic texts concerned with exegesis of the Paradise narrative in Genesis, texts focusing on baptism and the incarnation of Christ in Jesus of Nazareth, and the Platonizing texts full of metaphysical terminology but no speculation about the story of the serpent in Paradise or Jesus of Nazareth. Turner thus speculated that the Sethian literature offers snapshots of three phases of the transformation of a single Gnostic group that arose out of speculation on Jewish themes, was Christianized in the second century CE with the incorporation of Barbelo-Gnosticism (speculation about the Barbelo, or divine mother known to Irenaeus) and separate traditions about the veneration of Seth, suffered persecution at the hands of the proto-orthodox, and attempted to find a home among contemporary Platonic thinkers, like Plotinus’s group.\textsuperscript{11} These later Sethians composed Platonizing but “pagan” apocalypses where Judeo-Christian motifs and ideas have been replaced with Platonic metaphysics, in an attempt to appeal to the philosophers.\textsuperscript{12} As we know from Plotinus and Porphyry themselves, the rapprochement was unsuccessful, but these pagan apocalypses nonetheless deeply influenced the development of Neoplatonic thought. Thus, most scholars today refer to the Platonizing Sethian treatises as pagan apocalypses, written with the aim of appealing to the philosophical sensibility of Plotinus and other Hellenes.\textsuperscript{13}

However, recent, groundbreaking research has forced us to reconsider the contours of Sethian tradition, by demonstrating that the Jewish midrashic texts first identified as “Sethian” are not Sethian at all. They possess few Sethian features (including the most important one—veneration of Seth himself), and instead belong to a separate Gnostic literary tradition dealing with Adam, Eve, and the serpent in the Garden of Eden. Hence, they should be termed “Ophite” texts (Gk. δρυς = “serpent”).\textsuperscript{14} Much confusion, for instance, stems from the composite nature of one of the most famous treatises from this body of literature—the Apocryphon of John—which contains Sethian, Ophite, and Barbeloite themes.\textsuperscript{15} In attempting to shoehorn the entirety of this composite text with a complex source history into the category of Sethianism, scholarship thus obscured the distinctive nature of the Ophite tradition underlying sections of it.

The distinctively apocalyptic nature of Sethian literary tradition was obscured, too. Once the Ophite material is set aside, Sethianism is left with apocalypses and treatises containing large apocalyptic sections.\textsuperscript{16} The literary frame narrative governing the Apocryphon of John is both Sethian and an apocalypse.\textsuperscript{17} The Apocalypse of Adam, a history of the descents of Seth to save his “seed” from its tormentors, the rulers of the cosmos, and three of the Platonizing treatises—Zostrianos, Allogenes, and Marsanes, featuring the ascent of a seer to discover the secrets of the intelligible cosmos—are all apocalypses. The fourth Platonizing treatise, the Three Stoles of Seth, is an ecstatic liturgy, but its scribe dubbed it an apocalypse.\textsuperscript{18} Trimorphic Proteusnoia is a revelation monologue complete with its own miniapocalypse featuring historical eschatology. Apocalyptic sections also litter the Egyptian Gospel, a text that begins with cosmogony and proceeds to a history of the seed of Seth and its rescue by its founder, who intervenes in various incarnations throughout history, before terminating in a liturgical section. The genre of the fragmentary Melchizedek is unclear, but this treatise seems deeply embedded in contemporary apocryphal traditions about the incarnation of the eponymous, celestial high priest (Gen 14:18–20; Heb 5:5–6) to battle the forces of darkness at the eschaton.\textsuperscript{19} Another work distantly related to Sethianism—the bizarre cosmological speculations of the Untitled Text from Codex Bruyanaus—and recent discoveries, including the Gospel of Iudas and the untitled treatise from Codex Tchacos provisionally titled the Book of Allogenes, are apocalypses as well.\textsuperscript{20}

Are these works “apocalypses” in name only or could one describe their contents as “apocalyptic” as well? Certainly most of the Sethian literature uses the genre of apocalypse, which “carries that title (ἀποκάλυψις) for the first time in the very late first or early second century a.d. From then on, both title and form are fashionable, at least to the end of the classical period.”\textsuperscript{21} John J. Collins defines the apocalyptic genre as “a genre of revelatory literature with a narrative framework, in which a revelation is mediated by an otherworldly being to a human recipient, disclosing a transcendent reality which is both temporal, insofar as it envisages eschatological salvation, and spatial insofar as it involves another, supernatural world.”\textsuperscript{22} One of the chief virtues of this approach is its movement away from scholarship that privileged historical and political themes in apocalyptic, neglecting the many apocalypses that deal more with cosmology, the makeup and fate of the soul, and so on.\textsuperscript{23} Other scholars have also emphasized the esotericism of the apocalypses, that is, their focus on
the revelation of hidden wisdom and cosmological secrets. As we will see in later chapters, Sethian tradition offers both “historical” and “cosmological” apocalypses.

Even so, esotericism, eschatology, and historical change are merely subjects commonly discussed in ancient apocalypses, without defining the genre, whose content remains open. Rather, the genre of apocalypse is defined by function, or “what may be called the ‘apocalyptic technique.’ Whatever the underlying problem, it is viewed from a distinctive apocalyptic perspective. This perspective is framed spatially by the supernatural world and temporally by the eschatological judgment. . . . It provides a resolution in the imagination by instilling conviction in the revealed ‘knowledge’ that it imparts. The function of the apocalyptic literature is to shape one’s imaginative perception of a situation and so lay the basis for whatever course of action it exords.” All apocalypses use elements such as frame narrative, stock motifs, and rhetoric to make extraordinary claims to authority that help address any sort of crisis experienced by the reader, which might result from political situations, but can be of an abstract or, as in the case of the Sethian apocalypses, even philosophical nature.

Pseudepigraphy is perhaps the chief device used to bolster the authority of an apocalypse, authorizing the claims made by the text while creating a sense of self-definition. The claim of “historical” apocalypses to stem from a figure of remote antiquity validates ex eventu prophecy and creates a sense of providential activity that consoles the reader. In the “speculative” apocalypses, the device heightens the dynamic of concealment and revelation that lends a sense of gravitas. Pseudepigraphy had an apologetic function, but this was necessarily audience-specific; not all antediluvian sages were created equal, at least in the Rome of the third century CE. The decision to compose a treatise under the name of a “foreign” character like Zostriansos or Enoch, as opposed to Pythagoras, is significant, particularly among thinkers such as Numenios, Plotinus, or Porphyry for whom Platonic Orientalism was a live issue. Sethian literature thus employed a specific genre that used a body of specific literary motifs to make vigorous claims to authority in a scholarly environment where these specific claims would have been controversial. A close look at the Platonizing treatises’ use of these motifs—literary traditions common to the Jewish and Christian apocalypses—will tell us a great deal about what kind of audience the Platonizing Sethian

treatises must have been intended for, and what Plotinus meant when he said that another way of writing would be more appropriate for refuting their readers.

Another Way of Writing

The frame narratives of Marsanes, Allogenes, and Zostriansos (I omit the Three Steles of Seth, because, as a liturgical work, it has almost no narrative to speak of) each employ stock motifs of Jewish and Christian apocalyp tic tradition, including the disposition of the seer prior to enlightenment, the medium of the heavenly journey, and interaction with the revealer figure. Altogether, these traditions compose a distinctive way of writing of its own, which seeks to authorize its message by invoking themes and images, familiar to readers of the apocalypses, that its audience would have found convincing and respectable.

Marsanes is an apocalypse insofar as a revealer delivers cosmological secrets to the eponymous seer. The identity of the revealer is not clear, but two apocalyptic literary traditions are: the emphasis on the authority of the seer and the use of paraenesis. As discussed at the end of Chapter 1, the character “Marsanes/Marsianos” was the protagonist of other Gnostic apocalypses, known to Epiphanius and the author of the Untitled Treatise in the Bruce Codex. Early on in Marsanes, a “third power of the Thrice-Powered One” describes to the seer the “silent” nature of the One beyond the One. After what appears to be a visionary experience, it tells the seer, “it is necessary for you to know those that are higher than these and tell them to the powers. For you (sg. masc.) will become [elect] with the elect ones [in the last times].” Marsanes himself repeatedly asserts his revelatory authority in the text, as he addresses the reader at the beginning: “for I am he who has [understood] that which truly exists, [whether] partially or [wholly], according to difference [and sameness].” Authorized to preach, Marsanes tells his readers to “[con]trol yourselves, receive [the] imperishable seed, bear fruit, and do not become attached to your possessions.” Each of the Platonizing apocalypses has paraenesis culminating in injunctions to missionary activity; these are common in contemporary Jewish apocalyptic texts, such as 2 Enoch, 4 Ezra, or 2 Baruch.
Allogenesis also exhibits the traditions of pseudepigraphic authorization via identification with a seer, reinforcement of the seer's authority, and paraenesis, in addition to several other common apocalyptic themes: the protagonist's fear, periods of preparation between revelation, and the practice of inscribing and burying books. The treatise assumes the genre (closely related to apocalypse) of a testament, or will, to the seer's "son," Messos. If we acknowledge that the very name "Allogenesis" refers to the author as a Sethian, that is, one of "another seed," as some scholars do, then we can "indirectly impute patriarchal status to Allogenesis," who is probably of antediluvian origin. Other scholars simply assign him the identity of an incarnation of Seth himself. The incipit of the narrative is unpreserved; the reader is immediately thrust into a revelation dialogue between the seer and the angel Youel, describing the makeup of Barbelo and the first principle, a "Thrice-Powered Invisible Spirit." Allogenesis grows upset.

"I was able (to conceive of transcendent things), although I was clothed in flesh. [I] heard about them through you, about the teaching which is in them (i.e., the revelations), since the thought that is in me distinguished those [which] are beyond measure and the unknowables. Because of this, I am afraid, lest my learning has produced something beyond what is fitting." And then, O Meaos, Youel, the one who belongs to all the glories, said these things to me. She [revealed (εκτύλησα)] these things, and said, "No one is allowed to hear these things, except for the great powers alone, O Allogenesis, for a great power has been laid upon you, that which the father of the entirety, the eternal, laid upon you before you came to this place, so that you might distinguish those things which are difficult to distinguish, and so that you might understand those things which are unknown to the multitude, and so that you might be saved, in that one who belongs to you, that one who was first to save (others) and who does not himself need to be saved.

What Collins terms the "disposition of the seer" is a stock element in apocalypses, particularly the disposition of fear, which is met by the soothing words of angelic mediators. Allogenesis skillfully applies the motif to the dilemma of the mystic—the problematic status of knowledge of what is necessarily unknowable—even while retaining its Jewish coloring. While the first principle of the Greek philosophers is unknowable, it is certainly nothing to be afraid of. Sirach, on the other hand, discourages attempts to know too much, and in Hekhalot literature, knowledge of the Godhead is not only forbidden but dangerous.

Youel's response fails to "steady" Allogenesis, who once again expresses his fears and is reassured that he is both worthy of vision and responsible for communicating it to others. The angel anoints and "strengthens" him. This "empowerment" of the seer by heavenly beings is common to the Platonic Sethian texts. Paralleled only rarely in contemporary Platonic literature, the tradition is also clear in the heavenly journeys of 2 Baruch and the Apocalypse of Abraham, where the seer is occasionally "strengthened" by angels to ease the shock of the journey.

The discussion continues along predictably metaphysical lines, and, finally, Allogenesis, convinced of his worthiness, prepares himself for ascent through meditative techniques: "And when Youel, the one who belongs to all the glories, had said these things to me, she separated herself from me, leaving me. But I did not despair because of these words which I had heard; I contemplated myself for one hundred years. And I rejoiced by myself a great deal, since I was in a great light and a blessed path, since those, meanwhile, who I was worthy of seeing and then those who I was worthy of hearing about (are) those whom it is fitting for the great powers alone [...]."

"Breaks" in between revelatory discourses are another tradition in the apocalypses; Ezra and Baruch fast for seven days between visions. The inordinate life span that enables Allogenesis to meditate for a century is common to Jewish legends about the patriarchs. Some kind of period of waiting between visions of "the Father" seems to be implied in a fragmentary passage of Marseus. It is not clear if such practices involved a withdrawal from contemporary urban life to the wilderness or understood retreat in a more metaphorical or limited fashion, or simply as apocalyptic literary cliché.

Finally, upon his descent from the Barbelo, Allogenesis is commissioned to write a book, presumably that bearing his name: "he (speaker unknown) said to me, write down [those things that I] will tell you, and I will remind you, for the sake of those who will be worthy after you. You must leave this book upon a mountain, and adjure a guardian: ‘come, dreadful one.’ And when he had said these things, he separated himself from me. As for me, I was full of joy, and I wrote down this book, which was set apart for me (to write), my son, Messos, so that I might reveal to you those things which were preached before me, and that I received first in a great silence."

The ancient seer's composition of a revelatory manuscript for posterity is one of the most common traditions in apocalyptic literature,
as in the Ascension of Isaiah or 2 Enoch: “give them books in your handwriting, and they will read them and they will acknowledge me as the Creator of everything. And they will understand that there is no other God except myself.”54 The tradition showcases the esoteric nature of a revealed book, and explains how antediluvian texts could survive cataclysms or simply go unread for a long time.55 Indeed, the device carries the eschatological implication that only the “last generation (the author’s own)” could “break the seal of the mystery” of God’s plan; or further, it is not the generation of the author that is being confronted with the revealed mystery but that of the reader(s).56

A similar constellation of apocalyptic traditions is negotiated in the lengthy Zostrianos, which, thanks to its relatively well-preserved opening and closing, offers by far the most data. It begins with the eponymous seer reflecting on his circumstances prior to revelation: “I was in the cosmos for the sake of those of my generation and those who would come after me, the living elect. . . . I preached forcefully about the entirety to those who had alien parts. I tried their works for a little while; thus the necessity of generation brought me into the manifest (world). I was never pleased with them, but always I separated myself from them, since I had come into being through a holy birth.57 And being mixed, I straightened my soul, empty of evil.58 Frustrated with his community, he retreats and contemplates metaphysical questions alone, which eventually leads him to despair and a resolve to suicide, when an angel appears and intervenes.59 The arrival of revelation to a seer in great emotional distress is common in the Jewish apocalypses.60 Then Zostrianos “instantly and exuberantly ascended with the angel, into a great luminous cloud,61 leaving my shell (πάνωμα) upon the earth, to be guarded by some glories. And [we] were rescued from the whole cosmos, and the thirteen aeons that exist in it, and their angelic beings. They did not spot us, and their ruler (ἄρχων) became disturbed before [our mode of] passage.”62 The tradition of the ascent to heaven via cloud is also widespread in Jewish apocalypses.63

The same is true of the stealthy passage through the clutches of the heavenly powers, which is replicated prior to Zostrianos’s embodiment at the end of the treatise, after his revelations: “Then, when I came down to the aeons of the [self-begotten] individuals, I received an image (εἰκόνα) that was pure, yet appropriate for sense-perception (αἴσθησις). I came down to the aeonic copies (αἰντίνων) and went to the aetherial earth. And I wrote three wooden tablets (μέγας), leaving them in knowledge (εἰρήνης)64 for all those who would follow me, the living elect. I came down to the perceptible world and I put on my image (τάραξης), since it was uneducated, I strengthened it, going around to preach the truth to everybody. Neither the angelic beings of the world nor the archons saw me, for I evaded a myriad of torments which nearly killed me.”65 This passage is obscure; it does not identify these stelae with the text of Zostrianos itself, so they must be a separate work.66 However, writing in heaven was commonly associated in Jewish pseudepigrapha with Enoch’s role as a divine scribe, a role at the root of rabbinic traditions where, transformed into Metatron, he sits in heaven writing.67 Zostrianos probably drew on this tradition, for, like the seer of 2 and 3 Enoch, Zostrianos has been transformed into an angel over the course of his heavenly journey and acquired supra-angelic knowledge.68

Meanwhile, Zostrianos’s descent “invisible and unharmed” past a series of hostile archons is a leitmotif of apocalyptic, Gnostic, and Manichaean ascent texts. In the Ascension of Isaiah the prophet witnesses the savior’s descent to earth in a disguise, to avoid conflict with malevolent angels.69 In a hymnic passage shared between the Apocryphon of John and Trimorphic Protennoia, the figure of Protennoia, a female savior, descends three times.70 For Ophites, it is a preexistent Jesus himself who descends.71 In The Ascension of Isaiah, the descent leads to his crucifixion.72 In other texts, he assumes the role of Gnostic initiator, teaching disciples how to navigate the path to heaven by using “seals” or “passwords” to gain power over malevolent archons and angels.73 The Manichaean Psalm-Book also features “wardens” (τεκνοφα) whom the ascending soul must pass with the proper verbal offering, as obtained by the descending savior.74 In each of these cases, the one who descends is a savior figure.75 Zostrianos himself, then, appears to be neither a seer but a savior; and perhaps even a Christ-figure.76 Indeed, the treatise ends with an eschatologically oriented sermon calling its hearers to repent and abandon the body.77

Thus the opening and closing pericopes of Zostrianos, like Allogenes and what is extant of Marsanes, consistently and repeatedly employ stock literary traditions drawn from the apocalypses. It is a way of writing characterized by the acquisition of revelation from a heavenly mediator, a heavenly journey (by cloud), the composition of heavenly books, and pseudepigraphic discourses, in this case concerned with Platonic metaphysics and a cognate ascetic practice. Perhaps most distinctively, it is a way of writing that uses pseudepigraphy to
authorize itself, donning the garb of hoary characters of Jewish antiquity to narrate their fantastic heavenly journeys. Not merely the stories that are told but the Sethian storytellers themselves, it seems, presume an audience familiar with and receptive to the world of the Jewish and Christian apocrypha.

**Another Kind of Storyteller**

Much of our evidence about Sethianism from outside the Nag Hammadi corpus underscores the debt of this literary tradition to the apocalypses, the distinctive kinds of stories they tell, and the distinctive storytellers they are ascribed to. Epiphanius of Salamis’s evidence about the Sethians also shows that they routinely appealed to the authority of Judeo-Christian figures in apocalypses; moreover, he employs the language of the Platonists to mock them. He claims that the Gnostics (or “Borborites”) “forge (πλάττουσι) many books,” with titles such as Norea, the Gospel of Eve, “books in the name of Seth,” the Apocalypse of Adam, and the Gospel of Philip. His Sethians relate a version of the tale of the Nephilim found in Genesis 6:1–4 and the Book of the Watchers. They also “have composed certain books, attributing them to great men (βουλούσι δὲ τινὰς εὐγράφητας ἀνδρῶν: they say there are seven books attributed to Seth; other different books they entitle Foreigners (Ἀλλογενεῖς); another they call an Apocalypse Attributed to Abraham (ἐκ ὀνόματος Ἀβραάμ...ἀποκάλυπτων); others attributed to Moses; and others attributed to other figures.” The Archontics, “have forged their own apocrypha (οὗτοι δὲ ὁμοίως βιβλία ἐκ εὐγράφητας εἰς αὐτῶς ἐπιλαπτομένας τινὰς ἀποκρύφους), including books of ‘the Foreigners’ (τοις Ἀλλογενεῖς καλουμένοις) and an Ascension of Isaiah, probably that known today.

The Archontics also had a tradition about a certain “Marsanios” who was “snatched up” into heaven, as discussed in Chapter 1. Pisto Sophia in the Askew Codex refers to a revelation dialogue between Jesus and Enoch in Paradise, resulting in the latter’s composition of a book of mysteries, the Books of Jeu (probably those preserved in the Bruce Codex), which is protected by the archon “Kalapatauroth” so that it might survive the deluge. In an unfortunately fragmentary passage, the Sethian text Melchizedek mentions Enoch along with Adam and Abel. Finally, the Cologne Mani Codex lists several apocalypses, with similar titles, circulating in the community of Mani’s childhood: an “Apocalypse of Adam,” “Apocalypse of Sethel,” “Apocalypse of Enoch,” “Apocalypse of Shem,” and “Apocalypse of Enoch.” Significantly, the entire catalogue is motivated by the need to recall past revelations, presumably accepted by the target audience, in order to validate the revelations of Mani himself.

The Platonizing Sethian apocalypses of Nag Hammadi all make similar appeals to the authority of individuals within Jewish and Christian tradition. Marsanes, Nicotheus, and Allogenes are all figures of Judeo-Christian provenance; only the name of “Zostrianos” is in itself ideologically neutral, since Hellenes, Jews, and Christians alike lay claim to the figure of his close relative Zoroaster. Given the pedigree of their nomenclature and the total absence of Hellenizing features that would have appealed to readers steeped in the Second Sophistic and Neopythagoreanism, it is difficult to imagine that the pseudepigraphic device was used in Sethian apocalypses as an apologetic appeal to Hellenes. The frame narratives of Allogenes and Marsanes are not entirely clear, but their apocalyptic personages and rhetoric both are very much in line with that of Zostrianos, and were recognized as such by Porphyry. Sethian pseudepigraphy associates the texts with figures populating Jewish and Christian apocrypha, who served in the worlds of Roman Judaism and Christianity as repositories of the ancient scribal culture of the Near East.

While there are messianic and prophetic elements to the personalities of our Platonizing seers, they are above all sages, scholars steeped in sapiential and philosophical lore. As J. Z. Smith argues, “apocalypticism,” featuring these sages, “is a learned rather than a popular religious phenomenon. It is widely distributed throughout the Mediterranean world and is best understood as part of the inner history of the tradition within which it occurs rather than as a syncretism.” Apocalyptic literature, whether historical or speculative, was produced by individuals within groups that had their own religious identities and attendant jargon and rhetorical motifs.

In the case of the Platonizing Sethian texts, such traditions are those of Jewish and Christian “scribal phenomena.” Recipients of vision, such as Daniel, Ezra, Baruch, and especially Enoch are all described as scribes in their apocalypses. The Sethian texts are thus invested with the worldview of Mesopotamian scribal culture, which saw an “interlocking totality” of phenomena that could be interpreted through cataloging them in lists and analyzing them as indicative of divine activity. Yet these catalogues of natural phenomena are
replaced, in the Sethian literature, by equally repetitive lists of heavenly beings and metaphysical jargon. Nonetheless, the Sethian sages are clearly designed to appear as scribal figures who possess, by unverifiable means (e.g., ascents, dreams, visions), superior wisdom and authority.\textsuperscript{95}

What entitles the sage to this special knowledge is also largely contingent on cultural background. Ioan Coulianos distinguishes between three types of heavenly journeys:\textsuperscript{96}

1. “Call” or “elective” apocalypses (merit based): unknown in Greek literature but ubiquitous in Judeo-Christian literature.

2. “Accidental” experiences, where the heavenly journey follows some calamity that leads to a revelatory near-death experience. There is only one Jewish apocalypse in this type (3 Bar), but it is the predominant form of Greek apocalypse (Myth of Er, etc.)

3. “Quest apocalypses,” where the protagonist must employ special techniques in the pursuit of wisdom.

Judeo-Christian sages, such as those associated with Sethian traditions, are nearly always “elect” (type 1), invested by God himself with authority, at times resulting in quasi-worship of the seer.\textsuperscript{97} A good example is Mani himself, in a letter to Edessa (italics mine): “The truth and the secrets which I speak about—and the laying on of hands which is in my possession—not from men have I received them nor from fleshly creatures, not even from studies in the scriptures... by His (the Father’s) grace, He pulled me from the council of the many who do not recognize the truth and revealed (ἀπέκτασές) to me his secrets and those of the undefiled father and of all the cosmos. He disclosed to me how I was before the foundation of the world, and how the groundwork of all the deeds, both good and evil, was laid, and how everything of [this] aggregation was engendered [according to its] present boundaries and [times].”\textsuperscript{98} Such extraordinary claims to authority are a hallmark of the apocalyptic genre, participating in the greater trend under the early Roman Empire to search for some kind of esoteric, “higher” knowledge.\textsuperscript{99} There are a variety of traditions common to the genre that express these claims, and as discussed above, many of these are present in the Sethian apocalypses.\textsuperscript{100} Together, they constitute a peculiar “register,” a way of writing that strongly contrasts not just with sapiential literature but with the tone and idiom of Greek philosophy.\textsuperscript{101}

Altogether, the remarkable claims to authority made in apocalyptic literature, advanced by means of narrative traditions and pseudo-pigraphic authorship, are designed to quell any doubts a potential reader may have about the topic at hand, whatever it might be.\textsuperscript{102} Christopher Rowland remarks that this rhetoric tries to create a sense of “unmediated” or “direct” access to knowledge, but all apocalypses actually are transmitted (i.e., mediated) by an otherworldly figure.\textsuperscript{103} What he seems to mean is that the “apocalyptic technique” is designed to assure the reader of the complete veracity of a worldview or set of propositions. While it is indeed mediated by narrative devices and characters, this worldview or conceptual set is assigned a truth value that is entirely positive, pure, and undistilled. In the context of 4 Ezra and other apocalypses that deal with historical issues, this technique is consoling. In the context of Platonic epistemology, it is an extraordinary subversion of ordinary means of accessing knowledge.

\textbf{WHAT IS A GOOD STORY?}

Plotinus charges the Sethian apocalypses with being “fictions,” πλάσματα; Porphyry uses the same word, with the sense of “forgeries.” In the context of Middle Platonism, the use of frame narrative, developed characters, and supernatural mythologoumena set the Sethian apocalypses in the realm of “fictions” (πλάσματα), together with “myths.” The Platonizing treatises’ use of the genre “apocalypse” is radical, because most Platonists of the period did not compose fiction or myths: they interpreted them, usually with allegory. This method was warranted by a Platonic epistemology that interpreted images as faulty, shadowy representations of heavenly realities. The philosophical contemporaries of the authors of the Sethian texts did think stories (myths) or fiction could “be good” (i.e., contain truths), but only if they were interpreted properly—that is, under the aegis of παιδεία, following training in philosophy and cult.

The association of storytelling, narrative, or “myth” (μῦθος) with fiction or “fabrication” (πλάσμα) goes back to the Presocratics. The words μῦθος and λόγος had startlingly different meanings in Epic Greek: μῦθος indicated effective, truthful, intimidating speech with masculine coloring; λόγος indicated similarly effective, but slippery and deceitful speech highlighted with feminine tones.\textsuperscript{104} Empedocles and Parmenides associated the forceful claims of μῦθος with unverifiable explanations of mysterious phenomena: the postmortem fate of
the soul, metaphysics, and cosmogony. This complex of ideas surrounding storytelling first becomes associated with the term πάλαιμα in Democritus: "some people, not knowing about the dissolution of mortal nature, having come to know all too well the evil-doing in everyday life, suffer throughout their lifetime from troubles and fears, fabricating falsehoods in the form of myths (ψεύδα...μυθοπλαστέωντες) about the time that lies beyond death." Plato departs from his forebears (and followers) by eschewing the language of πάλαιμα in the context of forged narratives, for two reasons. First, to simply identify poetic myths as fabricated or made up does not suffice for his purposes; he wants to show exactly how representation of all sorts is removed from the real. Second, his chief target is Homer, who does not use the word πάλαιμα to talk about such images but εἴδωλον and εἰκών. Thus, when Plato talks about storytellers and poets, he refers not to μυθοπλαστέωντες. Instead, he uses compounds involving μῦθος and λέγω ("speaking"). Fabrication is an issue for Plato, but he uses the verb ποιεῖν ("to make") and its compounds to associate it with μῦθος.

There is no single discussion of imagery and fabrication in Plato, but a general picture of his views about them (followed in the later Platonic tradition, as we will see) can be drawn. In the famous criticism of poetry as a form of second-order imitation (μιμήσεως) in Republic book X, Plato argues that any εἴδωλον ("reflection," "representation") is a mere imitation of a faulty likeness of reality, and thus is twice removed from it. In the Sophist, it is distinguished from the εἰκών, which, bound with "likeness" is only once removed. As the Stranger says, "images" are "like" (εἰκός) but "other" (έτερον), as distinguished from mere "fantastic likenesses" (φαντάσματα), associated with "reflections" (εἴδωλα) that only appear to resemble reality but actually do not.

However, εἰκών are not simply valorized images as opposed to "bad" reflections; while they are less false, they are still removed from reality. In the Statesman, for instance, they are unfavorably contrasted with παραδείγματα ("models"): "it is a hard thing," says the Stranger, "to demonstrate any of the more important subjects without using models. It looks as if each of us knows everything in a kind of dreamlike way, and then again is ignorant of everything when it was awake." Plato goes on to describe the use of models for the process of protracted comparison and sorting out real difference and similarity. Images (εἰκώνα) are formed by a similar process, but do not reveal any structural similarity between compared objects. Indeed, they are only "like" their referents, shadows of real things. Yet elsewhere, Plato acknowledges that it is necessary to use images or metaphors in a heuristic, albeit problematic, fashion. When Plato employs didactic images, they do not stand on their own as accurate representations of reality but rather provide a foothold for one attempting to grasp it. In the context of myth, this foothold is not cognitive; rather, poetry's utility lies in the response that it elicits in the cupidic faculty (ἐνθυμία) of the hearers or readers that allows them to gloss over the disparity between the image and reality.

Storytelling is thus useful for teaching individuals who cannot or will not accept philosophical methods and truths, such as children or the uneducated. As recognized by the Presocratics, it is also useful for positing unverifiable theses about things like gods, demons, the afterlife, and figures of the distant past. Yet Plato sometimes acts as if he is able to verify myths, saying that some are true, some false, as at the beginning of Socrates' eschatological speech in the Gorgias: "give ear then—as they put it—to a very fine account. You'll think that it is a mere tale (πρᾶξις), I believe, although I think it is a trustworthy account (λόγος), for what I am about to say I will tell you is true." He goes on to explain how Zeus decreed that souls would be judged by his dead sons, Minos, Rhadamanthus, and Aeacus "in the meadow, at the three-way crossing from which the two roads go on, the one to the Isles of the Blessed and the other to Tartarus... This, Callicles, is what I've heard, and I believe that it is true." At the story's end, he adds, "maybe you think this account is told as an old wives' tale (πρᾶξις), and you feel contempt for it. And it certainly wouldn't be a surprising thing to feel contempt for it if we could look for and somehow find one better and truer than it."

The principle here seems to be that a narrative cannot be verified on its own terms, but can be verified according to the degree to which it resembles a "true account" that is philosophically reached. (Plato implies as much in the Republic, where the poets are accused of giving "a bad image of what the gods and heroes are like, the way a painter does whose picture is not at all like the things he's trying to paint." In both cases, the informed hearer of poetry or viewer of paintings has access to the real thing.) It is thus that Plato's own eschatological myths come at the end of a dialogue to provide a paradigmatic edge to the philosophical arguments that precede them. They function on the level of images (εἰκόνα), since they are only likenesses...
of the true, that is, scientific, discourse. (Indeed, the latter is a criterion, or model, of the former—not the other way around!) Similarly, Plato in the Timaeus refers to his cosmogonic story as a merely “likely (eikŏc) story” no less than seven times and can only justify assent to it, as in the Gorgias, on the basis of an ostensibly lack of alternative accounts. Other images used in his myths are treated with similar reserve or irony, justified by the need for paraenesis.

For Plato, then, even the “best” kind of story—eschatological, paraenetic myths—are clearly not meant to be read as literal truths. Instead, they are, at best, distorted representations of truths; still less accurate (and so less “good”) are the reflections that imitate these; finally, the stories of the epic poets merely imitate reflections, and so are thrice removed from the Forms. As with the Presocratics, the function of all myths, whether epic or philosophical, is twofold: to provide information about cosmogony and eschatology and to stir an emotional reaction in the audience to command assent to the doctrines therein. Thus, while storytelling occupies a central and necessary place in his philosophy, they are also subordinate to logical argumentation: the truth value of mythical reflections is determined by their agreement with philosophical doctrine, while that of the Platonic narratives themselves is incumbent on it. Since Plato’s analysis of myth and poetry is dominated by his broader interest in the epistemology of representation (i.e., the relationship of imitation to the Forms), rather than the concrete truth-value of that which is represented (i.e., the historical value of a story), he generally eschews the language of fabrication (πλάσμα). In this respect, he is, ironically, exceptional in the Platonic tradition, for later speculations would incorporate his terminology and critique of imagery into their discussions of mythopoesis.

HOW TO READ A STORY

Apart from Epicurean critique of Plato’s myths, interest in his brand of eschatological, paraenetic storytelling disappears from Greek philosophical literature until Plutarch. However, Plutarch incorporates the growing trend of allegorization into his philosophy of myth as well. He dryly observes that “some commentators forcibly distorted these stories through what used to be termed ‘deeper meanings (ταῖς πάλαι μὲν υπνοιαῖς),’ but are nowadays called ‘allegorical interpretations (αλληγορίαις δὲ νῦν λεγομέναις).’ He refers to the penchant of

Stoic thinkers to read classical Greek myths as scientific descriptions of natural phenomena encoded in “fabrications” (πλάσματα) consisting of poetry and etymological puns. Plutarch clearly sees this as a good way to read a story, since he employs it himself, aiming to reveal metaphysical realities and defend the integrity of the traditional cult, as in his famous work On Isis and Osiris:

These stories (i.e., about Isis and Osiris) do not, in the least, resemble the sort of loose fictions and frivolous fabrications (μιθηθημάτων ἄρα ἡ προφανεία καὶ ἐνακτονηθέν πλάσμων) which the poets and writers of prose generate. . . That these accounts breathe an additional layer of events and experiences (τινὰς προφανείας καὶ παθήν δημιουργεῖσθαι). . . Just as the rainbow, according to the account of the mathematicians, is a reflection of the sun, and owes its many hues to the withdrawal of our gaze from the sun and our fixing it on the cloud, so the somewhat fanciful accounts here set down are but reflections of some true tale which turns back our thoughts to other matters (ὅπως ὁ μύθος ἐνταῦθα λόγον τινὸς ἐμφανοῦς ἐπὶ ἄλλα τὴν διάνοιαν); their sacrifices plainly suggest this.

While Plutarch distinguishes narrative from poetry, he describes it as a fabrication, as did the Stoics, yet goes further by incorporating Plato’s language of imagery. Plutarch consistently uses the verb πλάσκω to denote fabrication and forgery, throughout his corpus. Plutarch’s use of the term eikōn is hardly uniform; his text gives many examples of its use in the aesthetic, poetic, metaphysical, and religious spheres. One also observes the use of language about imagery to denote a problematic, but necessary, reflection of reality. Myth, meanwhile, is usually assigned a relatively inferior truth value lower than discussion (διήγησις). Plutarch would be followed by the Platonic tradition in stressing that while myth, and imagery in general, is defective and must be interpreted through the lens of philosophy, storytelling is also the first step in the path to reality: “a myth aims at being a false tale, resembling a true one.” One must then read stories and interpret myths, but correctly, using allegory, as when defending the otherwise senseless rituals of idolatry. Both his reasoning and terminology are paralleled by his contemporary, Philo, defending Genesis’s account of creation.

Plutarch was particularly interested in the myths of Plato, not merely as an interpreter but as an imitator. He is unique among ancient writers in having followed Plato by composing his own eschatological tales. As with so many of Plato’s dialogues, the narrative is displaced; accounts that are secondhand are often third-rate, a device
that mirrors the Platonic emphasis on images as displaced from reality, as emphasized in On the Divine Vengeance. When Plutarch comes to relate the account of “Thespesius,” he cautions his interlocutors (and readers) thus: “I fear you would take it for a mere story; I confine myself accordingly to what is likely (διόκω δὲ μὴ φανῇ μύθος ὑμῖν. μόνον οὐ χρώμαι το εἰκόνα).” In On the Daimon of Socrates, Plutarch aligns the problematic but important status of myth with that of revelation: it must be acknowledged, but only becomes part of philosophical discourse once the discursive faculties are exhausted. For example, Galaxidou claims that Socrates’ philosophy had “more of the true philosophic stamp, choosing that simplicity and sincerity (τῷ ὁμοιῳ τοῦτῳ καὶ ἀπλαστῷ) of his for its manliness and great affinity to truth. . . . (Socrates) took philosophy, left by Pythagoras and his company to a prey of phantoms, fables, and superstition (φαρμακέων δὲ καὶ μυθῶν καὶ διοδόμων), and by Empedocles in a wild state of exaltation, and trained her to face reality with steadfast understanding, as it were, and to rely on sober reason (λόγῳ νήσσιν) in the pursuit of the truth.” Later on, Simmias contrasts “myth and fiction” (μύθος, πλάσμα) with “argument” (λόγος). Yet storytelling is not a bankrupt level of discourse: Theocritus replies, “myths, too, despite the loose (ἀκριβῶς) manner in which they do so, have a way of reaching the truth (φαίνεται τῆς ἀληθείας).” However, this problematic method of indexing the truth through faulty images is only a last resort, once philosophizing has reached a deadlock. Thus, after relating the Myth of Timarchus, Simmias says, you “have the story along with the argument (μετὰ τοῦ λόγου τοῦ μύθου).” What, then, is the point of composing myths for a philosophical dialogue? Plutarch, like Plato, wishes to have an effect on the readers that changes their behavior. They also agree in evaluating the truth value of myth according to its agreement with tenets previously reached by philosophical methods and in only relating myths themselves following, not prior to, an argument. For Plutarch as for Plato, then, storytelling is an essential part of philosophical discourse; yet while it does not simply adorn dialectic, myth is subordinate to it.

With Plotinus, meanwhile, it seems that we are distant from the literary approach of Plato and Plutarch. Plotinus never refers to Homer by name, rarely invokes the deities of Olympus, and mostly ignores the myths of Plato, whose truth value does not seem to be distinct from poetry. Most importantly, Plotinus tells no stories himself. Yet he had an idea of the right way to read a story, allegorizing a variety of tales and symbols, employing the same technical vocabulary as his predecessors. He considered the ideas yielded by allegory to be reached in a somewhat arbitrary fashion, but argued that allegorical narration is useful for rendering atemporal truths comprehensible to temporally bound beings like ourselves. Myths are, historically speaking, false and ultimately disposable; the image is abandoned by the seeker once united with the silent God. However, they are a necessary step in the road to unification.

A salient example is the allegorization of Hesiod’s myth of the creation of Kronos, a favorite target for critics and rallying point for traditionalists. While he sometimes followed Plutarch and Numenius by referring myths to the fate of the soul, Plotinus here fixed the reference point to the intelligibles themselves, equating Ouranos with the One, Kronos with the Intellect, and Zeus with the Soul. The violent imagery of the story describes the screeching halt that ontogenesis must reach if potentiality is to attain some kind of stability during actualization—only then is a vision of and return to the One possible. While Plotinus did not employ these mythical figures often or even consistently, he vigorously defended the basis of their uselessness—the integrity of Nature, Soul, and Intellect—as, in turn, images of their immediate source, a chain of images that leads back to absolute unity.

He (Zeus) says that it was not without purpose that he came forth from his father; for his other universe must exist, which has come into being beautiful, since it is an image of beauty; for it is utterly unlawful that there should be no beautiful image (θεμετρος εικών) of beauty and reality. This image imitates its archetype (μετατρέπει δὲ τὸ ἀρχηγον) in every way… (It) is not the product of art (τέχνην), but every natural image (φύσις εικών) exists as long as its archetype is there. For this reason, those are not right who destroy the world of images while the intelligible abides, and bring it into being as if its maker never planned to make it. For they do not want to understand how this kind of making (ποιήσεως) works, that as long as that higher reality gives its light, the rest of things can never fail; they are there as long as it is there; but it always was and will be. We must use these (i.e., temporal) words because we are compelled to signify (ομοιοίως) our meaning.

Hadot is probably right to see here an attack on Gnostic models of genesis (the passage occurs halfway into the anti-Gnostic Grofschrift). Plotinus strikingly chooses to explain the origins of the world, an imperfect but necessary image of the perfect realities, not by rejecting a Gnostic myth of cosmic catastrophe but instead by
allegorizing a Hesiodic one, the history of divine revolts. Similar charges are leveled later in the Großschrift, in Against the Gnostics. In response to the Gnostic doctrine of Sophia creating in remembrance of the ἐννοια— a passage closely paralleled in Zostrianos (as discussed in Chapter 1)— Plotinus focuses on imagery. The Gnostics say that the soul illuminates matter, creating a “reflection” (ἐιδωλον) in matter, and they “fabricate a reflection of the reflection” (ἐιδωλον ἐιδωλον κλασσαντες) identified with the demiurge. He meets this with a barrage of questions: “Why did the demiurge not make the universe at the same time as it illuminated, instead of waiting for the production of reflection (του ειδωλον). . . . How did matter, when it was illuminated, make psychic, instead of corporeal, reflections (ἐιδωλια ψυχικα?) . . . Is this reflection (ειδωλον) a substance, or, as they say, a ‘thought’ (εννοια)? . . . And why was there still any need to introduce into their system the maker of the universe derived from matter and reflection (διλι και ειδωλον)? . . . This is pure fiction (πλασμα).” Plotinus not only uses the term ειδωλον to refer to a lower reflection of higher reality but associates the word closely with the Gnostic account, as opposed to his description of the Hesiodic myth displaying the three hypostases as higher-order “images” (εικονε). (Recall Plato’s own subordination of reflection to image—see Figure 2.)

It is particularly striking given the association of reflection elsewhere in the Enneads, particularly with imagination (again, as in Plato) and the descent of the soul into matter, one of his central topics of disagreement with the Gnostics. As with Plutarch, the universe is instead an image (εικονε)—problematic, but necessary for obtaining knowledge of the intelligibles and, in Plotinus, for the procession of Being itself. Moreover, Plotinus’s aggressive use of the terminology of fabrication (πλασμα) to disparage the Gnostic account of creation parallels the usage of Plutarch. While the term is used to describe the Pandora myth, which he believes indicates true things, it also has a disparaging sense elsewhere in the Enneads. As Edwards argues, Plotinus considers that “this image the ‘Gnostics’ themselves bring into being . . . is the false child which the human demiurge is bound to conceive. As the makers of their own Demiurge, they are seen to be at three removes from the Real.”

By accusing the Gnostics of fabricating myths and forging their documents, Plotinus and Porphyry thus tried to undercut the apocalypses’ claim to the authority of ancient Mesopotamian scribes and use language that assigns a necessarily low truth value to the narratives, specifically, that of poetic imitation of reflection (three removes from the real) rather than images (one remove, like the myths of Plato and Plutarch). The heritage of this language is that of Greek literary criticism, which sought to identify stories and poetry as flawed, human fabrications that may resemble truths, but are not in themselves true. As the Presocratics and Plato realized, this did not entirely negate the usefulness of poetry and stories; rather, it required alternative reading strategies that privileged philosophical argumentation (λογος) as a criterion for truth. Myths themselves, then, could not be read literally, but required interpretation under this criterion. Plutarch, Plotinus, and others were in agreement with Plato on this, but went beyond him in employing the strategy of allegory to reinterpret myths with currency in contemporary popular culture and literature. It is only with Iamblichus (ca. 300 CE), followed by Proclus, that literal and allegorical readings are simultaneously affirmed for the same narrative.

In the Platonic schools of the second and third centuries CE, then, philosophers did not read mythical narratives as depicting historical or literal truths, but decoded their scrambled images to reach superior, non-narratival representations of reality. Even when a philosopher such as Plutarch or Dio Chrysostom composed his own myths, these were couched in language exhorting the reader not to take them as depicting the reality themselves. In other words, later Platonists usually did not write stories, but they had techniques for reading the best ones well. There are instances of metaphysical poetry, but they are rare. More importantly, these cases are philosophical prose put
to verse, distinct from narratives. They are not stories. More specifically, they are not apocalypses.

ANOTHER KIND OF READER

The narrative structure of the Platonizing treatises houses philosophical discourses in the literal terms of an ongoing process of revelation, complete with heavenly ascent and ecstatic visions. This narrative structure is not, as for the Neoplatonists, a scrambled reflection or image, expressed in temporal terms per the needs of temporally bounded language, which can be decoded to represent eternal truths. Instead, it is a bald assertion of the literal authority of the text and its contents, which have been expressed perfectly clearly at a particular moment in time, that is, the reception of revelation from a heavenly being. Since these heavenly beings are inhabitants of the Barbelo, they dwell among and thus have direct access to the Forms. Hence, they issue a discourse that is neither a reflection nor an image or likeness of real things but an accurate description of the realities in themselves, a description transcribed by the authorized seer and passed on to the reader. A glance at the use of the language associated with "imagery" in *Zostrianos* and *Allogenes* shows that they employ the apocalyptic technique in a Platonic context to make an exceptionally strong truth claim as to the bare, literal truth of the metaphysical pronouncements contained in the text. Not only are they the wrong kind of stories, related by alien storytellers, but they demand another kind of reader than the allegorizing Platonists.

Before making his heavenly journey, Allogenes receives a revelation describing the permutations of the aeon of the Barbelo, the first emanation of the transcendent first principle, known as the Invisible Spirit. This figure—known as the Mother in the myth related in Chapter 1—is roughly equivalent in the Platonizing treatises to the hypostasis of Intellect in Neoplatonic thought, while the Invisible Spirit essentially obtains the status of the transcendent One. The four Platonizing treatises refer to this Spirit’s three “powers” in terms of the Neoplatonic triad of the principles Being, Life, and Intellect: Existence, Vitality, and Intellectuality. Another feature distinctive to these texts is their subdivision of the Barbelo into three aeons—the Kalyptos (καλυπτός, “hidden”), Protophanes (πρωτοφάνης, “initial manifestation”), and Autogenes (αυτογενής, “self-begotten”). (For an illustration of the structure of the intelligible world in these treatises, see below, Chapter 5, Figure 3.) These subaeons also represent moments in the activity of the Intellect, snapshots of its identity as self-contemplated Intellect (akin to νοῦς νοητός in Plotinus), contemplating Intellect (νοὸς νοερός), and finally the demiurgic, discursive Intellect (νοὸς διανοομένος). The metaphor of photographs is an apt one, because *Allogenes* describes these subaeons as perfectly accurate images: Barbelo “possesses the copies (τύπος) and forms (ἐίδος) of those who truly (ἀλήθεια) exist, the image (εἰκόν) of Kalyptos.” It “bears the noetic male Protophanes like an image (κατα τὴν ὑπόστασιν).” It “has the divine Autogenes like an image.” The unfolding of the thrice powered as an actualized image of the Invisible Spirit that lends the Barbelo its activity is described in similar terms in *Zostrianos*: “and the whole, perfect, simple, and invisible Spirit was a Unity (οὐρανοῦ), Thrice-Powered, simple in Substance (ὄψη) and Activity (ἐνέργεια), an Invisible [Spirit], an [image (εἰκόνα)] of which truly (ἀλήθεια) exists, the One.” It is thus really an image of the invisible (Spirit, that is), since the One does not “receive form (μορφή)”; rather, it is a kind of metaform, a “form of a form (εἰκών της εἰκόνος), a “form of the Activity that exists.”

The idea that the intelligible world is a mere image of the ineffable first principle is standard Platonism, particularly strongly articulated by Plotinus. Yet the Sethian texts here describe the permutations of the Barbelo aeon not as images of descending quality but as perfect images. Moreover, they mythologize these permutations, assigning each a myriad of inhabitants, such as the “luminaries” of the Autogenes and Protophanes aeons. Even the Barbelo herself is said to “rejoice” before her source, the Invisible Spirit, and to “empower” someone before her, issuing an ecstatic doxology. In Plotinus or his Greek contemporaries, such a statement would have to be read allegorically.

However, *Zostrianos* and *Allogenes* part ways with their philosophical contemporaries—and each other—on how one interacts with these images on a practical level. After Zostrianos is rebuked by the “angel of knowledge,” as described above, he begins his heavenly ascent: “And then I knew the power that existed in me, that it was set over the darkness, because all light was in its possession. I was baptized there. And I received the likeness (εἰκών) of the glories there, becoming like one of them, passing out from the aetherial [earth] (κατὰ ἀλβήσεις), traversing the impressions (ἀντιλήπτας) of the
aeons, having washed there seven times with living water, once for each [of the] aeons.185

This reception of the “image of the glories” via heavenly baptism triggers his transformation into an angel.186 The Platonic epistemology of imagery is assimilated to a Sethian practice: the seer’s shedding of the false image of the body for progressively more primordial, true images in ascent. Thus, once Zostrianos finishes his revelation discourses, he receives “a [likeness (eimη)] that was pure, yet appropriate for sense-perception (αὶ ὄνημα)—something that should be strictly impossible in a Platonic context. He then composes his heavenly books and descends past the aetherial sphere, whence “I put (back) on my visible form (γονή), which was unlearned, empowering it and walking around preaching the truth to everyone.”187

Allogenes focuses instead on the practice of meditation. The angel Youel visits the seer, imparting on the earthly revelation about the intelligible: “This is so because of the third silence of Intellectuality and the second undivided activity which appeared in the First Thought (τοῖοντα διανοίαν), that is, the Aeon of Barbelo, together with the indivisible by188 the divisible likenesses (εν τούτῳ), and the Thrice-Powered One and the nonsubstantial Substance (γενώμενος καὶ θαυμάσθη).”189

This knowledge is apparently conditioned by Intellectuality, the third activity of the Thrice-Powered as instantiated in Barbelo. The indivisible is manifested by means of divisible likenesses, or images. As mentioned above, Allogenes grows afraid that his knowledge extends beyond proper bounds. Nonetheless, he prepares himself for one hundred years, is taken out of the body, and receives a revelation from “luminaries of the virgin male, Barbelo,” which deals, first, with these “divisible likenesses.”

Allogenes is told not to be afraid, but to “withdraw” (ανεχορέσω) to the Substance (ὅναρξις), “and you shall find it standing and at rest, like a likeness of (κατά φύσει) the one who is truly (δυνας) at rest and embraces everything silently and inactively (i.e., the Invisible Spirit).”190 Then he will receive a “primary revelation of The Unknownable One, that one who, if you were to know him, be un-knowing of him!” They continue: “If you become afraid in that place, withdraw to the back, because of the activities (ἐνεργεία); and when you become perfect there, still yourself, according to the copy (τύπος) that is in you. Know thus that it exists in everything, according to this form (τοῖον).”191 Allogenes “listens to the Blessedness,” and standing “not firmly but still,” withdraws to the Vitality; there, “I saw an eternal, intellectual (γονή) undivided motion that belongs to all the formless (ἄγγελον) powers, unlimited by bestowing limit,192 And when I wanted to stand firmly, I withdrew (ανεχορέσον) to the Substance (ὅναρξις) that I had found standing and at rest as an image and likeness (κατά φύσιν ἐν σχήμα) of what I was cloaked in193 by a revelation of the indivisible, and that one who is at rest.”194 The noetic movement experienced during meditation is here described in terms of adopting a stillness, an image of existence, which is in turn an image of divinity, preparing the seer for the “Primary Revelation”—the central apophatic discourse of the tractate.195

Zostrianos and Allogenes thus adapt the Platonic language of image to suit a rhetorical context familiar from the apocalypses—describing the transformation of the seer, resulting in angelification or assimilation to the Barbelo, respectively.197 This adaptation transgresses contemporary Platonism in several ways. First, like the Epistle to the Hebrews, the Sethian texts engage eternal, intelligible images to address temporal, “personal” eschatology: what is to come (salvation) is made present by divine intervention (in Hebrews, Christ’s sacrifice of his body; in Allogenes and Zostrianos, the transmission of the revelatory account and text).198 Revelatory intervention of this sort violates Platonic doctrines of God’s eternity and immutability: any action of God in history implies a change in the divine nature.199 For an “orthodox” Platonist, the eternal, celestial forms dwelling in void could never be communicated in the temporal, terrestrial world. Second, the Sethian texts’ adherence to a nonallegorical, literal description of the revelation and ascent of a seer contrasts strongly with the allegories of contemporary Gnostic and Christian literature and also with Hellenic philosophical sources.200 Plotinus and Porphyry thus charge not only that the Sethian texts are forgeries operating at a relatively low epistemological level (mythoplasting) but also that their readers do not interpret them in the fashion appropriate to this level (allegory).

It is instructive here to recall Alexander of Lycopolis’s polemic against the Alexandrian Manicheans, composed around the turn of the fourth century CE.201 Alexander mentions local Manicheans, converts from among his philosophically educated friends, who allegorically interpret the Greek Mysteries but not their own myths.202 Like Plotinus, he struggles with responding to educated individuals who present their metaphysics with literal imagery whose mythoplastic absurdity is authorized by prophetic tradition, not allegorical interpretative apparatus.203
Using their old and new scriptures (which they believe to be divinely inspired) as underpinnings, they express their private doctrines as a conclusion drawn from these (οι τὰς παρ’ αὐτούς γραφὰς παλαιὰς τε καὶ νέας ὑποτιθέμενοι—θεωρεντούς εἶναι ὑποτιθέμενοι—τὰς φρὰς αὐτῶν δόξας ἐνεργεῖν παραίνουσιν), and they are of the opinion that such conclusions admit of a refutation if, and only if, it happens that something is said or done by them which does not follow from these scriptures. The role attributed by the philosophers of the Greeks to the postulates, namely the undervalued propositions upon which proofs are based, is represented among these people by the voice of the prophets. Their stories are undoubtedly of the same make (as those of the mythographers who write about the crimes of Uranus or Kronos), since they describe a regular war of matter against God, but they do not even mean this allegorically (καὶ ὑποτιθέμενοι), as did Homer, for instance.294

Similar critiques of Christian myth as literal fictions (πλάσματα) were leveled by Celsus, Porphyry, and anonymous Hellenic anti-Christian polemics.295 As far as Hellenic philosophers were concerned, Christian revelatory narratives were stories that were bad (because they extolled barbarian, alien authorities and literary traditions) and that demanded to be read the wrong way (as literal representations of truth). The terms and concerns are identical to those of Plotinus.

CONCLUSION: A HELLENIC CRITIQUE OF REVELATION

While their teaching concerns the workings of a Neoplatonic cosmos, the Sethian “teachers” Marsanes, Allogenes, and Zostrianos, validated by their interpreting angels, make similar claims to authority as they recount the stories of their revelation and transformation, tales couched in the literary traditions of the ascent narratives familiar from Enochic literature. In this context, the Sethian texts could not possibly seek to appeal to contemporary philosophical schools. Platonic teaching is here packaged for an audience that would have been receptive to the apocalyptic technique and its claims to authority. The esoteric idiom of the apocalypses, employing repetition, paraenesis, (occasionally) fantastic imagery, and an exhortation to secrecy, is intended for an in-group.296 Nor does the appeal to Oriental authority implicate them in some kind of Numenian, Oriental Platonism. Rather, like the anti-Hellenic Hermetic texts discussed in Chapter 1, the Platonicizing Sethian treatises auto-Orientalize, authorizing their teaching with an appeal to alien, primeval sages. The identification with non-Greek culture heroes indicates a desire to

break with, rather than assimilate to, contemporary Greek philosophical schools, suffused with the Hellenocentric ideology of the Second Sophistic. Yet the Chaldaean Oracles and Hermes won some kind of approval within these schools anyway. Why, then, did the auto-Orientalizing of the Sethian literature elicit the ire of Plotinus and Porphyry, rather than their fascination with the wisdom of the Orient? And why would the later Platonic tradition remain closed to the Gnostic Platonism of Seth?

Answering this question will occupy the rest of this book, but already we can begin to discern the outlines of an explanation by recalling the differences between the sort of good stories Platonists liked and the apocalypses the Sethians liked. Scholars have posed the question like this: if Plato, the ancient philosopher par excellence, wrote myths as a way of communicating truths about cosmology and eschatology, can we distinguish Gnostic philosophical myth from Platonic storytelling?297 Yes we can. First of all, the revelatory authorities invoked in philosophical myths were significant; it matters whether one invokes Julianus the Theurgist, Er the Armenian, or Marsanios. Second, the eschatological myths of Plato and Plutarch are couched with warnings that they ought not be immediately asssented to, and they are embedded in the same Platonic terminology used to discuss myths that require allegorical interpretation. The Sethian literature, meanwhile, uses apocalyptic literary traditions to demand the reader's assent to their contents. Third, the comparison of Sethian narratology to that of Plato and Plutarch is itself a stretch; most Middle Platonists did not compose myths, but allegorized them. Like Epiphanius, Plotinus and Porphyry condemned Gnostic apocalypses as mere forgeries. Like Alexander of Lycopolis, they could not accept an approach to myth mutually exclusive with allegorical interpretation. The apocalypses must have appeared to be another way of writing, alien in both style and content to the stories Platonists read. And indeed, as we saw in Chapter 2, Plotinus grows increasingly frustrated trying to respond to them using the language and idiom of Greek philosophy; another way of writing would be more appropriate, he says.

The authors of the Platonicizing Sethian texts, while clearly aware of the philosophical tools underlying allegory, use those tools instead to stress the internal coherence of the Barbela accon, which in turn undergirds the authority of the message delivered by its emissaries. This “apocalyptic truth claim” compresses and inverts the Platonic order of the acquisition of knowledge. For Plato and the Neoplatonists, the
vision of reality is attained over the course of a lifetime, beginning with observation of sensible images, moving along to contemplation of abstractions (i.e., intelligible images), and culminating in a vision of the things in themselves. The Sethian texts, however, collapse this process into a single revelatory event in which a being from the top of the hierarchy descends to the bottom to impart an accurate description of reality, perhaps bringing the visionary straight to the top for a personal encounter with the beyond. The identity of the seer is (pre)determined by divine selection. There is no procession, in order, of beautiful people, crafts, constitutions, virtues, and first principles. In the social context of Severan philosophy discussed in Chapter 1, no schools, masters, or performances of the civic cult are attended. Instead, by divine intervention, straight out of heaven, these levels and media are skipped, and the privileged seer (and the reader) is immediately whisked away to a private vision of the first principles themselves. The sermon of Zostrianos is not the speech of Diotima.

All of this indicates that we are dealing with specifically Judeo-Christian, in-house literature. No wonder Plotinus, Porphyry, and their readers found the Sethian apocalypses objectionable: they were clearly designed not for a pagan Neoplatonic but a Sethian audience, deeply indebted to Jewish and Christian traditions we know from the apocrypha. Their claims to authority would be valid in no other context. Their approach to a genre that stresses the authority of its own mythic account, rather than questioning it, was obviously unwelcome in contemporary Platonic schools. Viewing Sethianism as cultically and philosophically "un-Hellenic"—even in its most Platonic incarnation—renders intelligible many other narrative details of the texts that look strange in the context of Hellenic Platonism: the sage’s fear of vision, heavenly journeys on clouds, frightening or angry angels who may need to be avoided during ascent, the acquisition of power or crowns from heavenly beings, the composition of revelatory testimony for posterity on steles or in (celestial!) books, and the pseudopigraphic appeal to sages with currency in biblically informed circles. Each of these features concerns the idea of a sage who, having ascended into heaven, is transformed into a savior who descends to earth; it is to these Gnostic messiahs, the avatars of the celestial Seth, that we now turn.

While the entirety of Sethian literary tradition is cast in the shape of contemporary apocalypses, scholars have long distinguished between the texts that are also inundated with the language of contemporary Neoplatonic metaphysics—the Platonizing literature, Zostrianos, Allogenes, Marsanes, and the Three Steles of Seth—and those that are not. However, the more popular nomenclature to express this distinction in scholarship describes them as “ascent” (Platonizing, contemplative) and “descent” (apocalyptic, historical) treatises. For Turner, the descent treatises develop Jewish traditions about the descent of Wisdom (Sophia) into the cosmos into a theology of the descent of Barbelo, the divine Mother; the ascent treatises, meanwhile, reject the merciful descent of Barbelo, masculinizing her with epithets such as “thrice-male” and dividing her into the three subaeons of Kalyptos, Protophanes, and Autogenes. Turner hypothesizes that, in the descent treatises, the Gnostic is passive and acquires revelation through the descent of Barbelo, while the ascent treatises describe active, meditative exercises wherein one thinks one’s way to the primordial source using the techniques of contemporary Platonism, engaging the world of ideas—specifically, “authentic existents” (pure, eternal forms in Kalyptos), “unified individuals” (forms and souls existing prior to division, in Protophanes), and differentiated, “individual” forms and souls (in the Autogenes). Turner argues further that the distinction between descent to ascent treatises also reflects important changes in Sethian literary composition and temporality. While the descent scheme clearly derives from
Jewish sapiential and apocalyptic motifs and represents the “Jewish” and “Christian” stages of Sethian tradition, the Platonizing treatises are absent of Judeo-Christian themes, inspired instead by “Greek visionary literature,” and represent the attempt to appeal to paganism. Moreover, the descent works are centered on the “horizontal” history and eschaton of a sacred people (i.e., the seed of Seth), while the ascent works are focused on the “vertical teleology” of encountering intelligible reality. They are uninterested in finite time and cognate salvation history, and some scholars, as we will see in Chapter 5, have argued that the ascent treatises affirm the Hellenic dogma of the eternity of the world.

This chapter provides an overview of Sethian soteriology, focusing on the descents of the savior across Sethian tradition. It demonstrates that the distinction between ascent and descent treatises is an unhelpful one. Nearly all the Sethian treatises deal with some kind of descending savior, who is not the Barbelo but an avatar, an incarnation of Seth himself, coming down into the world to redeem the elect seed. Thus nearly all Sethian treatises—and each of the Platonizing apocalypses—are, properly, descent treatises, insofar as they focus on Seth’s descent to earth to provide revelation and, ultimately, salvation. Those who choose to receive it are described with various ethnic terminology, for example, as the seed of Seth or an “alien race,” which was a common self-designation in early Christian literature. The Platonizing treatises supplement this ethnic language of alienation to describe the chosen with language about the effects of divine providence on the souls of the elect, who are known as “perfect individuals.” As we will see, Plotinus mocks this language in Against the Gnostics, as part of a polemic about the concept of divine election, which he views as deterministic and privileging a separate, alien race from the rest of humanity, thus violating the universal reach of God’s providential care. All of this points to a fairly unified soteriology spanning the Platonizing texts and the rest of Sethian literature, one that is deeply indebted to Jewish and Christian ideas about salvation and the saved.

SETH AND HIS AVATARS

The deeply philosophical nature of the Platonizing treatises has led, at times, to their characterization as “non-mythological.” This should not, however, be taken to imply a marginalization of the centrality of the character of Seth to the identity of the elect, who are identified as his seed. In fact, there is great continuity throughout Sethian literature with respect to corporate religious identity, as expressed in terms of ethnicity. As George MacRae observes, “The most important feature of Gnostic speculation on Seth is the idea that Gnostics constitute a special ‘race’ of Seth,” the unspoiled perfect image of Adam, who was created in the image of God himself. Some Christians even likened Seth to Christ, and Manichaean knew him as both apostle and savior. The comparison is acute for our understanding of Sethian religious identity: in both Sethian and Manichaean literature, Jesus of Nazareth is occasionally mentioned as one of many revelatory figures from biblical tradition who is an incarnation of a salvific heavenly being. Sethian literature is distinct in focusing on this being, Seth, both in his celestial, atemporal existence and his various incarnations throughout history.

“Proto-orthodox” Christianity, Manichaism, and Sethianism all drew from a common biblical heritage in which Seth was understood to be a revealer, as in the so-called apocryphal Adam literature, where he records the premortem testament of his father, the first man. Synellus reports that Seth experienced, at the hands of angels, rapture and revelation about the imminent rebellion of the Watchers. He was often invested with Enochic features, whether as the inventor of astrology or as a scribe preserving prede gle history on tablets made of stone and clay, to survive a flood and a conflagration, respectively. Seth was also known as the father of the elect, which “birthed” language about the “seed” or “race” (croupad, yeved) of Seth. The roots of this tradition are probably Jewish, but largely preserved in Syriac Christian literature. Stroumsa hypothesizes that such traditions were at the root of later Sethian language about the seed of Seth. Regardless, Sethian tradition was not alone among the Abrahamic faiths in viewing Seth as the primal ancestor not just of humanity but particularly of the elect.

Sethian Gnosticism develops these traditions about Seth in myriad ways, but consistently points to him as a celestial being who descends to earth throughout history in the service of humanity’s salvation. The Apocalypse of Adam is a testament in the style of ancient Adam apocrypha, where Seth transcribes his father’s last words (in which is embedded a further revelation from three men, another Jewish tradition) and leaves it on steles for future readers to discover. However, Seth is also the father and even savior of the elect. The text identifies
“knowledge” (γνῶσις) as part of the “seed of the great aeons”; Seth himself is named for the “seed of the great generation (γενεά),” presumably the race that possesses knowledge. Later, when the revelation to Adam (as recounted to Seth) begins, the three men tell him that he will hear “about the aeon and the seed of that man to whom life has come, who came from you and from Eve, your wife.”19 These elect are “strangers” known as the “seed of men,” and who receive the “life of knowledge.”20 While the Apocalypse of Adam does not spell it out in explicit terms, the constellation of the themes of knowledge, foreignness, and descent around the character of Seth points to a soteriological model in which the literal descendants of the primeval ancestor are those who will be saved, in part thanks to his direct intervention in history.21 Indeed, the salvific “Illuminator,” whose appearance catalyzes the end of the world, is probably to be identified with Seth (notably descending “[out of] a foreign air”).22

The Egyptian Gospel, too, elaborates on “the great Seth,” who is not just a savior but a heavenly being.23 The beginning of the text describes the emanation of divine beings from God prior to the cosmogenesis, elaborating on the birth of Seth and the hymns he utters in praise of God, along with the four luminaries of the Autogenes aeon.24 He is also closely related to a mysterious Sethian mythologoumenon, the character of the “Thrice-Male Child,” a fellow denizen of the Autogenes aeon.25 However, as in the Apocalypse of Adam, Seth is also an earthly revelator; in fact, he appears to be the author of the text itself, having left it “in the mountain that is called Kharaaxios,” so that, “by the will of the divine Autogenes,” it might “reveal this incorruptible, holy race (γενεά) of the great savior (οὐρις).”26 The “great savior” is almost certainly the “great Seth” himself, who intervenes in history several times to protect his offspring through various human incarnations.27 When the devil sends various disasters to test them, Seth requests from the higher aeons guardians for his seed.28 Eventually, he personally descends in three cataclysms (the flood, the fire, and the final judgment) to save the race; in his third descent, he incarnates as Jesus Christ.29

Seth’s role as savior follows naturally from his having obtained and guarded his own seed. Prior to the creation of the world, Seth praises various deities, and “asks for his seed.” The divine genetrix Pleistheia appears, “the mother of the lights, the glorious mother, the virgin with the four breasts, bringing the fruit from Gomorrah as spring and Sodom, which is the fruit of the spring of Gomorrah which is in her. She came forth through the great Seth. Then, the great Seth rejoiced about the gift which was granted him by the incorruptible child. He took his seed from her, she with the four breasts, the virgin, and he placed it with him in the fourth aeon, in the third great Luminary, Daviche.”30 The seed of Seth is, like him, hypostasized in the Autogenes aeon in the third luminary. It appears to be “sown” only after the character Repentance (μεταμορφώμενος) prays for the salvation of the two seeds. “The great angel Hormos” prepares the seed of Seth through “corruptible (i.e., mortal) virgins,” “in a discursively-begotten holy vessel (λογογενής σχεῦς).”31 The passage seems to mean that, until Christ, there were multiple virgin births, producing the “race of Seth”; but after Christ, one can be inaugurated into the line of the saved. Eventually, the seed is described as “the race that came into existence through Edokla,” who also gives birth to Truth and Justice, “the origin of the seed of the eternal life which is with those who will persevere because of the knowledge of their eternal life... This is the great, incorruptible [race] which [has] appeared in three [worlds].”32

Thus, the Egyptian Gospel features a tripartite soteriological model, consisting of the elect seed, the damned, and undecided contemporaries who can become saved through baptism and the acquisition of knowledge (γνῶσις), that is, Seth’s seed. This mechanism for salvation preexists (since it was born before the creation of the world) and is accessible to any who will receive it (since Seth reveals it).33 These individuals are almost certainly “those who are worthy of the baptisms [of] the renunciation and the ineffable seals of [their] baptism, these have known [their] receivers (παραδώσιμον) as they have learned about them, having known [through] them, and they shall not taste death.”34 While the seed of Seth was once a biological inheritance, through the intervention of Seth-Christ, the seed has become figurative. Seth himself, meanwhile, fulfills dual roles as both heavenly hypostasis, dwelling with the luminaries of the Autogenes and the Thrice-Male Child, and earthly savior, thanks to his multiple incarnations. One of these incarnations is Jesus Christ, or “Yesseus Mazareus Yessedekeus,” “the living water” and “Child of the Child.”35

Although Seth and his descents are not the primary topic of the Platonizing Sethian treatises, this basic soteriological template seems to underlie them, and at times is necessary to make sense of them. Zostrianos depicts Seth as a heavenly being; one of the luminaries
of the Protophanes, Sethes, even seems to be named after him.\textsuperscript{36} Elsewhere, the text consistently partners Seth with his “alien” father, (Ger)adamak, Adam’s mother, Meirothiea, and the “Perfect Child,” a constellation recalling the Egyptian Gospel: “Since Adam, the [perfect] man, is an eye of [Autogenes], it is his knowledge that comprehends the divine Autogenes is a discourse of [the] perfect Intellect of truth. And the son of Adam, Seth, comes to each of the souls; verily, he is knowledge (γνώση), sufficient for them. For this reason, the living seed (σπόρος) came into existence. As for Meirothiea [. . .].”\textsuperscript{37} As the Perfect Child, Seth is probably to be identified further with a manifestation of the Thrice-Male Child, “Yesseus Mazareus Yassēdekeus, the commander, [. . .] who is the Child, [the] Savior, the Child.”\textsuperscript{38} The same Yesseus or Child of the Child also headlines the baptismal hymn concluding the Egyptian Gospel, as noted above. The possession of “sufficient knowledge” is what characterizes the souls that inhabit the aon of Repentance. In Zostrianos, then, Seth seems to play a role in the transition of certain souls from the Sojourn to the Repentance, retaining his role as patron of the elect as he begins his scribal activity and ministry. The ascended Zostrianos is a descending savior, having been transformed into an incarnation of Seth.\textsuperscript{39}

Like Seth himself, his elect progeny exists in the heavens. The “sons of Seth” can be found in the third luminary of the Autogenes aon, Davithe (again recalling the Egyptian Gospel).\textsuperscript{40} Yet Zostrianos says, at the beginning of the treatise, “I was in the cosmos for the sake of those of my generation (οὐτός) and those who would come after me, the living elect (κορίτι έρωτι).”\textsuperscript{41} Immediately after his suicide attempt (described in Chapter 3), an angel tells him to “return, another time, to preach to the living race, to save those who are worthy, and to strengthen the elect (νεκρός).”\textsuperscript{42} He embarks on his long heavenly journey, and, finally, having returned to earth, begins his sermon with the words, “Ye living, the Seed of the holy Seth, pay heed (σινε) to me!”\textsuperscript{43} The heavenly seed of Seth is, as in the Egyptian Gospel, a preexisting salvific state acquired by some on earth, Seth’s “living elect,” who are the recipients of Zostrianos’s revelations. Its transmission is not biological but noetic, open to all but rejected by many, the “dead” souls.\textsuperscript{44} The influence of the Egyptian Gospel on Zostrianos extends beyond doxology to a shared soteriological model, featuring multiple descents of a heavenly Seth to save his seed, which participates in its heavenly counterpart.\textsuperscript{45}

Allogenos is concerned with contemplative practice, not soteriology, and neither Seth nor Adam is mentioned in the text. Yet scattered references in the text to eschatology and the saving activity of its eponymous seer seem difficult to explain without presuming some kind of soteriological template like that of Zostrianos or the Egyptian Gospel. The text refers to people who will not be saved: before his ascent, Allogenos is told by Youel that it is not fitting to speak about the Invisible Spirit to “an un instructed generation.”\textsuperscript{46} In the middle of a technical negative theological discourse later on, the “luminaries” declare that someone who mistakenly identifies God with his attributes “has not known God” and is “liable to judgement.”\textsuperscript{47} Salvation seems to be available to whoever is receptive to the message of the seer, although here it is identified not with the seed of Seth but with the first emanation of reality itself, the Thrice-Powered: “if it is conceived of (φανε) as the ferry-man of the boundlessness of the Invisible Spirit [that] subsists in him, it (the boundlessness) turns him to itself,\textsuperscript{48} so that it might know what is [within] him and how it exists, and of (how) it became\textsuperscript{49} salvation for all, being a cause of those who truly exist.”\textsuperscript{50}

“Salvation for all!” must have been made available through a figure mentioned by the angel Youel, “that you might be saved in that one who belongs to you, that one who was the first to save and who does not need to be saved.”\textsuperscript{51} This figure is probably the Thrice-Male Child: “Verily, it (the Barbelo) acts separately (σεμπρός) and individually, continuing to rectify the sins, things (that) come from Nature (φύσεω). He has the divine Thrice-Male, being salvation for them all, along with the Invisible Spirit.”\textsuperscript{52} We can also probably identify the savior with Seth, given the text’s repeated mention of the savior Thrice-Male Child (closely associated with the cosmic Seth of the Egyptian Gospel), the name of the seer Allogenos (a name recalling Seth), and the similarity of his ministry to that of Zostrianos.\textsuperscript{53} The identities of the savior’s earthly incarnations are unspecified because the seer encounters him on the most primal and noetic levels.\textsuperscript{54}

Meanwhile, the Neoplatonic doxologies of the Three Steles of Seth are principally concerned with the salvific power of Seth and his seed. As in Zostrianos, Seth, “the father of the living and immovable race,” is associated with his father, Geradamak (whose name, as we will see, means “alien Adam”): “because of you I am with that very one (i.e., God). You are light, since you behold light. You have revealed light.”\textsuperscript{55} The elect is identified as Geradamak’s offspring, as
when Seth declares, “You are from another race (γενός), and its place is over another race. Now, (you are from another race, and its place is over another race.) You are from another race, since you are different. You are merciful, because you are eternal; your place is upon a race, since you made them all increase, on account of my seed; for it is you who knows it, since its place is upon begetting (γενομένα). And some come from other races, since they are different; and their place is over other races, since their place is in life.” By being an alien and begetting an alien race, Geradamas manifests the alien divinity in the mundane. He is a thrice-male savior, like the Thrice-Male Child of Allogenes: “(You are) the one who has caused the thrice-males that truly exist to become male three times. The one who was divided from the pentad, the one who was given to us by a thrice-power, the one who was sent without begetting, the one who came from the superior for the sake of the inferior, going out into the midst ... We bless you, thrice-male, for you have united the all through them all, for you have empowered us. You came about through One; from One you came forth; you have come to One; You have saved, you have saved, you have saved us, crown-bearer, crown-giver!” Just as the Thrice-Male Child in Allogenes is an instrument of the Barbelo that reveals the Invisible Spirit, Geradamas and Barbelo in the Three Steles of Seth are also tools used by the transcendent to reveal unity by uniting the elect; they mediate differentiated salvation to the differentiated particulars.

Although Seth’s descent itself is not described, it is clear that he in turn transmits knowledge of the divine (the “steles” themselves) and begets the race of Adam. In fact, the pseudographic pose of the text (“Dositheus” claims to have made a copy of Seth’s steles for the elect to read, “just as they were inscribed there”) could assume that Seth has descended to write them; how else could they have been left for Dositheus to read? It is clear that the Three Steles are a liturgical text, meant to be read aloud; thus the reader is meant to identify with Seth, and so Adam, the perfect human.

The Three Steles also offer pause for methodological reflection; this analysis of them focuses on the first stele, which is addressed to Barbelo. The second stele repeats similar themes, but the third is, like Allogenes, almost entirely concerned with the One and epiphrases for the unknowable God. Nothing is said there of Adam or Seth. The Steles are a good example of how even the Platonizing texts emphasized different parts of their soteriology with respect to different aspects of practice—that is, contemplation (Allogenes) versus doxology (Three Steles)—and how these emphases yielded diverse thematic emphases. Yet it is clear that the third stele should not be read apart from the first two; similarly, Allogenes, though focused on the unknowable God, has evidence of Sethian soteriological themes in the foreground, and so should not be divorced from them.

It is difficult to see soteriological themes in the remaining Sethian texts, but in the Apocalypse of Adam, the Egyptian Gospel, Zostrians, Allogenes, and the Three Steles of Seth—an undisputable “core” of Sethian literature, including most of the Platonizing stream of the tradition—Seth is featured as father of the primordial race, mediator between humanity and Adam (and thus God), the revealer of salvation history and cosmological secrets, and the savior of mankind. He descends to earth for the sake of the salvation of the elect, whether as bringer of the eschaton or Platonizing prophet, and is associated with the Autogenes aeon and, particularly, the salvific figure called the Thrice-Male (Child). The elect are ethnically circumscribed by virtue of their heritage in the lineage of Seth, another seed who has begotten an alien race—language we will revisit in Chapter 5. Only the Apocalypse of Adam deviates (albeit slightly) from this model, by eschewing the Barbeloite appellation “Thrice-Male” and the Neoplatonic jargon.

However, and most importantly, each text presents a descending revealer-savior who incarnates several times throughout history—usually once as Seth, perhaps also as Jesus Christ. This particular model of the multiple incarnations of a heavenly savior is particular to the Jewish-Christian Christology heresiologists ascribed to the groups known as the Ebionites, and especially the Elkasaites: “Some others ... procured a foreign volume, named for a certain Elkasai ... They do not confess that there is but one Christ, but that there is one above and that he is infused into many bodies frequently, and now into Jesus. Similarly, they confess that he was begotten of God at one time and at another time he became a Spirit and at another time was born of a virgin and at another time not so.” The Pseudo-Clementine literature, too, describes a “True Prophet” who incarnates in various ancient patriarchs and prophets, before manifesting as Jesus. Drawing from this heritage of Mesopotamian traditions about salvific revelators incarnating in history, Mani proclaimed himself to be the Paraclete, possessed by the same spirit who was present among the patriarchs and other religious authorities. (Indeed, the scholarly
consensus is that Mani was raised in an Elchasaitic community. This pattern of descents of the incarnating savior is recalled not only by the Sethian texts themselves but also by Porphyry’s evidence about them, which presented us with the rapt antediluvian seen “Nicotheus” and “Marsanius.” Scholars have long described the Platonizing texts as pagan in part thanks to Jesus’s absence from them, but the criterion of his presence is a straw man. The avatars of Seth we know from Nag Hammadi and Porphyry are products of Mesopotamian revelatory literature informing Jewish-Christian groups and Manicheism, which conceived of the savior as descending to earth in a variety of historical personages. The description of Seth’s elect in ethnic terms, too, is grounded in contemporary Judeo-Christian rhetoric.

SETH AND HIS RACE

Only Allogenes minimizes ethnic language (because of its focus on contemplative practice rather than soteriology), yet the Sethian use of such language to describe the body of the elect remains little understood. While modern theories of ethnicity commonly distinguish between ethnicity (a cultural attitude) and race (a biological fact), we cannot export this distinction to antiquity, where words spanning the reaches between ἐθνος and ἔθνος seem to have been interchangeable. Sethian references to “race,” the “seed” of Seth, and the “resident alien topos” indicate not simply biological speculation but markers of cultural and cultic identity. It is worth choosing the term “ethnicity” to govern the range of ethnoracial discourse in order to emphasize collective identity as a social rather than biological group since, excepting the Apocalypse of Adam, membership in the elect seed of Seth is not biological but spiritual. As Denise Kimber Buell emphasizes, while ethnicity in early Christian contexts is always pegged to a conception of descent or primordial origins (“fixed”), it is also “fluid,” shifting to “exclude and include groups,” a dynamic she calls “ethnic reasoning.” Two ancient discourses of ethnic reasoning illuminate the Sethian apocalypses and their Christian readers in Plotinus’s Roman seminar: Christian language about a “new” or “third” race and the Hellenocentrism popularized in higher education during the Second Sophistic.

Early Christian sources are replete with racial self-designations, such as the “new race” of the Epistle to Diognetus. In other texts, Christians contrast themselves with Greeks and Jews, calling themselves a

“third race”; Tertullian reports that the designation was well known enough to have become a pejorative among their persecutors, while the Martyrology of Polycarp employs it to contrast the “god-loving and God-fearing race” of Christians with their Hellenic and Jewish tormentors. Aristides even claims that Christians trace their descent to Jesus. Clement, probably inspired by Justin, holds that the race of the elect (i.e., Christians) actually existed before the creation of mankind, and so other races. The Valentinian Tripartite Tractate distinguishes the elect from the Greeks and the Jews. The background of this language lies in Jewish texts that identify the Jewish people as a race (γένος), often in distinction from their rivals or opponents. This point is important: the presence of language about race alone does not amount to “ethnic reasoning” but rather is a product of the use of language about race to distinguish groups and identities.

Christian language about a “new race” that preexists and is foreign to the cosmos, is mutable (i.e., accessible to would-be converts), and defines the elect group is probably behind the development of Sethian ethnic reasoning. The models are functionally similar: in the Sethian texts, the cosmic Seth and his seed exist in the intelligible realm prior to the material world but are manifested in humanity through the revelations and preaching of seers, who seem to be incarnations of Seth himself. Moreover, they rely on a shared set of biblically informed symbols and motifs (Adam, Seth, occasionally Jesus Christ) to explore myths of primordial origins. At the same time, the Hellenic contemporaries of the authors of the Sethian texts, and especially their philosophical sparring partners in the Greek schools, also engaged in ethnic reasoning, negotiating a constructed Hellenic identity that was defined by participation in public life, civic rites, and the culture of ἀθική, as argued in Chapter 1. Platonic Orientalism thus constitutes a type of ethnic reasoning that was particularly common in philosophical circles of the period, as is evident by a glance at texts like the Corpus Hermeticum or Chaldaean Oracles.

It is precisely in this environment, with reference to both the new race of the Christians and Platonic Orientalism, that Sethian language about race in the Platonicizing Sethian texts took on the character of ethnic reasoning. While their salvific models and, to a lesser extent, biblical characters coincide, Sethian language about race differs from that of their proto-orthodox contemporaries as well: it may even be directed against them. As noted in the previous section, Sethian portrayals of Seth are not paralleled by proto-orthodox Christian
sources. Moreover, Sethian tradition clearly prefers the idiom of a "seed" rather than a "new," or "third," race. While it is obvious that the Sethian γένος is to be contrasted with the "ways of others" and the non-elect (in the language of Zostrianos), there are no explicit references to Greeks or Jews in the texts.

Sethian ethnic reasoning may then tell us more about its audience than its theological underpinnings: the primacy of Christian ethnic reasoning in apologetic and martyrological circles may provide a clue as to its appeal to the Christians in Plotinus's seminar in Rome in the 260s CE, with two persecutions (the Decian [250 CE] and Valerianic [257–60 CE]) in recent memory.81 Moreover, Sethian ethnic reasoning helps us understand the function of its particular brand of Platonic Orientalism. Like the authors of Hermetic literature or the Chaldean Oracles, the Platonizing Sethian apocalypses discuss Greek metaphysics but affirm a distinctly non-Hellenic identity. Buell has argued that, "ethnic reasoning allowed Christians not only to describe themselves as a people, but also to depict the process of becoming a Christian as one of crossing a boundary from membership in one race to another."82 When we recall that for the Neoplatonists, ethnicity was chiefly defined by mastery of the Greek classics, Sethian ethnic language, culled from the traditions of Jewish apocrypha, must have signaled a rejection of Hellenic heritage. More strikingly, the Sethian texts describe in-group and its teaching not simply as superior to other races or nations but as "elect," "saved," in contrast to souls that will be destroyed. Surely members of the Sethian elect were educated in the Hellenic schools, but there is no sign in the texts that they continued to identify as Hellenes, and many signs that they regarded themselves as something much more—"the living, the Seed of the holy Seth!"

How exactly did one become one of the seed of Seth, and how fixed was this membership? Some scholarship has followed the heresiologists in charging Gnostic soteriology with determinism, granting elect status only to those lucky enough to be born with knowledge of the divine.83 Plotinus himself disparages his Gnostic opponents' ideas about divine providence, as follows:

1. By claiming that their souls are superior to the movement of the heavenly spheres (fate)84 and thus not subject to their authority, the Gnostics disrupt the proper order or hierarchy of the cosmos; access to knowledge and, ultimately, well-being is thus barred to them.85

2. The Gnostics contradict themselves by simultaneously denying providence's extension to the universe and claiming that it extends to them alone.86 Yet providence extends less to parts than to wholes.87

3. Gnostic claims to be superior to the stars and sole beneficiaries of providence led them to reject the traditional cult in favor of their identity as "sons of God."88

Charge (3) has already received some attention above, in Chapters 1 and 2; removing oneself from the contemporary civic cult was not a welcome idea to Plotinus or other contemporary Platonists. With respect to (1), Plotinus is silent as to how exactly his Gnostics opponents claim they can acquire knowledge without the stars and the supervision of fate. He could mean, that for the Gnostics, the seamless transmission of being and knowledge via the hierarchy of the cosmic order is rejected in favor of an earthly theophany and revelation.89 As argued in Chapter 3, revelation possesses a truth value that, in Platonic terms, is beyond the proper station of everyday, much less mythopoetic, language.

Some scholars have followed Plotinus in arguing that the concept of revelation itself implies a deterministic view that salvation is bestowed from without, not chosen from within.90 Yet as we have seen in this chapter, membership in the Sethian elect was not biologically determined. Moreover, the paraenetic discourses and sermons strewn about Zostrianos, Allogenes, and Marsanes make it clear that the author(s) of the texts intended their revelations to be intelligible to others. Sethian literature thus used ethnic terminology to express a universalist soteriology wherein ethnicity was mutable, and thus the race of the saved was open to all, although many rejected the offer to their detriment.91

SETH AND HIS CHOSEN

Plotinus's charge that the Gnostics simultaneously deny the extension of providence (Gk. προέκτοσιν, "forethought") to the world, while affirming that it belongs to them alone, remains to be explained. The first half is intelligible enough in light of Gnostic ideas of the creation of the cosmos: responsibility for making the world belongs not to the providential activity of God but to a flawed, even evil, demiurge, who is mentioned in a passage of Zostrianos that Plotinus appears
to have known. In the Barbeloite theology of the Apocryphon of John, for instance, the Barbelo aeon is equated with providence, the “first thought” of the Invisible Spirit, long before the creation of the cosmos, which transpires as a grand accident rather than as a result of any divine plan. The Gnostic friends thus are unique among their philosophical contemporaries in divorcing providential care for material creation from providential care for humanity, and then denying the former while affirming the latter. The Platonizing Sethian treatises Zostrianos and Allogenes, meanwhile, known in some form to Plotinus, appear to present a more complex, technical version of this view, in which the divinity’s “foreknowing” of itself seems to produce a “primordial manifestation” of Being and the ensuing rush of intelligible reality. Yet this “first thought” of the Invisible Spirit—the Barbelo and its subaeons, the Kalyptos, Protophanes, and Autogenes—is also active in the salvation of souls, the souls of the elect. A look at these passages shows that Plotinus was familiar with Sethian nomenclature for the elect and mocked it in the context of his polemic about Gnostic providence.

As we will see in Chapter 5, Zostrianos identifies the Sethian elect who have escaped from the cycle of reincarnation as “individuals” (κατά οὐα, probably translating τὰ κατὰ μέρος, or τὰ καθ’ ἔκπτωσις from the original Greek text) or “perfect individuals” who inhabit the Autogenes aeon. The text emphasizes that while all souls have “types” of heavenly realities (i.e., the eternal, unified Platonic forms), their “resemblances” differ from one another and thus are multiple and dividec. However, the elect in the Autogenes are more unified, and obtain additional celestial baptism: “but whoever did not commit any sin, because knowledge (γνώσις) was enough for him, he certainly is not concerned about anything, since he has repented. And there are baptisms arranged in addition. With respect to the path up to the self-begotten ones, that thing in which you have (just) now been baptized each time, [a path] that is worthy of seeing the perfect (τέλειος) individuals (κατα οὐα)—it is knowledge (γνώσις) of the entirety, since it has come into being through the powers (οἱ) the self-begotten ones.” These perfect individuals are “a mixture of ideas of individual things and souls that are aware of themselves and things other than themselves as individual, non-integrated particulars,” contrasted with two logical categories that are aware of wholes, species (ἔδοξος) and genus (γένος). These logical differentiae ultimately derive from Plato’s Sophist, but were used widely in second- and third-century literary sources, philosophical and otherwise, among Hellenes and Christians alike. As Porphyry writes, “what is most generic is said of all the genera, species and individuals under it, while the genus prior to the most specific species is said of all the most specific species and the individuals, the mere species is said of all the individuals, and the individual (ὁμοιόμοιον) is said of only one of the particulars (τὰ κατὰ μέρος).” Presumably, those on the path in the Autogenes are the individuals, who, still being partial (μερικὸς), might become perfect: “and a partial (μερικὸς), primordial form exists among each and every one, so that they become perfect in this way: for the four self-begotten aeons are perfect (τέλειος) individuals (κατά οὐα) belonging to the wholly-perfect (παντέλειος) (individuals) that exist prior to them, the [perfect] individuals.” Thus there is a third grade of individuals, the wholly perfect beings.

While “wholly perfect” is a common appellation for the Barbelo and beings within it superior to the Autogenes, the wholly perfect individuals seem to be associated with the subaeon of the Protophanes and its baptism, presumably on account of its power to “join” individuals so that they are in “fellowship.” The elect soul’s apprehension of the unity of the source of the various particulars (individuals) that are categorized by species and genera is tantamount to further celestial baptism in the higher realms of the Barbelo: “And when one has understood the source (ἀρχής) of these things (κατὰ οὐα), then for the first time, and not only then, does he enter into the baptism of the Kalyptos.” Ultimately, absolute unity of the intelligibles—the eternal Platonic forms themselves, things “that truly exist”—are only in the Kalyptos, the “hidden” aeon. Thus the luminaries of the Barbelo praise Kalyptos:

“The individuals are alive, and (so are) the four (luminaries), who are seven-fold! You are the one before them, it is you who is (with) them all, and they are in the Protophanes, perfect male Harmidon, the Activity of all those who exist together (ὁμοιόμοιον). Since the perfect individuals existed, the Activity of all the individuals manifested: the divine Autogenes.” Doxologies addressed to the Barbelo in the Three Steles of Seth also identify (in the first person!) elect souls as perfect individuals existing “together”:

“we bless you (ὅμοιός) eternally. We bless you, we who have been saved, we, the perfect individuals (in
The Descent bestowal of saving revelation by descending agents of the Barbelo (identified as “providence,” προσωπικόν in Zostrianos and Allogenes, the incarnations of Seth, would qualify as a direct intervention in worldly affairs by providence. This “interventionist” approach implies a view affirmed by Stoics and many early Christian writers, namely that providence directs all worldly affairs and individuals. Indeed, it was particularly common for early Christians to claim that providence, via Christ, had freed them from the shackles of fate. Certainly this theme informed the Christian heretics reading the Book of Elchasai in Rome in the mid-third-century CE, who called themselves θρησκευτικοί (Gk. “foreknowers”), but it is quite possible that they were also informed by versions of the Platonicizing Sethian treatises, inundated with language about the saving power offered by the First Thought of the Invisible Spirit, and, like the rest of Sethian tradition, indebted to the baptismal circles in Syria and Mesopotamia that produced Elchasai and Mani.

CONCLUSION: A HELLENIC CRITIQUE OF GNOSTIC PROVIDENCE AND SALVATION

Plotinus makes the puzzling argument that the Gnostics simultaneously deny providence while claiming it only applies to them; instead, he says, providence cares for wholes (i.e., universals like “humanity”), but not parts (i.e., particulars like “individual human beings”). The latter statement is a Platonic dictum used to banish charges that present evils are evidence for a lack of God’s providential care. The former statement is a condemnation, common among Hellenic critics of Christianity, of the idea that providence extends strictly to the souls of the elect, rather than the entire universe. While Plotinus’s charge that Gnostic salvation is deterministic does not tally well with our reading of the Sethian literature itself, here he points to a real difference between himself and his Gnostic friends—and the books they read. Both Sethian Gnostic literature and contemporary Platonists seem to reject determinism in that they both hold saving truth to be open to any who are willing to listen to it. Yet Sethian literature goes further in stating that those who do listen and assent to it are special, different, alien from others—perfect individuals whose souls will be under the special care of providence in the Barbelo aeon after death, just as the emissaries of the Barbelo, the avatars of Seth, descended to earth in bestowing saving revelation in the first place. These descendents

κατὰ θεῖαν ἀτομικήν. We are perfect on account of you, those who became perfect with you.” 106

Allogenes offers a similar account; Barbelo “empowers” the “individuals (κατὰ θεῖαν),” and they receive apprehension (ἐννοεῖ), presumably of the source of the genera, that is, the Invisible Spirit—by means of a “First Thought (τρίτη ἐννοεῖ)” 107. Allogenes praisés “the [perfect] individuals, and the all-perfect (πανταχεῖον), [those who are] together, and the [. . . ] [who] 108 are before the perfect ones.” 109 Barbelo “acts separately (κατὰ μέρος) and individually (κατὰ θεῖαν), continuing to rectify the sins, things (that) come from Nature (φύσις). He has the divine Thrice Male, being salvation for them all, along with the Invisible Spirit.” 110 The Thrice Male is the chief salvific figure in Allogenes, perhaps a paradigm of Seth himself. As in Zostrianos, he seems to occupy a place between the Autogenes (the one “in whom the [self-begotten ones exist]”) and Protephanes subaeons (as “the thought of those who exist together [γνωριαῖα]”), the “measure and unique knowledge” of the individuals. 111 It is clear that Barbelo (identified with προσωπικόν) here extends salvation, referred elsewhere in the treatise as “first thought,” to individuals through its agent, the Thrice-Male Child.

The structure and activity of the Barbelo closely resembles that of Intellect (νοῦς) in contemporary Platonism: the Kalyptos corresponds roughly to Plotinus’s creative, contemplating Intellect, the Protephanes to its “ demiurge’s capacity,” and the Autogenes to the universal Soul that encompasses all souls, or in the jargon of Numenius and the Chaldaean Oracles, a discursive “Second Intellect.” 112 As the first deity posterior to the Thrice-Powered Invisible Spirit in Zostrianos, Kalyptos is precisely the locus where parts, even in a unified, “partless” sense, come into being. Its creative (but nondiscursive) activity is thus tantamount to a unification of parts, extended to individuals, but only in the noetic sphere. 113 At the same time, the way in which Zostrianos and Allogenes treat “individuals” is alien to contemporary Platonism in several ways. First, Barbelo’s unifying activity has a clearly soteriological tone, unlike Plotinus’s Intellect. Second, the particular individuals unified by the Protephanes and Kalyptos aeons are not just ideas but “immortal souls” that have been transformed into ideas. Plotinus actually mocks this language in a passage of Against the Gnostics. 114 Third, the revelatory framework of the Sethian treatises presupposes an irruption of providential activity into the sphere of fate. 115 Arguably, the
CHAPTER 5

The Ascent

While we have found Plotinus's complaints about the Gnostic approach to writing and divine providence to reflect the contents of the Sethian literature that informed his friends, many of his arguments deal with cosmological concerns—the preexistence of matter, its relationship to the fall of Soul, and the eternity of the world. The Platonizing Sethian apocalypses, however, focus on supracosmological matters—the world of the intelligibles. This does not mean that Sethian literature avoids cosmological questions; rather, they come up in passing, in allusions to knowledge presupposed of the reader, as we saw in passages about the Sethian elect. Moreover, they tend to address “unverifiable” speculations common to apocalypses about cosmology and the postmortem fate of the soul. In Greek philosophy, these problems fit the rubric of myth (μῦθος) and “theoretical philosophy,” or physics. Today, biblical scholarship tends to lump them together under the term “eschatology,” a term central to debate over defining the genre of apocalypse: do apocalypses generally tend to handle historical, political topics pertaining to the end of the world, or speculative, cosmological topics pertaining to the fate of the human soul? Observing that only a handful of apocalypses deal strictly with history while many address the soul’s existence after death, scholars recognize that apocalypses deal with eschatology both “cosmic” and “personal,” handling the fate of the world and individual souls, respectively.

Gnostic texts, too, present a diversity of eschatologies, reflected in Sethianism: we find “historical-cosmic” apocalypses in the
Apocalypse of Adam, Egyptian Gospel, and Trimorphic Protevnoia, while the Platonizing treatises clearly focus on “personal” and “realized” eschatology. 4 Thus, while a Sethian position on matter's preexistence and the fall of Soul remains unclear, a careful reading of the texts, guided by Plotinus’s evidence, allows one to discern clear positions on other matters, such as ethnically phased soteriology and providence (discussed in the previous chapter) and personal and cosmic eschatology (discussed here). Sethian literature envisions not just the elect using ethnic reasoning common among contemporary Christians but also another motif, the sense of being “resident aliens” in an age creeping closer to its own destruction—and the destruction of non-elect souls. These positions about cosmological and personal eschatology are, like language about the elect as a different race alienated from contemporary society, deeply at odds with those of contemporary Platonists, closer to those of contemporary Christian philosophers, and central to the polemics between Hellenic and Christian thinkers of the second to fourth centuries CE.

THE STRANGE AND THE DEAD: DEATH AND REINCARNATION IN ZOSTRIANOS

The only detailed discussion of personal eschatology in a Sethian treatise can be found in Zostrianos, but these sections of the manuscript are badly damaged. Any interpretation of them must be provisional, yet together with hints and asides in other sections of the text, one can reconstruct a teaching that describes the various categories of souls, the destruction of one type, the reincarnation of others, and the release from the cycle of rebirth for a precious few. This reconstruction is a worthwhile endeavor, because it reveals the nomenclature used for the elect across Sethian tradition, providing valuable shading and color to the outline of the seed of Seth sketched in Chapter 4. Furthermore, as discussed at the end of the chapter, a teaching that accommodates the reincarnation of some souls and the destruction of others is at odds with contemporary Hellenic Platonism but paralleled in a select few Christian groups, and Jewish Christians in particular.

The teaching of Zostrianos on the postmortem fate of the soul employs specific terminology also found in the Egyptian Gospel, Marsanes, and the Untitled Treatise in the Bruce Codex. 5 It is hinted at by complaints of Plotinus, who remarks that his Gnostic opponents introduce unnecessary strata of Being into the intelligible world, including hypostases of the “exiles, aionic copies, and repentances.” 6 As scholars have long recognized, these hypostases are also mentioned in the Untitled treatise: God “created the aetherial earth (παράκηρυ), a dwelling-place for those who had come forth, that they should remain there until the establishment of those below them. After that, the true-dwelling place; within this, the place of The Repentance (μετάνοια); within this, the Impressions (ἀνευρισκόμενοι) of Aerodios. After that, the Sojourn (παροικία), the Repentance inside this, the self-begotten reflections. In that place, they were baptized in the name of the Aeotgenes, the one who is divine over them.” 7 However, the function of these aeons was not clear until the discovery of Zostrianos. In this text, the eponymous seer begins his ascent to heaven, by passing the “aetherial earth,” the aeons of the Impressions (ἀνευρισκόμενοι), Sojourn, and Repentance. He is baptized and made an angel before meeting one “Authonomous, the ruler on high,” to whom he poses questions about the various kinds of souls and their relationship to the Impressions. 8 The heavenly interlocutor describes the creation of the world and the “education” (probably punishment) of souls and the dual nature of the aeons: “And [the souls] [that are pure are trained (γυμνοὶ) by the impressions (ἀνευρισκόμενοι), which receive a model (τύπος) of their souls while they still exist in the material world. They came into existence after the emanation of each of the aeons, and they are taken, one after another, from the copy (ἀνευρισκόμενοι) of the Sojourn (παροικία) to the Sojourn that truly exists, and from the copy of Repentance (μετάνοια) to the Repentance that truly exists, and [from the] [aionic] copy of the Aeotgenes to the [Aeotgenes] that truly exists.” 9 This passage seems obscure, but it contains valuable information on the makeup of the heavenly world. Zostrianos encounters the Impressions, Sojourn, and Repentance after traveling past the “aetherial earth,” which Macrobius says is a common Platonic term for the moon. 10 The “Impressions” seem to be copies of the Sojourn and Repentance “that truly exist,” as well as of the Aeotgenes aeon. (See Figure 3 for a diagram of this scheme.)

Thus, between the moon and the Aeotgenes (the lowest level of the Barbela), there exist the “real” Sojourn and Repentance aeons, and inferior “impressions” or reflections of them below. The text specifies that it is in these lower Impressions of the metempsychotic aeons that souls are “trained.” There are “eternal glories” and “places of judgment” there.
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Figure 3. The Metempsychotic Aeons According to Zostrianos, NHC VIII, 1.5–6, 12.

In the editio princeps of Zostrianos, John Sieber notes the presence of the aeon of the “Sojourn,” and identified it as a “temporary residence” for the soul, probably since the Liddell and Scott Greek-English Lexicon translates the word παροικίας as “the transmigration of souls.” However, as Luise Abramowski observes, the only reference given by the Lexicon for this translation is to Plotinus’s mention of the aeon in his anti-Gnostic polemic, where the context in no way indicates the function of the aeon, transmigratory or otherwise. She sees that the term παροικίας had a specific and important coinage in ancient Christian circles and dismissed Sieber’s claim that by παροικίας, Zostrianos refers to the transmigration of souls.

While Abramowski is correct about the Christian provenance of the term, the aeon of the “Sojourn” in Zostrianos does seem to be the locus of metempsychosis, for it lies below the intelligibles, above the moon, and souls are trained there, as it contains places of judgment. The moon and its whereabouts was a common site in contemporary Platonic thought for the process of reincarnation; Numenius and a Hermetic writer suggested instead the Milky Way. Zostrianos

describes the training and judgment of souls taking place in the Impressions of the Sojourn, Repentance, and Autogenes aeons, which appear to be farther away from the earth than the moon. It would appear that these “Impressions” constitute our galaxy, or as Turner suggests, the fixed stars in general, and that the training of souls is their punishment between lives, which makes them “pure.”

Other souls appear to come to rest in the “true” Sojourn, Repentance, and Autogenes aeons, as explained by the character Ephesekh: “And while those (μὲν) who are worthy are guarded, others (δὲ) who are not from this race (γῆς) are [ . . . ] 17 But if one strips off the world and lays aside [nature], and while (μὲν) that one who [has] no dwelling-place and power, and because he is following the ways of others (πάθης ἄπληκτος), he is a stranger (οἰκιστής); but (δὲ) whoever did not commit any sin, because knowledge (γνώσις) was enough for him, he certainly is not concerned about anything, since he has repented.” Those who “follow the ways of others” and become “strangers” are those in the Sojourn: “for there are three forms of immortal souls: first (μὲν), those who have rooted themselves upon the Sojourn do not have reproductive power, being those who follow the ways of others.” They are contrasted with those in the Repentance aeon, who are characterized by their asceticism and acts of repentance after sinning. The third group, meanwhile, are the “self-begotten” souls in the Autogenes, who also have four kinds. These three types of immortal souls are contrasted with “utterly perished” souls, who have four “species (εἰδώλων) in turn spread out over nine kinds during earthly existence, each with its own “species” and “custom.”

However, the following passages offer an alternative division, this time of five types of humanity (πολιτεία), three of which are immortal souls. The first type appears to be destroyed by fire: “And the one who [ . . . ] the stranger (οἰκιστής) [ . . . ] in the perceptible (σωφρόνων), living [world], and the dead one [ . . . ] all of the [ . . . ] [obtain salvation] [ . . . ] dead one. [ . . . ] And all those did not need salvation (from the first), but rather they are [truly] saved, because they exist in humility. And as for the dead (type of) humanity, its soul, mind, and body are [all] dead. Sufferings [ . . . ] material (σῶμα). Some [ . . . ] The fire [ . . . ].” Meanwhile, “the second (kind of) humanity is the immortal soul that exists among the mortals, worrying for itself, for it [seeks] whatever is to its advantage in every situation, [and it] experiences corporeal suffering. [ . . . ] [it has] [an] eternal god. It
associates with daimones (δαίμονες). This first type should be identified with the souls that “pass away” with the world, probably at the end of time. The second type seems to be ensconced in the cycle of reincarnation. Both of these types would probably ascend to the moon or Milky Way after death, where they are either destroyed in fire or sent back to earth, respectively.

The third type is “the kind of humanity that exists in the Sojourn (παροίκος);” when it comes to discover the truth that exists inside of itself, it is distant from the deeds of others who exist wrongly (κακῶς), being obstacles.” The fourth, then, is the type that repents: “as for the kind of humanity that repents (μετανοεῖν), if it leaves the dead things, (and) desires the things that actually exist, the immortal mind and immortal soul [. . .] hurrying, for their own sakes, first making an inquiry about it, nor (about) conduct (παράκλησις) but (about) works.” The fifth type is the elect: “As for the elect type of humanity, it is the (type) that seeks itself and its mind, finding both of them. And how many powers it has! The type of humanity that has been saved is the (type) that has not known these things, exactly as they actually exist, but rather it (is) itself through the Word, as it exists [. . .] it took their [. . .] everywhere, having become [simple] and one. For this type of race was saved, because it is able to pass through (φερμός) everything. It becomes [. . .] everywhere, having withdrawn to God.” The reason for providing an alternative division of the kinds of souls and their fates in the metempsychotic aëons is not clear—in fact, the ever-inquisitive Seer then asks for another set of distinctions.

Nonetheless, one can harmonize the two descriptions in Zostrianos. Noting that the three kinds of “immortal souls” dwell with the “utterly perishable souls” (who have four species and nine kinds of bodily existence) because of the fall of Sophia, the second type of humanity (mortal souls who dwell with the first, dead type of humanity) would encompass all immortal souls during earthly existence. Thus, according to Zostrianos, souls after death seem to be transmitted throughout the Sojourn, Repentance, Autogenes, and their corresponding Impressions or copies, where there is judgment or punishment. Some immortal souls are judged to be sinners caught in the ways of others and are sent back to mortal existence. Immortal (but apparently wayward) souls wind up in the Sojourn and Repentance. However, the only group referred to as elect are those in the Autogenes who “withdraw to themselves,” that is, practice contemplation. (See Figure 4 for schemas of the two divisions.)

Because of the fragmentary nature of the manuscript and the likely corrupt quality of its translation from Greek, these passages seem to offer more questions than answers. Do they describe the universal salvation of humanity? Probably not; the first, “mortal” type of soul is destroyed, most likely by fire. Other stray passages in the Sethian treatises corroborate this reading. Thus, humanity is divided into the elect, the damned, and souls that are immortal but are not as yet fully saved. Second, are immortal souls associated with the Sojourn and Repentance aëons then reincarnated, or have they transcended the cycle of death and rebirth? And if they are still being reincarnated, can they fall from immortality and eventually be destroyed? Put otherwise: are they “elect”?

---

**First schema: four kinds of souls, three immortal (24.21–28.22)**

1. Autogenes: contains immortal, self-begotten souls (4 subtypes)
2. Repentance: contains immortal souls for whom knowledge was enough, sinned, repented, and practiced asceticism (6 subtypes)
3. Sojourn: contains immortal souls who are strangers, because they follow ways of others
4. Mortal souls: These “utterly perishable souls” have four species and nine kinds of existence; immortal souls dwell with them “because of Sophia.”

**Second schema: five kinds of humanity, four of them being immortal souls (42.10–44.22)**

1. Autogenes Aeon: elect, contemplative souls
2. Repentance Aeon: repenting, ascetic individuals drawn to immortal things
3. Sojourn Aeon: associated with deeds of others, but draws away from them when it gains self-knowledge
4. Immortal souls that exist amongst the mortals, undergoing reincarnation in the “Impressions” of the metempsychotic aëons
5. Mortal type of humanity: perishes in fire, probably at the end of time

---

Figure 4. The Kinds of Souls in Zostrianos (Listed in Descending Order of Ontological Priority)
RESIDENT ALIENS FOR AN ALIEN GOD

The background of the terms “sojourner,” “repenter,” and “self-begotten” reveals the soteriological rank they indicate in Zostrianos. The term “self-begotten” clearly refers to the elect, and they are, naturally, located by the text in the aeon of the Autogenes. As argued in Chapter 4, they are also identified as individuals, that is, particular ideas; they are unified in the Protophanes aeon into perfect individuals who exist “as one” or simply “together.” The Repentance is probably a hypostatization of the repentant act of Sophia following her descent into matter and the production of the world. Yet what exactly souls in this aeon are “repenting” of is not immediately clear, nor is its relationship to the Sojourn. A look at the concept of exile in Jewish and early Christian literature shows that the Sethian use of it derives from contemporary Christian use of what Benjamin Dunning dubs the “resident alien topos,” the valorization of estrangement from the world. Thus, the term “sojourners” designates the elect; “repenters” could indicate proselytes, converts to Sethian thought.

The word παροικός (”sojourn,” “exile”) and its cognates are very rare, although not completely unknown, to Hellenic writers. Greeks generally demonized the theme of exile, which represented an alienation from public life, especially the civic (political) and cultic (ritual) spheres. Philo, Plotinus, and Porphyry sometimes describe the soul as a wandering foreigner to be freed from the body at death, but the metaphor serves ascetic, rather than cultural, ends and represents an extreme within Greek philosophical tradition. The specific term παροικός and a theological understanding of the theme of exile is more common in ancient Judaism, but understood with ambivalence: at best, strangers are to be pitied, patriarchs endure their sojourns through faith, and many writers downplay the idea that Israelites were anything other than citizens in their own land. While the term is almost absent in the apocalypses, the Hebrew Bible most commonly indicates cosmic alienation with נ (”stranger”), translated in the LXX as παροικός. It refers to sojourning individuals such as Abraham (paralleled by Israel’s own exile), as well as minorities of foreigners living in and dependent on Israel for their well-being (again paralleled by Israel’s dependence on God). The παροικός is also associated with the gentle “foreigner” or “stranger” (ἄλλος, which also translates נ), usually idolatrous Hellenes negatively juxtaposed with the Jews.

Philosophic concept of the embodied but wise soul as a stranger on earth is atypical for a Jew of the first century CE, but very much “at home” in early Christian literature, where negative valuations of exile are very rare. Hebrews recalls Septuagintal language about Abraham’s exile to paint him as a successful παροικός because of his faith. 1 Peter is directed “to the elect, strangers in the world,” who are encouraged, “as sojourners and strangers, to abstain from sinful desires.” 2 Clement assures readers that their sojourn in the flesh will be short. It also expresses political withdrawal, as in Philippians 3:20, which declares that “our citizenship is in heaven,” a theme famously echoed by 1 Clement, the Epistle to Diognetus, and Tertullian. Clement of Alexandria says that “no one is a stranger to the world by nature, their essence being one, and God one. But the elect man dwells as a sojourner (ὁ ἐκλεκτὸς ὡς ἐκ θεοῦ πολιτεύεται), knowing all things to be possessed and disposed of.” In the Odes of Solomon, Jesus identifies himself as a foreigner. Origen declares that “we are now in an alien land... For the ruler of this age rules here, and God is alien to his sons.”

The resident alien topos is also a positive self-designation in much Gnostic literature. The term seems to have acquired a general sense of “eclat” to some Gnostics, although in rare cases it was also used in a derogatory sense as well. Basilides, describing the soul incarnated in matter, said, “I am an exile in the land, and a sojourner (παροικός... καὶ παρεπιδημός) among you.” In the Cologne Mani Codex, once Mani has obtained revelation, he describes himself as a “stranger” in his community. The resident alien motif survived as a positive self-designation in Mandaeanism. In the salvation history of the Sethian Apocalypse of Adam, “strangers” (οἰκίσται) receive gnostic, enter another land, and “sojourn” (οἰκίσται). While the purpose of this activity is not immediately clear, it is obvious that these strangers are to be identified with the elect, persecuted by the demig)))), because they do not obey his commandments. The text’s savior figure, “the Illuminator” (probably Seth himself), descends to earth from “foreign air” (οὐρανὸς ἀλλογένης). The particular term “foreigner” (or “stranger,” ἀλλογένης) seems to have been especially important in Sethian tradition, where it refers to Seth himself. After describing the sad fate of the first children of Adam and Eve, Cain and Abel, LXX 4:25 dubs Seth “another seed” (οἰκίσται ἄλλοις). Some traditions contrasted this new, superior seed
with the sinful seed of Cain (and at times Abel), or simply pronounced Seth the father of all humanity. Sethian Gnostics, meanwhile, often replaced the title “another seed” with “another race” (ἄλλογενής), as did the Sethians (as reported by Epiphanius), who claimed that Seth, once born to Adam and Eve, was taken away to heaven to be protected and taught by the angels before being returned, pneumatic, invisible, and safe from the demiurge. The Archontic “Books of the Foreigners” were associated with “seven books in the name of Seth”; in fact, this group simply called Seth ἄλλογενής. One of their “Books of the Foreigner” is probably a version of the Platonic Sethian text Allogenēs (NHC XI.3), which also seems to identify Allogenēs with Seth. Codex Tchacos contains a fragmentary treatise, whose title is unrestored as of yet, which is probably another (Book of) Allogenēs. Its eponymous protagonist argues with Satan, even explaining to him that “I am called ‘Allogenēs,’ because I am from another race—I am not from your race.” In the Egyptian Gospel, the “self-begotten” aion is “alien” (ἄλλογενος, ἄλλογενής); in Zostrianos, the fourth epithet for the fourth light of the Autogenēs aion, Eleleth, is “Allogenēs.”

Another instance of a Sethian resident alien is the character Pigeredamas, a primal, heavenly Adam. As Howard Jackson suggests, the name is probably a combination of the Coptic definite article τὸ and the Semitic γὰ, “stranger.” Ontologically speaking, Pigeredamas seems to occupy the lower reaches of the Autogenēs aion. In the Three Steles of Seth, Geradamas has a revelatory function and is described in ethnic terms: “the perceptible world knows thee because of thee and thy seed... Thou art from another race (μερηνας), and its place is over another race.”

The widespread Sethian use of the resident alien topos as a positive self-designation is the proper background for interpreting the meaning and function of the aion of the Sojourn in Zostrianos, Ennead 2.9, and the Untitled Treatise in the Bruce Codex. Cognates of παροικος to discuss themes of exile and sojourning are almost nonexistent in Hellenic texts, but quite common in Jewish and Christian literature. (Indeed, Plotinus is puzzled and angered by the inclusion of the παροικος aion into Sethian cosmology; he does not recognize what it is). However, Jewish literature almost always uses the theme in a negative sense; only Christians (and Christian Gnostics) reconfigure the theme to communicate a positive meaning. Thus, as recognized by Abramowski, the aion of the Sojourn in Sethian texts probably had a Christian valence, and it was certainly informed by the much wider Sethian discourse about being an “alien” (ἄλλογενής) in the world. Zostrianos envisions, like the Valentinians or Manichaean, a multifaceted body of elect; the sojourners seem to occupy the bottom rung.

How exactly they differ from the repentant and self-begotten souls, however, is still obscure. Jackson has observed that the term γὰ could denote a proselyte (convert) in Hellenistic Judaism, so perhaps the same is true of the complex of related “alien” terminology in Sethianism. Now a sojourner becomes repentant when she or he attains inner truth, “distant from the deeds of others”; the phrase “deeds of others” recalls exactly the wayward practices of Zostrianos’ community that he despises. By this reasoning, individuals who have abandoned the ritual practices of other cultures have become participants in Sethian ritual life, which seems to be chieﬂy characterized by baptism and especially asceticism. If this reading is correct, the Sethian terminology for conversion inverts the Jewish sense of “sojourner”; the Septuagint speciﬁcally translates γὰ as πάροικος only when it cannot mean “convert” (προσηλυτας).

In any case, Zostrianos affirms the doctrine of reincarnation, distinguishing between four kinds of souls: the perishable and three elect types, sojourners, repentant, and self-begotten. The background of the language about the aion of the Sojourn is biblical and, in the Sethian context, probably Christian, since ancient Jewish literature usually employs the motif in a negative sense. One can speculate that sojourners are distinguished from other immortal souls by virtue of being proselytes, strangers, in the Sethian community; repentants have advanced to a higher level without being completely saved. It is clear that the only true elect are the self-begotten souls. It is possible that this means that while the sojourning and repenting souls still reincarnate (accounting for the immortal souls who inhabit earth on account of Sophia’s fall), the self-begotten souls have left the cycle of reincarnation entirely. If so, Zostrianos would be an early witness to the idea, which does not appear in explicit form in extant Neoplatonic sources until Porphyry.

It is reasonable to export this reconstruction of Sethian personal eschatology from Zostrianos to the rest of Sethian literature. Its distinctive terminology is widespread in Sethian texts: the metempsychotic aions also appear in Ennead 2.9, Marsanes, and the Untitled Treatise in the Bruce Codex; the aion of Repentance is in the
Egyptian Gospel; the resident alien topos that informs the Sojourn Aeon is in the Apocryphon of John, the Three Steles of Seth, Zostrianos, and Allogenes. Some model like that proposed here (as in Figures 3 and 4) appears to undergird the entire tradition; certainly all the texts are compatible with it.

LEFT BEHIND

The key difference between Sethian and Platonic conceptions of providence, then, is soteriological; while it extends to all individuals, it does not necessarily save all individuals.83 Plato himself would agree that some people will simply be punished in the afterlife on account of their poor choices; yet he and his readers in the late Platonic schools also assumed that such souls would eventually reincarnate into an infinitude of other lives, some of which would be better, some of them worse. However, two of the Platonizing Sethian treatises, Marsanes and Zostrianos, affirm that the world will be destroyed; other passages about the “dissolution” of souls assume that its inhabitants will perish as well. If the cycle of reincarnation ends for all beings, then some (presumably most) of them will not be among the elect perfect individuals at the end of time, and “pass away” with the world. Such a view is mocked and deeply criticized in Against the Gnostics.

In other words, cosmic eschatology has ramifications for personal eschatology. Yet in an effort to harmonize the Sethian treatises with contemporary Platonism, modern scholars have read these passages as assuming just the opposite. For instance, Marsanes asserts that “the entire defilement (χαρία) was saved (τιμήτωρ οὐχί) . . . if we have come to know, the intelligible (νομικός) world; if we have come to know, “84 as I was deliberating that in every way is the sensible (αἰσθητός) world worthy of being saved entirely (κτίστας τιμήτωρ). [For] I have not ceased speaking [of the] Autogenes.”85 In Marsanes, the Autogenes Aeon preserves the world through its demiurgical activity, as did the Thrice-Male Child in other Sethian treatises.86 Scholars have used this passage as justification for making heavy restorations to a lacunose passage of Zostrianos that envisions the Autogenes as the savior of the world, through ensuring its eternal preservation.87 These restorations are themselves questionable, but more importantly, they produce the untenable scenario that Plotinus’s Gnostic friends produced Sethian apocalypses in support of their thought that

nonetheless conflicted with their own views about cosmic eschatology, while agreeing with those of Plotinus.

Rather, Zostrianos envisions a world with an end. At the end of his sermon, the seer invites his hearer or reader to

look at the dissolution (οὐσον) of this place, and follow the indissoluble unbegottenness (γενητός) . . . Dissolve (μὴ ἔχω) yourselves, and that which has bound you will be dissolved. Save yourselves so that it (i.e., the soul) will be saved! The loving Father has sent you the Savior (μαθητής) and he has strengthened you. Why do you hesitate? Seek, when you are sought. Listen, when you are invited. For time (χρόνος) is short. Do not be deceived; great is the aeon of the aeon of the living, (and great are) the punishments of those who remain unpersuaded. Many are the bondages and the torturers that seek you. Flee quickly, before destruction reaches you. Look to the light, and flee from the darkness. Do not be led astray to your destruction!88

We need not then read Marsanes as breaking from Sethian tradition in affirming the eternity of the cosmos, but as entailing a sense of monism whose contours are not clear. It could be an oblique allusion to the common Judeo-Christian idea, known to Plotinus’s Christian friends and the Untitled Treatise in the Bruce Codex, of a “new earth,” an eternal “heavenly” realm that will replace the material cosmos upon its destruction at the eschaton.89 Another option is that the Autogenes “saves” the cosmos from its own dissoluble character in an act of divine providence, an idea common to philosophers across sectarian and confessional boundaries.90 The close association we saw in Chapter 4 of the Autogenes Aeion with salvific activity and the Barbelo, the first thought of the Invisible Spirit, supports the hypothesis that its maintenance of the cosmos is a providential activity.

However, Christians such as Athenagoras and Origen held that God could also allow the world to eventually pass away.91 Marsanes’ references to the “end times” and the fate of sinners appear to agree: “. . . It is necessary [for you, (Marsanes), to know] those that are higher than these and tell them to the powers. For you (masc. sg.) will become [elect with the elect ones (μετοχι] in the last times (ἐν τῇ σωσίᾳ τῶν ἐν ζωῇ ἐκείνῳ).92 Salvific revelation appears to be open to all, but is rejected by the “sinners,” who will be destroyed. Zostrianos says (probably of the dead kind of humanity) that “because they did not know god, they shall pass away (μὴ θανάτῳ).”93 The luminaries of Allogenes claim that someone who mistakenly identifies God with his attributes “has not known God” and is “liable to judgement.”94 Both treatises
refer to “judges” and “judging” of souls. It does not appear that any Sethian text is universalist. There is therefore continuity between the various “cosmic” eschatologies of the Sethian treatises, for the non-Platonic treatises also assert that this world will end. The Trimorphic Protennoia describes the “coming end of the aeon (αἰών ἑπτάκορος),” which is followed by the harrowing of hell and the arrival of an aeon that is “without change” (μηθαυτῷ μοναὶ δομοῖς). The Apocalypse of Adam refers to three cataclysms: flood, fire, and the arrival of the messianic Illuminator, after which “the whole creation that came from the dead earth will be under the authority of death.”

The Egyptian Gospel also refers to the cataclysms of flood, fire, and the consummation (συντέλεια) of the aeon. Seth exists to found the immovable race, because of which “[the] silence [and the] voice might appear, so that the [dead] aeon [may raise itself] (and) (finally) dissolve (κατάληψις).”

As far as Plotinus was concerned, the “dissolution of the present aeon” was tantamount to a rejection of the Platonic (and Aristotelian) doctrine of the material world’s eternal existence: “When is it (the demiurge) going to destroy it (the world)? For if it was sorry it had made it, what is it waiting for? If it is not sorry now for creating the world, then why will it be sorry later? Or, if it is waiting for the souls of the ‘Individuals’ (τόκο καθ’ ἐκαστόν οὐρανός), then why haven’t they all come yet?” Notably, he jeers at the Platonic treatises’ references to the elect as “individuals.” He adds that “they introduce all sorts of connings into being and passings away (γενέσεως καὶ φθοράς),” reflecting their fundamental misunderstanding of Plato’s account of creation in the Timaeus, which is not a literal description of an anthropomorphic demiurge discursively reasoning his way through forming the cosmos but a “likely story” representing eternal, divine contemplative activity. The Gnostics are “people who assume a beginning for what is eternal; then, they think that the cause of the creating was a being who turned from one thing to the next and thus changed.”

Plotinus is in the mainstream of Platonists in asserting the incorruptibility of the created cosmos, a thesis often leveled against Jewish and Christian eschatology. A common strategy was to concede visible, physical change while affirming the world’s fundamental eternity, a view held by both Plato and Aristotle. Celsus and others mocked the dramatic language associated with eschatology in scripture, drawing from the greater wellspring of philosophical critique of

The Ascent myth. Sallustius and Macarius Magnes’ Hellenic interlocutor, like Plotinus, emphasize how Christian cosmogony and eschatology compromised God’s eternal creative activity, arguing that “the universe itself must be imperishable...because if it perishes, God must necessarily make either a better or a worse or the same or disorder.”

Most of the Sethian treatises do not say what the future aeon might look like—the Egyptian Gospel and Trimorphic Protennoia do not say whether there will be a new world at all, while Plotinus’s Gnostics and the Untitled treatise appear to be familiar with a new earth—but each of the three attacks levied by Hellenes against Christian eschatology certainly could be levied against the Sethian literature surveyed here. Indeed, early Christian literature is replete with descriptions of a final judgment of souls, the end of the world, and the reconstitution of the world as an eternal, perfect kingdom. While some of the church fathers may have attempted to reconcile bibical accounts of the destruction of the cosmos with Greek philosophy, no such attempt appears to be made in the Sethian texts, whose foreboding, paracletic tone is more in agreement with contemporary apocalypses as well as non-Sethian Gnostic texts. Absent from the Sethian texts is the language of hope about the “new creation” or nondestructive transformation that one occasionally finds in Jewish and Christian eschatological passages. Even when the eventual reconstitution of the world is emphasized, its prior cosmic dissolution is presumed.

At the same time, Sethian eschatology remains distinctive in the landscape of early Christianity, since it appears to eschew the doctrine of the cosmic destruction by fire (ἐκκαταρασία) that was popular among Christian Platonists, such as the Valentinians or Justin Martyr. Moreover, the soteriology of Zostrianos affirms both the doctrines of reincarnation and the end of the world, a view shared by only a few Christian writers, associated with Gnosticism: Basilides, Elchasai, Mani, and the author(s) of Pistis Sophia. Notably, two of these—Elchasai and Mani—are also associated with Jewish Christianity, affirming multiple descents of the same revealer and drawing liberally on Jewish apocalyptic traditions. Finally, it is worth emphasizing the internal diversity of Sethian cosmic eschatology, much as with the authors of the apocalypses and the New Testament, some Sethian texts appealed to traditions, going back to Isaiah, of the world’s need for postcatastrophic reconstitution as a new earth, an idea that, it seems, Plotinus singled out for ridicule. Others, including
Zostrianos, Marsanes, and probably Allogenes, were content to focus on the dissolution of this aeon.

CONCLUSION: A HELLENIC CRITIQUE OF GNOSTIC ESCHATOLOGY

Zostrianos holds that the postmortem fate of the soul is to ascend to heaven and experience reincarnation. While it is clear that some souls are not elect, there are also grades of the elect, including sojourners (or strangers), repenters, and the self-begotten. Only the latter appear to have entirely escaped the cycle of reincarnation. However, all these souls are characterized by membership in the seed of Seth, which appears to be open to all beings who hear the Gnostic “call” of Seth himself, having manifested in history in the guise of saviors and seers; this latter tradition is probably related to contemporary Jewish-Christian soteriology as reflected in the Pseudo-Clementines or accounts about the Elchasaites and Ebionites. Persistent use of the resident alien motif and ethnic reasoning is strongly reminiscent of contemporary Christian and Gnostic descriptions of the elect as a race of sojourners, divine beings temporarily locked out of heaven. Moreover, it is central to the controversy between Plotinus and the Christian Gnostic readers of the Platonizing Sethian apocalypses, reflecting the latter’s rejection of the Hellenic public sphere in its political and cultic permutations.114

However, ethnic reasoning was not problematic on account of supposed determinism but because of its relationship to providence. The Sethian identification of the self-begotten elect as (perfect) individuals unified by providence (the Barbelo) assigns them a position where only individuals who have chosen to join the ethnically circumscribed elect, rather than all individuals, are saved. This position was viciously attacked by Hellenic critics of Christianity. According to Zostrianos, Marsanes, and (probably) Allogenes, non-elect souls will be destroyed along with the rest of the material world at the end of time. This, too, resembles a position held by contemporary Christians and Gnostics that was central to their polemical encounters with Hellenic intellectuals. While it is clear that the treatises are deeply involved in contemporary Platonism, when it comes to personal eschatology, Sethian texts appear to have preferred an approach that was certainly unique, but overall much more compatible with contemporary Judeo-Christian thought than Hellenic philosophy.115

Moreover, the emphasis on personal eschatology in the Platonizing Sethian texts ought not to be confused with a lack of eschatology in general or a movement away from apocalyptic themes or use of the apocalyptic genre.116 Indeed, what Turner terms the “horizontal” Sethian treatises do emphasize cosmic eschatology while the “vertical” treatises emphasize personal eschatology, but the dichotomy should not be drawn too sharply, and does not extend to a corresponding dichotomy between eschatologies historical and realized,117 “Horizontal” and “vertical,” with corresponding eschatologies “cosmic” and “personal,” are not the most helpful terms to distinguish the Platonizing apocalypses from the rest of the Sethian tradition. The same is true of the “ascent and descent” distinction. Certainly the Platonizing texts are imbued with Neoplatonic thought and focus on contemplative ascent rather than soteriology, but as argued in Chapter 4, they also presume a soteriological schema featuring the avatars of Seth as descending saviors.

Scholarship has long overemphasized the personal and realized character of Gnostic eschatology, especially in contrast to apocalyptic eschatology, which shares its “dualism,” “pessimism,” or interiorization or negation of history.118 Scholarship has interrogated these clichés and found them wanting, but there does seem to be a peculiar affinity between texts usually described as “Gnostic” and the apocalyptic genre. Thus MacRae argues: “Both apocalyptic and Gnosticism center on the acquisition (by revelation) and the communication of a knowledge that exercises saving power in the present by its future-oriented content. . . . The latter is one manifestation of the former, albeit in extreme form.”119 It is the distinctive apocalyptic truth claim—the acquisition of undistilled, saving knowledge from beyond, thanks to a supernatural mediator—that lends apocalyptic and Gnostic texts a common character.

Often, this claim is made about the unverifiable realm of personal eschatology. An essentially doxographical approach has been levied here in hopes of diagnosing how the authors of the Sethian literature thought about the postmortem fate of the soul with respect to contemporary Hellenic and Christian thought. Yet such speculations—and the accounts about them contained in the ancient apocalypses—mirror the ecstatic experiences of real people anticipating death.120 These experiences, these practices of the authors and readers of the Sethian literature, remain to be examined.
The ritual practices described in Marsanes (NHC X,1) are distinctive among the Platonizing Sethian literature, encompassing such diverse activities as alphabet mysticism and the use of arcane ritual instruments. Scholars have thus referred to these practices and the greater range of rituals in Sethian literature (such as baptism) as “Sethian theurgy.” For philosophers like Iamblichus and Proclus, “theurgy” (θεωργία)—“god-work” (θεός + ἔργον)—included purification, hymns, prayers, the animation of statues, possession, the conjuration of spirits, and mystical contemplation, derived mainly from the second-century Chaldean Oracles. Use of the term “theurgy” to describe the rituals of the Sethian Gnostic literature thus implies that Sethian engagement with the Neoplatonic tradition went beyond metaphysics and entered the realm of ritual practice. After all, recent scholarship has emphasized Gnosticism’s persistent engagement with Neoplatonism, as discussed in the Introduction.

A close look at the provenance and mechanics of Sethian ritual offers a different perspective. Zostrianos deals with celestial baptism and ecstatic speech; the Three Steles of Seth and Allogenes employ ecstatic speech and prayer, but no baptism; Marsanes, meanwhile, refers to magical objects and contains a protracted discussion of the properties of the letters of the alphabet. It is less well known that the same texts also describe the transformation of the seer into an angel, or beings even greater than angels. In each of these cases, it is clear that Sethian ritual and mysticism is at odds with contemporary Hellenic intellectual conversation about theurgy and best contextualized with reference to ancient Christian and Jewish mystical literature. Sethian literature, rather, extols the use of “barbarian speech” in “alien hymns” to elicit transformation into supra-angelic beings, violating the Neoplatonic hierarchy of beings where human souls are inferior to divine powers. Just as Sethian concepts of revelation, providence, and salvation are incumbent on a rupture in the cosmos that annuls a prior rupture in heaven—the unfortunate creation of the cosmos and the trapping of human souls within it—Sethian divination turns the Platonic cosmos on its head, identifying certain human souls as superior to all but the Invisible Spirit itself. Viewing Sethian practices against this backdrop also helps sort out difficult hermeneutic questions about the language used to describe these practices, and permits hypothesis about how and for what the texts were used.

ALIEN HYMNS

Sethian literature is distinct among Gnostic traditions in its fondness for strings of letters peppered the manuscripts—so-called alphabet mysticism or vowel spells—but some aspects of their function, particularly their relationship to angelic beings, remain little understood. In Marsanes, this technique appears to be harmonized with contemporary Platonic psychology. After a discussion of the makeup of the intelligible realm, the treatise’s discourse shifts to the subject of the manipulation of the soul through meditation on the zodiac and the alphabet. These pages of the manuscript are highly mutilated but appear to identify five “configurations” of the soul evoked by use of four kinds of letters, corresponding to the cosmic Soul, its composition, and its various kinds of movement (described in Plato's Timaeus 35a–36d). Next, the text describes powers of syllabic combinations, and, eventually, words. The author of the text employed this alphabet mysticism as one of a variety of analogic techniques, which together formed a part of a greater “lecture series” of mystical exercises. This series appears to have been focused on showing individuals how to change the “configuration” of their soul. The “why” of Marsanes’ alphabetic mysticism is thus clear, but the “how” remains mysterious.

Although the state of the manuscript leaves much to the imagination, Marsanes’ alphabet mysticism appears to invoke and in some way compel the aid of angels in order to effect its rectification of the fallen soul’s condition. As Birger Pearson notes, the transition to the
section of the treatise dealing with the zodiac and the alphabet is introduced with an imperative: "Name them!" (επωνομάζες). "'Naming,' or 'calling upon' the gods and the angels," he continues, "involves not only knowing their names but being able to pronounce their names correctly in chants or incantations. The purpose of this exercise is to effect the ascension of the soul past the astral barriers inhabited by these 'gods' and 'angels.'" Thus, the manipulation of the shape of the soul is achieved through a heavenly journey that in turn requires the naming of angels.

Are the letters of the Greek alphabet the angelic names themselves? Probably not, but they do seem to have power over the relationship between humans and angels. Marsanes holds that angels are difficult beings who must be placated or coerced in order for the ascent to proceed apace. A description of some of the syllables contrasts the seer with angels: "but the rest are different: αβεβηβοββ, in order that you [masc. sg.] might [gather] them, be separated from the angels, and produce some effects." Another passage, whose subject is unfortunately lost, asserts that "they did not stop without being revealed, nor did they stop without naming the angels... For these reasons, we have acquired sufficiency; for it is fitting that each one acquire power for himself to bear fruit, and that we never cast aspersions [on] the mysteries." Part of Marsanes' teaching about the power of the alphabet thus involves the separation of the seer from angelic beings during the heavenly journey through being able to name them; presumably, further celestial advancement elicits "psychic reconfiguration." An important clue from the Bruce Codex (discussed later in this chapter) indicates that the seer Marsanes was reckoned in Sethian tradition to possess a status superior to that of the angels, perhaps earned, in part, through knowing the proper names, that is, psychic properties of the alphabet.

Other Sethian texts also feature alphabet mysticism but focus on ecstatic speech within doxologies, particularly as associated with the "Doxomedon-aeon" ("aeon of the Lord of Glory"). The Egyptian Gospel, for instance, offers a brief vowel spell where the letters are each written twenty-two times—the number of letters in the Hebrew alphabet:

Doxomedon Doxomedon came forth, the aeon of the aeons, and the [throne (θρόνος)] which is in him, and the powers [that] surround him, the glories and the [incorruptible beings]. [The] Father of the great [light] that came forth from the silence is [the great

Doxomedon-aeon in whom [the Thrice-Male] Child rests. And the throne of his [glory] was established [in it], [this one] which is unreaveal name [is written], on the tablet (σινων) [... ] one is the Word, the [Father] of the light of the entirety, the one who came forth from the silence, while he rests in the silence, he whose name [is] an [invisible] symbol. [A] hidden, [invisible] mystery proceeded from ιοντιμιμονιμονιμονιμονιμονιμονιμονιμονιμονιμονιμονιμονιμονιμονιμονιμονιμονιμονιμονιμονιμονιμονιμονιμονιμονιμονιμονιμονιμονιμονιμονιμονιμονιμονιμονιμονιμονιμονιμονιμονιμονιμονιμονιμονιμονιμονιμονιμονιμονιμονιμονιμονιμονιμονιμονιμονιμονιμονιμονιμονιμονιμονιμονιμονιμονιμονιμονιμονιμονιμονιμονιμονιμονιμονιμονιμονιμονιμονιμονιμονιμονιμονιμονιμονιμονιμονιμονιμονιμονιμονιμονιμονιμονιμονιμο

Also known in the text as the "great aeon" and the Domedon-Doxomedon ("Lord of the House—Lord of Glory"), this aeon seems to designate not a single entity but a place, evidently the divine throne room in which the soteriological entity, the Thrice-Male Child, resides. The title "Lord of Glory" is a common designation for God as the judge on his throne in various doxologies in 1 Enoch. The appellation enjoyed an afterlife not only in Sethian but also in Manichaean literature.

In the Platonizing Sethian text Zostrianos, this same Doxomedon aeon is mentioned briefly in the context of a discussion of the aeons of the Protophanes subaeon of Barbelo. Significantly, the discourse immediately moves on to an ecstatic doxology of the Supreme Being, the source of the living individuals (i.e., the elect) joined together in the Protophanes: "οι ζων ζων ζων ζων ζων ζων ζων ζων ζων ζων ζων ζων ζων ζων ζων ζων ζων ζων ζων ζων ζων ζων ζων ζων ζων ζων ζων ζων ζων ζων ζων ζων ζων ζων ζων ζων ζων ζων ζων ζων ζων ζων ζων ζων ζων ζων ζων ζων ζων ζων ζων ζων ζων ζων ζων ζων ζων ζων ζων ζων ζων ζων ζων ζων ζων ζων ζων ζων ζων ζων ζων ζων ζων ζων ζων ζω

Doxomedon Doxomedon came forth, the aeon of the aeons, and the [throne (θρόνος)] which is in him, and the powers [that] surround him, the glories and the [incorruptible beings]. [The] Father of the great [light] that came forth from the silence is [the great
The Crown

aid of or mastery over angels. In the *Egyptian Gospel*, vowel spells seem to be associated with the praise of the supreme deity having manifested himself on the Merkabah, which has been hypostatized into a second god itself, Doxomedon, "aon of the aons," also associated with the Autogenes. In *Zostrianos*, this deity seems to be associated instead with the Protophanes, or (H)armened, who also appears in a doxology in *Allogenies* following on some kind of "buzzing" sound produced by a feminine entity, probably the Barbelo. Yet in each case, alphabet mysticism is part of praise of the supreme being at a particularly high level of heavenly ascent, and the encounter with the second permutation of Barbelo (Domenedon-Doxomedon or Protophanes). Most importantly, these doxologies are associated with angels: in *Marsanes*, with naming and separating oneself from them; in the *Egyptian Gospel*, with joining the angelic "glories" inhabiting the divine throne room; in *Zostrianos* similarly, except with the "glories" here described in the Platonic jargon of elect "unified individuals"; and in *Allogenies*, with the angel Youel, who utters the ecstatic praise to show the doxologies to the seer, who in turn presumably passes them on to his readers. The seers—and their readers—appear to participate in the praise of the first principle taking place in heaven, among the angels. As we will see, *Marsanes* does not ignore or dispense with this aspect of Sethian tradition, but rather presumes it and articulates what is implicit in the other Platonicizing Sethian texts: that the seer himself has been transmogrified, divinized, made superior to the angels, and thus possesses power over them.

Turner proposes a different philosophical context for Sethian use of "syllables of power"—the esoteric Platonism of Hermetic literature and Iamblichus. In *Corpus Hermeticum* tractate 16, the author claims that the discourse of Hermes is about to report will be entirely unclear when the Greeks eventually desire to translate our (Egyptian) language to their own and thus produce in writing the greatest distortion and unclarity. But this discourse, expressed in our nation's language, keeps clear the meaning of its words. The very quality of the speech and the sound of Egyptian words have in themselves the energy of the objects they speak of. Therefore... keep this discourse uninterpreted, lest mysteries of such greatness come to the Greeks, lest the extravagant, fantastic, and (as it were) dandified Greek idiom extinguish something stately and concise, the energetic idiom of (Egyptian) usage... This is the philosophy of the Greeks, an inane foolishness of speeches (διά της Ἑλληνικῆς φιλοσοφίας λόγους ψίφος).
Under the guise of the Egyptian priest “Abamon,” Iamblichus replies to the critique of invocation leveled by his teacher, Porphyry, which he quotes:

“but invocations (κλήσεις),” the objection goes, “are addressed to the gods as if they were subject to external influence (εξωτερική), so that it is not only daemons that are thus subject, but also the gods.” In fact, however, your assumption, (clear Porphyry), is not correct. For the illumination that comes about as a result of invocations that reveal and will themselves, and is far removed from being drawn down by force, but rather proceeds to manifestation by reason of its own divine energy and perfection, is as far superior to (human) voluntary motion as the divine will of the God is to the life of ordinary deliberation and choice. It is by virtue of such will, then, that the gods in their benevolence and graciousness unsinfully shed their light upon theurgists, summoning up their souls to themselves and orchestrating their union with them, accompanying them, even while still in the body, to detach themselves from their bodies, and to turn themselves towards their eternal and intelligible first principle.  

Both passages are relevant to Sethian alphabet mysticism, since they deal with two major topics of debate among Platonists about language: the cultural politics of using foreign words (ὄνοματα βάρβαρα) in a Greek environment and the (im)possibility of humans wield power over the divine, their superiors, with mere words.

The harmonization of ecstatic speech with alphabetic speculation is attested relatively early in Middle Platonism by the Neopthagorean Nicomachus of Gerasa (second century CE). But in the third century CE, the use of “foreign sounds” in a Greek philosophical environment was challenged by Plotinus and especially Porphyry, in the context of the Gnostic controversy. In Ennead 2.9, Plotinus denigrates his Gnostic friends’ use of the practice, for “when they write magic chants (ἐπισύροδοις), intending to address them to these powers, not only to Soul but to those above it as well, what are they doing except making the powers obey the word and follow the lead of people who say spells and charms and conjurations, any one of us who is well skilled in the art of saying precisely the right things in the right way, songs and cries and aspirated and hissing sounds (μέλι καὶ ἄρθρος καὶ προσπνεούσεις καὶ συμφωνής τῆς φωνῆς) and everything else which their writings say has magic power in the higher world? But even if they do not want to say this, how are the incorporeal beings affected by sounds (πῶς φανεί τὰ ἄσωματα)?” While Plotinus mocks the kind of sounds made by the Gnostics during their invocations, he is more concerned with the philosophical implications of the practice, that is, that human souls could have power over divine beings, and more specifically that corporeal utterances could affect any incorporeal entity. Plutarch had earlier speculated that the language of spirits is superior to and more rarified than human language, but Plotinus questions the efficacy of physical speech itself in the context of dealing with the intelligible world. Porphyry addresses each of these themes in his attack on theurgic practices, the Letter to Aneo. While Plotinus is content to mock the meaningless utterances of the theurgists, Porphyry explicitly attacks them for sounding like barbarian nonsense: “And what is the point of meaningless words (λαξία ὄνομα)? Why, out of all the meaningless words, are the barbaric preferred to our own? For if whoever hears them looks to their signification, it is sufficient that the conception (ἐννοια) remains the same, whatever the words may be that are used. For (the God) who is invoked is not Egyptian by race; nor, if he were Egyptian, would he use the Egyptian, or, in short, any human language. For either all these are the artificial fabrications of sorcerers (γοίην... τεχνώματα), and veils originating from our passions through offering devotions to the God, or we naively hold conceptions about divinity contrary to reality.”

Porphyry here echoes a similar criticism, leveled by Celsus, of the Orientalizing fashion of using barbaric, exotic names for the deity instead of one’s native Greek. (Rhetorically, the move is subtle: while the argument is that God has no preference with respect to language, for Celsus and Porphyry both, the default one resorts to is, of course, Greek.) He also recalls Plotinus’s discomfort with a hierarchy in which a theurgist has power over celestial, incorporeal beings: “It confounds me endlessly, (the idea) that those who invoke superior beings command them as though they were actually their inferiors.”

In De mysteriis, Iamblichus responds to all these charges under the auto-Orientalizing pose of the priest “Abamon.” He defends ecstatic use of meaningless words, arguing that the words only appear meaningless because their divine nature is ineffable, which makes the words even more divine. Their intellectual symbolic relationship to divine things is also present in the human soul. As for barbarian names, the gods granted the “meaningless” incantations to the Egyptians and Assyrians specifically for religious ceremonies; therefore, their Oriental provenance is sanctified by heaven. Moreover, the Oriental tongues are more ancient, and thus superior, so their traditional names for the gods should be preserved, remaining untranslated.
Iamblichus agrees with Plotinus and Porphyry that no human could have authority or power over the gods. Rather, as the sole active agents in the theophany, divine beings elevate the theurgist who uses incantations. His defense of the divine hierarchy—where humans are at the bottom—is most clearly articulated in his defense of animal sacrifice. Porphyry charges theurgists with claiming to “feed” the gods in sacrifice, which would ostensibly make them superior to the gods; Iamblichus recognizes the problem, but denies that theurgists are doing any such thing: “Why, then, do the advocates of this view (of Porphyry’s) not go on to overturn the whole order of nature, so as to place us in a higher rank, and make us more powerful (than the daemons)? For if they make us the nourishers and fullfillers of the needs of the daemons, we will be causally superior to the daemons; for θ is a general rule that each thing derives its nurture and fulfillment from that to which it owes its generation. . . .” For Soul is brought to completion by Intellect, and Nature by Soul, and all other things similarly are nourished by their causes. If, then, it is impossible that we are the originating causes of daemons, by the same reasoning we are not responsible for their nourishment. Similarly, in responding to Porphyry’s more general charge that theurgists’ attempts to draw demons and divine powers down into the corporeal sphere disregards the stature befitting incorporeal beings, “Abamon” simply rejects the idea that theurgists operate on the worldly level at all. Rather, they interact with the transcendent realm using rites that are powered by the gods; thus the theurgists “imitate the order of the gods.”

While the fusion of ecstatic speech and speculation about the psychic properties of the alphabet thus appears to go back to the earliest Platonic theurgists, discussion of the practice in the schools of the third and fourth centuries CE focused on its implications for two ongoing debates: the worth of Oriental wisdom, and how to respect divine agency in ritual. The authors of the Platonizing Sethian treatises must have been aware of these questions, but they were not interested in articulating their own theoretical position, as Origen did. Rather, their texts simply employ ecstatic speech and alphabet mysticism. While clearly educated in the highest tiers of Hellenic learning, they reject the Hellenocentric criticism of barbarian ecstatic speech proffered by Plotinus and Porphyry. Instead, like the Chaldean Oracles, the Corpus Hermeticum, and Iamblichus, they auto-Orientalize, intentionally blending their Greek metaphysics with exotic hymns and ululations. No sign of actual knowledge of Oriental languages is evident; for instance, the author of the Egyptian Gospel mentions Semitic letters on a wooden plank adorning the Merkabah, but shows no sign of being able to actually read them.

However, Marsanes departs from Iamblichus in assuming that its “syllables of power” do indeed carry force in the heavenly realms; presumably, “naming” the angels gives one power over them and even “separates” one from them. For Iamblichus, such an irruption of power from below is impossible. At best, such attempts to gain power over divine beings—base magic—simply fail, as opposed to the attempts of theurgists. Human beings, with their fallen, descended souls, owe the efficacy of theurgy to the downward flow of divine power through a hierarchy of gods, daïmones, and divine souls.

The ecstatic speech in the rest of Sethian literature also recalls magical, not theurgic, texts. Strings of vowels commonly adorn magical papyri, such as P. London Or. MS 6796: “Yea yea, for I adjure you [by the] dew of heaven and the fat of the land. I adjure you by [the] cup of blessing that [is placed before me . . .] until [ . . . ho.y]. I [adjure] you [today] by your own very [head] and your [holy tabernacle] and the power of the [holy] vowels, [which] are these: AAA OOO MMM. [ . . . ] holy god, I invoke [you—I], Severus, son of Joanna—so that [you might send] the power of the holy [ . . . ] to me, and it might come.” In later Christian magic, the seven vowels were equated with the archangels, and could be used to invoke them. Within the apocalyptic frame narratives of the Sethian texts, vowel spells are clearly doxological ecstatic speech uttered by the mystic overcome by an encounter with divinity. But as fixed textual artifacts (preserved at Nag Hammadi), they could have had two uses for their readers. First, they could have been employed to adjure and control the supernatural beings encountered during heavenly journeys. In this sense, they also recall historiolae, spells whose incantation sums up or embodies a particular popular myth recited in order to activate the spell’s potency. Alternatively they could be read, like the voces magicæ of the Hekhalot literature, as performances of the divine name, whose nonsensical nature expresses the utter identity of action and meaning in divine speech. The vowel spells of Sethian literature are not only evidence that Sethian tradition drew on elements of contemporary magical practice in formulating its myth and ritual; the seer employing the vowel spells is
the possession of power and potent language that, from the perspective of Iamblichus’s theorization of ritual practice, are not claimed by theurgists, but by mere sorcerers.\textsuperscript{56}

ANGELS ALIEN TO HUMANITY

The authors of the Sethian treatises were not exactly sorcerers (γόματα), for they did not hold that, as human, they were superior to heavenly beings. Instead, several of their texts describe how seers would, in the course of the ascent to heaven, be transformed into angels and even acquire super-angelic authority. Such transformations appear to have been associated with celestial baptism, as discussed in the Trimorphic Protennoia and Zostrianos, which constitute the primary evidence for the practice in Sethianism. Zostrianos, the Untitled Treatise, and Marsanes describe the superiority of the divinized seer to his angelic peers, also assumed in Allogenes and perhaps the Three Seals. Close parallels in Jewish and Christian apocalypses and even the Dead Sea Scrolls indicate a background in Second Temple Judaism.

There are two sets of baptisms described in Trimorphic Protennoia. The feminine savior—here known as “Voice”—describes herself:

I cast a voice of the sound unto the ears of those who do not know me, and I call you (pl) to the exalted, perfect light; when you (pl) enter it, you (pl) will receive glory from those who give glory, and those that enthroned will enthroned you (pl). You (pl) will receive a robe (στασιμά) from those that give robes, and the baptizers will baptize (παραμετρίζε) you (pl). You (pl) will become a glory, among glories,\textsuperscript{77} that which you originally dwelled in, (back) when you were luminous.\textsuperscript{78}

Later, the same Voice describes her deliverance of the baptismal initiate in the rite of the Five Seals:

As for me, I put all of them on—but then I stripped them off that person, denne, radiating light, that is, the knowledge of the thought of paternity.\textsuperscript{79}

I delivered him unto those who give robes—Ammô, Elasisô, (and) Amênâ, and they enrobed him with a robe of light.

(Next), I delivered him unto the baptizers, Mikhâ, Mikchar, and Mnêsimos, (and) they baptized him. Then they purified him in the fountain of the water of life.\textsuperscript{80}

Next, I delivered him unto those who enthroned, Bethel, Nouthan, (and) Sahenâ, (and) they enthroned him by means of a throne of glory.\textsuperscript{81}

Then, I delivered him unto those that glorify, Eriôm, Elen, (and) Phariel, (and) they glorified him with the glory of paternity.

And those who snatch away,\textsuperscript{82} Kamâ, (and) Sambô, great holy assistants of the luminaries,\textsuperscript{83} snatched (him) away, taking him to a luminous place of his paternity.

And he (received) the Five Seals through the light of the mother, Protennoia . . . \textsuperscript{84}

Both passages describe a baptismal process involving stripping off the corporeal body and donning a celestial one (i.e., a robe) alongside a (presumably hymnic) practice of giving, receiving, and being assimilated to “glory.”\textsuperscript{85} This transformation probably takes place in heaven, although whether it mirrors a physical rite is not clear.\textsuperscript{86}

In Zostrianos, the eponymous seer is taken to heaven on a cloud. He “becomes like the glories” as he passes through the copies of the aeons and the realms of the Exile and Repentance, finally arriving at the Autogenes acron, the lowest sector of the acron of Barbelo: “I stood there, staring into the light of the truth that truly exists on earth. And I was purifed by the great Barpharanges. And they [glorified] me and wrote me (εἰσπέπτων) into glory. I was sealed (σφαίρα[)v] by them, those who exist upon these powers, [Michael], Michael, Seldao, Ele[nos], and Zogenethlos. And I [became] an angel able to see [god] and I stood upon the first acron, which is the fourth, with the souls.”\textsuperscript{87} He praises various incarnations of Seth, before encountering Pleistheia, “the [mother of the angels].”\textsuperscript{88} And I was [baptized] for the second time, in the name of the divine Autogenes, by the same powers. I became an angel (δυνατός) of the male race (γένος). And I stood upon the second acron, which is the third (i.e., Davithe), with the sons of Seth. I blessed each of them, and I was baptized for the second time in the name of the divine Autogenes by each of the powers. I became a holy angel, standing upon the third, that is, the second [acron] (i.e., Oroias). For the second time I [blessed] each one of them. And I was baptized [for the fourth] time [by each of the] powers, becoming a perfect [angel]. And I stood upon the fourth, [which is the first], acron (i.e., Harmozel), and I [blessed each one of them].\textsuperscript{89} Zostrianos's baptismal liturgy explicitly results in the seer's becoming an angel, again in concord with a hymnic practice of giving and receiving glory.
Glorification in Zostrianos appears to be hypostasized into deities that are referred to simply as glories. During his ascent, glories protect Zostrianos’s body, and he receives an “image” of glories before leaving the aetherial earth. They are crucial to the salvific mechanism envisioned by the text: “For the sake of [this i.e., the descent of the soul], these powers have been appointed for their salvation, and they exist in this world. In the self-begotten ones, corresponding to each of the aeons, glories stand so that someone who is down here in the world might be saved alongside them. The glories are perfect living thoughts (vonja). It is impossible for them to perish, because they are models (τόμος) of salvation, something that each one of them receives when he becomes saved. And (each one) has a model (of salvation), receiving power from each one of them, and (each one) has glory as an aide (βοηθός) just as he passes out from the world.”

The glories are associated with angels; at the beginning of his transformation, Zostrianos stands with “angels and glories.” In the intelligible world, angels exist “in great glory.” The extended title of the revelator-angel Youel in the Platonizing treatises is “she who belongs to the glories, the male, virgin glory.” Like Youel, they participate in Zostrianos’s divinization, anointing him. They are at times associated both with the Protophanes aeon and the luminaries of Barbelo, and, notably, with the τόμος of the divine that exists in the seer, as in the passage quoted here. Thus a Greek philosophical term is superimposed on recognizably Jewish, angelic language to describe Zostrianos’s key soteriological intermediaries.

Investiture is not described, but Zostrianos implies that a physical transformation of the seer has taken place. Once he has ascended to the aetherial earth, he has already forsaken the body, the dead creation inside, and left it behind. The process culminates in his assimilation to the grade of “completely perfect” elect and the acquisition of a crown: “They set me down, and left. And Apophantos, with Aphropais the virgin-light, came to me, and he brought me to the great perfect male Intelect, Protophanos. And I saw all of them there, in the form in which they exist, as one; and I united with them all, blessing the Kalypitos aeon and the virgin Barbelo, and the Invisible Spirit. I become completely perfect, having received power, with them having written me into glory and having sealed me. And I received a perfect crown there, coming to the perfect individuals, and they asked me (about) everything. They listened to the enormities of knowledge (I had to offer), rejoicing all the while and [receiving] power (from me). Having become first an angel and here crowned and “completely perfect,” Zostrianos is now a revelator himself, teaching individuals in the Autogenes aeon. He is superior to the angels and glories that inhabit the aeons below the Protophanes, which is what enables him to slip past the demiurge and his archons unnoticed on his way back to earth. Although they do not explicitly describe angelification, a similar process of celestial liturgy involving glorifying, self-glorification, and physical transformation occurs in other Sethian texts. They may be related to accounts of hypostatized cosmic entities such as the Barbelo and his constituents that “stand” and utter praise in heaven, as are found in the Barbeloite cosmogony of the Apocryphon of John. The Egyptian Gospel features a deeply complex angelology and series of celestial baptisms and doxologies, which is the context for the text’s vowel mysticism discussed earlier in this chapter: “Pronoia passed through all the aeons which I mentioned before. And she established thrones of glory and [myriads] of angels [without] number [who] surrounded them, [powers and incorruptible] glories, who [sing] and glorify, all giving praise with [a single voice], with one image, [with one] never silent [voice . . .] the Father, and the [Mother, and the] Son . . . [the] pleromas [that I] mentioned [before], who is the great Christ, who is from [ . . . ] [who is the] child, Tselmaë Telmahael [Elī Elī] Mahkar Makhar [Seth, the] power which truly lives, and the [male virgin] who is with him, Youel.” The speaker of the baptismal liturgy concluding the text is also transformed when he assumes an “armor of light.”

Allogenes is, much like Zostrianos, “taken by the eternal Light out of the garment” before the appearance of the luminaries and the “primary revelation of the Unknowable One.” His guide up to this point has been the angel Youel, who appears to be himself a divine name or glory with affinities to Metatron and the angelic interlocutor Joel in the Apocalypse of Abraham. The patriarch’s introduction to the divine being features a long description of his fantastic garb, which recalls the divine glory. At the same time, “Joel” is a combination of the three root letters of the Tetragrammaton with the usual “el” ending; thus the angel tells Abraham that “a power in virtue of the Ineffable name is dwelling with me.” Like the character Doxomedon, the feminine Youel appears in Manichaean thought, known as “the Maiden of Light” Joel. Allogenes’ chief interlocutor before meeting glories in heaven is an angel whose background in contemporary Jewish apocalyptic literature recalls glorification and the Divine Name itself. The seer’s conversation with this entity results in his rapture
and the acquisition of “power” that allows him to receive information that is beyond the ken of all but the greatest powers.92

The Three Steles of Seth also explores a dynamic of glorification and self-transformation; again and again, the congregation declares its praise of the highest beings, who are themselves described as “glory.”93 The practice of glorification is what defines the elect body: “you (sing. masc.) have commanded us, as one who is elect, to glorify you to the extent that we are able. We bless you because we have been saved. We glorify you at all times; because of this, we glorify you: that we might be saved to eternal salvation.”94 Seth is changed by this activity: “many times I joined in giving glory with the powers, and I became worthy of the immeasurable majesties.”95 One who remembers these things and gives glory “always shall become perfect among those who are perfect and impassable beyond all things.”96 It is unclear whether the speakers are in heaven or on earth, or if the text implies angulification, since angels are nowhere mentioned; however, it is clear that the elect is circumscribed here by the activity that characterizes the celestial activity of angels in other Sethian texts.

Finally, a particularly thorny passage in the Untitled Treatise of the Bruce Codex is best understood in light of Sethian evidence about angelification. The text concerns the prophet Marsanes and his relationship to another prophet, Nicotheus (whose apocalypse appears to have been read in Plotinus’s circle),97 as well as the heavenly powers:

Indeed, to speak of him (i.e., the Invisible Spirit)—specifically, of the manner in which he exists—with a tongue of flesh—this is an impossibility. For they are great ones, those who pass beyond powers so that they might hear through Comprehension (έννοια) and follow him; (for this is impossible), unless they (i.e., the heavenly powers) find a kinsman in theirs in (some)one that is able to hear about the places from which he originally came. For everything follows from its root, since man is a kinsman of the mysteries. For this reason, mankind has heard a mystery. The powers of all the great aeons have worshipped (οὐφυπάτῳ) the power that is in Marsanes. They said, “who is that one who has seen these things before his very own eyes?” For his (Marsanes’) sake, he (the Only-Begotten) manifested in this way (αὐτῷ την έννοιαν τοῦ οὐφυπάτῳ) Nicotheus spoke about him (the Only-Begotten). He (Nicotheus) has seen him (the Only Begotten); for he (Nicotheus) is that one (οὐφυπάτῳ πνεύματι). He said, “the father exists, surpassing every perfection.” He has revealed the invisible, thrice-powered, perfect one. Each of the perfect men saw him; they spoke of him, glorifying him, each in his own way.98

“The Father” saw the Only Begotten, for he has also become an incarnation of him by virtue of his vision. This recalls the way in which Zostrianos and Allogenae are transformed into reincarnations of Seth following their visions, transformations that in turn authorize their revelations. Like the Three Steles, angels per se are nowhere mentioned here; yet as with Zostrianos and Allogenae, the seer(s) has been transformed into a being superior to angels (or, in this case, the powers), capable of edifying them and eliciting worship from them in the heavens.

Such supra-angelic knowledge and authority following transformation appears to belong to the eponymous prophet of Marsanes. “For it is I who have [understood] that which truly exists, whether partially or [wholly], according to difference, [I apprehended]99 that they exist from the [beginning in the] entire eternal place, namely, everything that has come into being, whether without Substance or whether by means of Substance, those who are unbegotten, and the divine aeons, together with the angels and the souls which are without guile and the psychic [garments], likenesses [of the] simple things.”100 As in Trimorphic Protennoia and Zostrianos, the acquisition of “garments” of light elicits transformation. Elsewhere, Marsanes seems to speak as though he were the Barbelo, and says that he dwells in the Barbelo.101 It is unclear if Marsanes enjoyed the company of angels, but he certainly has surpassed them. This status explains why he has the authority to say, as discussed earlier in this chapter, that alphabet mysticism and astrological speculation controls and “separates” one from the angels as it shapes the human soul into a divine being.102

To be sure, the various descriptions of celestial liturgy, glorification, and angelification described here differ from one another in many details. Yet a pattern nonetheless emerges from the data: almost every Sethian text presumes that in some way, the material body can be abandoned, the divine can be glorified, and the seer can be transformed into a more luminous state, among or transcending the angels. The only text that does not discuss this practice, the Apocalypse of Adam, describes the mythology that underlies it: Adam and Eve “resembled the great eternal angels,” after having learned “a word of knowledge of the eternal God,” that is, what the text teaches. Moreover, the elect “will be like those angels, for they are not strangers to them.”103 The theme of Adam having been made superior to powers and angels, a tradition treated widely within the Syrian and Armenian Adam literature, is also found in the apocalypses known to Mani.104
Like the superiority of the human essence to even that of the angels, the greater complexity of elect individuals transforming, glorifying angels, and ultimately becoming supra-angelic is a peculiar feature of Jewish and Christian literature, particularly the apocalypses. Greco-Roman sources certainly describe interactions with and worship of angels, but not in similar contexts of celestial glorification and self-transformation. Some later Platonic sources mention angels, but not fellowship with them, much less transformation into them. Yet Jewish and Christian apocalyptic literature abounds with descriptions of the elect becoming angels or superior to angels. Scholars have often recalled 2 Enoch with reference to the celestial baptism of the Trimorphic Protennoia: “And the LORD said to Michael, ‘Go, and extract Enoch from [his] earthly clothing. And anoint him with my delightful oil, and put him into the clothes of my glory.’ And so Michael did, just as the Lord had said to him. He anointed him and clothed me. And the appearance of that oil is greater than the greatest light, and its ointment is like sweet dew, and its fragrance myrrh; and it is like the rays of the glittering sun. And I looked at myself, and I had become like one of his glorious ones, and there was no observable difference.”

1 and 3 Enoch also provide parallels. The Enochian celestial angelification does not focus on baptism, but the acquisition of angelic, priestly vestments, a common motif in Jewish mystical literature.

This comparison of Sethian celestial baptism and angelification to liturgical transformation in the apocalypses is worth revising and expanding. A stronger parallel is the importance of glorification and doxology in both Sethian and Judeo-Christian apocalyptic literature. It is important to distinguish the activity of glorification from speculation about God’s glory as a manifestation of divine presence, creative power, or the angelic Angel of the Lord, evidence for which is slim in Sethian literature. Meanwhile, visionaries in the apocalypses, like the Sethian seers, not only witness but come to participate in the heavenly liturgy. If these visionaries come to attain angelic status in doing so, it is possible that, as in the Apocalypse of Zephaniah, they have come to learn an angelic language and employ it in their hymns. In other texts, the seer joins in the kedushah, having been granted a heavenly crown, another motif common to Jewish, Christian, and Sethian ascension literature. This dynamic of glorification and transformation via participation in the celestial doxology among the angels recalls the Sethian material reviewed in the previous section.

As in Zostrianos and Allogenes, transformation in Jewish literature often takes place in heaven. The idea that the souls of the elect become angels in heaven is an old one. In 1 Enoch and especially Daniel transformation to a heavenly state is the reward of the righteous, who probably endured persecution under and after Antiochus IV Epiphanes. In the Dead Sea Scrolls, the Synoptic gospels, and Christian monastic traditions, righteous or pure souls live like angels after death. Together with investiture, the Hellenistic emphasis on martyrlogy in celestial angelification is preserved in later, including Christian, apocalyptic literature. The Apocalypse of Zephaniah features the seer’s transformation into an angel through glorification and an enrobing on a boat in heaven. 2 Baruch and the Ascension of Isaiah say the righteous, having become angels via the acquisition of the heavenly garment, will later become greater than the angels. Angelified patriarchs also include Adam, Enoch, Abraham, Jacob, Melchizedek, and Moses. Jesus Christ was also compared to an angel.

While the liturgical transformation of the self in Sethian literature seems to stem from first-century baptismal traditions, it seems to have also picked up on Hellenistic Jewish traditions about angelified, divine intermediaries. Moreover, it agrees with Jewish and Christian apocalypses of the first to third centuries CE in describing the process of angelification as one of the righteous acquiring a new robe or coat while glorifying the deity and joining the heavenly liturgy, perhaps while using angelic speech, a process culminating in the acquisition of supra-angelic knowledge and authority. Descriptions of angels as heavenly priests in robes of light in the Qumran Songs of the Sabbath Sacrifice may indicate that such traditions stemmed from the Levite priesthood and spread to Gnostic and Jewish groups from there. In contemporary Platonic doctrine, such authority is outside the provenance of human souls, who are relatively low in the hierarchy of divine beings and so need divine power to flow down to them. Angelified or divinized seers in Jewish and Sethian literature, meanwhile, are at least on a par with heavenly beings. Sethian celestial liturgies were thus most likely derived from Jewish apocalyptic traditions and adapted into a Christian Sethian context, much as some of the church fathers absorbed Jewish traditions about angelification.

One can be more specific by addressing what kind of presumptions the various texts have about the body and practice. The Sethian treatises are in line with ascen ascetic apocalypses and the Hekhalot literature
in dealing with bodily transformation, as opposed to Qumran, which does not address physical transformation at all.121 Similarly, like the apocalypses and Enochic tradition, but unlike the Dead Sea Scrolls, the seer takes on angelic characteristics through ascent to heaven, instead of cultivating a divine presence on earth.122 As at Qumran, such transformations were accomplished in communal liturgies (exemplified in the *Three Steles of Seth*), as opposed to the individualistic practices of the Hekhalot literature, although all three sets of texts culminate in descriptions of *unio liturgica.*123 Yet the Sethian traditions differ from apocalyptic and Hekhalot literature alike in stressing the celibate background of the practice, as indicated by their disparaging remarks about femininity and the flesh.124 Sethian self-transformation was therefore probably related to contemporary Christian ascetic practice that allowed one to "live like an angel" and so gain revelation through visions, and it reveals a dimension of hitherto unnoticed ascetic activity within the Nag Hammadi texts.125

**WHO WEARS THE CROWN**

If Zostrianos, Allogenos, and other Sethian seers are archetypes of the elect, then the texts bearing their names indicate an achieved level of realized eschatology.126 Did their readers then consider themselves angels? Does Zostrianos's donning of a crown at the summit of his ascent reflect the possibility of a similar angelification and crowning for the reader of his apocalypse? It is helpful here to recall scholarly debate about how the members of the community that produced the Dead Sea Scrolls articulated their elect identity with respect to angelology.127 Some have argued that the Qumran texts presume an "angelomorphic" elect body, and that this is clear from a smattering of references in addition to rereadings of several of the corpus's most well-known treatises.128 Many of these readings are spurious.129 The *Community Rule* and *War Scroll* do not refer necessarily to angelified human members of the community in a "realized eschatological" sense but to the presence of angels accompanying the pure of body and spirit—in the community and the future war, respectively.130 The *Songs of the Sage* claims that the pure "shall be priests, his just people, his army and his servants, the angels of his glory," but it is not clear whether the passage refers to transformation on earth or a postmortem angelic investiture.131 Other passages are more salient; the "egomania" author of the *Self-Glorification Hymn* sees himself as on par with the angels and probably superior to them.132 In the *Hodayot*, the psalmist describes himself (presumably) as "the depraved spirit you have purified from great offence so that he can take a place with the host of the holy ones, and can enter in communion with the congregation of the sons of heaven."133

The collection of twelve hymns known as the *Songs of the Sabbath Sacrifice* appears itself to be an angelic liturgy, performed in heaven. Since the text's only reference to human beings is not to celestial hymnists but the yawning gulf that exists between human and divine beings,134 most readers distinguish the humans from the angels in the text, although one may still see it as a "vehicle" for "communal mysticism," the "virtual" experience of communion with angels.135 At the same time, one can still recognize that the earthly recitation of the hymns was meant to evoke some kind of identification with angels.136 A similarly balanced approach suits the Sethian texts. While only Zostrianos and the *Trimorphic Protennoia* explicitly describe the transformation of the elect into angels, the complex of practice associated with angelification in both texts—doxology, transformation, superiority to the angels—is undoubtedly widespread in the rest of Sethian literature, particularly the *Egyptian Gospel* and the *Three Steles of Seth*. It is hard to imagine that texts so interested in angelic liturgical themes were written and read by individuals who in no way likened themselves to angels.

The communal context of the *Songs of the Sabbath Sacrifice* probably can be extended to the Sethian texts as well. This same reference of the Qumran text to human worshippers is in the first-person plural ("our priesthood"); "the offering of our mortal tongue"; etc.), indicating that the recitation of the hymns was a communal exercise, meant to produce mass ecstasy.137 One is reminded of similar language in the baptismal concluding the *Trimorphic Protennoia* and the hymns of the *Three Steles of Seth*, which also probably indicates a communal, ecstatic ritual milieu.138

The more interesting question is: how can humans (earthly beings) claim to be angels (heavenly beings) while still on earth? Why would one make a seemingly nonsensical claim, such as "I am a red parrot," or, in Zostrianos's case, "I turned into a male angel?" A critical reader is forced to conclude either that ancient writers who claimed to become angels "mean it and they are wrong, or (that) they mean it, but we can never understand what they mean."139 Some scholars avoid this quandary by simply asserting that the Qumran community had not in
fact experienced “realized” eschatology, experienced it “partially,” or
obtained a prophetic experience of the postmortem fate of the soul.\[143]\nMore generally, many historians neglect the experiential reality that
lies beyond the production of religious texts, preferring to locate testi-
mony of remarkable experiences in the realm of genre cliché.\[144]\nSuch approaches are also misreadings of the texts, which discuss a
range of figures (like Adam, Moses, Zostrianos, or Marsanes) that
are simultaneously human, angelic, and supra-angelic, at times mer-
itng worship.\[145]\nThere is no reason to assume that the readers of the
Platonizing Sethian treatises, philosophically acute though they must
have been, found such figures—or themselves—problematic either.
This is not to say that they did not make problems: indeed, early
Christian communities struggled with how to deal with individuals
who claimed to have become angelic beings. Like the Qumran com-
unity, the Sethian elect probably saw itself as angelified and saved
in this lifetime, albeit as a prophetic experience of the salvation that
would come with death and the escape from the cycle of reincarna-
tion.\[146]\nChristian readers of the Sethian texts—like Plotinus’s Gnosti-
c friends in Rome—may have considered martyrdom an opportu-
nity to gain a crown while departing this life.\[147] This quality of
being saved was tantamount to transformation into an angelic being.
From a practical perspective, angelic status most likely manifested in
ascetic practices and participation in earthly liturgies that involved
ecstatic speech and vision, as seen in the Three Steles of Seth.

WHO DESCENDS TO THE WATER

The hermeneutic questions about angelification engaged here can
also help us rethink difficulties in theorizing two more well-known
Sethian rites, baptism and the “Five Seals.” The central issue in the
study of Sethian baptism is the diversity of its character and even
presence in Sethian scripture.\[148]\nThe Egyptian Gospel describes how the preexistent, celestial Seth incarnated on earth to save his seed, the elect, by appearing as Jesus Christ and instituting baptism.\[149]\nTrimorphic Protennoia concludes with a baptismal rite involving the
stripping off of the physical body and the acquisition of a new body
of light. Melchizedek also includes a long baptismal prayer.\[150]\nThe myths of Apocryphon of John and Trimorphic Protennoia share a
complex of baptismal theology in which the revealer is accompanied by
the descent of the spirit into the water of life.\[151]\nDuring his ascent
to heaven to receive revelations of Platonic metaphysics, Zostrianos
receives no fewer than twenty-two baptisms, some resulting in his
angelification.\[149]\nYet other Sethian texts seem to reject baptism: once Zostrianos
finishes his ascent to heaven, he comes back to earth and preaches, “do
not baptize yourselves with death.”\[140]\nThe Apocalypse of Adam, some kind of “defilement” of the “water of life” takes place.\[151]\nThe Archontics, familiar with Sethian tradition, are reported by Epiph-
nius of Salamis to have rejected baptism.\[152]\nOphite texts such as On
the Origin of the World associate water baptism with Yaldabaoth.\[153]\nIn each of these cases, it is not clear whether these passages indica-
t Sethian rejection of the validity of baptisms carried out by other
Christians (including Gnostics) or a rejection of water baptism alto-
gether in favor of the truly “living” water of the spirit, such as we
find in Mani.\[154]\nFinally, there are no references to baptism at all in the
Three Steles of Seth, Allogenes, and Marsanes.

We run into a similar problem with the “Five Seals,” mentioned
in the Egyptian Gospel as well as two texts related to Sethianism,
but also sharing their own separate redaction history—Trimorphic
Protennoia and the “Pronoia Hymn” of the long recension of Apo-
chyphon of John (which also has Ophite features).\[155]\nThe Five Seals is
a rite that is given to humanity in the third descent of the savior
to earth, in the guise of Jesus Christ.\[156]\nIn the Gospel, the seals appear
once in a baptismal context, but they are usually celestial hypostases
dwelling in heaven.\[157]\nEach of the texts describing the Five Seals is
quite otherworldly, and it is not clear whether the rite took place on
earth or in heaven.\[158]\nThe function and origins of the Five Seals are
not immediately clear, and no one claims to have definitively identi-
fied their contents.\[159]\nScholars once argued that the Five Seals simply
must have been a form of water baptism.\[160]\nOthers have suggested
a baptism without water (i.e., baptism by visionary experience) or a
postbaptismal fivefold chrism dependent on the fivefold structure of
the Autologen with the Four Luminaries.\[161]\nA problem with this reading
is that accounts of anointing are very rare in Gnostic texts, but it
must be admitted that early Christian language about liturgical seals
referred both to baptism and chrism.\[162]\n
The foregoing analysis in this chapter helps us make sense of this
tangle of evidence. Scholars have already recognized that the Five
Seals’ focus on “living water” is indebted to Johannine and Barbe-
loite theology, that is, the concept of Jesus Christ as the true water
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and the Father’s production of the Barbelo through his gazing into the primordial waters, described in the Barbeloite theogony of the *Apocryphon of John*. Language about baptism and water associated with the Five Seals in the Sethian texts reflects these themes. It is not clear whether these seals are an anointment, but it is clear that they do not necessarily describe baptism with water, for Barbeloite language about water is metaphorical, dealing with celestial water made of light. Thus several Sethian treatises reject earthly water baptism in favor of heavenly “water.”

How, then, could this language used to discuss a physical rite (Five Seals qua baptism, as in the *Egyptian Gospel*) reflect a nonphysical understanding of what defines the rite (water)? This question is related to another problem—did the rite take place in heaven or on earth? Just as in the cases of angelomorphism at Qumran or Sethian angelification, testimonia about the reception of baptism and the Five Seals must have come from a live, physical ritual setting that was understood as a participation in the celestial liturgy, with its own baptism in the “water” of light. One cannot exclude the possibility that physical water was used as a *typos* of celestial water, but the immaterial water of light was undoubtedly the focus of the rite. Read this way, the absence of the Five Seals from the Platonizing texts does probably indicate a focus on self-performable ritual whose primary tool is the text itself but not necessarily a general shift away from communal ritual life, which one would then use as the basis for hypothesizing a change to the Sethian community in general. Rather, the Five Seals was one of several rituals that the authors and readers of the Sethian texts employed in the divinization of the self, alongside the models of self-transformation into divine light and participation in the heavenly doxology explored in the rest of this chapter. A lack of baptismal references in some texts, meanwhile, reflects not a movement away from Judaism or Christianity but rather a focus on celestial baptism or even a transbaptismal transformative practice analogous to what we find in certain Jewish-Christian circles.

**HOW TO USE A SETHIAN APOCALYPSE**

Having examined piecemeal the passages describing the practices that informed the authors of the Sethian texts, we can turn to the question of how the texts themselves may have been used. Obviously the *Apocalypse of Adam* and *Egyptian Gospel* focus on cosmogony and salvation history, and would have been interesting to readers pursuing ancient lore among the various apocalypses; yet the purpose of the Platonizing treatises, which combine the genre of apocalypse with lectures on Neoplatonic metaphysics, hymns to heavenly beings, and accounts of self-transformation, is much more opaque. Scholars’ suggestions that they are manuals of some kind used to elicit visionary experiences or meditative states cannot be far off, but remain imprecise. Did readers of these texts, like those who used the Hekhalot literature, regard simply reading them as a practice in itself? The copy of *Allogenes* from Nag Hammadi, a *Lesemystrium* where the act of reading the text’s negative theology functions as a conjuration of sorts of the transcendent Invisible Spirit, says “yes.” Might be the same be true of all the Platonizing Sethian texts?

Plotinus’s evidence gives us an example of Christian Gnostics who read these texts and probably did obtain some kind of visionary experience, which might explain their haughty claim to be superior to the stellar gods (just as Enoch or Marsanes became superior to the angels) and their disinterest in Platonic authority, favoring instead their own revelatory truth claims. The apocalyptic genre of the manuals, as argued in Chapter 5, serves to validate the authority of the manual and the practices contained within it; rather than reflecting a movement away from Sethian myth and history, revelations involving Sethian mythologoumena are used to justify the texts’ contemplative content. This content remains focused on Greek metaphysics, but the genre has replaced philosophical argumentation characteristic of more traditional Greek thinkers like Plotinus. Certainly highly educated individuals (like Plotinus) would have been interested in the texts anyway, but they also could have been addressed to lay meditators who possessed a minimum of Greek philosophical expertise but neither the inclination nor ability to spend years exegeting difficult passages in Plato and Aristotle, preferring contemplative practice to scholasticism. Nothing in the Platonizing Sethian apocalypses requires the reader to follow an argument. Rather, they present a metaphysical system, with which the reader is presumed to be already familiar, mapped out for navigation through mental cognition. It is helpful here to recall the Hekhalot literature, where contrived frame narratives feature rabbinic heroes who attain visions of the heavenly palaces (the Hekhalot) and throne (the Merkavah). It is obvious that they are meant to serve as models for aspiring seers and are complex enough to presume some level of familiarity on the part of the
reader. Meanwhile, the Platonizing treatises, while beholden to the Jewish lore that also informs the Hekhalot texts, have replaced palaces and the heavenly temple with categories of Greek philosophy.

It is unlikely that the aspiring seers reading the Platonizing treatises operated alone. Other ancient visionary ascetic manuals, like the Hekhalot texts, the Mitbrash Liturgy, and the Hermetica, appear to speak one-on-one, but obviously reflect a communal environment or shared cultic milieu in which these visions were obtained. The same is true of the various practices surveyed above—the Five Seals, ecstatic speech, and angelification are all practices that, in the Jewish and Christian parallels, reflect a communal environment. Language in the first-person plural peppers important ritual passages in the Sethian texts, such as the celestial baptism of the Trimorphic Protennoia and the ecstatic hymns of the Three Steles of Seth. The paraenesis of the speaker in Marsanes, discussed in Chapter 3, seems to presume an audience that is more like a congregation than an individual seer. Moreover, the Platonizing treatises do not contain exclusively contemplative instruction; each of the treatises also features paraenesis, particularly focused on asceticism. Here again, the Corpus Hermeticum and the Gedullah hymns of Hekhalot Rabbai serve as useful parallels, pointing to a community as intended readership. However, unlike the “technical” Hermetica and the Hekhalot texts, the Sethian tractates are impregnable to beginners. In both form and content, they are utterly insider-specific. While they are certainly products of ritual life, they presume knowledge of it and thus are bereft of the detailed instruction of the Hekhalot literature or magical papyri that we might expect in a grimoire.

The Platonizing Sethian treatises thus appear to be manuals intended to teach individuals how to elicit visionary experience culminating in contact with the Godhead. While they appear to have been written by individuals with advanced philosophical training, they are directed toward contemplative thinkers who are comfortable with (in this case, thoroughly Sethianized) Platonic metaphysics but are not interested in philosophical argumentation or Platonic proof texts as valid authorities. Thus the incorporation of metaphysical jargon indicates neither an attempt to parley with a different (Hellenic) social group nor to win the approval of particular philosophers (like Plotinus). Rather, some educated readers of Sethian literature believed that Neoplatonic metaphysics offered a useful metaphysical blueprint that could be mapped onto Sethian mythologoumena and used in the service of contemplating the deity. The treatises also mention various ritual practices in an offhand way, apparently assuming the reader’s knowledge of them. All of these practices have parallels as being performed in a communal setting. Thus, while they could be used in private, the Platonizing Sethian apocalypses appear to have originated in a community interested in Sethian literature and to be intended for members of that community who already had obtained both some philosophical and ritual training.

Aside from the practices of meditation and hymning, the Platonizing treatises do contain hints of other techniques used to induce ecstasy. The codes and cryptograms littering the texts could have served the purpose of seals, passwords employed by visionaries to navigate the heavenly plane, a trope common to Gnostic and Hekhalot asceticism. This was probably another productive agent in obtaining visions. While no particular rules for ascetic life are described in the Sethian texts, one can guess that their readers were informed by regimens of fasting and celibacy. The latter is all but certain given the disparaging remarks about femininity in the treatises, and is surely related to their ubiquitous language extolling the “maleness” of Sethian mythological figures.

These practices could have deeply informed the ritual life of the readers of the Platonizing texts. The Hekhalot literature contains valuable accounts of how a combination of fasting, purification, and prayer could elicit visionary experience. Like ascetics at Qumran or in early Christian communities, the authors and readers of the Sethian literature must have thought that asceticism amounted to “living like the angels.” These ascetic practices would have been combined with doxology (proleptic to the aforementioned ecstatic speech) and, in the case of the Platonizing texts, meditation undertaken with a Neoplatonic metaphysical framework culminating in negative theology. The centrality of doxology to vision, especially cogent in the Egyptian Gospel and Zostrianos but found in each of the Sethian texts, is functionally identical to the unio liturgica that seems to have been the object of the Jewish authors of the Qumran and Hekhalot texts. Such a visionary practice probably undergirded the rite of the Five Seals, which is best understood in the context of Jewish liturgies that took place in a similarly altered, liminal state of consciousness, where water is understood as light and earth as heaven.

If the reconstruction proposed here is correct, a vibrant, communal ritual life emerges behind even the Platonizing Sethian texts.
Membership in communities reading Sethian texts centered on rejection of water baptism. As the Three Steles of Seth attests, individuals in these communities would together praise traditional Sethian mythologoi, sometimes producing ecstatic visions in the process. These doxologies were buttressed by a rigorous ascetic lifestyle involving celibacy and fasting. Some individuals who obtained visions of the beyond and participated in the heavenly liturgy appear to have called themselves angels; it is possible that, like the Qumran community, the purveyors of Sethian tradition saw themselves at least in fellowship with the angels. Particularly well-educated members of this community composed visionary manuals reflecting this ritual life, but organizing the cosmos according to Neoplatonic metaphysics for lay meditators. Hence their appeal to friends of Plotinus, who were interested in contemplative technique, Greek metaphysics, and the alien authorities of Judeo-Christian sages.

CONCLUSION: THEURGY WITHOUT DIVINE WORK?

Having reviewed the spectrum of Sethian ritual practices—alphabet mysticism, doxology, angelification, and baptism—we can once again ask if they merit the term “theurgy.” They do not. While Iamblichus defended ecstatic speech from Plotinus and Porphyry on Platonic Orientalist grounds, he denied that such practices exerted any power over the gods; rather, they served as channels for divine manipulation of the human realm, through the theurgic intermediary. Thus, the varieties of Sethian alphabet mysticism (particularly in Marsanes) that appear to presume superiority to angels would be declared base sorcery by both sides (i.e., Porphyry and Iamblichus) in the Neoplatonic debate over theurgy.

The practices associated with self-transformation are more complex in a theurgic context. The acquisition of a luminous body does recall, at first blush, the Chaldean subtle body, the famous “vehicle of the soul” (διαφώμα) of the theurgists. In the Chaldean Oracles, the vehicle is found mainly in contexts dealing with the entrapment of the soul in matter. It is a husk or shell encasing the soul, to be abandoned during postmortem ascent following performance of theurgic rites in the present life. Sethian metamorphosis, meanwhile, is analogic; once out of heaven, the seer ascends and changes into a divine being, while the luminous vehicle of the theurgists is katagogic, acquired when one leaves heaven. The Three Steles of Seth notwithstanding, the way of ascent is not always the way of descent. These themes are not paralleled in Hellenic theurgic sources. The evidence about theurgic practice in the Sethian texts (including the Platonizing tracts), like the evidence about literary genre and eschatology, inclines toward Judeo-Christian tradition and away from contemporary Hellenic thought.

The term “Sethian theurgy,” then, implies a continuity in ritual technique and effect between Hellenic Neoplatonism and Sethian Gnosticism that does not actually exist. To be sure, both Sethian seers and Chaldean theurgists practiced auto-deification, but they employed different ritual technologies. They also had different conceptions of what it means to become divine. Sethian self-transformation and angelification belongs to the trajectory of Jewish and Christian apocalyptic conceptions of the reward of the righteous in heaven and the transformation of Jewish patriarchs and sages into angelic intermediaries invested with divine glory. The kinship of the human with the divine at the expense of the present creation is a leitmotiv of Gnostic thought, expressed in Sethian tradition through emphasizing the alien nature of elect humanity, who are foreigners on this planet but fundamentally at home when approaching the unknown, alien God, the Invisible Spirit. Thus the cheerful (if baroque) tone in the Sethian descriptions of the celestial realms: as we saw in Chapter 3, Zostrianos and Allogenes lament their studies prior to ascent, but feel rather at home once they have been transformed in the Barbelo. As the rapt, elect congregation of the Three Steles exclaims: “We rejoice! We rejoice! We rejoice!”
Chapter 7

Between Judaism, Christianity, and Neoplatonism

Having examined the culture wars taking place among second- and third-century intellectuals, Plotinus’s polemic against his friends in Rome, the literary heritage of the apocalypses they circulated, and the views these texts espoused about soteriology, eschatology, and divinization, we can now step back and outline a more broad and comprehensive picture of what was at stake in the Plotinus-Gnostic controversy and the significance of the Sethian literature beyond its philosophical import. Indeed, the reading of the Sethian texts proposed in this book also tells us a great deal about ancient religious identity among Christians, Jews, Gnostics, and Hellenes. On the one hand, it is clear that Sethianism, even in its Platonizing incarnation, is closely related to traditions that are obviously embedded within contemporary Judaism and Christianity, yet not easily classifiable as belonging to one movement or the other. It is thus a strong witness to the artificial nature of the terms used to describe ancient religious discourse and the great indebtedness of one branch of Gnostic thought to Jewish lore. On the other hand, the present reading also lays bare very real differences in how second- and third-century philosophers came to see the world, and thus serves as a marker of the departure of a distinctively Judeo-Christian philosophical worldview from its Hellenic forebears, a way of thinking that was in many ways alien to the classical tradition.

Jewish Mysticism, Manichaeism, and Jewish Christianity

The strong parallels between the Hekhalot literature, Dead Sea Scrolls, and Sethian visionary practice raise the question of Sethianism’s relationship with ancient Judaism, once limited to speculation about the old red herring of “pre-Christian Gnosticism.”1 The same is true of the importance of the apocalyptic genre and apocalyptic literary traditions in Sethianism. Despite several fine short studies, there is little scholarly discussion of these parallels.2 This lacuna in scholarship can be explained as follows: study of the Jewish-Gnostic question has focused on the vexed problem of Gnostic origins, to little avail, and so frustrated other efforts to put Jewish and Gnostic texts in conversation with one another.

However, the unsolvability of the problem of Gnostic origins should not deter students of Gnosticism from raising the issue, mostly sounded by scholars of Judaism, of the relationship between Gnosticism and early Jewish mysticism.3 Scholem is primarily responsible for having initially delineated the latter topic as a field of study, focusing on rabbinic and early-medieval Hekhalot texts in his survey of ancient literature.4 He neglected the apocalypses and was surprisingly uninterested in the new find at Qumran, but Gnosticism played an important role in his reconstruction of the emergence of Jewish mystical tradition. For Scholem, Gnostic texts are evidence of a Hellenized “Jewish Gnosticism” that could be reconstructed from Gnostic, rabbinic, and Hekhalot literature.5 Although his argument has been met with considerable criticism, his line of reasoning is still followed today, leading some to assert a Jewish source for Christian Gnostic traditions that can be inferred from the Hekhalot texts, the pseudo-Clementines, and Samaritan sources.6 This approach suffers from a “parallelogramina” that relies on presumed early dating for texts that could be far too late to read as evidence pertinent to the emergence of Gnosticism, or, in this case, Sethianism.7

Others have pointed out: that the Gnostic authors of Merkavah scenes in the Ophite Hypothesis of the Archons and On the Origin of the World must have been aware of and interested in Jewish Merkavah traditions.8 The Valentinian thinker Theodotus and a doxological passage in the Egyptian Gospel also devote attention to the heavenly throne.9 Thus Ophite, Sethian, and Valentinian traditions each speculated on a characteristically Jewish mystical theme, explored
particularly in the Hekhalot literature. Another interesting parallel is the strangely persistent association of heaven, angels, and “knowledge” in the Dead Sea Scrolls. This language need not be related to Gnosticism, and probably derives from the idea that angels are privy to heavenly mysteries, which makes them good agents for revelation.

This book adduces further meaningful parallels between Sethian Gnostic and Jewish mystical literature. In addition to the common well of Jewish mythologousmena (beginning with Seth himself!) and the literary (apocalyptic) traditions surveyed in Chapter 3, one might add persistent language about “power” and “empowerment” to characterize interactions between heavenly and earthly beings, descriptions of “crowns” in heaven, the culmination of visionary ascent in the joining of the heavenly liturgy, and the angelification of the seer. These parallels indicate some kind of relationship between Sethian Gnosticism and Jewish mystical literature. Sorting out what kind of relationship this could be requires caution. A good example is the problem of Zostrianos and Enochic literature. Madeline Scopello has argued, probably correctly, that Zostrianos is textually dependent on 2 Enoch, while Turner considers the angelification of Zostrianos to be genetically antecedent to the account of 3 Enoch. The comparison is acute, but difficult to work with; 3 Enoch is almost certainly much later than Zostrianos, and there are no direct textual parallels such as those adduced by Scopello with 2 Enoch. It is hard to explain how the Gnostic texts could have left no marks of unmistakably Gnostic influence on their supposed descendents in the Hekhalot texts. It is more likely that Zostrianos and 3 Enoch both draw on 2 Enoch in particular and presume a wide familiarity with Jewish apocalyptic traditions.

A similar line of reasoning might be used to explain the wider complex of parallels between Sethianism and Jewish mystical texts. Angelification, ascents to heaven, and other practices were probably common scribal lore in Hellenistic Judaism. Different groups drew on this stratum of wisdom in different ways as they splintered and evolved in late antiquity, which explains the broad but significant parallels between groups indebted to Jewish traditions that are definitely not extant in contemporary Hellenic or proto-orthodox Christian thought. A primary interpreter of this stratum, contemporary with the redaction of apocalyptic and rabbinic traditions, Sethian Gnostic literature merits a sizable place in histories of the apocalypses and of Jewish mysticism.

This reasoning also has important ramifications for the evaluation of the history of Sethian thought. Distinctively Jewish themes and ideas about storytelling, the currency of various authorities, eschatology, soteriology, and self-transformation are widespread and central to even the Platonizing Sethian treatises. These themes must have entered Sethian tradition at a very early stage, and they are what differentiate it so strongly in tone and idiom from contemporary Greek thought. What is not immediately clear is whether they entered in a Christianized form.

The question of the relationship between Sethianism and Christianity is best tackled while keeping in mind the persistent parallels to Manichaeanism that have been observed throughout this book. Indeed, much that Sethian and Jewish apocalyptic traditions share with one another is also to be found among the Manichaeans. As the Cologne Mani Codex attests, Mani himself was familiar with Jewish apocalypses (including an Apocalypse of Sethel) and appears to have obtained his own visions in a Mesopotamian Elchasaitic community, the Mugrasiyah (“cleansers”), whose practice was centered on repeated baptism and an ascetic lifestyle predicated on vegetarianism, farming, and probably encratism. Like those of the Jewish-Christian Elchasaites and the Manichaeans, the Sethian tradition appears to have drawn from a common well of Jewish priestly lore glimpsed in the Dead Sea Scrolls and Hekhalot literature. It was inspired by Jewish, apocalyptic texts and built a salvation history around multiple descents of the primeval ancestor Seth. Yet it also offered an encratic regime that is rather unlike the asceticism of the Essene community or Merkavah mystics, to say nothing of its occasional interest in the figure of Jesus Christ as an incarnation of Seth. All this—baptismal community, encratism, deep interest in Jewish lore, belief in reincarnation, and a veneration of Jesus as one of many incarnations of the savior—points to a community like the one in which Mani was born and raised.

Scholars have long wondered about the relationship between Manichaeanism and Sethianism, noting that Sethian anti-baptismal polemic, particularly in the Apocalypse of Adam and Zostrianos, could derive from a milieu that produced Mani. Manichaeanism typically divides the world into fourteen acons, while the Apocalypse of Adam segments cosmic history into thirteen plus one kingdoms. The four hundred thousand descendents of Ham and Japheth in the Apocalypse of Adam also appear in the Manichaean Homilies, the
This book adds several hundred thousand words to the hitherto unnoticed textual parallels between the early Christian text of the Gospels and the non-Christian works of the first century. This is in contrast to the traditional view that the Gospels are essentially independent, non-liturgical, and non-gnostic in nature. The book also argues that the Gospels are not simply copies of the Jewish apocalypses, but rather are part of a broader tradition of Jewish apocalyptic thought. The author also presents a new hypothesis regarding the origin of the Gospels, suggesting that they were originally written in Aramaic and were later translated into Greek.

The author of the book, Jane Smith, is a well-known authority on the history of early Christianity and has published extensively on the subject. Her previous works have been praised for their meticulous scholarship and innovative approaches to the study of the Gospels. In this book, she continues to push the boundaries of traditional scholarship and offers a fresh perspective on one of the most controversial issues in the study of the Gospels.

The book is divided into several sections, each focusing on a different aspect of the Gospels' relationship to the Jewish apocalypses. The first section explores the textual parallels between the Gospels and the Jewish apocalypses, showing how the Gospels draw heavily on these apocalyptic themes. The second section examines the historical context of the Gospels, arguing that they were written in response to a specific historical event, the fall of Jerusalem in 70 CE. The third section discusses the Gospels' impact on later Christian theology, arguing that they played a critical role in shaping the early Christian understanding of salvation and the end of the world.

Overall, this book is a major contribution to the study of the Gospels and early Christianity. It offers a new and compelling perspective on the textual and historical connections between the Gospels and the Jewish apocalypses, and it will undoubtedly stimulate further research in this important area of early Christian studies.
the background of the texts' rituals in Syro-Mesopotamian ascetic baptismal circles that placed a priority on glossolalia, angelification, and visionary experience culminating in unio liturgica is consonant with not just Jewish literature but Christian texts like the Ascension of Isaiah.

The relative paucity of philosophically inclined Jewish literature from the Roman Empire means that our evidence for Hellenized Judeo-Christian counterparts to the Sethian texts' epistemology and eschatology is, accidentally, largely Christian. The evidence presented here, on its own, could be products of a particularly Platonized Judaism. Other aspects of the treatises do, however, lean toward themes we associate with Christianity: their persistent descriptions of the Sethian elect as a race associated with the resident alien motif are decidedly at home in the world of early Christianity, not Hellenism or Judaism. Their ascetic practice in the service of mysticism was probably centered on eneatism, which does not fit the Jewish evidence from Qumran or the Hekhalot literature. Together with the strong correlations between their positions on eschatology, providence, soteriology, and revelatory epistemology and those adopted by the church fathers, it is easy to see why the Platonicizing Sethian treatises would have appealed to Christian intellectuals like Plotinus's friends, and a few scholars hypothesize that it is likely that they were written by Christians employing Sethian traditions.

Ought one refer to these intellectuals instead as Jewish-Christian in light of the similarity of many of their ideas to Elchasaelism? On the one hand, Sethian soteriology, eschatology, baptismal practice, and dependence on Jewish apocalyptic traditions is most strongly paralleled not just among the Elchasaites but among other Jewish-Christian groups like the Ebionites and the authors of the Pseudo-Clementines. By this reasoning, it would be safe to simply say that Sethianism emerged from a generally Jewish-Christian milieu. On the other hand, if there is a defining characteristic of Jewish Christianity, it is adherence to the Law while recognizing Jesus of Nazareth as Messiah—an issue absent from the Sethian treatises. We therefore cannot say that Sethianism emerged out of Jewish Christianity, but that it emerged from the borderlines between Judaism and Christianity, drawing on Christological and eschatological traditions associated with groups scholars today call Jewish-Christian, together with a wealth of Jewish apocryphal lore. The liminal position Sethianism occupies between Judaism and Christianity does not merit dismissal of its Judeo-Christian characteristics and relegation of it to a vague sense of paganism but rather calls for further study in the context of other ancient Jewish and Christian sects that also passed back and forth along the developing borderlines of these faiths.

Nonetheless, from a philosophical perspective, the authors of the Platonicizing Sethian treatises should be heralded as representatives of advanced Christian Platonism, and in terms of theological capability should be classed with contemporary third-century theological giants like Clement of Alexandria or Origen. They part ways with their orthodox Christian contemporaries on the creation of the world (assigned to a demiurge separate from the high God), use of the apocalyptic genre (Clement and the other Fathers wrote allegories, not apocalypses), eneatism, and perhaps rejection of water baptism; in comparison with the emerging rabbinc movement and Jewish Christians, meanwhile, they appear to have been uninterested in writing about the law of the Torah.

THE "ACUTE HELLENIZATION" OF PLATONISM AND THE EXILE OF SETHIAN Gnosticism

As discussed in the Introduction, recent scholarship has emphasized the strong ties between Sethian Gnosticism and Neoplatonism and even suggested that key aspects of Neoplatonic thought ultimately derive from pre-Plotinian Gnostic sources. The thesis defended here—that the Platonicizing treatises were written by and for an audience familiar with and receptive to Judeo-Christian ideas and themes, and could hardly have served in an attempt to appeal to Hellenes—does not demonstrate a lack of engagement between Sethian Gnosticism and Platonism or minimize the importance of Sethian Gnosticism for the history of philosophy. Rather, it is clear that this Judeo-Christian, Gnostic philosophical literature was at the forefront of contemporary Platonic metaphysics, produced by highly educated individuals deeply inundated in the culture wars of Greco-Roman education. It is likely that Plotinus had acquaintance with Gnostic ideas before the 265 controversy, but it appears that cross-fertilization between him and the Gnostics did not extend beyond metaphysics and mysticism; those committed to the ideas contained in the Sethian apocalypses bitterly disagreed with him about issues of authority, storytelling, cosmology, eschatology, soteriology, and practice, and were consequently exiled from the Platonic tradition.
In any case, ostensible Sethian influence on Plotinus and other Neoplatonists is a red herring. The crucial import of the Plotinus-Gnostic controversy is not any hitherto-unnoticed Gnostic thinking in Plotinus's school but the way in which it catalyzed the "acute Hellenization" of Platonism itself. After the controversy, Platonists enshrined the conservative Hellenocentrism of the Second Sophistic that colored Greek education in the second and third centuries CE. We can glimpse this turn in three pockets of evidence. The first two are associated with Iamblichus—the closing of the Platonic "canon" and the codification of Platonist philosophy as a cultically Hellenic practice—while the third concerns how Porphyry, himself a player in the conflict with Gnosticism, wrote about another of the foremost Christian Platonists of his day, Origen of Alexandria. Together with Origen's floruit, then, the development of the Platonizing Sethian literature and its circulation by Christian intellectuals in Rome in the mid-third century CE marks the transition of Christian philosophy to an enterprise independent from the traditional Greek philosophical schools.

As discussed in Chapter 1, second- and third-century CE Greek philosophers were interested in the wisdom of the East, including Jewish and Christian thinking, but usually considered the Greeks to be the first among equals of the known nations. Even so, as the presence of the Christian Gnostics reading Sethian literature in Plotinus's school indicates, Christians and Hellenes of the period still participated in interconfessional reading groups. The Platonic Orientalism that fetishized Eastern thought almost certainly contributed to the desire of Hellenic philosophers to engage with Judeo-Christian ones. However, even a brief look at the interaction of these same Platonic Orientalists with their Christian contemporaries in late antiquity shows that the situation changed when the Christian Gnostics left Plotinus's circle. Hellenic and Christian philosophers continued to be educated in the same schools, but their cohabitation produced strained relationships at best, as between Prohaeresis and Eunapius of Sardis (in the late fourth century CE) and bitter enemies at worst, as between Gregory Nazianzus and Julian the Apostate (in the mid-fourth century CE).

The closest Hellenes and Christians would come to another interconfessional Platonic circle was Hypatia's group in Alexandria, which included both Hellenic philosophers and mathematicians as well as Christians interested in Hellenic education, such as the future bishop Synesius of Cyrene. Tellingly, this circle ended in violence, due to Hypatia's involvement in civic life (typical, as we have seen, among Platonists and Pythagoreans), which challenged the authority of the zealous patriarch Cyril. Future Platonist teachers there, such as Ammonius or Olympiodorus, feared the Christian authorities and so actively avoided association with Hellenic cult or theological polemics. Later, in Athens, Damascius would condemn their approach as cowardice. Indeed, their stature did not match that of the Athenian Platonists, who after Hypatia's death succeeded in poisoning Alexandria's students, further radicalizing the split between Hellenic and Christian philosophers.

Conversely, our Hellenic sources from the fourth century onward—conciliatory or not—appear to depict a quiet but clear banishment of Jewish, Christian, and particularly Gnostic literature from authoritative philosophical discourse. After the Plotinus-Gnostic controversy, Platonists only mentioned such materials to excoriate or dismiss them because of their ideas about authority, medium of expressing truth, soteriology, eschatology, and ritual life. Of the entire extant post-Plotinian Platonist tradition, only Porphyry and Julian demonstrate intimate familiarity with scripture, and conscript it into the service of verbal assault. In his extant corpus, Iamblichus never mentions Jews or Christians. Gnostics come up once (a passage we will review below). Eunapius occasionally bemoans the decay of the Hellenic culture he saw around him, but shows no intimacy with Judaism or Christianity. This condemnation of silence was followed in the Athenian school: Proclus and Damascius occasionally remarked on an unhappy state of political affairs, complaining of the "ignorance" about cosmological matters among unnamed contemporaries—the Christians. While the Platonist teachers in Alexandria were more cautious than their Athenian contemporaries, they did not deign to engage (much less approbate) Judeo-Christian scripture or philosophy—even when teaching Christians.

In the spirit of Platonic Orientalism, Iamblichus fused the Chaldean Oracles with a structured curriculum of the Platonic dialogues and its tradition of interpretation stretching back to the Middle Platonists. This educational program persisted to the crackdown on Athenian Neoplatonism in 529 CE, with no sign whatsoever that Jewish, Christian, or Gnostic literature was circulated. While Platonists before the Plotinus-Gnostic controversy championed Plato and Pythagoras as the bedrock of philosophical inquiry, they also exhibited interest in sources outside the Hellenic tradition that they hoped
to harmonize with it. After the controversy, the canon of Platonism became limited to Plato, his commentators, and a healthy dose of Aristotle, alongside alien authorities already comfortably subordinated by Orientalizing Hellenism.

Platonic approaches to civic cult and ritual practice also changed immediately following the Plotinus-Gnostic controversy. As argued in Chapter 1, Greek philosophical schools in the second and third centuries CE were culturally conservative. Plotinus was offended by the lack of respect Christians had for “the traditions of our fathers” and the obvious incongruity between the ritual life depicted in their treatises and that which he expected a Greek philosopher to lead. Iamblichus's incorporation and theorization of theurgic rituals into Neoplatonism, however, went far beyond Plotinus and Porphyry; while philosophers were already considered ritual specialists in the public sphere of the civic cult, they had become mystagogues in the private sphere of the philosophical circle. By virtue of their status as theurgists, the post-Iamblichean Platonists saw themselves as custodians of the (rapidly shrinking) Hellenic ritual life. While Iamblichus theorized how theurgy actually worked, the social background of theurgy—the cult and color of later Neoplatonism—was set by the position Plotinus took against the Gnostics, and exported by Porphyry to Hellenism's greater conflict with Christianity.

It is worth pausing to speculate as to how the Gnostic controversy may have contributed to Iamblichus's initial turn to theurgic ritual. He was a younger contemporary of Porphyry and probably in touch with Amelius upon the latter's return to Syria after the death of Plotinus. It is difficult to imagine that he had not heard of the master's Christian Gnostic friends, the Platonizing apologists they circulated in the seminar, and the refutations that Porphyry and Amelius wrote of them. He knew the *Enneads*, and thus *Against the Gnostics* and Plotinus's critiques of the Gnostics' cultic improprieties and disrespect for Hellenic authority. Yet he also sternly objected to Plotinus's thesis that Soul had not entirely descended into the body, and so remained separate from it, always connected to the intelligible world. Iamblichus countered that Soul had in fact descended, and needed purification and rectification in the present life through ritual practice in order to regain communion with God. By focusing on ritual, ecstasy, and nonrational interaction with the Godhead, Iamblichus countered an excess of philosophical “god-talk” (theology) with a way of life, “god-action” (theurgy).

In the one explicit reference to Gnostics in the Platonic tradition after the *Life of Plotinus*, Iamblichus says that Gnostics also affirm the descent of Soul into the world “because of derangement and deviation.” His lack of invective against them in this context is striking, and perhaps can be accounted for by the hypothesis that he agreed with them on the soul's descent into matter. After all, both Iamblichus and the authors of the Sethian texts trafficked in rites that purify the individual and permit a vision of the Godhead in this life. It is important to remember, however, that while this general foundation for theurgic practice seems to have been agreed on by Iamblichus and the Gnostics, he shows no sign of having adopted their specific practices of celestial baptism or angelification. More importantly, the Sethian goal of obtaining a supra-angelic status with power outstretching that of heavenly beings directly contradicts his own concept of divinization, in which divine energy, of its own accord, trickles down to the theurgist, who uses rites to become receptive to it, as argued in Chapter 6. The avatars of Seth annull their alienation from the Invisible Spirit once they have attained divinization; the Neoplatonic theurgist becomes, in this life, the temporary beneficiary of divine powers. The Hellenes were much more cautious about claiming kinship with their own alien God, the One.

Iamblichus also eschews Sethian mythologoumena, instead settling for a fetishized caricature of Egyptian and Chaldaic wisdom traditions—a Platonic Orientalism that was culturally safe for Hellenes to brandish. This explains the puzzling fact that the Hermetica and the *Chaldean Oracles* obtained authority in later Platonic circles, while other mythologizing, Orientalizing sources (like the Sethian apocalypses) did not. Even if their auto-Orientalizing was intended to distinguish their Platonism from Hellenic ideology, it was possible for anti-Christian Platonic Orientalists, like Proclus, to absorb them as consonant with traditional Greek cult. Unlike the Platonicizing Sethian treatises, the Hermetica and the *Oracles* did not invoke Judaeo-Christian authorities or support positions about providence, eschatology, and divinization that were objectionable to Hellenic Platonists. Despite their auto-Orientalism, the Hermetica and the *Oracles* were mostly consistent with Hellenic Platonism, and they were therefore accepted.

At the same time, we have no evidence of Iamblichus actively rejecting Gnosticism either. Instead, he lists Gnostics alongside other philosophers (like Empedocles), as if they were a school (αἵρεσις).
And why not? Plotinus too says that they considered themselves a “school,” complaining that they claim to belong to a different school and set themselves apart (perhaps as a new race, like other Christians), even though the substance of their learning is to be found in Plato, a Hellene. His charge—and indeed much of the evidence about the conflict with his Gnostic friends and their apocalypses—is echoed in some of Porphyry’s famous remarks in Against the Christians about another Christian school Platonist, Origen of Alexandria. Having complained about Christian attempts to use Hellenic techniques of allegory to “find an explanation of the wickedness of the Jewish writings rather than give them up” (τὴν δὲ μορφὴν τῶν Ἰουδαϊκῶν γραφῶν ὡσα ἀπόστασιν), he says that

This kind of absurdity must be traced to a man whom I met when I was still quite young, who had a great reputation, and still holds it, because of the writings he has left behind him. I mean Origen, whose fame has been widespread among the teachers of this kind of learning. For this man was a hearer of Ammonius, who had the greatest proficiency in philosophy in our day; and so far as a grasp of knowledge was concerned he owed much to his master, but as regards the right choice in life he took the opposite road to him. For Ammonius was a Christian, brought up in Christian doctrine by his parents, yet, when he began to think and study philosophy, he immediately changed his way of life conformably to the laws (ἵνα σιν κατὰ νόμους πολεμεῖν); but Origen, a Hellene educated in Hellenic learning, drove headlong towards barbarian recklessness (τὸ βαρβάρον τὸλμημα); and making straight for this he hawked himself and his literary skill about; and while his manner of life was Christian and contrary to the law (παρανόμως), in his opinions about material things and the Deity he played the Greek, and introduced Greek ideas into alien fables (τὰ Ἑλληνικά τοῖς ὄστεοις διοπιστωμένοις μύθοις). For he was always consorting with Plato (et al.) . . . and he used also the books of Chalcemen the Stoic and Cornutus, from whom he learnt figurative interpretation, as employed in the Hellenic mysteries, and applied it to Jewish writings.

Porphyry here unfavorably contrasts Hellenic and barbarian, Judeo-Christian learning, reckoned as “contrary to the law.” Scholars have debated whether Porphyry refers here to legally sanctioned persecution of Christianity or to the “divine law” of the order of the cosmos, but as we have seen in Plotinus’s polemic about Gnosticism in Chapter 2, these readings are by no means mutually exclusive. The created and eternal orders are images of one another, belonging on a single spectrum of Being emanating from the One; ideas contrary to natural law (i.e., the resurrection of the Body or the eventual destruction of the cosmos) could only, to Plotinus and Porphyry, have been mirrored by behavior contrary to earthly law. Moreover, just as Plotinus relegated the epistemological status of Judeo-Christian, Gnostic myth to the grade Plato assigns to bad poetry—a “reflection of a reflection,” as discussed in Chapter 3—Porphyry regards the Jewish stories allegorically interpreted by Origen as “alien fables” (τὰ δὲνοικίας μύθοις), as a bad, foreign kind of story. Finally, Porphyry juxtaposes Origen’s lawless, barbarian Christian life with his Hellenic origins. It is not necessary to read him as asserting a pagan upbringing for Origen. Like Plotinus on his Gnostic friends, Porphyry is frustrated that Origen, despite his years of immersion in Greek culture, claimed “to possess a universal philosophy based on a set of barbarian texts from the very edges of the Greco-Roman world.”

Against the Christians was probably written around 300 CE. We see then that a real transformation has taken place between the formation of Plotinus’s school in Rome and the dawn of the fourth century, by which time Porphyry is likely to have completed his polemical work on Christianity and Iamblichus reached its floruit. Half a century before, Christians reading Gnostic apocalypses replete with Neoplatonic contemplative and metaphysical terminology could spend time in a circle of Hellenic philosophers, and Jewish and Christian sources were reckoned as alien but safe barbarian wisdom, mentioned by Hellenes in the same breath as the teaching of Egypt, India, or Persia. Plotinus’s friends and the Sethian literature thus occupied, with Origen, what was then a liminal state in which Hellenic and Christian philosophers frequented the same philosophical circles. Yet on the eve of the Great Persecution, Porphyry seems to regard Judeo-Christian teaching as incompatible with Hellenic tradition. In the wake of the Gnostic controversy, he and Plotinus determined that the stories prized by Judeo-Christian tradition were full of values alien to the way of life esteemed by the Platonists and cosmological ideas incompatible with Platonism, and thus sought to abolish the more liminal, free zone in which Christian and Hellenic Platonicists had previously comingedled.

Iamblichus must have thought Porphyry’s views legitimate, and proceeded to reconceptualize Hellenic religion as a theurgic tradition with its own brand of Platonic Orientalism; his silence on Judaism and Christianity speaks volumes, and became the standard for Platonic philosophical literature through the end of the school. Thus the Sethian deity—the Great Invisible Spirit—even when described with
the jargon of technical Greek thought, became a truly alien God to the Platonists, who did their best to exile Him, consigning him to forgotten obscurity. Meanwhile, the readers of the Sethian apocalypses had used the theme of alienation to describe their experience of the cosmos with respect to this deity.21 It is precisely these worldly matters—public life, authority of tradition, medium of communicating, soteriology, eschatology, and ritual—that alienated the Neoplatonists from the Sethian texts and their Christian readers, and incited them to identify their school with the cause of Hellenism as both philosophy and religious confession.

RETHINKING SETHIAN TRADITION

The dual theses of this book—the location of Sethian tradition, including the Platonizing treatises, within the spectrum of Jewish Christianities and its catalyzing effect on the fixing and closing of the Platonic tradition—are best integrated and recapitulated through a brief presentation of a hypothetical history of Sethian Gnostic traditions and their interaction with Neoplatonism.

Most scholarship has argued that the absence of baptism and Jesus Christ from several of the Sethian treatises could be accounted for by origins in a Palestinian community, either a pre-Christian group related to Johannine tradition, followed by a secondary “Christianization” taking place in later recensions of Sethian literature, or a pre-Christian Barbeloite group influenced by new baptismal ideas (Johannine or Pauline).22 This perspective overstates the importance of Johannine themes to the wider Sethian tradition, since they are mostly found in the Apocryphon of John and Trimorphic Protennoia. These texts certainly contain both Johannine and Sethian traditions, but are also dependent on Ophite sources. Their most distinctive feature, the incarnation and tripartite descent of Barbelo-Providence featured in the “Pronoia Hymn,” seems to be extraneous and even mutually exclusive with Sethian salvation history, which instead deals with the multiple incarnations of Seth (not Providence-Barbelo) in history as savior. Like the Gospel of Judas, they are composite texts that incorporate Sethian traditions or underwent Sethian redaction, but probably belong at the later end of its development, around the turn of the third century CE.23

One can therefore dispense with the idea of pre-Christian Jewish Sethianism, thus giving a later date for Sethian ideas and texts and compact their composition to the late second and early third centuries CE, with the Platonizing texts probably coming somewhat later.24 Aside from the Platonizing treatises, we are then left with the Egyptian Gospel, the Apocalypse of Adam, and Melchizedek. Dating these texts on internal grounds is hopeless, but there is no reason not to assign the Egyptian Gospel and Apocalypse of Adam to the later second century CE, since the Platonizing treatises appear to be dependent on traditions contained in them, while interest in Seth as a savior figure seems to arise in contemporary Christian literature only around the end of the second century CE.25 Melchizedek probably is from a similar period.26 The anti-baptistic polemic in Apocalypse of Adam is a criticism of water baptism in the vein of Mani and the Sethians known to Epiphanius.27 Like Mani, the originators of Sethian tradition must have rejected the baptismal practices of proto-orthodox Christians or the Elchasaites; instead, they favored the rite of the Five Seals, a practice (unction?) symbolizing the five senses, which was based in first-century transformative baptismal traditions but rejected physical water as polluted in favor of the induction of ecstasy, which put one in contact with celestial “living water.” This is certainly the tradition that was incorporated into the celestial baptismal of the Trimorphic Protennoia and Egyptian Gospel, which also mention the Five Seals.

As Turner recognized, the doxologies of Zostrianos are dependent on the Egyptian Gospel.28 Its negative theology resembles the Platonism of the anonymous “Parmenides” Commentary and Plotinus. Its Greek original was probably, then, written in the first half of the third century CE, and read in Plotinus’s seminar.29 The same is probably also true of the Three Stes of Seth. Allogenes and Marsanes are trickier. Allogenes’ negative theology, meanwhile, strongly resembles post-Plotinian thought, which is best explained by assigning the text’s Nag Hammadi redaction to the fourth century CE (at the earliest).30 This emphasis on continued engagement of Neoplatonism by the Gnostics (or perhaps vice versa) is strengthened by Turner’s dating of Marsanes to the fourth century, on the grounds of its similarity on points of Neoplatonic theology to the thought of lamblichus’s student Theodore of Asne.31 The other Sethian treatises as preserved at Nag Hammadi could also bear the marks of redaction and rewriting in the fourth century and beyond.32

The focus of these various texts on matters of salvation history, cosmology, and contemplative metaphysics gives us virtually no
information about their geographical provenance, but once we recognize that Sethianism is not necessarily an offshoot of a Johannine baptismal group, there is no reason to privilege Palestine as its hypothetical place of origin.\textsuperscript{65} Other options for the development of Sethianism present themselves. Assuming that the tradition developed in proximity to the Jewish-Christian Elchasaites, for instance, one can point to several potential host groups in different locations—the trans-Jordanian Sampsaeans-Elchesaeans (known to Epiphanius), the Palestinian Elchasaites reading an *Apocalypse of Elchasai* later brought to Rome by Alcibiades of Apamea (known to Hippolytus and Origen), and the Babylonian Mugištālah, who raised Mani.\textsuperscript{66} However, an attractive hypothesis is the composition of Sethian texts in Apamea around the turn of the third century CE; we know Elchasaites traditions and literature circulate there, and the city apparently was a desirable place for Platonists, since it produced Numenius and Iamblichus. Amelius retired there. One scholar has recently opined that the *Chaldaean Oracles* were written there.\textsuperscript{67} It is the only city other than Rome where Elchasaite and Platonic works are known to have coexisted among Gnostic traditions in the second and third centuries CE. It would have been a fine place for such diverse trajectories to begin to coalesce into hybrid and highly redacted Sethian texts like the Platonizing treatises—at least as likely as Alexandria and certainly in closer proximity to the Syrian baptismal traditions related to Elchasaesmitism and Manichaesmitism. This much being said, the treatises could also have been composed in a diversity of environments: *Melchizedek*, for instance, is probably from Egypt and shows little interest in either Platonism or the baptismal polemic that brings Apamea to our attention.\textsuperscript{68}

A provisional narrative that fits this reading of the textual evidence goes as follows: Sethian speculation, drawing from Barbeloite, Sethite, and Jewish mystical ideas, developed in contact with Jewish (Christian) circles related to the Elchasaites or a baptismal group very much like them, in the early or mid-second century CE. Sethian books were included with the literature brought by the Elchasaites missionary Alcibiades from Apamea to Rome in the 220s, where it found an audience among local Christian heretics.\textsuperscript{69} A piece of evidence supporting the hypothesis of circulation of our Platonizing Sethian works in the community that received Alcibiades is Hippolytus’s remark that the readers of the book of Elchasai called themselves “foreknowers” (προγνωστικοί).\textsuperscript{70} Nothing we know about the Elchasaites and their book indicates that they were interested in providence or the first thought of the deity, but the Sethian texts are replete with this language used in a soteriological(albeit contemplative) context, and the heresiologist refers these foreknowers not to the immediate followers of Elchasai himself but to his later, Roman readers.\textsuperscript{71} Hippolytus implies that the “foreknowledge” of which they spoke came from the *Apocalypse of Elchasai*, but it is more likely that they were referring to versions of *Zostrianos*, *Allogenae*, and the like.

It is impossible to demonstrate whether the Platonizing Sethian treatises were written in Rome then or had already been composed before Alcibiades’ mission, but it is clear that they were written by advanced Jewish-Christian metaphysicians as in-house visionary and ritual manuals to be used by somewhat educated lay meditators already familiar with Sethian asceticism and ritual practice. Their readers believed themselves to be elect individuals under the care of the Barbelo, whom some had encountered in their visions, and referred to themselves as “individuals” or possibly “foreknowers” (per Plotinus and Hippolytus, respectively). The appeal of the Sethian texts to these Roman Christians would have included the apologetic theme of Sethian ethnic reasoning, popular in Christian apologetic and martyrological texts. The crowns that litter the Sethian texts may have also been read in a martyrological context, not insignificant considering that the controversy with Plotinus follows immediately upon the Decian and Valerianic persecutions (250, 257–60 CE). Plotinus’s Christian friends, members of one of many Christian communities in Rome, were evidently advanced enough thinkers to merit discussion in his seminar, which could make them eligible candidates for having authored the treatises themselves.

Regardless, Nag Hammadi’s *Zostrianos*, earlier redactions of *Allogenae* and *Marsanes* (or the closely related *Apocalypse of Nicotheus*), and perhaps also the *Three Steles of Seth* were read in Plotinus’s seminar and critiqued. The catalyst in the explosion of the conflict between Plotinus and the Gnostics was likely Porphyry.\textsuperscript{72} Regardless of the degree of the master’s prior affinity with Gnostics, after Porphyry’s arrival in 263 CE, he fell out with them on grounds cosmological, eschatological, ideological, and cultic, drawing the lines much as Porphyry and later Hellenes would draw the line between Hellenic and Christian Platonists. Plotinus probably was interested in the mystical practices the Sethian texts had to offer and willing to ignore their objectionable cosmological and soteriological content. Porphyry,
who would later in life become a champion of Hellenic conservatism and a severe critic of Christianity, must have advised his teacher that there is more to the study of Platonic philosophy than mysticism, and that the Sethian treatises were replete with philosophical stances that demanded refutation, as would the errant doctrines of the Stoics or Epicureans. A proper Hellenist himself, Plotinus was won over, set his best students against the Sethian literature, and composed *Ennead* 2.9 for students loyal to his more traditional Platonism, thus exiling the local Christian Gnostics from his school.

However, Gnostic thinkers—probably related to Plotinus’s friends, although of this we cannot be sure—continued to engage Neoplatonism even after Plotinus’s death. *Allogenes* and *Marsanes* both show signs of interest in Iamblichean thought. *Marsanes*’ alphabet mysticism probably is based on the speculation of Iamblichus’s student, Theodore of Asine. Iamblichus himself likely had access to Gnostic texts and thought they were worthy of at least mention in doxography, although best ignored most of the time. Plotinus and Porphyry’s push against Gnostic Platonism was not, then, entirely successful; it took the polarization of Hellenic and Christian thinkers along cultic lines in post-Constantinian Rome for the engagement between Gnosticism and Neoplatonism to cease completely.

This does not mean, however, that Sethian literature stopped being read and reconfigured; the Egyptian Archontics and Borborites known to Epiphanius were reading apocalypses containing Sethian traditions, and the *Untitled* treatise in the Bruce Codex presents isolated, broken characters and principles of Sethian tradition, probably from the fourth century. It is entirely possible that the Roman Gnostics known to Porphyry stayed in Rome, assimilated to the local churches, and continued to circulate Sethian literature. The origin of the Nag Hammadi texts themselves, of course, remains mysterious as well; but whether one considers them to be products of monks or urban occultists, buried in the fourth century or centuries later, the appeal of the Platonizing treatises’ apocalypticism, contemplative practice, angelology, and enigmatic asceticism to their Coptic translators and scribes would have been undeniable.

It is precisely this potpourri of apocalyptic myth, Neoplatonic thought, and Jewish divinization that makes Platonizing Sethian texts so obscure yet fascinating today. They set off a battle royale amongst some of the greatest thinkers of the third century, branded by Gnostic Christians deeply involved in the ancient equivalent of a high-octane graduate seminar. Together with the accounts written about this conflict by their opponents, these texts provide us our most sure and vivid knowledge about a group of ancient Gnostics. Moreover, this group emerged into the philosophical spotlight out of a sociocultural zone where Jewish and Christian ideas about cosmology, anthropology, salvation, and authority are omnipresent, but Judaism and Christianity themselves remain slippery categories. In spite of their philosophical proximity, the Platonizing Sethian apocalypses furnish an invaluable glimpse into the cultural traditions and dynamics out of which Judaism, Christianity, and Manichaeism were formed. Under the aegis of Plato, the last Hellenes defined themselves against these same traditions and thus against the God of Abraham, soon also to be the God of Muhammad.
APPENDIX: READING PORPHYRY ON THE Gnostic Heretics and Their Apocalypses

There were in his (Plotinus’s) time many others, Christians, in particular heretics who had set out from the ancient philosophy, men belonging to the schools of Adelphius and Aculus, . . . who produced revelations of Zoroaster and Zostrianos and Nicothois and Allogenes and Messos.

The opening sentence of Vita Plotini chapter 16 contains a number of philological difficulties. How one chooses to approach them deeply affects consideration of the identity of the Gnostics in Plotinus’s circle and their controversial apocalypses. The language of the crucial first clause is tricky. First, there is the question of how to translate αἱρετικοὶ, here rendered “heretics.” Considering the common, non-pejorative use of the term in Greek philosophy, most translators prefer to render it with “sectarians” or “school” and so on. Yet Porphyry was an active opponent of Christianity, familiar both with biblical texts and contemporary philosophical debate about them. It is probable that he was familiar with the pejorative Christian sense of αἱρετικοῦ, “not orthodox,” that is, “heretics,” and, like Julian the Apostle, chose to use it when talking about certain Christian groups. The choice between these two options is a false one. Like Plotinus, Porphyry clearly regarded these Christians as wayward Platonists intent on founding their own school, but he was also surely capable of recognizing that they were different from the proto-orthodox and nastily derogating them as such.
More difficult is the construction πολλοὶ μὲν καὶ ἄλλοι αἱρετικοὶ δὲ...: is ἄλλοι apposite to αἱρετικοῦ, marked by δὲ and opposed to the πολλοὶ, marked by μὲν? In this case, the passage would read “there were many Christians, and then there were others, heretics. The heretics” would belong to a group of “others,” who are opposed to the “many Christians,” and thus were non-Christian adherents to pagan gnosis. I prefer the reading by which ἄλλοι is apposite to πολλοὶ by καί, minimizing the contrast between the subjects marked by μὲν and δὲ, in which case the text means “there were many others, Christians, in particular heretics.” Thus, the heretics (δὲ) belong to a larger group of “other Christians” (μὲν). Next, does ἀνηγιμένοι ὀπὲρ Ἀδέλφιον καὶ Ἀκυλίον refer to Christian heretics specified as individuals who belonged to the school of Adelphius and Aculinus who simply rejected “the ancient philosophy”? Or did they instead start out from the Greeks, presumably ending somewhere else, meriting Plotinus’s ire? As Howard Jackson argues, ἀνὴγιμένοι does not simply mean “abandon” (pace Armstrong) as much as “set out on a voyage.” The latter option is thus to be preferred: Porphyry specifies that the heretics were Platonists who had gone astray.

Finally, in English translation it is unclear whether “revelations of Zoroaster and Zostrianos” signals a single work of revelations ascribed to them both or two separate apocalypses. Indeed, the former could be indicated by the evidence from NHC VIII,1, whose scribal colophon (a cryptogram) reads, following the title Zostrianos, “words of truth of Zostrianos, god of truth; words of Zoroaster.” However, the καί between the two names in Porphyry does signal not just two individuals but also two apocalypses: an Apocalypse of Zoroaster, refuted by Porphyry, and The Apocalypse of Zostrianos, refuted by Amelius, as Porphyry says. The colophon in NHC VIII,1 appears to be not a title, but the embellishment of a scribe familiar with Zostrianos’s association with the figure of Zoroaster to a work entitled Zostrianos. The relationship of the Allogenes mentioned by Porphyry to a hypothetical Apocalypse of Messos is ambiguous. Henri-Charles Puech notes that the titles mentioned by Porphyry are separated by a καί, probably indicating different books (i.e., an Apocalypse of Allogenes and Apocalypse of Messos). The titular subscript concluding NHC XI,3 (“Allogenes”) probably indicates a single, independent work familiar with the figure of Messos, to whom another apocalypse was ascribed, although it is possible that Porphyry was confused, and sundered in his reading a single treatise in two.
NOTES

INTRODUCTION

1. E.g., Cohen, The Beginnings of Jewishness.

2. This rhetorical strategy is widely employed in pedagogical and popular writing—e.g., Holland Lee Hendrix on “Early ‘Christianities’ of the 2nd and 3rd Centuries,” in the PBS television special (later adapted for the web) From Jesus to Christ (http://www.pbs.org/wgbh/pages/frontline/shows/religion/first/diversity.html, accessed July 18, 2013).

On “Jewish-Christianity,” see Jackson-McCabe, “What’s in a Name?” For a succinct exemplar of the classical approach, followed here—which is to designate the groups in question “Jewish-Christian” because of their adherence to Torah Law alongside recognition of Jesus of Nazareth as the Messiah—see Paget, “Jewish Christianity.” For further references and a survey of the problem with respect to Sethianism, see Burns, “Jesus’ Reincarnations Revisited.”

3. For a fine criticism of the term “pagan,” see O’Donnell, “Late Antiquity: Before and After.” I use the term “Hellenic” instead not because I believe that it successfully covers all the same territory as “pagan” might (as if that were a laudable goal) but because the bulk of the non-Abrahamic traditions engaged in this book are Greek, and “Greek-ness,” or “Hellenicity,” was a primary term of self-identification for adherents to these traditions. Cameron makes a fine argument in defense of the use of “pagan,” but this argument can be applied only to the second half of the fourth century CE (Last Pagans, 17).

4. Accepting laudable criticisms of the category “Gnosticism” and its discursive baggage (M. A. Williams, Rethinking “Gnosticism,” esp. 51–53, 165; King, What Is Gnosticism? esp. 168–69), this study nonetheless follows the approach of Layton, “Prolegomena.” Others basically following Layton include Marjaren, “What Is Gnosticism?” 2ff; Pearson, “Gnosticism as a Religion,” 94ff; Logan, The Gnostics, 9; Pleše, “Gnostic Literature,” 164 esp. Brakke, The Gnostics, 23–51. Some have objected that this term does not appear as a term of self-designation in the Nag Hammadi hoard, which has bequested to us so many of these “Biblical Demiurgical” myths (the term is Williams’s, from Rethinking “Gnosticism”), rather, the
term is an invention of the heresiologists, who used it sarcastically to
denigrate their opponents (M. A. Williams, Rethinking "Gnosticism", 43; King, What Is Gnosticism? 167). One might reply that the mythological valence of Gnostic literature leaves no room for an academic, self-designating term like "Gnostic" (Layton, Prolegomena, 344, followed by Brakke, The Gnostics, 47–48; cf. M. A. Williams, "Was There a Gnostic Religion?" 74). A problem with this reply is that if we accept that "Gnostics" constituted a discrete social group who transmitted to us only apologetical and metaphysical tracts, we are cut off from any secure knowledge about the group beyond these myths—including questions of their social makeup, interactions with contemporaries, etc. This is why Porphyry's evidence (see next paragraph in text) is doubly important, because it gives us a firm social and temporal context for fixing the use and interpretation of a body of extant Gnostic texts—the "Platonizing" Sethian apocalypses, as I call them below.

5. Porphyry, Vita. Plot. ch. 16, text and tr. Armstrong (I.C.L), significantly modified. See the Appendix for discussion of this rendering of the opening lines.


8. Tardieu has identified a source shared by Zost. and Marius Victorinus's treatise Adversus Arianum that deals with negative theology and describes God in terms that recall the anonymous Turin commentary on Plato's Parmenides (Tardieu, "Recherches sur la Formation"; Hadot, "Porphyre et Victorinus: Questions et hypothèses"); Turner, "Introduction: Zostrianos", 76–77; idem, "Commentary: Zostrianos", 579–608; idem, "Introduction: Allogenes", 141–54; idem, "Gnostic Sethians", 2–53; idem, "Victorinus", 72–79). The implications of this body of evidence for rewriting the Gnostic role in the development of these metaphysicians continues to be debated; see recently Turner, "Platonizing Sethian Treatises"; Chase, "Porphyry Commentator.

9. Thus Mazur, "Platonizing Sethian Gnostic Background," esp. 14, an argument followed by Brakke, The Gnostics, 83, 137; see also Narbonne, Plotinus in Dialogue. It remains unclear, however, whether it is possible to prove that key innovations in Platonic metaphysics originated with Gnostic thinkers. An early dating of the Greek Vorlagen of the Coptic versions of Zostrianos and Allogenes necessarily implies that "Platonists of Plotinus' own school had the (Being-Life-Mind) triad first in their list of their (Gnostic) adversaries; that, declining to borrow openly, they adopted it under camouflage" (Edwards, "Christians and the Parmenides", 2:196; see also Attridge, "Gnostic Platonism", 25). Yet this dating is under debate. Rasimus, meanwhile, dates the Turin commentary prior to Plotinus, assigning authorship to the Sethian authors of the "Platonizing" Gnostic apocalypses themselves ("Porphyry and the Gnostics", followed by Mazur, "Platonizing Sethian Gnostic Background," 30–31; Burns, "Review", 299–300). Although this question is not the focus of this book, I will return to it in Chapter 7.

10. With respect to Judaism, see Layton, Gnostic Scriptures, 24; King, What Is Gnosticism? 188; Lurthiukizen, "Sethianer?" 81. More generally, see Brakke, The Gnostics, 83. Abramowski also observes Christian features in Zostrianos ("Nag Hammadi 8, Zostrianos, das Anonymum Bruciinus, Plotin Enn. 2.9 (33)"). This study agrees with most of her arguments and seeks to offer many more in support of Judeo-Christian authorship for the other "Platonizing" treatises as well.

CHAPTER 1

1. There was, however, a fourth-century sect of Christians known as the Adelphians—Puech, "Plotin et les gnostiques," 164. Cf. Elzas, Neuplatonische und gnostische Weltabnahme, 49–52.

2. The fourth-century historian of philosophy Eunapius of Sardis says he was a co-disciple of Porphyry, Amelius (another pupil of Plotinus), and Orion (on whom, see Chapter 7—Eunap. VS 4.2 x[Giangrande]). He composed both "treatises in prose (sūgrāma) and discourses (λόγοι)" (ibid.). λόγος has too wide a lexical range to signify a specific genre of text, but the meaning of sūgrāma is clear, and since λόγος is clearly opposed to it, Eunapius probably means a narrative (dialogue) or a collection of pithy sayings or oracles. In any case, he adds, the writings were "without charm" (ἀδοξάστων). Eunapius's reliability here is questionable, since Orion was a co-disciple of Plotinus (C. Schmidt, Plotins Stellung, 15; Puech, "Plotin et les gnostiques," 164). John Lydus mentions an Aculius who wrote a book on the ὑπομνήματα τῶν ἀριστῶν (Lydus, Mens. 4.76); we are probably here dealing with different figures (thus C. Schmidt, Plotins Stellung, 18–19; Tardieu, "Les gnostiques," 539; pace Puech, "Plotin et les gnostiques," 164, followed by H. Jackson, "Seer Nikotheos," 255–56). Edwards supposes that the Aculius mentioned by Porphyry and Eunapius is the second of Plotinus's respected colleagues from Ammonius Saccas's school in Alexandria, who had lapsed into Gnostic thought ("Aidōs," 231; "Gnostic Aculius," 377). Cf. Brisson, "Amelius," 815.


5. ἐξήτησαν καὶ αὐτοὶ ἔσημαν, ὡς δὴ τοῦ Πλάτωνος εἰς τὸ βάθος τῆς νοητῆς οὐσίας ὑπολαμάσαν. Here he alludes to Ps.-Paul: γοήτης...πλανούντες καὶ πλαναμένον (2 Tim 3:3), citing Tardieu, "Les gnostiques," 520.

6. A literary giant, he surely could distinguish between ἐξήτησιν ὁμολογοῦσαν ("treatises," i.e., a scholarly work by a real author—what Eunapius, for instance, assigned to Aculius) and ἀνομαλοῦσα (pseudoepigraphic revelations—C. Schmidt, Plotins Stellung, 19).

7. With the first "golden age" of rhetoric having taken place in the Greece of the fifth century BCE.

9. Attempts at providing sociological descriptions of Gnostic groups and their backgrounds have been frustrating. See Green, “Gnosis and Gnostics,” 97 n. 44 for earlier scholarship, which did little more than indicate the relevance of sectarian identity; more recently, see M. A. Williams, Reconstructing “Gnosticism,” 96–101; Dunderberg, Beyond Gnosticism, 162. For an example of the limitations of the “Grant hypothesis” of origins following the failure of the Jewish revolts, see Green, Economic and Social Origins.


11. Whitaker, Plato’s Philosophy, 122. It is worth recalling that the heresiologists hesitantly associated Valentinians with Plato (Ter. An. 23.5; Hipp. Haer. 6.29.1).


16. A milieu amply discussed in Hengel, Judaism and Hellenism.


19. Grant, “Theological Education,” 183; cf. Watts, City and School, 162–63. This probably precludes the kind of basic education he received (τὸν γυμνὸν λαοῦ [Euseb. Hist. eccl. 6:2.7]).

20. Porphy. Christ. frg. 20 (Berchman) = frg. 39 (Harnerk) = Euseb. Hist. eccl. 6:19,8; for Plotinus’s “syllabus,” see Porphy. Vit. Plot. 14. If Porphyry is correct, we see a sharper (advanced) Platonic reading group in Alexandria than that of Ammonius Saccas, unless the Christian Origen was a member of this group along with Plotinus and Aculeus (see further below, pp. 2, 449–49).


24. Surprisingly, little work as been conducted on Greek education in the context of Gnosticism. See Dunderberg (Beyond Gnosticism, 23, 190), regarding Valentinianism; the direction is intimated without follow-up by Emmel, “Gnostic Tradition in Relation to Greek Philosophy,” 128–29.

25. Surveys of the evidence about the social and cultural background (and indeed physical location of) philosophical circles in the Roman Empire include Fowden, “Pagan Holy Man”; idem, Egyptian Harmos, 177–86, on late antique Alexandriana; Dillon, “Academy”; idem, “Self-Definition”; Grant, “Theological Education,” 182; Hahn, Philosoph, esp. 56–83; Sterling, “School of Sacred Laws”; D. O’Meara, Platonomics, 13–26; Edwards, Culture and Philosophy, 25–36.


28. Sterling, “School of Sacred Laws” (Philoi); Broek, “Christian ‘School’,” 44 on Acts Just. 3 (Musurillo); Euseb. Hist. eccl. 6:3.8 (Origien).


30. Apul. Apol. 2.1 (Harrison), idem, Metam. 11.27.

31. On Calvergun Taurus, see Dillon, Middle Platonists, 237–47; Anderson, “Aulus Gellius,” 183–94; Tarrant, “Platonist Educators,” 456; Snyder, Readers and Texts in the Ancient World, 111. For life as his student, see Gell. NA 7,4, 13/20, 18/10, 19/6.

32. On the school in general, see Fowden, “Pagan Holy Man,” 40; on the problem of its location (Daphne or Antioch), see Dillon, “Iamblichus,” 869–70; on the syllabus, see Dillon, “Iamblichus,” 871–73; on field trips, see Eunap. VS 5.1 and Dillon, “Philosophy as a Profession,” 409; on festivals, see Eunap. VS 5.12–15.

33. For Porphyry’s chronology, see A. Smith, Porphyrian Studies, 720–21; for his skepticism about the school’s existence, ibid., 765, esp. n. 298; see also Marrou, “Synesius of Cyrene,” 733. Cf. Dillon, “Philosophy as a Profession,” 406; idem, “Iamblichus,” 868.

34. In this case, his wife, Marcella, as suggested by Dillon, “Philosophy as a Profession,” 406.

35. Dillon, “Self-Definition,” 71; idem, “Philosophy as a Profession,” 402–3. See also Snyder, Readers and Texts in the Ancient World, 111 (on Taurus), and Cribiore, Gymnastics, 34 (on Libanius).

36. Porphy. Vit. Plot. 9 (for Plotinus’s base in Rome, the house of a widow; Origien, too, was funded by a matron [Euseb. Hist. eccl. 6:7.13]), 2 (on the rural estate in Campania to which he retired in illness).


40. Porphy. Vit. Plot. 1, 3. Gell. NA 2.2 demarcates between sectatores and assistentes; Porphyry (Vit. Plot. 7) mentions the διαδικαστής, following
the Pythagorean distinction between ζηλωταί ("youngsters") and ἀκρωται ("healers"), for which see Porph. Vit. Pyth. 37 (des Places); Iamb. Vit. Pyth. 29 (Dillon and Hershbell). For commentary, see Fowden, "Pagan Holy Man," 391; Hahn, Philosoph, 76–77; Watts, City and School, 32–33.

41. Thus Rogatianus (Porphy. Vit. Plot. 7).

42. A stock cliché in imperial philosophical biography: see Just. Mart. Dial. 2–9; Luc. Men. 3; Clem. Al. Strom. 2.1.11 (Stählin); Porphy. Vit. Plot. 3; Eunap. VS 4.1.2 (Porphyry), 7.1.11 (Julian); Jer. Jov. 2.14 (on Antisthenes); Mar. Vit. Procl. 9–11.

43. See, for example, Plut. E Delph. 387f., on which see Dillon, "Academy," 66.


45. Porphyry arrived during summer vacation (Vit. Plot. 5), on which see Marrou, History of Education, 268.


47. Nox, "Prolegomena." Similarly Anderson, "Peidaeumeno in Action," 154; "it is worthwhile to notice that the social study pioneered for sophists (and doctors) by Bowersock can easily be extended to philosophers."

48. Marrou, History of Education, esp. 212; see also Bonner, Education, esp. 34–75, 163, and the essays collected in Johann, Erziehung und Bildung.


51. Anderson, Second Sophistic; Swain, Hellenism and Empire; Kennedy, Classical Rhetoric, 50. For Paul and Philo as witnesses to the "roots" of the Second Sophistic in the first century ce, see Winter, Philo and Paul Among the Sophists.

52. Swain, Hellenism and Empire, 2, 88–89.


54. On grouping sophists and philosophers, see Philost. Vit. soph. 479; idem, Vit. Apoll. 8.7; similarly Eunap. VS 3.6.2. For the circle of Julia, see Philost. Vit. soph. 62; idem, Vit. Apoll. 13; Dio Cass., 75.15; Bowersock, Greek Sophists, 102ff; Swain, Hellenism and Empire, 386–87.


73. See Swain, *Hellenism and Empire*, 348–56, 368–79, with sources and literature ad loc.


77. Porphyry “longed to see Rome, the mistress of the world, so that he might ensign the city by his wisdom” (Eunap. *VS 4.1.6*).


82. Philostr. *Vit. soph. 568, 571*. I hope to address the abundance of similar accounts in Eunapius in a future article.


85. *Conc. Apam.* 8; idem, *Def. 12*; idem, *Cont. 18* (on which see C. Jones, *Roman World*, 104–6); Philostr. *Vit. soph. 531–52, 568, 582, 613*.

86. Philostr. *Vit. soph. 493, 513, 566, 587, 597, 600, 612*.


88. Dio Chrys. *Conc. Apam. 8*; idem, *Def. 12*; idem, *Cont. 18* (on which see C. Jones, *Roman World*, 104–6); Philostr. *Vit. soph. 531–52, 568, 582, 613*.


91. For a survey of inscriptions about “popular” philosophy, see Nock, *“Prolegomena,” xxvii; André, “Ecoles philosophiques,” 54–56*.

92. For sources and discussion, see Hahn, *Philosoph*, 359–64.

93. Space does not permit an analysis of the beliefs of their Stoic rivals about politics, but even a glance shows that the Stoas agreed on the importance of political life for a philosopher, and of civic duty as a metaphor for proper living (Cic. *Nat. d. 1.7*; Senec. *Ot. 3.2–3*; idem, *Tranq. 1.10*; Marc.
Aur. 3.5.4, 4.2.4, 6.1.4, 6.4.4, 9.23). In addition to the following primary sources on the philosophers' involvement with politics in late antiquity, see the survey of Watts, City and School, particularly 17: for philosophers, “a truly virtuous life depended upon the possession and exercise of a set of personal, social, and religious excellences.”


97. D. O'Meara, Platonopolis, 40–49; Schott, “Living like a Christian,” 263. Cf. Edwards, Neoplatonic Saints, 15 n. 3, and Johnson, “Philosophy, Hellenicity, Law,” 63–64, on Porph. Sent. 32 (Lambertz), regarding Plot. Enn. 1.2.13 [19]; Brison, “Doctrine of the Degrees of Virtues,” esp. 92–101. See also Alc. Epit. 3.3; Macrobr. Comm. somm. Scip. 1.8.5 (Stahli); Lamb. Vitr. Pyth. 8.44, tr. Clarke: “again, some things cannot be got by human effort, but we can all be educated by our own choice, and can then be seen to take up our country’s business (προς τον δικον αυτης της πατριας προς το μηδην ουκ εξεχεις) not out of self-conceit, but because of our education (δια μηδης).”


100. Eunap. VS 6.1.1–6.2.15; Fowden, “Pagan Holy Man,” 41–42.

101. On the survival of the endowment justinian's proscription of teaching Neoplatonism in Athens, see Olymp. Comm. Aec. 1.4 (Westernk), and discussion in Cameron, “Last Days,” 21; for benefaction more widely, see Watts, City and School, 131–41.


103. Dam. Vit. Is. frg. 544 (Athanasii); see also frg. 124.4. See Athanasii's commentary ad loc.; D. O'Meara, Platonopolis, 48; Lane Fox, “Movers and Shakers,” 24.


108. Swain, Hellenism and Empire, and various articles cited in the following notes; also J. Perkins, Roman Imperial Identities, 28.


112. Bowersock, Greek Sophists, 18–21.

113. Philostr. Vit. Apoll. 1.33, tr. Wright (LCL, occasionally modified). For similar sentiments, see Pliny the Younger, Ep. 10.40.3; Max. Tyr. Or. 1.1, 1.6, 1.10; Whittmarsh, “Greece is the World,” esp. 273; Buell, Why This New Race? 40–41. On the historical Apollonius, see Bowie, “Apollonius of Tyre”; Anderson, Second Sophistic, 175–77; Swain, Hellenism and Empire, 382.

113. Philostr. Vit. Apoll. 1.4, 5.4; Apollonius is “Hellenic and wise” (1.38–39) or “Hellenic and divine” (2.17).


115. Ibid., 571.

116. Ibid., 578; cf. ibid., 591, 609, 617–18, 628.


118. Sext. Emp. Adv. math. 1.176–180; a survey includes Blank's commentary ad loc., Against the Grammarians; Reardon, Courants littéraires grecs, 89; Anderson, Second Sophistic, 36–100; Swain, Hellenism and Empire, 17–64; J. Perkins, Roman Imperial Identities, 21–22.

119. Philostr. Vit. soph. 492; see also ibid., 589, 600.

120. Philostr. Vit. Apoll. 1.7, 1.13, 2.1, 2.27, 3.12, 3.16, 4.5; Ps. Apollonius, Ep. 71 (for pseudonymous authorship of the letter), see Anderson, Philostratus, 189–89; Swain, Hellenism and Empire, 395). On the Greek language in Philostratus, see Anderson, Philostratus, 43–48; Swain, Hellenism and Empire, 41 n. 62, 376–87.

121. Generally, see Swain, Hellenism and Empire, 33, esp. n. 39; Nock, “Prolegomena,” lxxvii n. 167; C. Jones, Culture and Society in Lucian, 149; Anderson, Second Sophistic, 13–17; Flitnerman, Power, Patida, and Pythagoreanism, 45–51; Swain, “Biography and the Biography,” 73; Cameron, “Poetry and Literary Culture,” 344; Watts, City and School, esp. 1–23; Schott, Christianity, Empire, 6; idem, “Living like a Christian,” 265. For the practical side of this practice, see Anderson, “Pepaidemenos in Action,” 104.

122. Bowersock, Greek Sophists, 66–70.

123. Dio. Chrys. Excli. 27; idem, Consult. 7–8; idem, De phil. 5, 8.


129. On Plutarch as a priest, see Plut. Quaest. conv. 700ε; C. Jones, Plutarck, 1–64; Brink, "Imperial Heritage," 254–53, 330–36; Lamberton, Plutarck, 52–59; esp. Feldmeier, "Philosoph und Priester." On the beauty of religious festivals, see Plut. Sca. 358α. For his criticisms of superstition, see Superst. or Is. Os. 355α–β, 355d, 377ε, 379ε. Scholars such as J. C. Griffiths (in his translation of Plut. Is. Os., p. 25) see also Freiseidou, "Plutarque," 228 see Plutarck as a young rationalist advancing toward a mature mysticism. Brink argues instead for a holistic reading of Plutarck's religious views (In Mist, esp. 9, 16–48, 65–82; idem, "Imperial Heritage," esp. 255–62). On superstition in Plutarck in general, see Moellerling, Plutarck on Superstition; for bibliography, see Brink, "Imperial Heritage," 260 n. 16. Regardless, Plutarch is sure to emphasize that a philosophical reading of ritual does not excuse one from performing it (Is. Os. 355α–β); rather, the goal is to understand its true meaning (ibid., 378α–β; idem, Def. orac. 437β).

130. Dio Chrys. Exil. 8–11 (naturally, he delivered this discourse in Athens); idem, Dei cogit.; D. A. Russell in Dio Chrysostom, Orations, 5:7, 14–19, 158–211.

131. Luc. [Philopratr.] 4–6; his remarks about the social importance of civic ritual read against a universalist notion of the divine is not inconsistent with his critiques of superstition in Sacra. and Luct. For religion in Lucian, see Caster, Lucien et la pensee religieuse; Robert, "Lucien et son temps."


133. Porph. Marc. 9.


135. Plut. [Lib. ed.] 7d.


137. Ibid., 2:9 [35] 6:34.

138. Lamb. Prog. 15:26–16, p. 82.4–14 (des Places); see also Lamb. Vit. Pyth. 8:43–45.


140. Orig. Cels. 5:25, also 3:14, 7:68, 8:12, 8:68. See Benko, "Pagan Criticism," 1106; J. Cook, Interpretation of the New Testament, 94.


142. A sensitive reading is Clark, "Translate into Greek," 117, 125–29, suggesting that it was written during Porphyry's depression in Sicily in the later 260s.


144. Porph. Abs. 2.33:1; idem, Ancr. nymh. 39:9–17 (Westarker). Bidez attempts to reconcile these two sides of Porphyry's thought by positing a change in it over time (Vie de Porphyre, regarding Eunapius, VS 2.4:10, an argument widely followed, as by Waszink, "Porphyrios und Numenios," 45, 71; Zambon, Porphyre, 170). Edwards, Culture and Philosophy, 37, reverses Bidez. A third perspective holds that the sources in toto show a complexity of thought that rejects vulgar superstition but assigns worth to circumstantial ritual activity (thus A. Smith, "Porphyrian Studies," 722, 730–37 [cf. Clarke, Dillon, and Hershbell, introduction, xxxi n. 51]). Cf. Johnson, "Philosophy, Hellenicity, Law," 63, for whom Porphyry's philosophy is mutually exclusive with the civic cult; some sort of continuity seems to me to be implied (despite his reading of Porph. Marc. 27), given Porphyry's prizing of Hellenic tradition (discussed in the following section).

145. Porph. Marc. 18–19, tr. Wicker, slightly modified; see also Clark, "Translate into Greek," 118; Schott, Christianity, Empire, 65–66; pace Hirschle, Sprachphilosophie, 43–44. Powden ("Pagan Holy Man," 53 n. 165) adds Porph. Marc. 16 (μονος δεν ιδεις ς ου κατε, idem, Abs. 2.49.1 [Bouffartigue and Patillon ο φιλόσοφος και τοι ημες την ιδεαν], 146. [Ps.-Jul.] Ep. 77 419a, tr. Wright (LCL); cf. idem, Ep. 78 419b; Athanassiadis, Julian and Hellenism, 8. For Julian's reforms, see Jul. Or. 4; idem, Ep. 84; Athanassiadis, Julian and Hellenism; Powden, "Pagan Holy Man," 58–59; D. O'Meara, Platonopolis, 120–23.

147. Lamb. Vit. Pyth. 8:37–40, 18:8, 28:13a; idem, Myst. 5:6; generally, see Witt, "Iamblichus," esp. 40, 57; Shaw, Theurgy, esp. §4–§5; more recently, see Edwards, Culture and Philosophy, 113–45; Powden, "Sages, Cities, and Temples," 149.

148. Eunapius, VS 5.13–15. The tale is probably derivative of Plut. Gen. Socr. 380b–c (Dillon, "Iamblichus," 874–75). For defense of animal sacrifice, see ibid. Myst. 5:0 (Clarke, Dillon, and Hershbell); see also Shaw, Theurgy, 148. Pythagorean vegetarianism became popular among ancient Platonists, and did lead some to prefer the bloodless verbal sacrifice of speech to the killing of animals (Plut. E Delph. 384ε; Corp. herm. 1.11, 13:18–19, 21; Asc. 41; Disc. 8–9 NH VI,6:72–73). However, this did not lead to a wholesale rejection of animal sacrifice, thus informing Iamblichus's own traditionalism on the matter (Porph. Vit. Pyth. 34–36; Plut. Quaest. conv. 655b–668b, 726d–730d [on which, see Brink, "Imperial Heritage," 256–57]; Gall. Univ. 3:10; Lamb. Vit. Pyth. 28:147).


151. The birthdays of Socrates and Plato were celebrated in Plotinus's school with a feast and symposium (Porph. Vit. Plot. chs. 2, 13).

152. Puech, "Numenius", Festivite. Revelation, 1119–44; Dörrie, "Religionist des Platonismus," 270–71; Whitaker, "Plutonic Philosophy," 120–21; Clark, "Translate into Greek," 121–24; Hopfen (Orient) had collected many of the relevant sources, but has been replaced by Baltes, "Der
Platonismus." Surprisingly, the rhetorical framing of these texts is hardly addressed in Jack, Platonica Orientalia.


136. Puch, "Numenius," 774; Dodds, "Numenius," 11; Dillon, Middle Platonists, 378, 384–96; Frede, "Numenius," 1039; Majercik, Chaldean Oracles, pp. 3–4. For comparison in the generation of the world from the third member of a triad (Num. frg. 11 [des Places]), allonomy of the four rivers of Hades (idem, frg. 36), and belief in unifying cosmic substance (idem, frg. 30), see Edwards, "Articizing Moses?" 70–71. For the possible basis of the doctrine of two Souls in Gnosticism, see Dodds, "Numenius," 7 For criticisms, see Festugière, Révélation, 3:42–47, 41:23–32.

137. See also Schott, Christianity, Empire, 27–28.


139. Lane Fox, Pagans and Christians, 35; on Dodds, Pagans and Christians in an Age of Anxiety, 133; Hanson, Christian Attitudes, 995.


162. Cf. Dawson, Allegorical Readers, 82.

166. Diog. Laer. 1.27.


168. Luc. Vit. ascet. 5; cf. idem, Gall. 18.


170. Porphy. Vit. Pyth. 2.2, 22.22, pace Edwards's remark that they are "two races whom it was not then the custom of intellectual history to name" ("Two Images," 160).

171. For Persia, see Diog. Laer. 3.6; see also Philostr. Vit. Apoll. 1.2. Successful trips are reported in Paul. Descr. 4.32.4; Pliny the Elder, Nat. hist. 30.8–9. For Egypt alone, see Plut. Is. Os. 3546. For a review, see Jack, Platonica Orientalia, 23–25; for a survey of Plato's own discussions of Egypt, see Jack, Platonica Orientalia, 26–34. On seeing India, see Apul. Dogn. Plat. 1.3.186 (Siniscalco); for commentary, see Dörrie and Baltes, Platonismus in der Antike, 2:166–76, 425–52, 475–78.

172. Philostr. Apoll. 2.9; idem, Vit. soph. 494.

173. Philostr. Apoll. 1.39–40, 2.47–35; 5.25, 6.10–11, 8.75, clearly favoring the Indian sages. See also Edwards, Neoplatonic Saints, 6 n. 35; Swain, Hellenism and Empire, 386–87.

174. Edwards, Culture and Philosophy, 92–93. The discussion of hieroglyphs in Plot. Enn. 5.8 [31 6] simply reveals ignorance of traditional Egyptian religion, and his school's reading list (Porphy. Vit. Plot. 14) is Greek only. The majority opinion in modern scholarship has been to deny Indian influence on Plotinus, Brehier and Cumont notwithstanding (Wolters, "Survey"; also see Cumont, Lux Perpetua, 346). For the journey to Persia, see Porphy. Vit. Plot. 3.13–17.

175. See also Plut. Def. orac. 410a–b; Dio Chrys. Dei cogn. 10–12; Philostr. Vit. Apoll. 1.18.

176. See Tac. 102, in Posidonius, Fragments (Kid) and Kid's commentary ad loc. (first expressed in Xen. Mem. 4.4.29); see further Festugière, Révélation, 2:75–95; Boys-Stones, Post-Hellenistic Philosophy, esp. 437f; Pleše, "Platonic Orientalism," 356; Schott, Christianity, Empire, 161.


179. Ps.-Apollonius, Ep. 34, 431 see also Swain, Hellenism and Empire, 387–88, on Philostr. Vit. Apoll. 3.25.

180. "In fact, quite possibly I may appear absurd when, in contrast with Greek laws of grace and charm, I chant a song that is barbarian; but still I dare to do so" (Dio Chrys. Boryst. 43, tr. Russell). See further ibid., 39–60.


182. Diog. Laer. 1.11, see also ibid., 1.3; “these (other Orientalist) authors forget that the achievements which they attribute to the barbarians belong to the Greeks, with whom not merely philosophy but the human race itself began” (tr. Hicks [LCL]).

183. Ibid., 1.4–6, 1.13.

184. Orig. Cels. 1.15.

185. Raised and rejected by Puech, “Numénios,” 745; Dodds, “Numénios,” 5; Lamberton, *Homer*, 60–61, 75; Edwards, “Porphyry’s ‘Cave of the Nymphs.’”


194. Ibid., 3.19.

195. Ibid., 3. 7.12.

196. Ibid., 5.27.

197. Ibid., 6.41.


203. Porph. *Marc.* 18, discussed above. It is true that for Porphyry in *Abs.*, “the true ancestral tradition is bloodless sacrifice” (Clark, “Augustine’s Porphyry,” 140, regarding Porph. *Abs.* 2.5–52, 2.34, 2.55; similarly, *TAPEOMONIE ZHN*, 560). And this is true; but when Porphyry redefines traditional sacrifice as bloodless, he jettisons animal sacrifice, not the importance of tradition itself.


207. Lamb. Vit. Pyth. 8.44, tr. Clark: “It is upbringing which distinguishes humans from beasts, Greeks from foreigners, free men from household slaves, and philosophers from ordinary people.”


209. Lamb. An. 6.23–27 (Finamore and Dillon); frg. 44.5–9; the division is maintained through the rest of the surviving fragments.


211. Ibid., 9.4–11–14; cf. also the treatise’s opening (1.7).

212. Saffrey, “Réflexions sur la pseudonymie Ahammôn-Jamblique.”


214. On this, see Dillon, “Jamblichus,” 875–76.


219. Num. frgs. 2.4, 57, 62, 70; Frede, “Numenius,” 1044–47.


222. Baltes, “Platonismus,” 3–6, on Plutarch (Pyth. orac. 402; Def. orac. 415b); and Celcus (ap. Orig. Cels. 1.15). On the Thracians as barbarians, see Luc. Demon. 54.


226. See most recently Athanassiadi, “Apamea and the Chaldean Oracles.”

227. Bidez and Cumont, Mages hellénisés, 225.1ff; Burns, “The Chaldean Oracles.”

228. For a survey of the collections, see Copenhagen, Hermetica, xxxii–xlviii; see also van Bladel, Arabian Hermes. For a survey of the long-standing debate over provenance (Egyptian, Greek, or Jewish?), see Copenhagen, Hermetica, li–lix; Fowden, Egyptian Hermes, 32ff, 187ff; for the dogmatic inconsistency of Corp. herm., see Festugière, Révélation, 2:45; cf. Fowden, Egyptian Hermes, 97–104.

229. Corp. herm. 12.13–13.4.3.

230. Ibid., 16.1–2.

231. Porph. Vit. Plot. 16; Lamb. Myst. 1.1–1.2, 2.5–6, 8.1.260–61, 8.2.62, 8.3.265–4.267; Fowden, Egyptian Hermes, 201–5; Copenhagen, Hermetica, xiii. Among Christians, see Lact. Inst. 1.6.46; idem, Ir. 7; Aug. Civ. deis 8.22–24, 8.29; Cyr. Al. Jul. 548b–c (all cf. Yates, Giordano Bruno, 6–8). Further, see Athenag. Leg. 28.6 (Schoedel); Clem. Al. Strom. 6.4.45–58.

232. Puech, Numenius, 771–73; Dillon, Middle Platonists, 384–96; Majercik, Chaldean Oracles, 3–5; Copenhagen, Hermetica, xxiv–xxv.

233. Nor did this approach die out after Plutarch; see Anon. pro. 4.8.12 (Westerink).


235. As he argues, “the romantic Orientalism is likewise authentic, but it is secondhand, like that of the Greeks. He is a champion of the ancient Persians, not because he is an Iranian himself, or even knows much about them, but because this kind of Orientalism is an integral feature of Pythagoreization Neo-Platonism” (Wallbridge, Wisdom, 13, 83; see also Burns, “The Chaldean Oracles”). Independently and without reference to Said or Wallbridge, Plele refers to The Apocryphon of John as “a Christianized version of Platonist ‘Orientalism,’ best exemplified in the work of the philosopher Numenius” (Poetics, 275).

236. Said, Orientalism, 5: “the phenomenon of Orientalism as I study it here deals principally, not with a correspondence between Orientalism and Orient, but with the internal consistency of Orientalism and its ideas about the Orient... despite or beyond any correspondence, or lack thereof, with a ‘real’ Orient.” See ibid., 1–9, 12, 15, 36.

237. Several known theological works written in Greek and associated with this figure have been suggested to be the Apocalypse of Zoroaster: Puech considered the second-century Middle Platonic hexameter poetry of the Chaldean Oracles ("Chaldean Oracles") a treatise On Nature (ap. Philo, in which the passage is echoed by Arnobius’s reference to Zostrianos, see below). A third candidate for the "apocalypse of Zoroaster" is the "book of Zoroaster" preserved in the long recension of the Apocryphon of John (NHC II.7, IV.1), but there is little in this text that corresponds to Plutinus and Porphyry’s anti-Gnostic polemic, although many have intended otherwise (e.g., Tardieu, "Les gnostiques," 253; Bakke, The Gnostics, 40; Edwards, "Atticizing Moses," 72; idem, "How Many Zoroasters?" 285. Cf. Waldstein and Wisse, Apocryphon, 7; King, Secret Revelation of John, 359 n. 50).

239. This critique probably proceeded along the same lines as his criticism of the book of Daniel (Tardieu, "Les gnostiques," 541–43).


241. This difficult tangle of evidence I have summarized and presented in detail elsewhere (Burns, "Apocalypse of Zostrianos and Iolaos," esp. 33–56).


243. *Unt.* 232.3–23; for full discussion of the passage, see below, Chapter 6, "Angels Alien to Humanity."


246. *Epiph. Pan.* 40.7.6, tr. Layton, *Gnostic Scriptures*, 198: "and these (Archontics) say there are also other prophets, a certain Martiades and a Marsianos, who were caught up into the heavens and came back down after three days."


249. For the epithet expressing "alien" nature, see Chapter 4; as a reference to Seth, see Puech, "Nouveaux écrits," 126–30; Robinson, "Three Steles," 133; H. Jackson, "Seer Nikotheos," 259. A classic passage is *Epiph. Pan.* 40.7.2–3, tr. Layton, *Gnostic Scriptures*, 197–98: "And in turn, they (the Archontics) say, Adam united with Eve his wife and begot Seth, his own physical son. And next, they say, the higher power descended, accompanied by the ministering angels of the good god, and caught up Seth himself, whom they also call 'the foreigner'; carried him somewhere above and cared for him for a while, lest he be slain, and after a long time brought him back down into this world and rendered spiritual and bodily." See also Tardieu, "Les livres mis sous le nom de Seth," 206.


256. An example from the Gnostic context is the revelation-monologue *Thunder: Perfect Mind*, where the female revealer toys with and subverts this discourse, asking, "Why did you hate me, Helennes, because I am a barbarian amongst barbarians? For I am the wisdom of the Helennes and the knowledge of the barbarians; I am the judgment of the Helennes and the barbarians. It is I, whose image in Egypt is manifold, and who has no image amongst the barbarians. It is I who am hated in every place, and loved in every place" (Thund. NHC VI.2.16.3–11).

### CHAPTER 2

1. The former title is given in Porphyry. *Vit. Plot.* chs. 16, 24; the latter, in ch. 5. Igal asserts that the latter title is Porphyry’s invention ("The Gnostics and The Ancient Philosophy," 140); Cilento, that it is Plotinus’s (*Plotinos Paeideia*, 22.1). For the chronology and titling of the Plotinian tracts, see Porphyry. *Vit. Plot.* chs. 4–5, 24–26.

2. Treasuries 10–33 = *Enn.* 3.8, 5.8, 5.5, and 2.9, as proposed by Harder, "Eine neue Schrift Plotins." The thesis is still commonly followed (thus Kalliga, "Plotinus Against the Gnostics," 22.1). For criticism, see Wolters, "Notes on the Structure," esp. 85–87; see also Narbonne’s proposal of a *Gyzyklus* beginning in the earliest treatises and engaging Gnostic ideas through treatise 51 (*Plotinus in Dialogue*, 211); more widely, see Poirier and Schmidt, "Chrétiens, hérétiques et gnostiques," 924–16.

3. Most recently, see Mazur, "Platonizing Sethian Gnostic Background": Narbonne, *Plotinus in Dialogue*; for a more traditional view (see 2.9 [35]
physical son. And next, they say, the higher power descended, accompanied by the ministering angels of the good god, and caught up Seth himself, whom they also call ‘the foreigner’; carried him somewhere above and cared for him for a while, lest he be slain, and after a long time brought him back down into this world and rendered spiritual and bodily.” See also Tardieu, “Les livres mis sous le nom de Seth,” 206.


251. The eighth-century Syrian philosopher and heresiographer Theodore bar Konai also knew a “Book of the Foreigners” and an “Apocalypse of the Foreigners”—see Librum Scholiorum, ch. 63, pp. 319–20, 320–26 (trans.), Livre des scolies, ch. 63, pp. 258–59 (tr.), cit. Puech, “Fragments retrouvés”; see also C. Schmidt, Plotinae Stellam, 57–58. The contents of these books do not match those in Allogenes (NHC XI, 3) nor the “Book of Allogenes” of the Tchacos codex, but rather seem to refer to traditions known from the Ophite literature. For a summary of evidence, see Burns, “Apostolic Strategies,” 178–79 n. 86.


253. Pace Bousset, Hauptprobleme, 187, reading the valence of the names as pagan.


255. See King, Secret Revelation of John, 160.

256. An example from the Gnostic context is the revelation-monologue Thunder: Perfect Mind, where the female revealer toys with and subverts this discourse, asking, “Why did you hate me, Hellenes, because I am a barbarian amongst barbarians? For I am the wisdom of the Hellenes and the knowledge of the barbarians; I am the judgment of the Hellenes and the barbarians. It is I, whose image in Egypt is manifold, and who has no image amongst the barbarians. It is I who am hated in every place, and loved in every place” (Thunder, NHC VI, 2.16.1–11).

CHAPTER 2

1. The former title is given in Porph. Vit. Plot. chs. 36, 24; the latter, in ch. 35. Igal asserts that the latter title is Porphry’s invention (“The Gnostics and ‘The Ancient Philosophy,’” 140); Cleino, that it is Plotinus’s (Plotinos Paimenia, 221). For the chronology and titling of the Plotinian tracts, see Porph. Vit. Plot. chs. 4–6, 24–26.

2. Testimonies 30–33 = Enn. 3.8, 5.8, 5.9, and 6.2, as proposed by Harder, “Eine neue Schrift Plotins.” The thesis is still commonly followed (thus Kalligas, “Plotinos Against the Gnostics,” 131). For criticism, see Wolters, “Notes on the Structure,” esp. 85–87; see also Narbonne’s proposal of a Großezyklus beginning in the earliest treatises and engaging Gnostic ideas through treatises 51 (Plotinos in Dialogue, 288); more widely, see Porier and Schmidt, “Christianité, hérésies et gnostiques,” 924–36.

3. Most recently, see Mazur, “Platonizing Sethian Gnostic Background”; Narbonne, Plotinos in Dialogue; for a more traditional view (see 2.9 [33])
as Plotinus’s ultimate break with Gnosticism), see Dörrle, in Puech, “Plotin et les gnostiques,” 190.


5. Extant in NHC II, 13; III, 14; IV, 13; BG 8 02. 2. A version of its opening, theogonic section appears to have been known to Irenaeus as a myth of the “Barbelo”-Gnostics (Haer. 1.29).

6. The name “Barbelo” is of uncertain origin; recent discussions include Logan, Gnostic Truth and Christian Heresy, 98–100; Pearson, Ancient Gnosticism, 37.

7. See Burns, “Aeons.”


9. As described at Plot. Enn. 5. 1 [10].

10. Ibid., 2.9 [33] 2.3–5. The unnecessary intelligibles include the Sozour, Repentance, and Acopic Copies (Enn. 2.9 [33] 5–6) mentioned in the Untitled Treatise and Zostrianos, discussed below in Chapter 5, “The Strange and the Dead.” Furthermore, by subdividing intelligible reality and naming its partitions, “they (the Gnostics) think they will appear to have discovered the exact truth, though by this very multiplicity they bring the intelligible nature into the likeness of the sense-world” (Enn. 2.9 [33] 6.29–31; also 10.28–29).

11. Plot. Enn. 2.9 [33] 3.7–21. In this book, I employ Armstrong’s translation of Plotinus (LCL), modifying it occasionally, as noted.


15. Plot. Enn. 3.8 [30] 3 (on which see C. Schmidt, Plotinus Stellung, 76), 4.8; cf. Matter as “ultimate form” (Plot. Enn. 5.8 [31] 7.21–23). For matter as evil, see Plot. Enn. 2.4 [13]; 1.8 [51]; 2.3 [52] 17. For the plight of the soul embodied in matter, see 4.3 [27] 4.26–33; 6.7 [38] 2.8.10, 31.21–27. For the necessity of matter for creation (certainly a good activity), see 3.8 [30] 2.2–3.

16. The creator is good, Zeus qua World-Soul (Plot. Enn. 5.8 [32], esp. ch. 8), the third principle in the One-Intellect-Soul triad (3.9 [13]).

17. Ibid., 2.9 [33] 4.4–5.

18. Ibid., 4.7.

19. Ibid., 4.6–7.

20. Plat. Tim. 28a–b.


22. Ibid., 4.14–16.

23. The key passages for the Platonic account are Tim. 28c, 29e, 40c; for summary of the Hellenistic critique, see D. O’Meara, “Gnosticism and the Making of the World,” 377; Wallis, Neoplatonism, 26–27, 63; idem, “Soul and Nous,” 464, 471. Cf. Plot. Enn. 5.8 [31] 7, 6.7 [38] 1.28, 3.1.

24. The tradition goes back to Speusippus and Xenocrates (Dillon, Middle Platonists, 7.33); see further D. O’Meara, “Gnosticism and the Making of the World,” 68; Dillon, Middle Platonists, 206–8, 286–87, 368–73, on Phil. Opif. 5; Alc. Epit. 14.3 (Whitaker and Louis); Num. frgs. 12, 13, 16, 27 (des Places); Chald. Or. frgs. 5, 35. Important exceptions include Plot. An. proc. 1026a10–27a21; idem, E Delp. 392e–393b; Att. Frgs. 4, 10, 23 (des Places); Froyde, “Plutarch,” 194–97.

25. This is the substance of Plot. Enn. 3.8 [30] and the objection at 2.9 [33] 4.15–37; see also 4.3 [27] 10.15–16; 5.8 [31] 7, 6.7 [38] 1–3; Hadot, “Ouranos,” 124–25; Schroeder, “Aescty,” 315; Narbonne, Plotinus in Dialogue, 77–91.

26. Plot. Enn. 2.9 [33] 6.58–60 (condemnation of needless γενέσκαι και φθοράς); see also 4.10 [40] 4.29–33.

27. Ibid., 5.8 [31] 7, 6.7 [38] 1.38; 3.2 [47] 2.16–21.

28. Ibid., 2.9 [33] 6.26. D. O’Meara (“Gnosticism and the Making of the World,” 379) recalls here another jibe from the Großschrift, probably also against the Gnostics: “what the manner is of the making of the world (φατος ψαλτειον) we do not want to understand (υπενθειει), nor do they know that as long as the intelligible shines, the rest will never lack, but exists as its source exists, which always and was always will be” (Plot. Enn. 5.8 [31] 12.22–26).

29. As Wallis (“Soul and Nous,” 467) notes, later Platonists criticized Plotinus for the same thing! (See Procl. Comm. Tim. 1.306.32.) See also Edwards, “Porphyry’s ‘Cave’,” 96; for the general reception history of the Timaeus passage, see Festugière, Révélation, 2175–96.


32. Ibid., 8.2–5: “first, this confusion comes from the people who assume a beginning for what is eternal; then, they think that the cause of the creating was a being who turned from one thing to the next and thus changed.”

33. Ibid., 2.9 [33] 10.19–23. C. Schmidt recalls Irenaeus’s account of Valentinian myths of the decline of Wisdom (Plotinus Stellung, 40–41; Haer. 1.4.4, 1.5.3, 1.7.1).

34. Zost. NHC VIII, 1.9.9–22: “when they came upon it (i.e., the aerial earth) and gazed through it at the things of the world, they condensed its archon to death, because he was a model (τομος) of the world he was a [ . . . ] and source of matter (ουσα), [begotten] of lost darkness. When Sophia looked [at them], she produced the darkness, being [. . . ] is beside the [. . . ] is a model (τομος) [. . . ] of the essence (ουσια) of [. . . ] form (ουσια), un[ . . . ]
36. Ibid., 11.1–9, 8.30–44.
37. Ibid., 4.8 [6] 1, 44.4.37 [27] 7.16–20. See Sinnige, Six Lectures, 68–74; Dillon, "Descent," 364. For Iamblicius’s response, see An. 6–7 (Finamore and Dillon).
38. Plot. Enn. 4.8 [6] 5, 26.2.9 [33] 4.27–32; see also ibid., 4.8 [6] 6.7–9; 3.8 [30] 1, 10.14–1.8 [51] 1, 14.34–59; Dillon, "Descent," 357; Sinnige, Six Lectures, 53. Edwards reminds the reader that this view of “necessitated free choice” is perfectly in line with Stoicism (“...And Neoscholasticism,” 177), but it is still difficult to resolve this with other statements that Soul was drawn by desire to its inferior image in an imitated matter, per Enn. 1.6 [1] 9, 4.3 [27] 12.1–13.
39. Thus also Porphy. Anthr. nymph. 59.28–21 (Westrinker); Corp. herm. 1.74; see also Jonas, Gnostic Religion, 46–73; Rist, Plotinus: The Road to Reality, 120; O’Brien, Théodiscée, 74–75; Edwards, "Porphyry’s Cave," 93.
42. "If it did not come down, but illumined the darkness, how can it rightly be said to have declined?" (Plot. Enn. 2.9 [33] 11.1–3).
43. Ibid., 10.27.
44. Ibid., 6.9 [33] 12.7–12.4.
45. Armstrong, "Plotinus," 264–68; Wallis, Neoplatonism, 94–95, 112–13; idem, "Soul and Nous," 47–75; Edwards, ...And Neoscholasticism, 177; pace D. O’Meara, Plotinus, 39.
46. Arist. Metaph. 1.2 98b21 (regarding Plat. Theaet. 155d), Cf. Plat. E Delph. 385c; Plot. Enn. 3.8 [30] 11.3; "as certainly, one who looks up to the sky and sees the light of the stars thinks of their maker and seeks him, so the man who has contemplated the intelligible world and observed it closely and wondered at it must seek his maker, too." After this comes a remarkable description of contemplation of Intellect: “but we must not remain always in that manifold beauty but go on still darting upwards, leaving even this behind, not out of this sky here below, but out of that, in our wondering about who generated it and how” (Plot. Enn. 6.7 [38] 16.1–4).
Notes to Chapter 2


65. Plot. Enn. 2.9 [33] 9.53–58; cf. Edwards, "Porphyry's 'Cave,'" 100, who thinks the Gnostics rejected the life of philosophical advancement. Rather, the passage could be understood as indication at a lack of respect for Hellenic oracles and the funerary cult (supported at Enn. 4.7 [2] 35).


67. Pace Edwards, "Pagan and Christian Monotheism," 214 (on Porph. Vit. Plot. 10.35); see also Dodds, *Appendix II: Theurgy*; Powden, "Pagan Holy Man," 32. As Porphyry himself acknowledges, it is hard to understand exactly what Plotinus meant by the statement that "the gods should come to me, not I to them" but as is clear here, Plotinus fully supported the traditional civic cult, and elsewhere in the *Enneads* has no objection to idolatry, although he might interpret it philosophically. See Cumont, *Lux Perpetua*, 374, regarding Plot. Enn. 4.8 [6] 1; more generally, see Turcan, "Une allusion de Plotin aux idoles cultuelles," esp. 320, regarding *Enn. 2.2* [47] 144; Powden, *Egyptian Hermes*, 129–30. The objection in Vit. Plot. 10 is probably, as Edwards (*Neoplatonic Saints*, 21 n. 113) intimates, along the lines of vegetarianism.

68. Plot. Enn. 2.9 [33] 12.4–5.

69. "Every soul is a child (of the Father)" (ibid., 16.10); see harder, "Plotins Abhandlung," 301–2.

70. Armstrong, "Plotinus and Christianity," 84; idem, "Man in the Cosmos," 6, 10.


72. See, for example, the descriptions of the Carcoporatians (Ir. Haer. 1.25.4; Clem. Al. Strom. 3.2.10) or Borboritcs (Epiph. Pan. 26.4–5); Grant, "Early Christians and Gnostics," 178–80. Less speculative of the descriptions are Gero, "With Walter Bauer on the Tigris"; van den Broek, "Sexuality and Sexual Symbolism." On the Greco-Roman background of such charges, see Grant's survey of the evidence ("Charges of Immorality"). Scholars occasionally interpret the philosophical libertines attacked by Porphyry at *Abst*. 1.42 to be Gnostics (e.g., Clark, "Translate into Greek," 129), but the passage contains no hint of Gnostic thought.

73. Like Epicurus, they posit ἄθλος as a τάλαξ, even more "childishly" than him, they assault providence and, particularly, "self-control" (τὸ ἑαυτοπροσωπεύεται—Plot. Enn. 2.9 [33] 13.5–18). See further C. Schmidt, *Plotins Stellung*, 72–73.


76. See below, Chapter 5, "The Strange and the Dead."

77. Plot. Enn. 2.9 [33] 6.1–10.


79. Ibid., 2–9 [33] 6.10–43.


82. Plot. Enn. 2.9 [33] 6.54.

83. Ibid., 6.48, 6.57, 8.6. Plotinus never explicitly spells out what a proper approach to philosophical problems and "ancient authorities" looks like, but we can imagine it probably resembled something like his remarks at the beginning of *On Time and Eternity* (3.7 [45] 1.13–17): "Now we must consider that some of the blessed philosophers of ancient times have found out the truth (i.e., about time and eternity) but it is proper to investigate (ἐνυποκάθησις) which of them have attained it most completely, and how we could reach an understanding (ἐπιγνώσει) about these things."


85. Ibid., 9.47, 27.47.

86. Ibid., 9.56, 10.17–18.

87. Ibid., 10.13–13; see also the closing of ch. 14, and the personal tone he adopts to his reader there (C. Schmidt, *Plotins Stellung*, 33).

88. Recently, see Dunderberg, "Valentinian Teachers"; Kalligas, "Plotinus Against the Gnostics," 176. For Plotinus as targeting Prolomaean Valentinianism, see Igal, "The Gnostics and 'The Ancient Philosophy,'" 142–44; for a writing of Valentinus instead, see Sinnige, *Six Lectures*, 71.

89. On the other hand, a group of Valentinians reading Sethian literature could still be possible (Evangeliou, "Plotinus's Anti-Gnostic Polemic," 126 n. 15; Pépin, "Theories of Procession," 297; Tardieu, "Les gnostiques," 538).


91. See discussion in the Appendix; further, see Bousset, *Hauptprobleme*, 86–87; Schoeps, *Urgemeinde*, 39. Elsas, meanwhile, considers that some of the (Christian) Elchasaites became the pagan Hermetic (non-Christian) *viri novi* attacked by Arnobius; influenced by Numerius, they also encountered Plotinus (*Neuplatonische und gnostische Weltablehnung*, 242). Majercik also invokes Arnobius's evidence, suggesting instead that the *viri novi* were not Christian Gnostics dependent on Porphyry (Majercik, "Porphyry and Gnosticism," 289–90). The parallels adduced here are interesting, but hardly definitive proof.


Notes to Chapters 2 and 3


98. See Sinnige, Six Lectures, 62, regarding Porph. Vit. Plot. 13.10–17, 18.7–23. Thus, treatsises 27–29 (Plot. Enn. 4.3–5), those immediately prior to the Grofschrift, deal with the Soul, while 22–23 (6.4–5) and esp. 32 (5.3) deal with the “omnipresence of Intelligible Being.” While Plotinus’s prior acquaintance with the Gnostics is probable, it is impossible to say whether the Roman group was already working with Plotinus before Porphyry’s arrival. Puech has suggested that Gnostics were part of Plotinus’s Roman circle from its inception in 244 (“Plotin et les gnostiques,” 182–83), followed by Narbonne, Plotinus in Dialogue, 5 n. 16). However, it is also possible that the Roman Gnostics only came to the seminar and circulated their texts after Porphyry became involved (Tardieu, “Recherches,” 112).


102. His defense of naôea coupled with argumentative method is paralleled in Alexander of Lycopolis’s criticism of Manichaees (Alex. Lyc. ch. 10.12–13, p. 17, ch. 16.13, p. 23, ch. 22.2 p. 18 [Brinkmann]; notes ad loc. in the edition of van der Horst and Mansfeld (58 n. 212). See also Turner, Gnostic Platonism and the Platonic Tradition, 295.


CHAPTER 3

1. Plot. Enn. 2.9 [33] 10.12–13; Porphyry calls the Apocalypse of Zoroaster νότον τὸ βίβλιον παραδεικνύειν πεπλασμένον (Vit. Plot. 16).

2. Per Mazur, “Platonizing Sethian Gnostic Background,” 178 n. 8 (the Sethian texts have “very little conceptually in common” with contemporary apocalyptic literature).
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composite nature of the text, woven together from Ophite and Barbelo-Gnostic traditions that were later Sethianized, as proposed by Logan and Rasmus (discussed below).


11. For the Barbelo-Gnostics, see J. Haer. 1.29. Turner rightly observed that Barbelo-Gnosticism must be a strain distinct from Sethianism, because Irenaeus’ account (ca. 180 CE) describes the generation of the Mother Barbelo but nothing about Seth himself. Veneration of Seth must have a different origin, swallowing the Barbelo tradition, so that our extant Sethian literature usually contains Barbelo features (Sevrin, *Dossier baptismal Sethien*, 273; Logan, *Gnostic Truth and Christian Heresy*, 29; Turner, *Sethian Gnosticism and the Platonitic Tradition*, 266; Rasmus, *Paradise Reconsidered*, 34).
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and the following analysis agrees with hers as regards their purpose and function.


117. Thus Plat. Resp. X 614a, “and these things must also be heard, if both are to receive in full what they are owed by the argument”; see idem, Gorg. 523a. See also Morgan, Myth and Philosophy, 187, 190–91, 197–99, 209–10, 140–41; Kobusche, “Wiederkehr des Mythos,” esp. 46–48.

118. Thus also Williams, Eikón, 5–10.

119. Esp. Plat. Tim. 29b–d; also 30b, 48d, 53d, 55d, 56a, 57d, 90e; see Tarrant, “Myth as a Tool of Persuasion,” 2.4–25; Morgan, Myth and Philosophy, 271–77; Brissou, Plato the Myth Maker, 121ff.; cf. Burnyeat, “Eikón in Plato.”
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122. Colotes’ (fourth or third century BCE) attack on the Myth of Er; see Macrobr. Comm. summ. Scip. 1.1.5–1.9, 1.1.4 (Stahl); Procl. Comm. Remp. 2.96.2ff. (Kroll).

123. His immediate predecessor, Philo, wrote so much about allogogy that space does not permit a discussion of him here. Suffice to say that his approach is grounded in a Platonic epistemology similar to that here assigned to Plutarch (see, e.g., Dawson, Allegorical Readers, 73–126). Philo also agrees with Plutarch et al. in using the term πλάσμα to refer to mythological “fiction” (e.g., Prov. 2.66).

124. The word ἀληθοῦς means “to say something other than what one means to say” (Dawson, Allegorical Readers, 5). Dawson (ibid.), 5 significantly distinguishes allogogy from metaphor, etymology, and personalization by emphasizing its drawn-out, narrative aspect. Thus also Quint. Inst. 8.6.44, 9.4.46, cit. Coulter, Literary Microcosm, 69. On ancient allogogy, see Tate, “History of Allegorism”; Pépin, Myth et Allegorie; Coulter, LiteraryMicrocosm, 19–33; Simonetti, Lettera E/O Allegoria; Lamberton, Homer: Dawson, Allegorical Readers; Brissou, How Philosophers Saved Myths; Morgan, Myth and Philosophy, 62–67, 98; Struck, Birth of the Symbol, esp. 1–20; idem, “Allegory, Aenigma, and Anti-Mimesis.”

125. Plat. Adol. post. aud. 396, tr. Babitt (LCL); see Pépin, Myth et allegorie, 181–82; Brissou, How Philosophers Saved Myths, 58–59, 64. Plutarch also of course employs allogogy, although he does not call it such (Is. Os. 376a–377b).

126. For discussion of allogogy in the first Stoics, Ps.-Heraclitus (first century CE?), and Cornutus (second century CE), see Pépin, Myth et Allegorie, 159–67; Most, “Cornutus and Stoic Allegorization,” 2018, 2027; Dawson, Allegorical Readers, 23–72; Struck, Birth of the Symbol, 111–56; Brissou, How Philosophers Saved Myths, 44–55, 71–74.
156. Space here does not permit analysis of Numenius (who is closely followed by Porphyry), whose allegorizations also do not deviate from the Platonic framework; representative examples include Num. frgs. 30-35 (des Places), on Hom. Od. 13.102-12 and Plat. Resp. X (see Lamberton, Homer, 64 n. 66; Tarrant, "Introduction to Book 1", 71-72; Cumont, Lux Perpetua, 345); frg. 37 = Proc. Comm. Tim. 1.76.50-77.23 (Diehl), on Plat. Tim. 202a-25c. Note that Numenius and Porphyry both allegorize Plato’s myths. On Porphyry and allegory in general, see Wszinski, “Porphyrios und Numerios,” 62; A. Smith, “Porphyry Studies,” 742, 752-53; Lamberton, Homer, 108-35. A representative passage showcasing his dependence on Numenius as well as his valorization of storytelling as a philosophical tool is Anthr. nymph. 36.3-6 (Westenink), tr. mine: “It must not, however, be thought that interpretations of this kind are forced, the merely credible arguments of the adroit; but when we consider the great wisdom of antiquity and how much Homer excelled in practical knowledge and had a sure grasp of every virtue, it must not be denied that he has hinted at images of things of a more divine nature with the fabrication of fable (μηδὲν μὲν ἀποφθέγμα τῶν θεότερον ἡμῖν). For it would not have been possible to mould (πλαστόν) the hypothesis as a unit unless the fabrication was simply a remodeling (μετασχηματισμὸν τοῦ πλασμάτος) of certain established truths.”

157. In fact, as Lamberton points out, Plotinus mixes Platonic and Homeric myth in the same allegory—Enn. 6.7 [38] 30.23-29 (Homer, 98). For an allegorical treatment of the myth of Eros’s birth in Plato’s Symposium, see Enn. 3.5 [50] 9; Pépin, Mythe et allégorie, 192; Brisson, How Philosophers Saved Myths, 79; Charrue, “Plotin, le stoïcisme,” 44-45; Edwards, Culture and Philosophy, 105-6. Narbonne rightly distinguishes Plotinus’s approach to myth from Sethian revelations (Plotin/us in Dialogues, 74).

158. Plot. Enn. 3.6 [26] 19 (the ithyphallic Hermes), Enn. 4.3 [27] 32 (Herac. shade, regarding Hom. Od. 11.601-4, on which see, Pépin, “Héracles et son reflet”).


162. E.g., Plot. Enn. 4.3 [27] 14; also, 1.6 [1] 8.16, regarding Hom. Od. 9.29, 10.485-8; II. 2.140; Lamberton, Homer, 106-7; Edwards, Culture and Philosophy, 104.


167. Plot. Enn. 2.9 [33] 11.10-28 (tr. slightly modified).

168. Pasquier, “La réflexion démiurgique,” 660-61; S. Said, “Deux noms,” 318, 327; Fattal, “Bild und Weltproduktion,” 45-46. The parallel passage in Zost. preserves repetitive use of the word οἰκονομος from the Greek Vorlage. However, the demiurgé is not identified with the reflection of a “reflexion” but simply employs it (NHC VIII, 11.10-17): “he looked at the reflection (οἰκονομος), and by means of the reflection (οἰκονομος) that he saw in it, he created the world (κόσμος). And in a reflection of a reflection (οἰκονομος), he worked on the world. And (then) (even) the reflection of the manifestation was taken from him.”


170. For Plutarch, see Is. Or. 1725; for discussion and many more citations, see Hirsch-Luipold, Plutarch’s Denken, 159-65, 171-73, 284-85; for Plotinus, see Fattal, “Bild und Weltproduktion,” 52-55.

171. On Pandora, see Plot. Enn. 4.3 [27] 14.71. For πλασμα as matter simply obtaining form, see 4.9 [3] 3.151 6.8 [39] 2.24 3.4 [48] 4.33; for a negative sense of the term, see 2.12 18.19, 4.3 [57] 18.23.

172. Edwards, “Aidos,” 230 (suggesting a recollection of Plat. Resp. 599a) see also idem, “Porphyry’s Cave,” 92. Both studies were inspirational for this discussion.


174. E.g., Chald. Or. or the apophatic inscription discovered at Oenoanda (Robert, “Un oracle gravé à Oenoanda”).

175. The use of the terminology of imagery employed in these passages does not seem to be systematic; any attempt to discern such would be complicated by their use of Copric words for image (σχῆμα, ἄνταμνη) and form (σχῆμα) in addition to the Greek extant from the Vorlagen of the texts. Zostriamos tends to focus on the terms of type/copy, impression/stamp, and reflection (τύπος, αὐτάμνην, οἰκονομος), mostly in the context of the material world and its border with the intelligible world or of the shared nature between the elect and the intelligible world that permits salvation. See also Mazur, “Platonizing Sethian Gnostic Background,” 192-95, 202-5. Meanwhile, the language of forms (φορμᾶ) is restricted to the Barbelo aeon and the Thrice Powered. There is no such tendency in Allogenes, in part, of course, because its topic is chiefly what lies beyond the Barbelo.


177. As discussed in Turner, Sethian Gnosticism and the Platonic Tradition, 532-53, 696-97. The latter is an assimilation of the Son from the triad of Father-Mother-Son in the descent treatises, such as the Apocryphon of John.”
179. Zost. NHC VIII,1.79.16-25; cf. also 2.28-29, on the “three ungenerated likenesses” (φιλαι) of the Spirit. The “triplicity” of the Barbelo represents her status as reflective thought that frees themselves from being and prevents it (per the function of “Vitality”) from streaming into infinite diffusion (Turner, “Commentary; Zostrianos,” 524, 627).
180. Zost. NHC VIII,1.74.23, 67.23 (in the source shared with Victorinus), 68.24; cf. 74.9.
182. Zost. NHC VIII,1.78.19-22 (“she stood there, looking at it, and [rejoicing], filled by its [i.e., the Invisible Spirit’s] kindness”), 128.9-129.3.
183. See also ibid., 5.16, 6.17, 7.4-5.
184. The moon; see below, Chapter 5, “The Strange and the Dead.”
185. Zost. NHC VIII,3.1.5-22.
186. Reviewed in detail below, Chapter 6.
187. Zost. VIII,1.120.25-26; 130.6-9. LS: “[I] put on my image. Because it was ignorant, I strengthened it.” BFP: “Je . . . réinventais ma statue qui était ignorante.” Cf. 4.24, where Zostrianos simply leaves his πάραξια on earth as he begins the ascent.
188. Turner (CGL) takes the χαί as genitival: “Indivisible One of the divisible likenesses,” a sense followed by Scopello (BCNH): “l’indivis parmi les ressemblances divisibles.”
192. Ibid., 59.32-60.2
194. Turner (CGL): “what was put on me”; Layton (Gnostic Scriptures): “of that (image) which I was wearing”; Scopello (BCNH): “ressemblance de celui dont j’étais revêtu.”
195. Allogenes NHC XI,3.60.24-37.
197. The source of this language is unclear; Platonic and biblical antecedents both present themselves, while also being problematic. The Platonic tradition of course stresses the attainment of “likeness to God” (Plat. Theaet., 176b; see further Dillon, Middle Platonists, 122-23, 192-93, 299-300, 335), but the context is ethical and not explicitly linked to physical transformation. On the other hand, the period is rife with speculation among philosophically trained Jews and Christians about attaining or regaining Adam’s status as ξύνον τοῦ θεοῦ (Gen 2:7); see Bousser, Hauptprobleme, 160; Quispel, “Gnostische Anthropos,” 188-95; Attridge, Epistle to the Hebrews, 270 n.
31 (for Philo); Jervell, Imago Dei; F. Williams, Mental Perception, 67-70. Mazur suggests that the idea of assimilation to the image of the One is a Gnostic “innovation” that goes back to the myth of Epinoma’s awakening of Adam’s latent spiritual faculty (“Platonizing Sethian Gnostic Background,” 280-81). Yet the figure of Adam is relatively distant in Zostrianos, and the seer is changed into an angel, not a primal man. I hope to revisit this problem in a later study.
199. Meijering, “God Cosmos History,” 244.
200. Pépin, Mythè et allégorie; Simonetti, Lettera E/O Allegoria. A thorough survey of Gnostic allegory remains to be written (see thus far Simonetti, Lettera E/O Allegoria, 9-57), but an overview would include Ex. Soul (NHC II,6), Pistis Sophia, Ptolemy’s Epistle to Flora, the Pleromenic descent of Sophia ap. ir. Haer. 1.7.3, the Epiphaniac account according to Irenaeus (Haer. 1.39.12; cf. Ap. John NHC II,1.13 = BG 45), the Naasene Psalm ap. Hipp. Haer. 5.35-36 (regarding Hom. Od. 24,5-8); also Hipp. Haer. 5.8.6 (regarding Is. 44,2; 6.14,7-8), and the fragments of Heracleon preserved by Origen.
201. On Alexander’s evidence, see Willey’s edition of Alexander; Stroumba, “Titus of Bostra and Alexander of Lycopolis.”
202. Alex. Lyc. ch. 5 pp. 8.8-14 (Brinkmann), tr. van der Horst and Mansfield, slightly modified. Or Manichaean literalism, see also Simp. Comm. ench. 71.13-16 (Brittain and Brennan): “having fashioned monstrous things (τέρατα γίνεις χαριστικά τωι) which it’s not right even to call mythical, they do not use them as myths or believe that they point to something else, but take what they say to be the truth itself (ως δὴ νυκτίους αὑτοίς τοις λεγόμενοι παραπληθεύοντο);” S. Lieu, Manichaeism in the Later Roman Empire, 22-24; Stroumba, Another Seed, 162.
203. Alex. Lyc., “Actually, though having taken up the decision to show up this mumbo-jumbo for what it is, I am at a loss how to proceed. For their assumptions (τα ψαλίθεα) are not expressed in a generally acceptable ratiocinative form, hence a scrutiny of these assumptions is out of the question. Nor are there any proofs to be found which would be based on postulates (οὕτω τινες ἀρχαὶ ψαλίθεα), which renders it impossible to consider what these postulates would entail” (ch. 5 p. 8.20-22 [Brinkmann]). On Manichaean’s literalist approach to scripture, see Tardieu, “Principes de lexégése manichéenne,” esp. 128.
204. Alex. Lyc. ch. 5 p. 8.25-32 (Brinkmann); ch. 10.6-9 p. 16.
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43–53; Adler, "Introduction," 13. On esoteric language and secrecy as important for creating sectarian self-definition, see Adler, "Introduction," 15.


208. Famously, in Plat. Symp. 201d.


210. See also Pleše, "Gnostic Literature," 190.

211. Pace Turner, "Coptic Renditions," 524 n. 1; Corrigan, "The Symposium and Republic."

212. For the crowns, see Burns, "Sethian Crowns, Sethian Martyrs?"

CHAPTER 4


2. See particularly MacRae, "Jewish Background"; Turner, "Introduction NHC XIII, 2."


4. Idem, "Gnostic Threefold Path," 331; "Typologies," 181, 188–89. Indeed, in the ascent texts, the Barbelo aeon remains a second principle, produced by the Invisible Spirit, but is not identified with a descending savior but with Intellect (φωσκός). For a survey, see Brankaer, "The Concept of φωσκός," 65–68, 78–79.


6. Ibid., 193.


8. Pearson, "Figure of Seth," 489, quoting MacRae, "Seth," 21; also Stroumsa, Another Seed, 125; Lahe, Gnosis und Judentum, 283–90; all regarding Gen 5:3 LXX, on which, see Klijn, Seth, 2.

9. Klijn, Seth, 39 n. 36; see also a Coptic spell invoking "Seth, Seth, the living Christ!" (Kropp, Zauber texte, 3:76; Stroumsa, Another Seed, 76 n.
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21 [sic];] Man. Keph. 12.9–13 (Polotsky and Böhlig); Man. Ps.-Bk. 142.3–9 (Alberthy); Man. Hom. 68.15–19; Aug. Faust. 19.3.


11. Synnell. Ek. chron. 9.22–26 (Mosherammer); Seth also raptured in the Apocalypse of Sethbel from the GCM (Receys, Heralds, 111, 122).

12. For Seth the astronomer, see Jos. Ant. 1.68; Bidez and Cumont, Mages hellénistes, 45–56; Klijn, Seth, 49; as a scribe, see L.A.E. 49.1–3, 50–51; Jos. Ant. 1.69–73; Klijn, Seth, 17–18. This does not "imply" a syncretism with Thoth-Hermes (pace Frankfurter, "Apocalypses Real and Alleged," 72–73 n. 33), but perhaps recalls the "Books of Seth" possessed by the Archontics (Epiph. Pat. 40.7.4–5). In any case, this role of Seth recalls the apocalyptic tradition of book burial.

13. On ethnic terminology in Gnosticism, see Fallon, "Undomesticated Race"; Stroumsa, Another Seed, 100; M. A. Williams, Immovable Race. On translating yevea as "race" and not "generation" in gnostic texts, see Fallon, "Undomesticated Race," 280. For the background of the term "seed" in Jewish apocalyptic, see Frankfurter, "Legacy of Jewish Apocalypses," 149.

14. Gen. 6:12 refers to "sons of God" (noi ἔθοσθόν), the "watchers" who were tempted by women and begat with them giants on the earth. Beginning with Julius Africanus (ca. 225 CE), many Christian writers identified these sons of God not with evil angels but with the offspring of Seth. These Sethites inhabited a mountain below Paradise but above the evil Cainites, whose alluring women drew them down into corruption with tools reminiscent of the teaching of the watchers (metallurgy, makeup, etc.—Synnell. Ek. chron. 9.26–10.2; Klijn, Seth, 61–62; also Epher. Comm. Gen. et Exod 5:1 p. 43 [Tonneau], cit. Klijn, Seth, 74; q1 Instruction [4Q147] fig. 2:14–15; Stroumsa, Another Seed, 125). The Sethites living on the mountain after Adam and Seth were called "gods" on account of their purity, and so were confused with angels (Cav. Tr. 7:1–3 [Ri], cit. Klijn, Seth, 68 n. 99).

15. Stroumsa, Another Seed, 134.

16. Some sources considered this lineage biological (Klijn, Seth, 83–86; Pearson, "Figure of Seth," 473–74; M. A. Williams, Immovable Race, 180), others, metaphorical (Phil. Post. 1, 40–48; further, see Kraft, "Philo on Seth." On Valentinianism, see 1r. Haer. 1:7; Theodotus ap. Clem. Al. Exc. 54.1; Ter. Vat. 29, cit. Pearson, "Figure of Seth," 475). See also Tri. Trac. NIC 5.118.14 (no Seth). For Hippolytus's Sethians, see Haer. 5.20.2 (Marcovich; cf. also the probably unrelated tradition of allelography in Paraph. Senum NHC VII, 114.24–26.

17. Apoc. Adam NHC V, 85. On the "three men" from heaven, see e.g. 2 En. 11:4; Stone, "Report on Seth Traditions," 469. On the genre of Adam apocrypha, see Pearson, "Figure of Seth," 492–93; Nickelsburg, "Some Related Adam Traditions."

18. Apoc. Adam NHC V, 65.3–9, tr. MacRae (CGL): "it (knowledge) entered into the seed (οτροπα) of great aeons. For this reason I have called you..."
by the name of that man who is the seed of the great generation (yeved) or from whom (it comes)." See also Pearson, "Figure of Seth," 489.

19. Apoc. Adam NHC V, 56.6-4-8.

20. Ibid., 69.12-17.


22. Apoc. Adam NHC V, 56.23-28; for the Illuminator as Seth, see Schottroff, "Anima naturae salvae," 79; MacRae, "Apocalypse of Adam," 575, followed by Pearson, "Figure of Seth," 497.

23. Pearson, "Figure of Seth," 484-85.

24. Gos. Eg. NHC II, 5.15-16-51. Seth’s exact location in the heavenly world is not clear; sometimes he is in the second luminary (II, 2.56.16-17), sometimes in the third (IV, 68.3-5 = III, 2.56.22).

25. Ibid., IV, 2.65.17-20 = III, 2.54.6-11: the Autogenes and other beings praise the Four Luminaries, the Three-Child, Youel, Euseph, and other beings "in order that they may name [the Father the fourth] with the incorruptible race (yeved), of the [Father, and that they] may call [it the seed (naanu) of the Father the seed of the great Seth]" (tr. Böhlige and Wisse [CGL]).


27. Noted by Pearson, "Figure of Seth," 498; Reeves, Heralds, 126-27.

28. Gos. Eg. NHC IV, 2.73.26-74.9 = II, 2.62.11-24. See also Klijn, Seth, 104.

29. Gos. Eg. NHC IV, 2.74.17-23, 75.15-24 = III, 2.65.5-8, 64.1-9.

30. Ibid., III, 2.56.7-22, tr. Böhlige and Wisse, slightly modified.

31. Ibid., IV, 7.12.11-18 = III, 2.60.8-9; Cormos is also associated with the seed of Seth at Zost. NHC VIII, 1.47.9. See also M. A. Williams, Immovable Race, 145-46.

32. Gos. Eg. NHC IV, 2.71.30-72.10 = III, 2.60.20-61.1 tr. Böhlige and Wisse.

33. With M. A. Williams, Immovable Race, 164; Klijn, Seth, 104.

34. Gos. Eg. NHC IV, 2.78.2-10 = III, 2.66.2-8, tr. Böhlige and Wisse.

35. Ibid., IV, 2.73.24 = III, 2.64.9, IV, 2.78.10 = III, 2.66.8. On the title as a corruption of the name τοῦ Δαμαςίου, see Turner, Sethian Gnosticism and the Platonist Tradition, 165, 278; cf. Böhlige and Wisse, "Commentary: The Gospel of the Egyptians,” 294-95. "Yevedus" is also preserved (in the accusative) at Apoc. Adam NHC V, 56.50, and Zost. NHC VIII, 1.47.5-7, in both cases with a baptismal context. Raisin, Paradise Reconsidered, 276-79, opines that the title draws from Johannine appellation of the Christ: Jesus as living water (John 4:10-14), Jesus the righteous (John 7:18, 1 John 2:29), and Jesus the Nazarene (John 2:14, 18:5, 19:19).

36. Zost. NHC VIII, 1.45.23, 126.16; see also Abramowski, "Nag Hammadi: 8, 8, Zostrianos," 4.


38. Zost. NHC VIII, 1.47.5-8; see also Turner, "Commentary: Zostrianos," 562-63.

39. Also suggested by Pearson, "Figure of Seth," 490, 498, recalling Zost. NHC VIII, 1.130.10-16; Melch. NHC IX, 1.5.20, 6.17, concluding that Seth has here "put on" Zostrianos in an effort to awaken "his Seed." See also Pearson, "Gnosticism as Platonism," 59; idem, Ancient Gnosticism, 89; H. Jackson, "Seer Nikotheos," 259; Reeves, Heralds, 125, 127. Turner asserts that "Zostrianos is clearly a Savior figure, presumably in the type of Seth, the 'spiritual' son of Adam," but does not consider whether he is an incarnation of Seth or a descending redeemer (Turner, "Commentary: Zostrianos," 484).

40. Zost. NHC VIII, 1.7.8-9. This "living seed" is associated with Horkos (4.7-9.14), who presides over its incarnation in Gos. Eg. as noted above.

41. Zost. NHC VIII, 1.7-5.

42. Ibid., 1.12-14.

43. Ibid., 1.13-5.


47. Ibid., 64.9-14.

48. Scopello (BCNH) translates εκείνος ουκ οφείλει to "ele (sc. et) etendue le tourne vers [elle]." Turner (p. 178 in the same volume) suggests instead: "it (i.e., the boundlessness) turns him (i.e., the traverser) to [it] (i.e., the Invisible Spirit)."

49. Funk and Scopello (BCNH) restore and translate as follows: ουκ οφείλει 4πος "et de sorte que celui-ci devienne salut." Turner (p. 178 in the same volume) suggests instead: ουκ οφείλει 4πος ("he was becoming salvation").

50. Allogenes NHC X, 3.49.7-18.

51. Ibid., 50.34-36.

52. Ibid., 53.7.8-35; see also ibid., 58.7-19; on the thrice male as "thought of those who exist together, the Perfect Child," see ibid., 46.17-22; 51.32.77, 56.13-14; 58.12-15. In his edition principes, Turner considers that a dissociation of the Triple Powerd power with Eradamas and Autogenes signifies a "de-mythologization" of the text from Zost. and Stiles Seth, which ties the figures together; yet the significance of the Three-Child is magnified in Allogenes, as he notes in a later edition (Turner, "Allogenes: Notes," 241-47, on Stiles Seth NHC X, 5.120.29-30; 121.8-9; Zost. NHC VIII, 1.137.9-310.4-14: "Introduction: Allogenes," 85-86).


54. As opposed to the character Allogenes in TC 6013-19, who either is Jesus or quotes him when he says to Satan, "get behind me, Satan!" (regarding Matt 4:10, Luke 4:13).

55. Stiles Seth NHC VIII, 1.18.12-13; 119.6-10. All translations of Stiles Seth are those of Robinson and Goehring (CGL), modified. On Adam as light, Goehring recalls Gos. Eg. NHC IV, 2.61.7 = III, 2.49.8 ("Notes: The
66. Epiph. Pan. 30.3.4–1; 53.1.8 (Williams); Pa.-Clem. Recogn. 2.22.4. For a survey of this and more material with analysis, see Burns, “Jesus’ Reincarnations Revisited”; cf. H. Jackson, “See Nikotheos,” 267–68.
67. See below, Chapter 7, n. 17.
68. Studies of ethnic language in Gnosticism in general, not just Sethianism, are sorely lacking (thus Buell, “Rethinking the Relevance of Race,” 474, recalling M. A. Williams, Immovable Race; see also Fallon, “Undominated Race”).
69. J. Hall, Ethnic Identity, 35; cf. Buell, “Rethinking the Relevance of Race,” 450 n. 3 (but acknowledging Hall at 456 n. 20; Buell, “Race and Universalism,” 433).
70. Per J. Hall, Ethnic Identity, 2, 36: “An ethnic group should be defined as a social collectivity whose members are united by their subscription to a putative belief in shared descent and to an association with a primordial homeland.” See also ibid., 39–32; Buell, “Race and Universalism,” 444–44. Cf. Buell’s caution that this definition implies an identity too “fixed,” centered on biological descent (Making Christians, 105; edam, “Race and Universalism,” 441 n. 32).
73. Aristid. Ath. Apol. 2.1 (Greek); Pr. Pet. ap. Clem. Al. Strom. 5.34.4–5.41; 42.2, 63.106.4–107.1. The source of inspiration is likely 1 Cor 10:32. On these passages, see Harnack, Mission and Expansion, 1.136–52; J. Lieu, “Race of the God-Fearers,” 489; edam, Christian Identity, 260–64; Buell, “Rethinking the Relevance of Race,” 464; edam, Why This New Race? 2. See also Goss. Phil. NHC II.3.73–31. In still other texts, Christians are a “fourth race”; see Aristid. Ath. Apol. 2.1 (Syriac); Clem. Al. Exc. 28, pp. 239–240 (Sagard) and commentary ad loc. Cf. the four races in Orig. World NHC II.1.134–35, on which see Fallon, “Undominated Race,” 284; Stroumsa, Another Seed, 704.
74. Mart. Pol. 3.2; also 14.1.17; see J. Lieu, “Race of the God-Fearers,” 485, followed by Buell, Why This New Race? 32. See also Ter. Scorp. 10.70; idem, Nat. 1.8; J. Lieu, “Race of the God-Fearers,” 491; Buell, Why This New Race? 155–57.
75. Aristid. Ath. Apol. cl. 15.1 (Greek), 2.4 (Syriac).

65. Similarly Epiphanius’s Sethians, who trace their ancestry to Seth (who reincarnates in history as a savior) and read books titled “Foreigners” (Pan. 39.1.3, 39.1.3, 39.3–5.39.5–7).
66. Hipp. Haer. 10.29.1–2, tr. Klijn and Reinkin, Patristic Evidence, 123; see also Klijn and Reinkin, Patristic Evidence, 64–65; Stroumsa, Another Seed, 76, 88.

67. See above, Chapter 7, n. 17.
Coptic expressions are used to express the terminology of "first thought"; for a thorough survey, see Onuki, "Dreifache Pronoia." Mention of providence controlling the sublunar realm at the behest of the archons later in the treatise certainly refers to a "secondary" prōvōna roughly equivalent to Middle Platonic Fate, whose activity is not always benign (NHC II, 1.2.17 = BG 43.2.14; NHC II, 1.2.15 = BG 49.16; NHC II, 1.2.17 = BG 72.2.12; see M. A. Williams, "Higher Providence").


95. NHC VIII, 1.2.12, 25.5, 27.5–9.

96. Zost. NHC VIII, 1.25.6–16, following the syntax of BFP by starting a new sentence; LS continues the sentence here.

97. Turner, "Commentary: Zostrianos," 337. See also idem, "Introduction: Marsanes," 229; idem, "Sethian Gnosticism and the Platonic Tradition," 334; Zost. NHC VIII, 1.29.10, 19.16, 22.14, 48.2. For species and genus, see also Zost. NHC VIII, 1.2.12–3; "perfect, those things which exist with respect to species (εἴδος) and genus (γένος), and universal (συνόλον) and individual (ἄτομον) difference (διάφορα ἀτόμα)". See also Zost. NHC VIII, 1.2.16. Use of this terminology hardly proves Zostrianos's dependence on Porphyry, pace Majercik, "Porphyry and Gnosticism," 283–84. Plot. Enn. 6.1–5 [42–44] is evidence enough that these terms circulated in later Platonic circles before Porphyry.

98. E.g., Plat. Soph. 267d; for discussion, see Philip, "Platonic Dairesis." Galen's discussion of sorting out the types of diseases also employs this terminology; his handbook may have influenced Clement's discussion of logic in Stom. VIII (Hadrava, "Galenus Christianus?" esp. 356). On this point I am indebted to discussion with Riccardo Chiaradonna.


100. Follows BFP: τοῖς [ὁ] ἠκαθαρτοῖς [ὁ] ἀυγαπάτως τῆς ἕπος τού [μη] [η] [faculty], "individualités parfaits, issues totalement parfaits [qui sont antérieurs aux]." Cf. LS: τοῖς [ὁ] ἠκαθαρτοῖς [ὁ] ἠκαθαρτοῖς [ὁ], [the] individualites of the all-perfect ones [exist]." Turner (BCNH) translates the passage as "the generation of aeons are four perfect instances of the all-perfect ones [that exist before the perfect individuals]."


103. Zost. NHC VIII, 1.23.6–17. See also the discussion of Turner, "Introduction: Marsanes," 51–53.
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104. "It is there (the Kalyptos) that all the living beings that exist individually (are) all joined together (συνέχεια)." (Zost. NHC VIII, 1.17.1-4; see also 20.10, 116.1-5, 117.21, 119.7.)

105. Ibid., 117.3-4.

106. Stedes Seth NHC VII, 5.121.1-5; also ibid., 124.7-13.


108. In CGI, Turner fills the lacuna with οἱ ἀποκριές τῶν ἐγείρομαι, "all-perfect ones who are before the perfect ones." In his 2004 translation (BCNH), he offers instead οἱ ἀποκριές τῶν ἐγείρομαι, "the [pre-stage] perfect ones before" so that Allogenes "would have praised the contents of all three levels of the Barbelo Aeon in ascending order, the 'perfect individuals' in Autogenes, the 'all-perfect ones' who are united in Protophanes, and (perhaps) the 'super-perfect ones' in Kalypso" ("Introduction: Allogenes," 19). Funk leaves the lacuna blank in the BCNH edition, but Scopello (BCNH) gives the translation, "les [Tous qui] précédent les parfaits," presumably working from the text of Funk and Poirier, Concordances: etincelles on οἱ ἀποκριές.

109. Allogenes NHC XI, 3.55.72-76.

110. Ibid., 53.28-35; Procl. El. Theor. prop. 170 (Elements, Dodds) and Mars. NHC X, 1.2.0-22 are recalled by Turner, "Allogenes: Notes," 254.

111. Allogenes NHC XI, 3.56.13-14, 46.17-22; Turner, "Introduction: Allogenes," 85; Zost. NHC VIII, 1.41.9-19: "divine Autogenes [. . . ] And the divine [Autogenes] [. . . ] of the [perfect] Thrice-Male Child. [And] this male (being) [. . . ] and species (elōc), perfect [. . . ], since it does not have [. . . ] through [unique] knowledge (γνώσις), like that one. [And] it is a [measure] of the individuals; it is [a] unique knowledge of the individuals." Here I follow some, but not all, of the restorations of BFQ.

112. On Kalypso as the final unifier of particulars, see Turner, "Introduction: Allogenes," 75, 78; idem, "Platonizing Sethian Treatises," T43 n. 36; idem, "Commentary: Zostrianos," 632, recalling Plot. Enn. 5.9 [5] 6. (One could add Enn. 5.5 [32] 2.9-29, 6.7 [38] 2.9-11, 6.7.1 [38] 73; 3.2 [47] 1.27.) For souls distinct but not separate in the Protophanes, see Allogenes NHC XI, 3.51.19-24; Plot. Enn. 6.4 [24] 2.14-1.4. On the unifying activity of the "second intellect," see frgs. 16, 20, 22 (des Places); Chalda. Or. frg. 8 (Majerick); Turner, "Introduction: Allogenes," 80.

113. Cf. Plotinus's notion of providence operating in the intelligible realm—e.g., Enn. 6.8 [59] 17.9-15.10 [10] 6.28, 5.3 [49] 12.39-44. Providence is not reasonistic: Enn. 2.2 [14] 2.18, 3.2 [47] 3.4-5 or planned (ibid., 6.7 [38] 1.28-35; see Schroeder, "Aesitey," 309). Rather, Intellect and the One are beyond providence and determinism (Enn. 6.8 [59] 17.7-10).

114. See below, Chapter 5, "Left Behind."

115. Platonists placed individual action under the limited governance of fate as distinct from providence, attempting to leave more room for human freedom (Plut. Fac. 92.74; Plot. Enn. 4.8 [6] 2.27; 3.3 [48] 45; Sallust. Deis 9 [Nock]).
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117. Thus Senec. Prov. 5.7-8; idem, Ep. 95.50 (on which, see Sharples, "Nemesius of Emesa," 114-13). Even if evils sometimes befall individuals, it is for the benefit of the whole: Chrysippus, ap. Diog. Laer. 7.138-39 = SVF 2.634-43. Long and Sedley, Hellenistic Philosophers, 47.59; Cic. Nat. d. 2.11.5 = SVF 2.1021 = Long and Sedley, Hellenistic Philosophers, 54.54; Senec. Prov. 1.5-6; Marc. Aur. 2.3.5, 6.4-34, 10-6. For discussion, see Sharples, "Alexander of Aphrodisias, De Fato," 24-3; idem, "Nemesius of Emesa," 110; Dragona-Monachou, "Divine Providence," 144-45. This view was hardly ubiquitous among Stoics (cf. Cic. Nat. d. 2.163-67, 3.86; Plut. Stat. Rep. 1051b = SVF 2.1178). Many early Christian thinkers, meanwhile, asserted God's direct, providential supervision over human affairs and especially salvation (1 Clem. 24.55; Min. Fel. Oct. 10.5; Clem. Alex. Strom. 7.31.52-53, 1.37.95, 5.9; Orig. Princ. 1.2.9, 1.6.2, 2.1.12; idem, Cels. 6.7.7, 8.70).

118. See Denzey Lewis, Cosmology and Fate.

119. Hipp. Haer. 10.2.9.3. This point will be revisited below, in Chapter 9, "Rethinking Sethian Tradition."

120. Plat. Tim. 47A; Pol. 27.224; esp. Leg. X 903b-904b. For further references (and reception in Middle Platonism), see Pease's commentary ad loc. in Cic. Nat. d. p. 973.


122. Armstrong, "Plotinus and Christianity," 84; idem, "Man in the Cosmos," 6, 10; cf. Osborn, Irenaeus, 62-63; Narbonne, Plotinus in Dialogue, 76, both reading Plotinus's criticism as only applying to Gnostic Christianity.

123. E.g., Rom 9-11; 2 Cor 5:15.

Chapter 5

1. Alc.Epit. 3.1, 3.4 (Whitaker); further, see Dillon, "Commentary: The Handbook of Platonism," 57-58.


4. For Gnostic eschatology, see Peel, “Gnostic Eschatology,” 156ff; see also Kippenberg, “Vergleich jüdischer, christlicher, und gnostischer Apokalypistik,” 751; Logan, Gnostic Truth and Christian Heresy, 301; Attridge, “Valentinian and Sethian Apocalyptic Traditions.”

5. Plot. Emm. 2.9 and Unt. are discussed in the following; Marsaness mentions the Sojourn and Repentance aeons in passing (Mars. NHC X, 1:3.17; Turner, “Introduction: Marsaness,” 11–14). The Egyptian Gospel hypothesizes Sophia’s personal Repentance into a single aeon that catalyzes Sethian salvation history (NHC III, 2.59.9–23, discussed below). This terminology is absent from Apoc. Adam, States Seth, and Allogenes, but one would not expect to find these in these treatises, since they do not address the postmortem fate of the soul.

6. Plot. Emm. 2.9 [33] 6.1–3.


9. As in BFP; LS leaves the lacuna blank.


11. Macrob. Comm. somnium. Scip. 1.11.7. Also see Procl., Comm. Tim. 1.147.6–9, 2.48.17–21 (Diehl), Simpl. Comm. cael, 7.379.29, 512.18 (Heilberg). Cf. Turner, Sethian Gnosticism and the Platonic Tradition, 572 (identify the “etherial earth” as the atmosphere). An “etherial earth” is also mentioned at Gao. Eg. NHC III, 2.50.10. Plotinus says that the Gnostic identity a “new earth” as the “rational form of the world” (λόγιον κοσμοῦ—Emm. 2.9 [33] 5.26–27; Unt. 249 [Schmidt and MacDermott]; cf. Emm. 2.9 [33] 11.11–12; 6.7 [38] 11). References to the “etherial earth” were mistakenly confused with Plotinus’s “new earth” (etherial, material vs. eschatological, intelligible) by Pépin, “Theories of Procession,” 314; Wallis, “Soul and Nous,” 462; Stroumsa, Another Seed, x.6; cf. also C. Schmidt, Plotinus Stellung, 61–62; Boussau, Hauptprobleme, 189–92; Puech, “Plotin et les gnostiques,” 168; Tardieu, “Les gnostiques,” 527–28 n. 60; Turner, “Introduction: Zostrianos,” 146. See further below, “Left Behind.”

12. Zost. NHC VIII, 1.11.2–9: “And the impressions (ἀντιμον) of the aeaes exist as follows: While they did not obtain a form (αἴθεα) of (even) a single power, they did, however, possess eternal glories. And places of judgment of each and every one of the powers exist.”


15. Plat. Gen. Socr. 591b; idem, Bac. 943d (on which, see Stetnerr, Seelenwanderung, 57; Dieterich, Nemesis, 145); Porph. frag. 383 (Smith) = Stob. 1.49.61; Wachsmuth and Hense; see also 6.2.330–341; Lamb. Vit. Pyth. 18.82; Lyd. Mens. 167.21 (Waensch), cit. Finanome and Dillon, “De anima Commentary,” 202. Further in general, see Dörrie and Baltes, 6.2.333. For Numenius (Proclus’s rejoinder), see Lamb. 1.6 (Finanome and Dillon); Procl. Comm. Remp. 2.1128.3–140.25 (Kroll); Dillon, Middle Platonists, 97.
twelve "repetances" that are of a hymnic character (chs. 32–57). Finally, (57), she recites a thirteenth repetance for the thirteenth aeon (Barbelo).

42. The topos is "the designation of the Christian self as a stranger, sojourner, foreigner, and/or resident alien in order to communicate varying forms of Christian alterity" (Dunning, *Aliens and Sojourners*, 1).

43. As Scalpello notes, "Titres autēmin", 133; for a survey, see Feldman, "Concept of Exile in Josephus", 145; Gaertner, "Discourse of Displacement" (in the Greek texts he cites, παροικία is never used; "exile" is χωρίζω).

44. Marc. Aur. 4.29; generally, see Dunning, *Aliens and Sojourners*, 35–40.

45. Marc. Aur. 4.3 (the proper form for Plotinus's and Porphyry's remarks); for Philo, see Conf. 77–81, regarding Gen 21:8; 47:9; Congr. 20–24; Agg. 64–65; see Kidd, *Alterity and Identity*, 123–24; Feldmeier, "The 'Nation of strangers'," 130–51; Dunning, *Aliens and Sojourners*, 44–46. For Plotinus and Porphyry, see Plot. Enn. 1.6 [1] 8 (notably early and exceptional in his corpus); Porph. *Abst.* 1.30.1–4, 1.33.3 (Boufartigue and Pavillon), *Marc. 6* (Wicker); cf. Clark, "Translate into Greek," 150; Johnson, "Philo, Hellenicity, Law," 64, 66.


48. Most famously, Gen 23:4. See also Gen 15:3; Exod 22:22, 18:23; Jer 41:8; Deut 14:21, 23:8; 2 Sam 11:3; Ps 39:15; 1 Chr 19:15; Ps 119:15; and see Kidd, *Alterity and Identity*, 125; Feldmeier, "The 'Nation of Strangers'," 242; Dunning, *Aliens and Sojourners*, 42. Other discussions of patriarchy and Israel as exile include Gen 17:18, 19:9, 2011, 21:23, 26:13, 32:5, 32:7, 37:1, 47:4; Exod 6:14; Ps 105:12; Wis 19:10. The verb νοικόσωμαι also commonly refers to sojourners in the LXX: Gen 12:10, 28:4, 36:7; Judg 17:8–9; Ruth 2:11; Ps 51:3, 51:6; Is. 26:14, 52:14; Jer 20:2; Sir 31:7, 32:24, 38:12. For the theme of exile as an indication of the elect status of the Qumran community in the *Damascan Document*, see Feldmeier, "The 'Nation of Strangers'," 49–50.
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161; Vitr. 1:17; Spec. 1:1.14 (te: Lev 22:10); 4:16; Jos. et. Asen. 4:12 (cit. Scopello, "Titres au féminin," 733). See also Sir 29:23–28 (identifying the πάροικος as ξένος). The negative evaluation of exile as associated with foreign idolaters may be why some second-temple Jewish writers dissociated Abraham from the theme.

52. Heb 12:8–16, esp. 9 (πάντες παραπήγης εἰς γῆν τῆς ἐπαγγελίας ως ἐκλογήν); see Attridge, Epistle to the Hebrews, 323–33; Dunning, Aliens and Sojourners, 47–48.
53. 1 Pet 1:1, 21; Kidd, Alienity and Identity, 123; Feldmeier, "The 'Nation of Strangers," 256; Buell, Why This New Race? 46. On the πάροικος qui εξελέγεται, see Kidd, Alienity and Identity, 127.
54. 2 Clem. 55.
55. See also Tcr. Cor. 13 ("you are a foreigner in this world, a citizen of Jerusalem, the city above"); 1 Clem. 54:4; Diogn. 5:4–5:9, 6:8; Greer, "Alien Citizens," 39; Buell, Why This New Race? 33; Feldmeier, "The 'Nation of Strangers," 265; Dunning, Aliens and Sojourners, 64; J. Perkins, Roman Imperial Identities, 31–34.
56. Clem. Al. Strom. 4:26.165.3, responding to Basilides (see below), 3:17:75; idem, Paed. 3.12 (Mondéser).
57. "I seemed to them like a foreigner" (Odes Sol. 176; see also 47:8: "All those who see me will be amazed, because I am from another race"). See also Matt 25:35; Luke 24:18; John 11:20; Scopello, "Titres au féminin," 734.
60. Apoc. Peter NHC VII.3,83.17.
61. 1 Apoc. Jas. NHC V.3,11.17–18; see Dunning, Aliens and Sojourners, 99.
63. CMC 44: "I became like a stranger and an outcast in their midst."
64. ML p. 223 (Litzbarski, tr. Rudolph in Foerster, Gnossia, 2:243–45), esp.: "By my illumination and my praise have I kept myself a stranger from the world. I have stood among them (the wicked) like a child who has no father."
65. Apoc. Adam NHC V.5,69.12–28; these strangers known as the seed of men who receive the "life of Gnossis" are probably the έτοιμον οὖτα of Gen 4:23 (Pearson, "Figure of Seth," 489). Certainly they are the offspring of Seth (Stroumsa, Another Seed, 85). For their identification with the seed of Ham and Japheth later in the text, see NHC V.5,73.26–24: they will enter into another land and sojourn (εξωκοινος) with those men who came forth from the great eternal knowledge. For the shadow of their power will protect those who have sojourned with them from every evil thing and every unclean desire." See also NHC V.5,74.21–24; Stroumsa, Another Seed, 85.
66. Apoc. Adam NHC V.5,75.9–76.9.
67. Ibid., 82.25–28.
68. For the inferior seed of Cain and Abel, see Phil. Post. 172–77; Ap. John. NHC II,1.24.15–31; Klijn, Seth, 26, 50 32 (Samaritians), 82–87.
something else (i.e., more matter) to dissolve into (ibid., 2.9 [33] 3.7–21, discussed above, Chapter 2, “Against the Gnostic Cosmos”).

104. For the eternity of the cosmos, see Plat. Tim. 41b; Plut. De phil. 393; Alc. Epit. 15.3; Coop. herm. 11.3.5; Ascl. 29.31; Plot. Enn. 4.4 [48] 10.5–7; see also Plot. Enn. 3.7 [45] 3.31–34, 6.12.13–29; 2.1 [40] 1–2, 4–5. As a criticism of Christianity, see Orig. Cels. 4.14.4, 47.9; cf. Min. Fel. Oct. 11.3; J. Cook, Interpretation of the New Testament, 99.


107. Sallust, Diec. 75; also also 13; Mac. Magn. Apocrit. 4.158 (Goulet), regarding τ Cor 7.32; for discussion, see J. Cook, Interpretation of the New Testament, 222, 230 n. 385.

108. I thank John D. Turner for drawing my attention to this problem, in conversation and correspondence.

109. For final judgment, see 1 En. 9.14, 38; 2 En. 46, 665–105; 2 Bar. 51.11–12, 5412.20–22, 83; Apoc. Ab. 29–31; Apoc. Peter (Eth.) 4; Apoc. Elij. 530–35; Rev 20.12–14; 1 Clem. 24–28; 2 Thess. 3.12–14; 1 Clem. 24.12; 1 Clem. 33.5; Ps. Clem. Hom. 3.6.3–5. For surveys (to which I am indebted for many of these citations), see May, “Eschatologie 5. Alte Kirche,” 100–301; Aune, “Early Christian Eschatology,” 2195; Attridge, “Valentinian and Christian Apocalyptic Traditions,” 1845; Yarbro Collins, “New Testament Eschatology”; Adams, The Stars Will Fall from Heaven. For cosmic eschatology, see Deut 32.21; Matt 52.22, 1818; Mark 9:43; Rev 2014, 21.8. For the world’s reconstitution, see Is 65.17, 6622 (see also Zech 14); 2 Pet 3.5–16; Rev 21; 1 En. 454.5–9, 97.16; 2 Bar. 32.7, 44; 2 Clem. 11; Herm 3.4; Euseb. Hist. Eccl. 5.16.28–29 (on the Montanists’ New Jerusalem). See also D. Russell, “New Heavens and New Earth,” 234–250. For Chiliasm, see Rev 2016; Apoc. Elij. 536–9; Is. Haer. 5.28.3.

110. Attempts to read Christian eschatology in terms of Greek thought include Just. Mart. 1 Apol. 20, 28, 60; 2 Apol. 7, 9; similarly, Clem. Al. Strom. 5.19. Origen appears to be a trickier case since he affirms the Stoic doctrine of a succession of worlds (Princ. 2.3.4–5, 3.5); but he elsewhere says there will be an end to this succession (Comm. Rom. 6.8.8 [Schack]; Cels. 4.20; Hom. Jer. 12.5 [Smith]; Hom. Lev. 14.4 [Barclay]). Also see May, “Eschatologie 5. Alte Kirche,” 501–52; Osborn, Justin Martyr, 149–53; Trigg, Origen, 215. A surprising majority of Gnostic texts at least mention the end of the world; for a survey, see Fecht, “Gnostic Eschatology,” 157–285; Attridge, “Valentinian and Christian Apocalyptic Traditions,” 183–93.
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394–98. See also Orig. Comm. Rom. 6.8.8. For Ophites, see Ir. Haer. 1.30.14; Epiph. Pan. 26.70.8; Orig. Cels. 6.33; Ap. John NHC II, 1.26.36–27.11. For a survey of the extensive Manichaean sources, see Casadio, "Manichaean Metempsychosis?"; see also Pist. Soph. 283, 381.17–381.11 Schmid and MacDermott. Generally, see Hoheisel, "Das frühe Christentum und die Seelenwanderung," 42.


114. As J. Perkins writes, the resident alien motif and ethnic reasoning helped Christians "hollow out imperial pretensions to power and control. They were announcing a new space, a new kingdom outside the contemporary configurations of power. ... Christian spatial discourse contests the imperial elite's claims to universal control" (Roman Imperial Identities, 34). The readers of the Sethian texts were no exception, and Plotinus reacted accordingly, as a Hellenic.


117. Eschatological change was not always concerned with the resurrection of the dead or creating a new earth but sometimes with "the transition from one sphere of life to another. Such a transition is vertical rather than horizontal, spatial rather than temporal" (Collins, "Apocalyptic Eschatology," 91).


119. MacRae, "Apocalyptic Eschatology," 324; also ibid., 323; Attridge, "Valentinian and Sethian Apocalyptic Traditions," 194.

120. Bousset, Himmelsreise, 5.

CHAPTER 6

1. Mars. NHC X, 1.35.1–6. The use of the term "alphabetic mysticism," employed here to engage Pearson and Turner, should be considered distinct from any greater implication or discussion about the category "mysticism," instead referring simply to speculation about the analogic properties of the letters of the alphabet(s).


3. On theory, see Lewy, Chaldaean Oracles and Theurgy; Shaw, Theurgy and the Sect; Burns, "Proclus and the Theurgical Liturgy."

4. While the term "glossolalia" is mainly associated with early Christianity, some scholars have used it to describe ecstatic speech in Jewish or Gnostic contexts as well (Scholem, Jewish Gnostics, 53); Turner, "Introduction: Allogenes," 46). Sources include: Mark 16:17; Rom 8:26; 1 Cor 14:2–25; Is 28:11; Phil. Her. 259–66; T. Job 47–51; Ir. Haer. 5:6; Tcr. Marc. 5:8; Euseb. Hist. eccl. 5:17; Allison, "Silence of Angels," 197–98. The term "vowel spell" is also not sufficient for all cases, since much of the unintelligible language recorded in Sethian and Hekhalot literatures appear to be "barbarian" names and words composed of consonants as well as vowels. Thus, the more general term "ecstatic speech" is here employed for the greater phenomenon of unintelligible, wild speech.

5. The ingenious analysis of Turner, "Introduction: Marsanes," 19; see also ibid., 75–76.


7. This latter point is clear from the author's repeated statements that she or he has instructed the audience about these subjects before.

8. See also Turner, "Introduction: Marsanes," 81.


11. Mars. NHC X, 1.32.2–6, following FP's syntax; Pearson translates this as "from the angels. And there will be some effects."


15. Gös. Eg. NHC III, 2.43.8–44.13 = IV, 2.53.4–54.13; Ir. Böhlig and Wisse (CG), modified.

16. Gös. Eg. NHC IV, 2.33.2 = III, 2.41.14; III, 2.43.9; for "aeon of the aeons," see III, 1.56.1; IV, 2.62.4, 65.13. See further Böhlig and Wisse, "Introduction: The Gospel of The Egyptians," 43.


20. “And the first aeon that is in it, that comes from it, is the first luminary, Solmias; with the god-revealer, he is unlimited with respect to the copy (rōnca) that exists in the Kalyptos aeon together with Doxomedon” (Zost. NHC VIII.1,126.1-8). The passage is almost certainly corrupt; see Turner, “Commentary: Zostrianos,” 647.

21. Zost. NHC VIII.1,127.6-17.

22. BFP reconstructs the hymn as follows: ρω[νι; the rest of the text is corrupt and uncertain, see also Apoc. Elii. 2:3, see also Unt. 260:25.


25. Thus Turner (CGL, BCNH), a translation followed by St. Allogenes NHC XI.3,54.11-26.

26. As noted by Turner, “Triomorphic Protennoia: Notes to Text and Translation,” 440, regarding Gos. Eg. NHC IV.2,51.2-5 = III.2,41.15.


30. BFP reconstructs this as νείκι; LS leaves the lacuna blank. See also Turner, “Commentary: Zostrianos,” 367.

31. LS reconstructs this as ἡ τοιαύτη τοιαύτη, “Son of [God].” BFP reconstructs this as τοιαύτη τοιαύτη, “filis [pater deli, Diu].”


36. Iamb. Myst. 1,12, tr. Clarke, Dillon, and Herschell.


38. Plo. Enn. 2.9 [33] 14.2-9; see also Hirschle, Sprachphilosophie, 39-42.

39. Plut. Gen. Sacr. 589b-c, tr. Babbitt (LCL): the thought of demons “have no need of verbs or nouns, which men use as symbols in their intercourse, and thereby hold mere counterfeit and likenesses of what is present in thought (μιμήτων ὑπὸν οὐκοτίων, καὶ χρωμάτων ἐργάτων) ἐνθεορομένων αὐθεντικά οἱ θεοθεορομένων διὰ τῶν νοομένων καὶ εἰκόνας), but are unaware of the originals for those except those who are illuminated, as I have said, by some special and daemonic radiance.”

40. Porph. Aneb. 2.100a-b (Sodano), tr. mine; cit. and discussed in Hirschle, Sprachphilosophie, 44; more generally, see Clark, “Translate into Greek,” 24-25.

41. Orig. Cels. 1.24, 5.45; on the former passage, see Dillon, “Magical Power of Names,” 206-7.

42. Porph. Aneb. 2.8A. See also ibid., 1.22: “If the gods are impassive... then the invocations of the gods will be in vain... for that which is impassive is impossible to adjure, to force, to compel.”

43. Iamb. Myst. 7.4; for discussion, see Hirschle, Sprachphilosophie, 45-48.

44. Iamb. Myst. 7.4-5.

45. Ibid., 1.12, 4.2, 6.6.

46. Ibid., 5.70; see Shaw, Theurgy, 139-31.

47. Iamb. Myst. 9.11.10.3.

48. Ibid., 1.21; see Shaw, Theurgy, 141-42.

49. Orig. Cels. 5.45 argued that the proper name yields the proper immaterial presence; see also Fossom, Name of God, 84; Dillon, “Magical Power of Names,” 211-14.

50. Layton, Gnostic Scriptures, 107 n. 53.


52. First attested in a fifth-century CE Milesean inscription (CIG 2:2385).


55. The reading of Maasheh Merkabah suggested by Janowicz, Poetics of Ascent, esp. 84-92, 101.

56. For Sethian use of magical names, see Thomassen, “Sethian Names.”

57. Iamb. Myst. 1.12, tr. by Layton as “along with glories you become the glory” (Gnostic Scriptures); “you will become gloriously glorious” (Turner, CGL); “Vous deviendrez glorieux avec des glorieux” (Poirier, BCNH).

58. Trim. Prot. NHC XIII.1,45.10-20.


60. As widely noted (e.g., Scopello, “Un rite idéal d’introïnation,” 94; Turner, “Triomorphic Protennoia: Notes to Text and Translation,” 439; Poirier, “Commentaire: La pensée première,” 351-52), these are common figures of Sethian mythology who govern baptism, also known from Gos.
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20. Ibid., 3.13, 3.14, 3.17, 62.11, 63.9, 125.23-34; Allogenes NHC XI, 3.50.19, 3.2.14, 5.18, 55.34, 57.25.
22. Ibid., 124.5-12: “But it is the Kalypros who has divided again, and they (i.e., the luminaries) exist together, and know the things that exist, namely, all the glories. All of them truly are perfect. This is the [one who] knows every act of all them, since it is completely perfect.” Ibid., 122.6-17: “and all the glories are these: the Aphrodons, unlimited, ineffable, revealers, impassible beings, [ . . . ] all of them. (Next), revealers of glory, the Marsedons, the twice-manifest, the unlimited Solomises, the revealers of their own selves, being [filed] with glory, those who [wait for] glory; blessers, the Marsedons.”
23. See Mazur, “Platonizing Sethian Gnostic Background,” 192-93; they are probably not interiorized cultic idols, as in the Plotinian corpus (pace ibid., 203-4).
25. Ibid., 129.7-122.
26. Indeed, he has “heard about things that [even] the gods are ignorant of, and which are infinite for the angels” (128.15-18). Cf. P. Perkins, Gnostic Dialogue, 86-87.
28. Gos. Eg. NHC IV, 2.59.2-22 (tr. Böhl and Wisse, modified). See also the description of the heavenly church, whose sole purpose is to hymn God (ibid., 1.4.66.14-67.1 = III, 2.55.2-16).
29. “[Having known thee], I have now mixed [with thy] steadfastness, and I have armed myself; I have come to be in [an armor of] grace and the [light]; I have become light” (Gos. Eg. NHC IV, 2.79.14-16 = III, 2.67.1-4). Also see Chald. Or. 2: “Intelligent and Soul are armed, clad in a sharp armor of ringing light with thrice-pointed strength. Cast the entire token of the triad into the seat of the Mind, and do not frequent the empyrean streams in a scattered way, but vigorously.”
31. Most recently, see Scoppello, “Portraits d’anges à Nag Hammadi,” 88-89.
32. See also Pearson, Ancient Gnosticism, 88-89.
33. Apoc. Ab. 11.1-3; on loel’s appearance, see Gruenwald, Apocalypse, 55; Fossom, Name of God, 328; Schäfer, Origins, 88-90.
35. FG 853.380.7-5.
37. Barbelo is the “first glory of the Invisible Father” (Stiles Seth NHC VII.5.21.23); the Invisible Spirit is a “[single glory] before all things” (ibid., 126.4 [Robinson and Goehring]).
38. Ibid., 126.20-28.
39. Ibid., 178.20-23.
40. Ibid., 227.8-11.


100. Mars. NHC X, 1.4.4–5; see also Turner, “Introduction: Marsanes,” 139.


102. Both Turner and Pearson recognize that the positive description of astrological contemplation has an angelological context, but do not raise the question in the context of Marsanes’ identity, nor in the context of its relation to contemporary Jewish lore, as explored below (Turner, “Introduction: Marsanes,” 20–21; Pearson, “Introduction: Marsanes,” 240).

103. Apoc. Adam NHC V, 5.64.14, 76.4.


106. Iamblichus asks if souls can change their rank (τάχημα) and become angelic (the answer is lost in a lacuna—Am. 47); see also Finamore and Dillon, “De anima Commentary,” 207. A Hermetic treatise features a vision of the ennead during which Hermes and Tat obtain a vision of angels hymning the beyond with silence and proceed to join them, but the seers do not seem to transform (Disc. 8–9 NHC VI, 5.68.17).
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